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Comparative Summary
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Chief, Foreign, Comparative, and International Law Division II

I. Introduction

This report describes the law and policy on refugees and other asylum seekers in twenty-two geographically dispersed countries and, at the supranational level, in the European Union (EU). The individual surveys cover such topics as participation in relevant international conventions; laws and regulations governing the admission of refugees and handling refugee claims; processes for handling refugees arriving at the border; procedures for evaluating whether an applicant is entitled to refugee status; the accommodations and assistance provided to refugees in the jurisdiction; requirements for naturalization; and whether asylum policy has been affected by international emergencies, such as the current refugee crisis in Europe. A bibliography of selected relevant English-language materials from recent years is included.

II. Refugee Convention

All of the countries surveyed here, other than Jordan and Lebanon, are states parties to the 1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol. The EU’s Common European Asylum System is also based on the principles in the Convention. States parties to the Convention are required to protect refugees that are in their territory and to adhere to the principle of non-refoulement—that is, to not return refugees to places where their life or freedom would be threatened on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion. In practice, the states parties to the Convention vary significantly in their receptivity to asylum seekers and the extent to which conflicting national policies affect adherence to norms prescribed in the Convention.

III. Application and Evaluation

Asylum seekers are required to submit an asylum application to the country’s competent authority. Different procedures apply to different categories of applicants—for example, those applying for asylum upon arriving at the border versus those applying from outside the country through the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), or those applying for refugee status versus those applying for humanitarian protection. The Convention permits divergent practices in the processing of applications. Screening requirements that involve collecting personal details, fingerprints, and photographs of the applicant are common. The determining authority typically examines submitted documentation and interviews the applicant. Denied applicants commonly have the opportunity to appeal an adverse determination.
IV. Assistance to Asylum Seekers

The surveys describe the varying types of assistance provided to asylum seekers in the jurisdictions. Assistance includes housing, food, access to medical care, education, employment, travel documentation, and information about their legal rights.

V. Family Members

Most surveyed countries include immediate family members of applicants among those entitled to asylum protection. Some countries also have provisions for family reunification, allowing those granted international protection to apply for such protection for family members outside the country.

VI. Path to Citizenship

The surveys also show diversity with respect to whether a person’s refugee status affects the requirements needed to obtain naturalization. In some countries, the requirements for naturalization are no different for refugees and ordinary immigrants, while in others certain criteria, such as the required length of residency, vary between refugees and other migrants.

VII. Monitoring of Applicants and Restrictions on Travel

The surveys describe the monitoring of asylum applicants and the travel restrictions placed on them in the countries. Countries usually impose residence requirements, obligations to report to governmental authorities at specified intervals, and the like. Practices vary dramatically with respect to permission to travel within and outside the jurisdiction and the type of documentation required for allowed travel.
Australia
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SUMMARY Australia’s Refugee and Humanitarian Programme consists of several different visas that are available to refugees and others in need of protection. The total number of places available under the program each year is currently 13,750, although 12,000 additional places have been made available in response to the refugee crisis that has emerged from conflicts in Iraq and Syria. The majority of visas are designated for offshore applicants, most of whom are assessed as refugees by the UNHCR and referred to Australia for resettlement. Visas available to offshore applicants provide permanent residence status and access to a range of services and assistance. Holders can sponsor family members for visas and can also apply to become Australian citizens under the same rules as other permanent residents.

There has been much debate and many law and policy changes over the years regarding the approach to handling asylum seekers who arrive in Australia by boat without a valid visa. The current rules mean that anyone who arrives unlawfully after January 1, 2014, will be taken to a third country for processing and resettlement; they will not be able to apply for visas in Australia. Boats that enter Australian territory may be returned to international waters. Around 30,500 asylum seekers who arrived in Australia prior to January 1, 2014, are being invited, in stages, to apply for temporary protection/safe haven visas that are valid for three or five years. Visa holders cannot sponsor family members and only those who meet criteria relating to living and working in regional Australia will have a pathway to permanent residence. A permanent protection visa is available to people who seek asylum after arriving in Australia on a valid visa.

I. Introduction

A. Refugee and Humanitarian Programme

Australia’s immigration system involves two major components: the Migration Programme for skilled and family migrants, and the Refugee and Humanitarian Programme “for refugees and others in refugee-like situations.” 1 Within the Refugee and Humanitarian Programme there are separate tracks for those seeking asylum following arrival in Australia (referred to as “onshore protection”) 2 and refugees who are outside Australia and in need of resettlement (referred to as


“offshore resettlement”). The offshore resettlement component is further divided into two categories: the Refugee category and the Special Humanitarian Programme category, which allows people in Australia to sponsor close family members in other countries who face human rights abuses. Within the onshore protection component, asylum seekers are treated differently depending on whether they entered Australia with or without a valid visa.

Australia is a party to the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees of 1951 (1951 Refugee Convention) and its 1967 Protocol. It has been involved in the United Nations refugee resettlement program since 1977. The majority of people granted visas through the offshore Refugee category have already been assessed as refugees by the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and referred to the Australian government for resettlement consideration.

The total number of places available in the Refugee and Humanitarian Programme is set each year by the government. Since 2009–10 (July 1 to June 30), the planned intake has been set at 13,750, although this was temporarily increased to 20,000 in 2012–13 in line with the recommendations of the Expert Panel on Asylum Seekers. Currently, of the 13,750 places available, at least 11,000 are to be used for people applying from outside Australia, including 5,000 places under the Special Humanitarian Programme.

---


In response to the humanitarian crisis arising from the conflicts in Syria and Iraq, the Australian government announced in September 2015 that an additional 12,000 permanent humanitarian places would be made available during 2015–16 to those displaced from the two countries.\(^{10}\) Priority will be given to “the women, children and families of persecuted minorities who have sought refuge from the conflict in Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey.”\(^{11}\) The Australian government will also contribute about AU$44 million to assist with addressing the humanitarian crisis in Iraq and Syria.

The government has stated that the number of places available in the Refugee and Humanitarian Programme will increase to 16,250 in 2016–17 and to 18,750 in 2018–19.\(^{12}\)

**B. Relevant Laws**

The Migration Act 1958 (Cth) contains the overarching provisions relating to the grant of visas to noncitizens of Australia. The Migration Regulations 1994 (Cth) set out further rules for different “classes” and “subclasses” of visas.\(^ {13}\) The four classes of “Protection, Refugee and Humanitarian” visas are listed in part 4 of schedule 1 of the Regulations: protection (class XA), refugee and humanitarian (class XB), temporary protection (class XD), and safe haven enterprise (class XE). The first two visa classes involve permanent residence, while the remaining two are temporary visas.

Schedule 2 of the Regulations lists the criteria that applicants must meet in order to be granted a visa under the various visa subclasses. This includes references to the “public interest criteria” that are contained in part 1 of schedule 4 of the Regulations.

Australia’s immigration laws are administered by the Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP).

**C. Debate Regarding Treatment of Asylum Seekers Arriving by Boat**

There has long been considerable debate regarding how Australia should handle asylum seekers, particularly those who attempt to enter Australian territory by boat without a visa, often via Indonesia and with the assistance of people smugglers.\(^ {14}\) Such people are currently referred to


by the government as “illegal maritime arrivals” or IMAs,\(^\text{15}\) and in the Migration Act 1958 (Cth) as “unauthorised maritime arrivals.”\(^\text{16}\) The Australian government has introduced various measures over time to intercept, detain, and process such people.\(^\text{17}\) Matters debated by politicians, advocates, and the public include the mandatory detention of asylum seekers, their transfer to detention centers offshore or in third countries, the conditions and oversight of those facilities,\(^\text{18}\) whether particular measures could be in breach of the 1951 Refugee Convention, and the effectiveness of different policies in deterring asylum seekers from risking their lives by traveling to Australia by boat.\(^\text{19}\)

The current policy is that anyone who tries to travel illegally by boat to Australia after January 1, 2014, will not be processed or resettled in Australia.\(^\text{20}\) Boats may be intercepted at sea and returned to international or Indonesian waters (a measure implemented through “Operation Sovereign Borders”\(^\text{21}\)) or the people on board may be sent to a third country for processing (“regional processing country”). These measures are intended to “stop people smugglers exploiting vulnerable people and to prevent loss of life at sea.”\(^\text{22}\)

---


\(^{16}\) Migration Act 1958 (Cth) s 5AA (meaning of “unauthorised maritime arrival”).


\(^{22}\) *Illegal Maritime Arrivals: When Will My Claims for Asylum Be Considered?*, supra note 20.
Unauthorized/illegal maritime arrivals who arrived between August 13, 2012, and January 1, 2014, are currently being invited to apply for temporary visas; they cannot apply for a permanent protection visa. Those who arrived prior to August 13, 2012, and whose asylum claims are still being processed can also only be granted a temporary visa.\(^{23}\)

In 2012, the government reinstated the transfer of asylum seekers to Nauru and Papua New Guinea for processing, as recommended by the Expert Panel on Asylum Seekers. This followed the model of the “Pacific Solution,” which had previously been in place in some form between 2001 and 2008.\(^{24}\) Later, upon the signing of new agreements with the two countries in mid-2013, the government announced that asylum seekers who are found to be refugees as a result of such offshore processing would also be resettled in those countries, rather than in Australia. A further agreement with Cambodia, signed in September 2014, means that people can also be resettled there following processing and acceptance of their claims by Nauru.\(^{25}\) As of June 30, 2015, there were 655 asylum seekers (including eighty-eight children) detained in Nauru, and 945 asylum seekers detained on Manus Island, Papua New Guinea.\(^{26}\)

The Australian Parliamentary Library notes that, in recent years, “the proportion of asylum seekers applying for (onshore) protection in Australia who arrived originally by boat has fluctuated significantly in response to shifts in asylum flows and changes in Government policy.”\(^{27}\) For example, in 2013–14, about 51.5% of asylum applications were made by people who arrived in Australia by air with a valid visa. In the previous year, 68.4% of applications were lodged by those arriving by boat without a visa.\(^{28}\)

II. Offshore Component of the Refugee and Humanitarian Programme

A. Visa Subclasses

There are four visa subclasses within the refugee and humanitarian visa class (class XB) that make up the Refugee category of the Refugee and Humanitarian Programme.\(^{29}\)

\(^{23}\) Id.


\(^{26}\) Id.

\(^{27}\) Janet Phillips, Asylum Seekers and Refugees: What Are the Facts?, supra note 5.

\(^{28}\) Id.

• Refugee visa (subclass 200): a permanent residence visa available to people living outside their home country and who are persecuted in their home country.30

• In-country special humanitarian programme visa (subclass 201): a permanent residence visa available to people living in and subject to persecution in their home country, and who have not been able to leave that country to seek refuge elsewhere.31

• Emergency rescue visa (subclass 203): a permanent residence visa available to people who are subject to persecution in their home country and face an “immediate threat to their life or personal security.”32

• Woman at risk visa (subclass 204): a permanent residence visa available to women who are living outside their home country, do not have the protection of a male relative, and are in danger of “victimisation, harassment or serious abuse” due to their gender.33

As noted above, the majority of people who are considered for visas under the Refugee category have been identified and referred to Australia for resettlement by the UNHCR. They must apply from outside Australia and meet the definition of “refugee” contained in section 5H of the Migration Act 1958 (Cth), including having a “well-founded fear of persecution,” which is defined in section 5J.

Under the Special Humanitarian Programme category, the global special humanitarian programme visa (subclass 202) is a permanent residence visa that requires offshore applicants to be sponsored by an Australian citizen or permanent resident, or by an Australia-based organization (referred to as a “proposer”). Applicants, who must be living outside their home country, do not need to meet the definition of “refugee,” but rather must be subject to “substantial discrimination amounting to a gross violation” of their human rights in their home country.34

Currently, up to 500 places under the Refugee and Humanitarian Programme are available for the Community Proposal Pilot program, which allows approved organizations in Australia to propose someone in a humanitarian situation outside Australia for a class XB visa. The organizations are responsible for lodging applications, and paying for application charges,

medical examinations, and airfares should a visa be granted. The organizations must also support the visa recipients for up to twelve months after they arrive in Australia.\(^{35}\)

### B. Family Members

An applicant for any of the above class XB visas can include his or her spouse or partner (except in the case of the woman at risk visa), dependent children, and other dependent relatives in the visa application.\(^{36}\) Those who are granted a visa and move to Australia are also able to propose or sponsor immediate family members\(^{37}\) for permanent residence under the “split family” provisions.\(^{38}\) Proposers must have told the Australian authorities of the relationship before their visa was granted, and the relative must apply for a visa within five years of the proposer’s visa being granted.\(^{39}\) Family members are usually granted a visa in the same subclass as the proposer’s visa.\(^{40}\)

### C. Application Process

#### 1. Overview

Applicants for the five types of class XB visas, including as part of the Community Proposal Pilot program or under the “split family” provisions, are required to complete Form 842.\(^{41}\) Proposers under the Refugee and Humanitarian Programme, either for a subclass 202 visa or under the “split family” provisions, must fill out Form 681.\(^{42}\) Approved Proposing Organisations under the Community Proposal Pilot must fill out Form 1417.\(^{43}\)

---

\(^{35}\) See Refugee Visa (Subclass 200), supra note 30 (Community pilot tab).


Applicants must provide the required documentation, including certified copies of travel or identity documents (or a statement explaining why the person does not have these); visa or resident permits; and marriage certificates, relationship registrations, and birth certificates of children included in the application. In addition, in terms of providing evidence of a person’s status as a refugee, the applicant can provide “[e]vidence of registration with any international organisation dealing with refugees, for example, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)” and a written statement explaining why he or she left the country, or a full copy of his or her UNHCR Resettlement Registration Form. For the in-country visa subclass, applicants must provide a detailed written statement about why they fear remaining in their home country.

The DIPB summarizes the process after an application is made as including the following steps:

- Initial assessment: some applications are refused at this stage.
- Interview: all applicants referred for further processing are interviewed by an Australian immigration officer, who may travel to refugee camps to conduct interviews.
- Assessment against health and character requirements: in addition to being assessed against the relevant criteria for the different visa subclasses, as outlined above, all Australian permanent residence visas (as well as provisional visas and some temporary visas) have health and character requirements, as specified in public interest criteria 4001 and 4007 of the Migration Regulations 1994 (Cth). These requirements are discussed further below.

Other applicable public interest criteria include 4003 (foreign policy considerations), 4004 (debts to the Australia government), 4009 (intention to live in Australia permanently), and 4019 (if eighteen years of age or older, the applicant must sign an Australian “values statement”).

---

44 See Refugee Visa (Subclass 200), supra note 30 (Visa applicants tab; Document checklist).
45 In-country Special Humanitarian Visa (Subclass 201), supra note 31 (Visa applicants tab; Document checklist).
2. Health Requirement

The health requirement is met if a person if free from a disease or condition that is

- considered to be a threat to public health or a danger to the Australian community
- likely to result in significant health care and community service costs to the Australian community
- likely to require health care and community services that would limit the access of Australian citizens and permanent residents to those services as they are already in short supply.\(^{49}\)

Applicants for class XB visas will have medical and x-ray examinations and may undergo medical treatment before being granted a visa. A waiver of the need to meet the health requirement “is possible if compassionate and compelling circumstances exist.”\(^{50}\) A person may need to sign a Health Undertaking if he or she is found to have specific health issues that need follow-up and monitoring in Australia.\(^{51}\) Those granted a class XB visa will also undertake a health check within seventy-two hours of their departure for Australia.\(^{52}\)

3. Character Test and Security Assessment

The “character test” is set out in section 501 of the Migration Act 1958 (Cth). An applicant will fail the test if, for example, he or she has a substantial criminal record; he or is or has been a member of a group or organization suspected to be involved in criminal conduct; there is a risk that he or she would engage in criminal conduct in Australia, or would represent a danger to the Australian community or a segment of that community; or he or she “has been assessed by the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation [ASIO] to be directly or indirectly a risk to security.”\(^{53}\)

All class XB visa applicants must also meet public interest criterion 4003, which also relates to security assessments by ASIO.\(^{54}\) In 2014–15, ASIO completed 1,316 security assessments of offshore refugee visa applicants, compared to 2,310 in 2013–14. ASIO noted that, in 2014–15, it “undertook a major revision of its visa security assessment model in order to focus resources on...”

---


\(^{50}\) Refugee Visa (Subclass 200), supra note 30 (Visa applicants tab; Who could get this visa). See also Visas That Have a Health Waiver Provision, DIBP, https://www.border.gov.au/Trav/Visa/Heal/overview-of-the-health-requirement/visas-that-have-a-health-waiver-provision (last visited Jan. 5, 2016), archived at https://perma.cc/HRY7-N4D6.


\(^{53}\) Migration Act 1958 (Cth) s 501(6)(g).

the cases of greatest complexity and potential highest threat. As a result, the number of DIBP referrals requiring ASIO assessment declined.”

4. Processing Times

The DIBP notes that it is “difficult to provide useful estimates of average processing times” for offshore resettlement visas, as such timeframes may be affected by multiple factors. The Department’s service standards information states that it expects to finalize 75% of offshore humanitarian visa applications within twelve months, but also that, currently, “high numbers of applications and a limited number of Special Humanitarian Programme places mean that it may take several years for ‘split family’ applications to be decided.”

D. Assistance to Refugees

1. Visa and Travel Costs

Those who apply for a Refugee category visa do not face any costs. If a visa is granted, the Australian government pays for travel costs to Australia and for costs prior to travel, such as those related to medical examinations and cultural orientation.

Applications lodged under the Community Proposal Pilot are subject to an application charge and, as noted above, the proposing organizations are also responsible for other costs; visa holders cannot be asked to pay back any of the costs.

While there is no charge for applying for a Global Special Humanitarian Visa (subclass 202), the Australian government does not pay for travel costs if a visa is approved. Such costs must be paid by the applicant or the proposer; however, financial assistance may be available through the International Organization for Migration No-Interest Loan Scheme.

---


58 See Refugee Visa (Subclass 200), supra note 30 (About this visa tab; Cost).

59 Id. (Community pilot tab).

60 Global Special Humanitarian Visa (Subclass 202), supra note 34 (About this visa tab; Cost).
2. **Australian Cultural Orientation Program**

The Australian Cultural Orientation (AUSCO) Program is provided to class XB visa holders aged five years and older while they are still overseas and preparing to travel to Australia.\(^{61}\) The five-day course is currently delivered by the International Organization for Migration on behalf of DIBP. It is designed to prepare visa holders for travel to Australia; help them settle in Australia; help visa holders be realistic about what they can expect of life in Australia; provide information about Australian laws, values, and lifestyle; and introduce visa holders to other people who will also travel to Australia.\(^{62}\)

3. **Humanitarian Settlement Services Program and Related Programs**

The Humanitarian Settlement Service (HSS) program helps class XB visa holders to settle in Australia for up to a year after their arrival.\(^{63}\) HSS is a voluntary program delivered by nongovernment service providers in twenty-three regions throughout Australia.\(^{64}\) The organizations assess the person’s needs and provide tailored support, including the following:

- arrival reception and assistance
- help to find accommodation (short-term and long-term)
- property induction
- an initial food package and start-up pack of household goods
- orientation information and training
- help to register with Medicare, health services, Centrelink [for social welfare payments], banks and schools
- help to link with community and recreational programs\(^{65}\)

The DIBP states that when HSS support ends, individuals will be able to, for example, find government and other services, make appointments, use public transport, resolve tenancy issues,


know how to find work, know how to find education and training, and have a basic understanding of Australian law.\textsuperscript{66}

An online Humanitarian Entrants Management System helps the DIBP, Department of Social Services, and contracted HSS providers settle holders of refugee and humanitarian visas in Australia.\textsuperscript{67}

In addition to HSS, a Complex Case Support program “delivers specialised, and intensive case management services to eligible humanitarian entrants with exceptional needs which extend beyond the scope of other settlement services.”\textsuperscript{68} Clients of this program have “intense and critical” needs that require multiple services, such as torture and trauma services, disability services, counseling, special services for children or youth, and support to manage financial or legal issues.\textsuperscript{69}

Settlement grants are also available to organizations to help refugees and humanitarian entrants settle in Australia.\textsuperscript{70}

4. Adult Migrant English Program

Refugees entering Australia are eligible for the Adult Migrant English Program (AMEP), which provides up to 510 hours of free English language training. AMEP is overseen by the Department of Education and Training and is delivered by service providers at around 250 locations throughout Australia.\textsuperscript{71}

The Department of Social Services also provides a free interpreting service to assist community organizations and service providers communicate with Australian citizens and permanent residents who do not speak English.\textsuperscript{72} A free translation service is also provided to eligible


\textsuperscript{69} Id.


permanent residents and citizens so that they can have up to ten non-visa-related personal documents translated during their first two years in Australia.\textsuperscript{73}

5. Unaccompanied Humanitarian Minors Programme

The Unaccompanied Humanitarian Minors Programme facilitates the provision of relevant care, supervision and support services to minors on certain visas in Australia without a parent or legal guardian, who fall under the auspices of the Immigration (Guardianship of Children) Act 1946 (IGOC Act), and for whom the Minister for Immigration and Border Protection is the legal guardian.\textsuperscript{74}

Services, which are provided by contracted providers and/or in partnership with state or territory child welfare agencies, include torture and trauma services, medical services, English language classes, access to education, and mentoring services.\textsuperscript{75}

6. Social Welfare and Health Care Eligibility

There are no dedicated social welfare payments or special payment rates for refugees.\textsuperscript{76} As permanent residents, refugees are able to apply for various government payments and access Australia’s national health care system, Medicare.\textsuperscript{77} This system “provides free or subsidised treatment by some health professionals and free treatment and accommodation as a public patient in a public hospital.”\textsuperscript{78} Refugees and humanitarian entrants are also eligible for a detailed health assessment.\textsuperscript{79}


\textsuperscript{75} Id.


Holders of refugee and humanitarian visas are not subject to the normal waiting period that applies to other newly-arrived residents for many payments. In addition, a one-time Crisis Payment is available to people “experiencing difficult or extreme circumstances,” including those who arrive in Australia for the first time on a refugee or humanitarian visa. The amount of the payment is equal to one week’s payment at a person’s existing income support rate.

E. Path to Naturalization

Holders of class XB visas who are aged eighteen years and over can apply for Australian citizenship once they have lived in the country for four years. During that time, applicants must not have been out of the country for a total of more than one year, and must have been in Australia for at least nine months in the year immediately preceding their application. Applicants must also satisfy character requirements and pass a citizenship test. The same requirements apply to holders of other permanent residence visas.

III. Onshore Component of the Refugee and Humanitarian Programme

A. Visa Subclasses

There are three visa classes, each with one subclass, within the Refugee and Humanitarian Programme that are available to people who are in Australia and wish to apply for asylum (i.e., “protection”).

- Permanent protection visa (class XA, subclass 866): a permanent residence visa available to people who are in Australia and who are found to “engage Australia’s protection obligations” due to being a refugee or meeting the “complementary protection” criteria in the Migration Act 1958 (Cth).

---


83 Id.


• Temporary protection visa (class XD, subclass 785): a temporary visa that allows holders to live and work in Australia for up to three years. People must be in Australia and invited to apply for this visa, and must engage Australia’s protection obligations in order to be granted a visa. Holders can only apply for another temporary visa in order to remain in Australia longer than three years.87

• Safe haven enterprise visa (class XE, subclass 790): a temporary visa that allows holders to live and work in Australia for five years. Applicants must be invited to apply and engage Australia’s protection obligations. Holders can apply for other substantive visas if they spend a minimum amount of time employed or studying in regional Australia.88

To engage Australia’s protection obligations, a person must either be determined to be a refugee or a person “in respect of whom the Minister is satisfied Australia has protection obligations because the Minister has substantial grounds for believing that, as a necessary and foreseeable consequence of the non-citizen being removed from Australia to a receiving country, there is a real risk that the non-citizen will suffer significant harm.”89 “Significant harm” is further defined in the Migration Act 1958 (Cth), with the different elements arising from Australia’s complementary protection obligations under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.90

The criteria for all of the above visas, set out in section 36 of the Migration Act 1958 (Cth), also include that the applicant is “not assessed by the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation to be directly or indirectly a risk to security.”91 In addition, the immigration minister must not consider, on reasonable grounds, that the person is a danger to Australia’s security, or that he or she is a danger to the Australian community by virtue of being convicted of a particularly serious crime.92 The health requirements must also be met.

B. Permanent Protection Visa for Lawful Arrivals

As noted in the introduction to this report, the permanent protection visa is now only available to people who arrive in Australia legally (i.e., with a valid visa). Those who arrived illegally before January 1, 2014, and have not previously been granted a visa can only apply for a temporary
protection visa or safe haven enterprise visa. Those who attempt to enter Australia illegally after that date will not have their claims processed in Australia and will not be settled there.

As with class XB visas, an applicant for a permanent protection visa can include eligible family members in their application, as long as those relatives are also in Australia at the time the application is made. Visa holders can also sponsor family members for permanent residence under the family migration stream, and in some cases for a protection visa.

An applicant who arrived lawfully by air and who is currently in immigration detention due to visa expiration or cancellation, or who is in the community and suffering from financial hardships and other disadvantages, can get help preparing and lodging an application under the Immigration Advice and Application Assistance Scheme. Any person who is in immigration detention is not required to pay the application charge for the protection visa, which is otherwise AU$35.

Once a person has applied for a protection visa, he or she may be able to receive financial assistance, health care, and help with visa-related costs through the Asylum Seeker Assistance Scheme.

People who are granted a protection visa, including while in immigration detention, are eligible for support through the Humanitarian Settlement Services program. However, those who were granted a protection visa after August 30, 2013, and who were illegal/unauthorized maritime arrivals and lived in the community on a “bridging visa” (see Part III(D)(2), below) or in community detention, or were non-IMAs who had similarly been living in the community, are not eligible for such support.

Protection visa holders, due to having permanent residence status, may access the public health care system and social welfare payments.

---


94 Protection Visa (Subclass 866), supra note 86 (Visa applicants tab; Including family in your application).

95 Id. (Visa holders tab; What this visa lets you do).


98 Protection Visa (Subclass 866), supra note 86 (Visa applicants tab; Applying for assistance after you lodge your application).

Since June 3, 2013, a condition (condition 8559) has been applied to protection visas prohibiting a visa holder from traveling to his or her home country, or another country from which they sought protection. If such travel takes place, a person’s visa can be canceled.\textsuperscript{100}

As permanent residents, protection visa holders have the same ability, and must meet the same requirements, to apply for citizenship as outlined above.

C. Temporary Visas for Illegal/Unauthorized Arrivals

1. Immigration Detention

All noncitizens, including asylum seekers, who enter Australia without a valid visa, or who remain in Australia after their visa has expired or is canceled, are classified by law as “unlawful non-citizens.”\textsuperscript{101} However, “the term ‘unlawful’ does not mean that asylum seekers have committed a criminal offence. There is no offence under Australian law that criminalises the act of arriving in Australia or the seeking of asylum without a valid visa.”\textsuperscript{102}

Unlawful noncitizens are subject to mandatory immigration detention, during which detention they can apply for a visa.\textsuperscript{103} A person may be held in detention until her or she is granted a visa or is deported.\textsuperscript{104} There is no limit to the length of time that a person may be held in immigration detention.\textsuperscript{105}

2. Bridging Visas

Since November 2011, illegal/unauthorized maritime arrivals have been able to apply for a “bridging visa” (subclass 050-051, bridging visa E or BVE) in order to be released from detention and live in the community while awaiting resolution of their asylum claims.\textsuperscript{106} BVE holders may or may not be able to work, depending on the terms of their visa. Those who leave

\textsuperscript{100} Protection Visa (Subclass 866), supra note 86 (Visa holders tab).

\textsuperscript{101} Migration Act 1958 (Cth) s 14.

\textsuperscript{102} Janet Phillips, Asylum Seekers and Refugees: What Are the Facts?, supra note 5.


\textsuperscript{104} Migration Act 1958 (Cth) s 196.


Australia may not reenter. Some BVE holders are eligible to receive Status Resolution Support Services, which could include financial assistance, housing, case worker support, access to English lessons, and access to schooling for school-aged children.

Since December 2013, all adult applicants for a BVE must sign a Code of Behaviour. As part of this Code, the person agrees to cooperate with Australian government agencies, which includes applying for a visa when invited to do so. Once a person has been invited to apply for a temporary visa, as discussed below, he or she is granted a new BVE that will be valid until the application has been decided. Such people have permission to work and to access Medicare and other services.

3. Fast-Track Assessment Process

There are currently about 30,500 people in Australia, either in detention or on bridging visas, who arrived illegally before January 1, 2014. Since April 2015, a new “Fast Track Assessment Process” has applied to temporary visa applications from people who arrived on or after August 13, 2012, and before January 1, 2014, and who were never taken to a Regional Processing Centre. The commencement of this process lifted a stay on processing asylum claims from such people. Applicants must be invited by the immigration minister to make a valid temporary visa application. Invitations are being sent in the order in which people arrived in the country, although priority is being given to those in immigration detention.

Under the fast-track process, a DIBP officer conducts an initial assessment of the application, which includes interviewing the applicant. If a visa is refused, the DIPB automatically refers the case to a new body within the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) called the Immigration Assessment Authority, which undertakes a limited form of review. Full administrative review by the Migration and Refugee Division of the AAT is precluded under the fast-track process.

---
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Some people may also be assessed by DIBP to be an “excluded fast track review applicant” and not have any review rights. This can occur in situations where the applicant

- has access to a safe third country that [he or she] can seek protection from, or [is] a national of two or more countries
- has previously entered Australia and, while in Australia, made an application for a protection visa which was either refused or withdrawn
- has been refused protection in another country, including with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
- made manifestly unfounded claims for protection (that is, [his or her] claims have no substance)
- given [DIBP] a bogus document as part of [his or her] protection visa application and do[es] not have a reasonable explanation for doing so.  

The two visas for which invited applicants may apply are the temporary protection visa and the safe haven enterprise visa.

4. Temporary Protection Visa

In December 2014, Parliament passed changes to the Migration Act 1958 (Cth) that reintroduced the temporary protection visa (TPV), as well introducing the fast-track process. The TPV was previously a feature of Australia’s immigration law from 1999 until 2008. During that time, 11,206 people were granted TPVs, with 95% eventually given permanent protection visas. As noted above, under the current rules, a TPV holder can apply for a new temporary visa to remain in Australia, but cannot apply for a permanent visa unless ministerial approval is granted.

In addition to processing applications received under the invitation and fast-track process outlined above, “any valid application for a permanent Protection visa lodged by a person who arrived in Australia illegally that was not finalised by 16 December 2014 has been converted into a TPV application.” The same form, Form 866, is used for the permanent protection visa and TPV. There is an application charge of AU$35 for a TPV, unless the applicant is in

---
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immigration detention.\textsuperscript{120} The “most vulnerable illegal arrivals” will be notified of their eligibility for assistance with preparing their applications, which is provided through the Primary Applicant Information Services program.\textsuperscript{121}

TPV holders can enroll in Australia’s public healthcare system and are eligible for some social security benefits. They can receive job-matching assistance and “short-term counselling for torture and trauma where required.”\textsuperscript{122} Children can attend school and adults can access the government’s Adult Migrant English Programme.\textsuperscript{123} TPV holders are not entitled to settlement support services, although the immigration minister may grant access.\textsuperscript{124}

TPV applicants can include their family members who are also in Australia on their application.\textsuperscript{125} However, TPV holders cannot sponsor overseas family members for a visa.\textsuperscript{126} As temporary residents, they do not have a pathway to gaining citizenship.

Those granted a TPV after December 16, 2014, must obtain approval to travel to another country. Such travel will be approved only if the person demonstrates “compassionate or compelling circumstances that justify the travel.”\textsuperscript{127} If a person travels without approval, his or her visa could be canceled. A person must also not travel to his or her home country.\textsuperscript{128}

Persons who were granted a TPV before December 16, 2014, under the old provisions, cannot get permission to travel outside the country.\textsuperscript{129} If such a person leaves Australia his or her visa may be canceled.

5. Safe Haven Enterprise Visa

The December 2014 amendments also saw the introduction of the safe haven enterprise visa (SHEV). The purpose of this visa “is both to provide protection and to encourage enterprise through earning and learning while strengthening regional Australia.”\textsuperscript{130} An unauthorized maritime arrival who is granted a SHEV and meets certain conditions may apply for an onshore substantive visa, although not a permanent protection visa. Therefore, SHEV may provide a

\begin{footnotes}
\item[120] Fees and Charges for Visas, supra note 97.
\item[121] Temporary Protection Visa (Subclass 785), supra note 87 (Visa applicants tab; Help to prepare your application).
\item[122] Illegal Maritime Arrivals: Temporary Protection Visas, supra note 118.
\item[123] Id.
\item[124] Temporary Protection Visas, KALDOR CENTRE FOR INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE LAW, supra note 117.
\item[125] Temporary Protection Visa (Subclass 785), supra note 87 (Visa applicants tab; Including family in your application).
\item[126] Illegal Maritime Arrivals: Temporary Protection Visas, supra note 118.
\item[127] Id.
\item[128] Illegal Maritime Arrivals: Travel Condition 8570, DIBP, \url{http://www.immi.border.gov.au/After-your-application-is-decided/Travel-condition-8570} (last visited Jan. 5, 2016), archived at \url{https://perma.cc/W324-FX2V}.
\item[129] Id.
\item[130] Migration Act 1958 (Cth) s 35A(3B).
\end{footnotes}
“‘pathway’ to eventually obtaining permanent residency.” The pathway conditions are met if a SHEV holder has, for at least three and a half years while on the visa, been employed in regional Australia and not received certain social security benefits, or has enrolled and physically attended full-time study in regional Australia, or a combination of both.

People that do not meet the pathway requirements can apply for another SHEV or a TPV, at which time there will be another assessment regarding whether they engage Australia’s protection obligations. If granted another SHEV, a person’s period of work and/or study during both SHEVs will count towards meeting the SHEV pathway requirements.

SHEV holders who wish to study are not eligible for funding for higher education and so are charged international student rates. They are also not eligible for social security benefits for students. School-aged children are able to attend and complete elementary and high school level schooling.

SHEV holders can access Medicare as well as employment services available to job seekers, including referrals for jobs and assistance with looking for work, writing a resume, and preparing for interviews. Social and health-related payments and services that are available to Australian workers can be accessed by SHEV holders if they meet the eligibility criteria.

The same restrictions on travel and sponsoring family members apply to SHEV holders as apply to TPV holders.

---
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SUMMARY  In Brazil, a constitutional principle provides for the granting of asylum to aliens, while a federal law regulates immigration issues in general, including asylum. A national council subordinate to the Ministry of Labor, which is in charge of coordinating immigration activities in the country, has issued regulations establishing the requirements for obtaining refugee or asylum status.

A federal law from 1997 defined the mechanisms for implementing the Refugee Status Act of 1951 in the country and created a national committee under the Ministry of Justice to deal with the refugee matters. Under this authority, the committee issued a normative resolution detailing the procedures for the request and processing of refugee applications.

Permanent residency and citizenship are available to holders of asylum and refugee status, provided that certain requirements are met. However, Brazilian legislation does not provide any specific provision for the integration of immigrants into the society. State and local authorities play no role in immigration matters, and the enforcement of immigration laws falls under the jurisdiction of the Department of Federal Police.

I. Asylum Policies and Procedures

A. Constitutional Principle

In Brazil, the granting of asylum is a principle identified in the Constitution. Article 4 of the Brazilian Constitution states that the international relations of Brazil are governed by, inter alia, the principles of the “prevalence” of human rights, cooperation among peoples for the progress of humanity, and the granting of political asylum.1

B. Enforcement of Immigration Laws

The Department of Federal Police, which is subordinate to the Ministry of Justice,2 is the competent agency to enforce legislation dealing with nationality, immigration, and aliens.3

---


3 Decreto No. 73.332 de 19 de Dezembro de 1973, art. 1(IV)(h), http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/decreto/antigos/d73332.htm, archived at https://perma.cc/9WG5-Q73G.
C. Legal Situation of Aliens in Brazil

Law No. 6,815 of August 19, 1980, the Alien’s Statute (Estatuto do Estrangeiro), defines the legal situation of aliens in Brazil and created the National Council of Immigration (Conselho Nacional de Imigração, CNlg).4

Article 28 of Law No. 6,815 determines that a foreign national admitted to Brazilian territory as a political asylee must comply with all duties imposed on him/her by international law, along with the current domestic laws and all additional duties established by the Brazilian government.5 The asylee may not leave the country without the express authorization of the Brazilian government; an asylee who does so renounces his/her status as an asylee and is not allowed to reenter the country.6

Decree No. 86,715 of December 10, 1981, regulates Law No. 6,815. Article 56 of the Decree determines that once asylum is granted to a person, the Federal Department of Justice must put in writing the terms for the person’s stay in Brazil, including the period of stay and, if applicable, additional conditions imposed by international and domestic law currently in force.7 The record must be forwarded to the Department of Federal Police for registration purposes.8 An asylee who wishes to leave the country and reenter it without renouncing his/her asylee status must obtain prior authorization from the Minister of Justice, through the Federal Department of Justice.9

An alien admitted to the country permanently, temporarily, or as an asylee is required to register with the Department of Federal Police within thirty days of entering the country or being granted asylum, be fingerprinted,10 and comply with the provisions of Decree No. 86,715.

During the registration process, an alien must present a travel document that identifies him/her and a copy of the Brazilian consular visa application form or, where a visa is being changed, a consular certificate of the country of nationality.11

---

5 Id. art. 28.
6 Id. art. 29.
8 Id. art. 56(sole para.).
9 Id. art. 57.
10 Id. art. 58.
11 Id. art. 58(§1).
The following information must be recorded in the alien’s registration:

- name and filiation
- city and country of birth
- nationality
- date of birth
- sex
- marital status
- occupation and education level
- place and date of entry into Brazil
- type and number of travel document
- number and classification of consular visa, and date and place of its issue
- means of transportation used to enter the country
- data relating to accompanying minors’ places of residence, work, and study

The registration will be valid only after it has been verified that the alien legally entered the country, after the respective consular visa was issued. When the documentation submitted omits any data regarding the alien’s civil status, the person must present a birth or marriage certificate, consular certificate, or judicial order.

D. Conventions on Political, Diplomatic, and Territorial Asylum

Brazil is a signatory of the Organization of American States’ conventions on political, diplomatic, and territorial asylum. Decree No. 1,570 of April 13, 1937, promulgated the Convention on Political Asylum; Decree No. 42,628 of November 13, 1957, promulgated the Convention on Diplomatic Asylum; and Decree No. 55,929 of April 14, 1965, promulgated the Convention on Territorial Asylum in the country.

12 Id. art. 58(§2).
13 Id. art. 58(§3).
14 Id. art. 58(§4).
The Convention on Political Asylum asserts the following:

**Article 3.**
Political asylum, as an institution of humanitarian character, is not subject to reciprocity. Any man may resort to its protection, whatever his nationality, without prejudice to the obligations accepted by the State to which he belongs; however, the States that do not recognize political asylum, except with limitations and peculiarities, can exercise it in foreign countries only in the manner and within the limits recognized by said countries.

**Article 4.**
When the withdrawal of a diplomatic agent is requested because of the discussions that may have arisen in some case of political asylum, the diplomatic agent shall be replaced by his government, and his withdrawal shall not determine a breach of diplomatic relations between the two States.19

The Convention on Diplomatic Asylum states as follows:

**Article II**
Every State has the right to grant asylum; but it is not obligated to do so or to state its reasons for refusing it.

**Article III**
It is not lawful to grant asylum to persons who, at the time of their request for asylum, are under indictment or on trial for common offenses or have been convicted by competent regular courts and have not served the respective sentence, nor to deserters from land, sea, and air forces, except when the acts giving rise to the request for asylum, whatever the case may be, are clearly of a political nature.

**Article V**
Asylum may not be granted except in urgent cases and for the period of time strictly necessary for the asylee to depart from the country with the guarantees granted by the Government of the territorial State, with the objective that his life, liberty, or personal integrity may not be endangered, or that the asylee’s safety is ensured in some other way.

**Article VI**
Urgent cases are those, among others, in which the individual is being sought by persons or criminals/gangs/organized crime groups over whom the authorities have lost control, or by the authorities themselves, and is in danger of being deprived of his life or liberty because of political persecution and cannot, without risk, ensure his safety in any other way.

**Article VII**
If a case of urgency is involved, it shall rest with the State granting asylum to determine the degree of urgency of the case.20

---


Pertinent provisions of the Convention on Territorial Asylum are as follows:

**Article I**
Every State has the right to admit foreign persons into its territory, as it deems advisable, as long as the exercise of this right does not give rise to a complaint on the part of any other State.

**Article III**
No State is under the obligation to surrender to another State, or to expel from its own territory, persons persecuted for political reasons or offenses.

**Article VI**
No State is under the obligation to establish any distinction in its legislation or in its alien-related regulations or administrative acts, solely because these are political asylees or refugees.

**Article VIII**
No State has the right to request another State to restrict the freedom of assembly or association for political asylees or refugees when the latter State’s internal legislation grants this freedom to all aliens within its territory, unless the purpose of such assembly or association is to foment the use of force or violence against the government of the soliciting State.

**Article IX**
At the request of an interested State, the State that grants refuge or asylum shall take steps to keep watch over, or to intern at a reasonable distance from its border, those political refugees or asylees who are notorious leaders of a subversive movement, as well as those against whom there is evidence that they are disposed to join it.

Determination of the reasonable distance from the border, for the purpose of internment, shall depend upon the judgment of the authorities of the State of refuge.

All expenses incurred as a result of the internment of political asylees and refugees shall be charged to the State making the request.  

**II. Refugee Policies and Procedures**

**A. Refugee Status Act**

In 1960, Brazil enacted legislation approving the 1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, which Brazil had signed on July 15, 1952; in 1972, Brazil enacted legislation approving the 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees.  

On July 22, 1997, Brazil

---

21 Convention on Territorial Asylum, *supra* note 15, arts. I, III, VI, VIII, IX.

promulgated Law No. 9,474, which defined the mechanisms for implementing the Convention and Protocol, created the National Committee for Refugees (Comité Nacional para os Refugiados, CONARE), and defined the Committee’s competence and functional structure.\textsuperscript{23}

According to Law No. 9,474, the interpretation of its precepts must be in harmony with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Convention and Protocol, and every international instrument to which the Brazilian government is a signatory.\textsuperscript{24}

1. Definition of Refugee

Law No. 9,474 defines the term “refugee” as an individual who,

I - owing to well-founded fear of persecution for reasons of race, religion, nationality, social group or political opinion finds himself outside his country of nationality and cannot or is unwilling to take shelter in that country;

II - not having the nationality and being outside the country where once he had his habitual residence, is unable or unwilling to return to it, under the circumstances described in the preceding item;

III - owing to serious and widespread violations of human rights, is obligated to leave his country of nationality to seek refuge in another country.\textsuperscript{25}

2. Refugee Status of Family Members

Law No. 9,474 also provides that the effects of refugee status are extended to the spouse, the ascendants and descendants, and other members of the family group that are economically dependent on the refugee, provided that they are in the country.\textsuperscript{26}

3. Individuals Who Cannot Benefit from Refugee Status

Categories of persons who cannot benefit from refugee status include those who already enjoy protection or assistance from organs or agencies of the United Nations other than the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); are resident in the national territory and have rights and obligations related to the status of Brazilian national; have committed a crime against peace, a war crime, a crime against humanity, or a heinous crime, or participated in

\textsuperscript{23} Lei No. 9.474, de 22 de Julho de 1997, \url{https://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/leis/l9474.htm}, archived at \url{https://perma.cc/FDS5-XNNB}.

\textsuperscript{24} Id. art. 48.

\textsuperscript{25} Id. art. 1. (This and all translations below are by the author.)

\textsuperscript{26} Id. art. 2.
terrorist acts or drug trafficking; or are guilty of acts contrary to the United Nations purposes and principles.\textsuperscript{27}

4. Legal Status of Refugees

Recognition of refugee status subjects its beneficiary to Law No. 9,474 without prejudice to international instruments to which the Brazilian government is a party or comes to join in the future.\textsuperscript{28} A refugee enjoys the rights and is subject to the duties of aliens in Brazil, the provisions of Law No. 9,474, the Geneva Convention and its Protocol; he/she is also responsible for complying with the laws, regulations, and provisions for maintaining public order.\textsuperscript{29} Under the Convention, a refugee is entitled to an identity card evidencing his/her legal status, a work permit (\textit{carteira de trabalho}), and a travel document.\textsuperscript{30}

5. Procedures for Requesting Refugee Status

An alien who reaches the national territory can express his/her desire to apply for recognition as a refugee to a migratory authority at the border; the migratory authority then provides the alien with the necessary information about the recognition procedure. Under no circumstance can an alien be deported to the border of a territory where his/her life or freedom would be threatened on account of race, religion, nationality, social group, or political opinion. This benefit, however, may not be invoked by a refugee considered dangerous to the security of Brazil.\textsuperscript{31}

Irregular entry into the national territory is no impediment to an alien requesting refugee status before the competent authorities,\textsuperscript{32} who must hear the applicant and prepare a statement detailing the circumstances of the applicant’s entry into Brazil and the reasons that made the applicant leave his/her country of origin.\textsuperscript{33} The request for refugee status suspends any administrative or criminal proceedings for illegal entry that have been started against the petitioner and family members accompanying him.\textsuperscript{34}

6. Refugee Process

To apply for recognition as a refugee, an alien must present him/herself to the competent authority and express his/her willingness to be recognized as a refugee.\textsuperscript{35} The competent authority must instruct the applicant to make a statement, which serves as the opening date of the refugee

\textsuperscript{27} Id. art. 3.
\textsuperscript{28} Id. art. 4.
\textsuperscript{29} Id. art. 5.
\textsuperscript{30} Id. art. 6.
\textsuperscript{31} Id. art. 7.
\textsuperscript{32} Id. art. 8.
\textsuperscript{33} Id. art. 9.
\textsuperscript{34} Id. art. 10.
\textsuperscript{35} Id. art. 17.
process. The competent authority must inform the UNHCR that the refugee process has been initiated and provide the UNHCR with the opportunity to offer suggestions to facilitate the process.

In addition to the statement provided, with the assistance of an interpreter if necessary, the alien must fill out a request for recognition as a refugee, which must contain his/her full name, professional qualifications, educational background, educational background of accompanying family members, and a statement revealing the circumstances and facts that support his/her request for refugee status, along with relevant evidence.

The recording of the alien’s declaration of his willingness to be recognized as a refugee and the supervision of his completion of the refugee request form must be carried out by qualified employees and in conditions that guarantee the confidentiality of the information. The process of recognizing refugee status is free of charge and considered an urgent matter.

7. Authorization for Provisional Residence

Upon receipt of the request for refugee status, the Department of Federal Police must issue a protocol authorizing the applicant and his family group’s presence in the national territory until the final decision of the refugee process is reached. All minors under the age of fourteen must be listed on the protocol. The protocol enables the Ministry of Labor to issue a provisional work permit allowing them to be employed for compensation. As long as the request for refugee status is pending, the requester is subject to the provisions of Law No. 9,474.

8. Inquiry and Report

The competent authority must carry out any inquiry required by CONARE and ascertain all the facts deemed appropriate for a fair and quick decision, while respecting the principle of confidentiality. Once the inquiry period is finished, the competent authority must immediately prepare a report to be sent to the Secretary of CONARE for inclusion on the agenda of the next meeting of that joint committee. The participants in the proceedings concerning the refugee...
request must keep confidential any information to which they gain access in the exercise of their functions.47

9. Decision, Communication, Registration, and Appeal

The decision for recognition of refugee status is considered a declaratory act and must be duly supported by facts and evidence.48 Once a decision has been reached, CONARE must notify the applicant and the Department of Federal Police to institute the appropriate administrative measures.49 Following a positive decision, the refugee must be registered with the Department of Federal Police, sign a statement of responsibility, and ask for the appropriate identity card.50

Following a negative decision, the notification to the applicant must contain the elements that support the decision. The applicant can appeal to the Minister of Justice within fifteen days from the receipt of the notification.51 During the appeal process, the requester and his family members are allowed to remain in the country and work in accordance with article 21 of Law No. 9,474.52 The decision of the Minister of Justice is not subject to appeal and must be conveyed to CONARE, the applicant, and the Department of Federal Police for appropriate action.53 In the case of a final refusal to the request for refuge, the applicant becomes subject to the Alien’s Statute (Estatuto do Estrangeiro). Nevertheless, the applicant must not be transferred to his/her country of nationality or habitual residence as long as circumstances endangering his/her life, physical integrity, and freedom exist, except in cases where the applicant participated in terrorism, engaged in drug trafficking, or committed a crime against humanity, a war crime, or other heinous crime.54

10. Situations Where Refugee Status May Cease or Be Lost

According to article 38 of Law No. 9,474, refugee status ceases in cases where the alien

I - reavails himself of the protection of the country of his nationality;
II - voluntarily recovers the nationality once lost;
III - acquires a new nationality and enjoys the protection of that country;
IV - establishes himself again, voluntarily, in the country which he left, or remained outside for fear of persecution;
V - can no longer continue to refuse the protection of the country of nationality because the circumstances in which he was recognized as a refugee no longer exist;

47 Id. art. 25.
48 Id. art. 26.
49 Id. art. 27.
50 Id. art. 28.
51 Id. arts. 29, 40.
52 Id. art. 30.
53 Id. arts. 31, 41.
54 Id. arts. 3(§§ III, IV), 32.
VI - being a stateless person, is able to return to the country of his former habitual residence, as the circumstances in which he was recognized as a refugee have ceased to exist.  

Pursuant to article 39, loss of refugee status occurs

I – with renunciation;
II – with proof of the falsity of the pleas for recognition of refugee status or the existence of facts that, had they been known at the time of recognition, would have caused a negative decision;
III – with the exercise of activities contrary to national security or public order;
IV – when the alien leaves the national territory without prior authorization from the Brazilian Government.

A refugee who loses refugee status on the basis of sections I and IV of article 39 is subject to the general regime applying to aliens in the country; a refugee who loses refugee status on the basis of sections II and III is subject to compulsory measures provided for in Law No. 6,815 of August 19, 1980, which provides for deportation.

11. Local Integration of Refugees

The Law provides that Brazilian authorities should consider the atypical nature of the refugees’ situation when refugees are required to present documents issued by their countries of origin or its diplomatic and consular representations. In such circumstances, the authorities should take the unfavorable situation of the refugees into account and facilitate the recognition of certificates and diplomas for refugees seeking to obtain resident status and admission in academic institutions at all levels.

12. Resettlement of Refugees

The Law provides for the resettlement of refugees in other countries should be voluntary, whenever possible. The resettlement of refugees in Brazil must be accomplished in a planned manner and with the coordinated participation of state bodies and nongovernmental organizations, where possible, identifying areas of cooperation and determining areas of responsibility.

55 Id. art. 38.
56 Id. art. 39.
57 Id. art. 39(sole para.). Article 58 of Law No. 6,815 of August 19, 1980, determines that “deportation” means the compulsory exit of an alien.
58 Id. art. 43.
59 Id. art. 44.
60 Id. art. 45.
61 Id. art. 46.
13. **CONARE**

Law No. 9,474 created CONARE, a collective decision-making body under the Ministry of Justice\(^{62}\) that, in accordance with the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, the 1967 Relating to the Status of Refugees, and other sources of international refugee law, is responsible for

I - examining the application and declaring the recognition, in the first instance, of refugee status;
II – deciding on the cessation, in the first instance, ex officio or at the request of the competent authorities, of refugee status;
III - determining the loss, in the first instance, of refugee status;
IV - guiding and coordinating the actions needed for the effective protection, assistance and legal support to refugees;
V - approving normative instructions clarifying the implementation of Law No. 9,474.\(^{63}\)

On April 30, 2014, CONARE issued Normative Resolution No. 18, which detailed the procedures for requesting and processing refugee applications.\(^{64}\) Article 1 of Normative Resolution No. 18 determines that a foreigner who is in the country and wants to ask the Brazilian government for refuge must go, in person or through his/her attorney or legal representative, to any unit of the Federal Police, and present a completed Refuge Request Form (Termo de Solicitação de Refúgio).

After the Refuge Request Form is turned in and the applicant’s biometric data (or its equivalent) is collected, the Federal Police must immediately issue a Refuge Protocol, regardless of any hearing that may have been scheduled for a later date.\(^{65}\)

The Refuge Protocol is sufficient evidence of the refugee status of the requester and serves as the identity card of the alien, granting him/her the rights guaranteed by Law No. 9,474, the Constitution, international conventions relating to refugees, and the same inherent rights as those possessed by aliens lawfully present in the country, until the final judgment on the application has been reached.\(^{66}\)

The Refuge Protocol gives the refugee the right to obtain an Internal Revenue Service Card (Cadastro de Pessoas Físicas, CPF) and a work permit (Carteira de Trabalho e Previdência Social),

\(^{62}\) Id. art. 11.

\(^{63}\) Id. art. 12.


\(^{66}\) Resolução Normativa CONARE art. 2(§ 2).
which is valid for as long as the Refuge Protocol is valid. When the refuge request is for a family group, the Protocol must be issued to each family member individually. The Refuge Protocol is valid for one year, renewable for equal periods, until a final decision is reached.

Normative Resolution No. 18 further details the procedures to be followed after the request for refugee status is received by the Federal Police, provides the situations that may cancel the application, indicates the appellate procedures in case of a negative decision, details the procedures to request authorization to travel, and sets forth the procedures for cases involving the loss of refugee status.

B. Permanent Visa

Pursuant to article 1 of Decree No. 840 of June 22, 1993, CNIg, which is subordinate to the Ministry of Labor, is responsible, inter alia, for the coordination of immigration activities in Brazil. According to Decree No. 840, the deliberations of CNIg must be issued through resolutions.

1. CNIg Resolution No. 6 of August 21, 1997

On August 21, 1997, CNIg issued Resolution No. 6, which determines that the Ministry of Justice, in order to safeguard the national interests, may grant a permanent visa to an alien who is the holder of refugee or asylum status, provided that the person has resided in Brazil for at least four years in refugee or asylum status;

• is qualified and employed by an institution installed in the country;

• is a qualified professional recognized by the relevant body in the area; or

• is established in a business resulting from an equity investment that meets the objectives of a Normative Resolution issued by the CNIg for the granting of a visa to a foreign investor.

67 Id. art. 2(§3).

68 Id. art. 2(§4).

69 Id. art. 2(§5).

70 Id. arts. 3, 4, 7, 8, 12.

71 Id. art. 6.

72 Id. arts. 9, 10.

73 Id. art. 13.

74 Id. art. 14.
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77 Resolução Normativa CNIg No. 6, de 21 de Agosto de 1997, as amended by Resolução Normativa CNIg No. 91, de 10 de Novembro de 2010, art. 1, http://acesso.mte.gov.br/data/files/8A7C816A2E7311D1012F2C60997101FE/Resolu%C3%A7%C3%A3o%20Normativa%20No.%20%26%20ALTERADA.pdf, archived at https://perma.cc/5BB6-A6CW.
Before permanent residency is granted, the Ministry of Justice must run a background check on the alien and ascertain if he/she has been convicted of any criminal offenses. 78

2. Decree No. 86,715 of December 10, 1981

Decree No. 86,715 determines that a permanent visa may be granted to an alien who intends to establish permanent residency in the country. 79 To obtain a permanent visa, an alien must meet the special requirements provided for in the rules for the selection of immigrants established by the CNlg, and present the following documentation:

I - passport or equivalent document;
II - international certificate of immunization when necessary;

IV - police certificate or equivalent document, at the discretion of the consular authority;
V - proof of residence;
VI - birth or marriage certificate; and
VII - an employment contract stamped by the Secretariat of Immigration of the Ministry of Labor, if applicable. 80

Except in cases of force majeure, a permanent visa can be obtained only in the consular jurisdiction where the applicant has maintained residence for a minimum of one year immediately preceding the application for a permanent visa. 81

The granting of a permanent visa may be conditional, for a period not exceeding five years, on performing certain activities and settling in a particular region of Brazil. The consular officer must make a note in the margin of the visa indicating the activity required to be performed by the alien and the region where he/she is required to settle. 82

---

78 Id. art. 1(sole para.).
79 Decreto No. 86.715, art. 26.
80 Id. art. 27.
81 Id. art. 27(§1).
82 Id. art. 28.
III. Acquisition of Citizenship

In order to apply for Brazilian citizenship, an alien must satisfy certain conditions. The alien

I - must have civil capacity according to Brazilian law;\(^{[83]}\)

II - must be registered as a permanent alien in Brazil;

III - must be in continuous residence in Brazilian territory for at least four years immediately before applying for citizenship;

IV - must read and write the Portuguese language, evaluated on the basis of the social and intellectual situation of the applicant;\(^{[84]}\)

V - must practice a profession or have enough possessions to guarantee his and his family’s maintenance;

VI - must have good behavior;

VII - cannot have been indicted or convicted in Brazil or abroad for a felony; and

VIII - must be in good health.\(^{[85]}\)

The four-year residence requirement may be reduced to three years if the alien possesses real estate or an enterprise in Brazil; two years because of the alien’s professional, scientific, or artistic abilities; and one year if the alien has a Brazilian spouse, child, or parent, or has performed a relevant service to Brazil.\(^{[86]}\)

The residency requirement is dispensed with in cases where the alien spouse has been married to an active Brazilian diplomat for more than five years, or the alien has been employed by a Brazilian diplomatic mission or Brazilian consulate for more than ten continuous years. In these cases, the only requirement is a thirty-day stay in Brazil.\(^{[87]}\)

The application for naturalization is filed with the local agency of the Department of Federal Police,\(^{[88]}\) and must indicate whether the applicant intends to have his/her name translated or

\(^{[83]}\) Article 5 of the Brazilian Civil Code (CÓDIGO CIVIL, Lei No. 10.406, de 10 de Janeiro de 2002, http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/LEIS/2002/L10406.htm, archived at https://perma.cc/4XFW-2MVC) determines that minority ceases at the completion of eighteen years of age, when the person is then fully capable of practicing all acts of civil life. Paragraph 1 of article 5 further establishes that a minor’s incapacity may also cease by the concession of the parents, or one of them in the absence of the other; by a public instrument; or independently of the judicial sanction or judicial decision of a sixteen-year-old minor (id. art. 5(§1)(I)); by marriage (id. at II); by effective exercise of public employment (id. at III); by graduation from an institution of higher education (id. at IV); or by commercial or civil establishment, or the existence of an employment relationship that provides a sixteen-year-old minor with economic support (id. at V).

\(^{[84]}\) The knowledge of the Portuguese language is measured by asking the alien applicant to read excerpts of the Constitution. Decreto No. 86.715, art. 129(I).

\(^{[85]}\) Lei No. 6.815, art. 112.

\(^{[86]}\) Id. art. 113.

\(^{[87]}\) Id. art. 114.

\(^{[88]}\) Decreto No. 86.715, art. 125.
adapted to the Portuguese language. The application must also include the documents listed in article 119 of Decree Law No. 86,715 of December 10, 1981.\textsuperscript{89}

An alien who is admitted to Brazil by the age of five and permanently lives in the country may, within two years after reaching adulthood, apply for naturalization.\textsuperscript{90}

An alien admitted to Brazil during the first five years of his/her life and who permanently lives in the country may, while still a minor, require through his/her legal representative the issuance of a provisional certificate of naturalization.\textsuperscript{91} An alien who is the holder of such a provisional certificate of naturalization and wants to confirm his/her intention to continue to be a Brazilian citizen must manifest such intention to the Minister of Justice within two years after reaching majority.\textsuperscript{92}

An alien who comes to reside in Brazil before reaching the age of majority and has obtained a degree from a national institution of higher education may, within one year after graduation, apply for naturalization.\textsuperscript{93}

\section*{IV. Services for Immigrants}

Brazilian law does not contain any specific provisions concerning services or integration of immigrants into the society, or free medical treatment. However, pursuant to the Constitution, it is the competence of the federal government, the states, the Federal District, and the municipalities to take care of public health and public assistance.\textsuperscript{94}

According to this constitutional mandate, federal, state, and municipal administrations have enacted laws concerning emergency medical treatment and medical treatment of indigent people, as well as social assistance to the poor, the elderly, children, and the disabled. In these cases, depending on the situation, a person can be treated for free at a federal, state, or municipal hospital.

\section*{V. Role of State and Local Authorities}

The law does not make any reference to the role of state and local authorities in regard to immigrants as a whole or, more specifically, to refugees or asylees.

\textsuperscript{89} Id. art. 119; see also arts. 120–134.

\textsuperscript{90} Id. art. 120.

\textsuperscript{91} Id. art. 121.

\textsuperscript{92} Id. art. 122.

\textsuperscript{93} Id. art. 123.

\textsuperscript{94} C.F. art. 23(II).
VI. Free Movement in the Country

Apparently, refugees are allowed to move freely in the country and select their place of residence, as long as they are not subject to any restriction imposed on them in connection with their proximity to the country’s border, as provided in the Convention on Territorial Asylum.

VII. New Legislation

Brazil is in the process of changing its immigration legislation, which was enacted in 1980 and designed to align with Brazil’s national security needs at that time. Today, human rights are being emphasized in proposed legislation under consideration in the Chamber of Deputies and the Federal Senate.

A bill in the Chamber of Deputies would provide for the entry, stay, exit, and naturalization of aliens in the country, as well as compulsory actions they are to perform. In addition, the bill would revamp the National Council of Immigration on National Council of Migration, and define offenses and other matters.95

A bill in the Federal Senate seeks to provide for the rights and duties of migrants and regulate the entry and stay of foreigners in Brazil; revoke, in part, the Alien’s Statute; regulate the types of visas required for aliens entering the country; establish repatriation, deportation, and expulsion procedures; provide for the naturalization process, its conditions and types, and cases of loss of nationality; “address the situation of Brazilian emigrants abroad”; criminalize international trafficking in persons; establish administrative offenses related to illegal entry in the country; and amend the Brazilian Social Security Law (Previdência Social, Lei No. 8.213, de 24 de Julho de 1991) to facilitate contributions to Brazilian social security by Brazilian nationals who worked for a period of time in a foreign country.96


SUMMARY  Canada’s refugee system is regulated mainly by the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act and consists of the Refugee and Humanitarian Resettlement Program, for refugees seeking protection from outside of Canada, and the In-Canada Asylum Program for person who make their claims from inside the country. Most quotas or allocations of refugees are supported by the Government Assisted Refugee program where either the Government of Canada or Province of Quebec provide the initial support and assistance to refugees being resettled in Canada. In addition, Canada allows private organizations or persons to identify and sponsor individuals who meet the admissibility and eligibility requirements under Canadian law. Canada works closely with the UNHCR along with private sponsors to identify refugees for resettlement.

According to the Canada-US Safe Third Country Agreement, which came into effect on December 29, 2004, unless certain exceptions apply, a person is ineligible to make a refugee claim at the Canada-United States border because the US is considered a “Safe Third Country.”

Canada describes the refugee screening process or procedure as “thorough,” rigorous, and multi-staged. It includes requirements for criminal, security, and medical screening.

I. General Background

Canada is a party to the United Nations 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol.\(^1\) Its refugee system is regulated mainly by the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act,\(^2\) which implements the Convention. The refugee resettlement program is administered by Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC), which manages both the processing of applications and resettlement assistance.\(^3\) On December 15, 2012, major changes were introduced to Canada’s refugee status determination system as a result of the Balanced Refugee

---


\(^3\) The Oxford Handbook of Refugee and Forced Migration Studies 679 (Elena Fiddian-Qasmiyeh et al. eds., 2014).
Refugee Law and Policy: Canada

The Balanced Refugee Reform Act⁴ and the Protecting Canada’s Immigration System Act,⁵ “the latter of which amends both the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act and the Balanced Refugee Reform Act.”⁶

Section 3(2) of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act stipulates the following objectives of the Act in respect to refugees:

(a) to recognize that the refugee program is in the first instance about saving lives and offering protection to the displaced and persecuted;

(b) to fulfill Canada’s international legal obligations with respect to refugees and affirm Canada’s commitment to international efforts to provide assistance to those in need of resettlement;

(c) to grant, as a fundamental expression of Canada’s humanitarian ideals, fair consideration to those who come to Canada claiming persecution;

(d) to offer safe haven to persons with a well-founded fear of persecution based on race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership in a particular social group, as well as those at risk of torture or cruel and unusual treatment or punishment;

(e) to establish fair and efficient procedures that will maintain the integrity of the Canadian refugee protection system, while upholding Canada’s respect for the human rights and fundamental freedoms of all human beings;

(f) to support the self-sufficiency and the social and economic well-being of refugees by facilitating reunification with their family members in Canada;

(g) to protect the health and safety of Canadians and to maintain the security of Canadian society; and

(h) to promote international justice and security by denying access to Canadian territory to persons, including refugee claimants, who are security risks or serious criminals.⁷

Section 12(3) of the Act stipulates that a foreign national, inside or outside Canada, may be selected as a “Convention refugee” or “a person in similar circumstances” eligible for permanent residence.⁸

Canada’s refugee system primarily consists of two programs: the Refugee and Humanitarian Resettlement Program for people seeking protection from outside Canada, and the In-Canada Asylum Program for people making refugee protection claims from within Canada.⁹

---

⁷ Immigration and Refugee Protection Act § 3(2)(a)–(h).
⁸ Id. § 12(3).
⁹ Corrigan, supra note 6.
Canada considers applications for refugee resettlement from persons outside of Canada under the following categories:

- A Government-Assisted Refugee (GAR) referred by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) or another designated referral organization. GARs receive government funding for their first year in Canada;
- A Privately-Sponsored Refugee (PSR), who are sponsored by an organization or private persons during their first year; or
- A person sponsored under a Joint-Assistance Sponsorship Program (JAS), where both the government and a private sponsor share responsibility for the refugee.10

According to the Government of Canada, countries with refugee resettlement programs take in around 100,000 refugees from abroad each year. Of that number, Canada annually takes in roughly one out of every ten refugees through its refugee programs.11 In 2008 and 2009, Canada was “the second and third highest destination country for refugee claimants among the group of 44 industrialized countries.”12 In 2010, the Government committed “to increase the number of refugees resettled each year from abroad by 20% (2,500 people).”13 In 2011, Canada was among the world’s top ten refugee destinations, receiving 25,000 asylum applications.14 In 2012, this trend began to change when Canada “resettled 26% fewer refugees than in 2011.”15

Refugee claimants declined nearly half from almost 20,500 in 2012 to 10,380 in 2013.16 In 2013, Canada dropped to sixteenth place as a destination for refugee claimants.17 In 2014, Canada registered 13,500 new applications, about one-third more than in 2013,18 and moved to fifteenth place.19 The UNHCR has noted that Canada was one of the countries that “featured

15 ISS OF BC, supra note 12, at 10.
17 Id. at 22.
19 Id. at 20.
among the top-10 recipient countries a few years ago but have registered significantly lower numbers of asylum-seekers in recent years. This can potentially be the result of reforms of law and asylum policies.”

For 2015, the government has agreed to accept up to “14,500 resettled refugees, out of a total of 285,000 new immigrants.”

Canada works closely with the UNHCR along with private sponsors to identify refugees for resettlement.

II. Canada’s Refugee System

A. Refugee and Humanitarian Resettlement Program

Canada’s Refugee and Humanitarian Resettlement Program is for refugees requiring protection who are outside their home country and also outside of Canada. According to Section 99(2) of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, “[a] claim for refugee protection made by a person outside Canada must be made by making an application for a visa as a Convention refugee or a person in similar circumstances.” This section refers to two classes of eligible refugees who can be resettled from outside of Canada: (1) the “Convention Refugee Abroad Class,” comprising those who meet the definition of “refugee” in the 1951 Refugee Convention, or (2) the “Country of Asylum Class,” which “covers those who are outside their home country or the country where they normally live and have been, and continue to be, seriously and personally affected by civil war or armed conflict, or have suffered massive violations of human rights.”

1. Convention Refugee Abroad Class

Persons in the Convention Refugee Abroad Class must be

- . . . outside [their] home country; and
- cannot return there due to a well-founded fear of persecution based on:
  - race,
  - religion,
  - political opinion,
  - nationality, or
o membership in a particular social group, such as women or people with a particular sexual orientation. 27

The definition of “Convention refugee” is “forward-looking” and therefore, the fear of persecution is reviewed at the time of the examination of the refugee application. 28 The office must determine if the applicant has a “well-founded fear of persecution” after assessing the reasons provided by the applicant. A decision is made based on whether the applicant was persecuted or has a well-founded fear of persecution. 29 The applicant must establish that the fear is reasonable 30 and, if the applicant provides more than one ground of persecution, “it is the duty of the officer, not the applicant, to identify the reasons for the persecution.” 31 These are also the criteria established under the Refugee Convention.

To be eligible for resettlement applicants must also have “no reasonable prospect, within a reasonable period, of another durable solution,” such as

- voluntary repatriation or resettlement in their country of nationality or habitual residence;
- resettlement in their country of asylum; or
- resettlement to a third country. 32

Under this class a person must also be referred by the UNHCR or another referral organization, or be sponsored by a private sponsorship group. In terms of funding, a person must also be selected as either a government-assisted or privately sponsored refugee, 33 or have the funds needed to support him/herself and any dependents after arrival in Canada. 34

2. Country of Asylum Class

Persons in the Country of Asylum Class have left their home because they are seriously or personally affected by civil war, armed conflict, or massive human rights violations. A person falling within the Country of Asylum Class is statutorily referred to as “a person in similar


29 Id.

30 Id. According to the CIC, “[a]ctual persecution need not have taken place. The officer must determine that there is a serious possibility or reasonable chance that the applicant has a well-founded fear of persecution.” Id.

31 Id.

32 Id.


34 Resettlement from Outside Canada, supra note 27.
circumstances” to a Convention refugee. Section 147 of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations stipulates that

[a foreign national is a member of the country of asylum class if they have been determined by an officer to be in need of resettlement because

(a) they are outside all of their countries of nationality and habitual residence; and
(b) they have been, and continue to be, seriously and personally affected by civil war, armed conflict or massive violation of human rights in each of those countries.36

They must also be referred by the UNHCR or another referral organization. This class is not eligible for government-funded resettlement; they must be either privately sponsored or demonstrate that they have the funds needed to support themselves and any dependents after they have arrived in Canada. They can also qualify for Joint Assistance Sponsorship (JAS) under the definition of “special needs.”

According to the CIC, an officer must determine whether a person is “[s]eriously and personally affected,” meaning that “the applicant has been, and continues to be, personally subjected to sustained and effective denial of a basic human right," by an armed conflict, civil war, or a massive violation of human rights. They must also determine “whether an armed conflict, civil war, or massive violation of human rights has taken place using human rights reports or country condition information sources.”

Both eligibility and admissibility requirements must be met before an application can be accepted.

B. Government-Assisted Refugees (GAR) Program

Government-assisted refugees are Convention Refugees Abroad whose initial resettlement in Canada is entirely supported by the Government of Canada or the Province of Quebec. Canada allocates a target each year for the resettlement of Convention refugees who are eligible to

---


36 Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations § 147.

37 Resettlement from Outside Canada, supra note 27. It appears the Government of Canada has not yet designated other referral organizations.

38 The Oxford Handbook of Refugee and Forced Migration Studies, supra note 3, at 679.


40 Id. According to the CIC, “[h]uman rights are defined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). . . . What constitutes a basic human right is determined by the international community, not by a specific country. However, when making a determination as to whether a fundamental violation of a human right has taken place, it is acceptable to consider Canadian law.” Id.

41 Id.
receive financial assistance from the Government of Canada.\textsuperscript{42} The number of refugees to be allowed into Canada annually is determined by the Minister of Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship.\textsuperscript{43}

Under the Government-Assisted Refugees (GAR) Program, refugees are referred to Canada for resettlement by the UNHCR or another referral organization. Individuals cannot apply directly. A person must register for refugee status with the UNHCR or state authorities to be considered by a referral organization.\textsuperscript{44}

A GAR’s initial resettlement in Canada “is entirely supported by the Government of Canada or the province of Quebec.”\textsuperscript{45} This support is provided by nongovernmental agencies called “service provider organizations,” which are funded by the CIC.\textsuperscript{46}

C. Urgent Protection Program (UPP)

The Urgent Protection Program (UPP)\textsuperscript{47} was established to respond to urgent requests to help government-assisted refugees (or those identified as JAS cases) that face threats of being “returned home, of expulsion or of facing direct threats to their lives.”\textsuperscript{48} One hundred places are allocated under the UPP annually.

UPP cases may have needs that require specialized assistance in Canada and therefore procedures for processing these types of cases may be slightly different.\textsuperscript{49}

D. Private Sponsorship of Refugees Program

Private organizations or persons can identify and sponsor individuals who meet the admissibility and eligibility requirements under Canadian law. According to the CIC, “[t]he Government of Canada encourages involvement of the Canadian public in the resettlement from abroad of

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{42} UNHCR Resettlement Handbook: Canada, \textit{supra} note 10.
\item \textsuperscript{44} Government-Assisted Refugees Program, GOVERNMENT OF CANADA, \url{http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/refugees/outside/gar/index.asp} (last updated Nov. 10, 2015), archived at \url{https://perma.cc/E6D5-EXSE}.
\item \textsuperscript{45} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{46} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{47} See CIC, \textit{Private Sponsorship of Refugees Program} ch. 3.3 (2011), \url{http://hamiltondiocese.com/uploads/links/279-Private%20Sponsorships%20of%20Refugees%20Program.pdf}, archived at \url{perma.cc/NNW5-B3Z5}.
\item \textsuperscript{49} Procedures For Processing Urgent Protection Cases: Financial and Other Support, CIC, \url{http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/resources/tools/refugees/resettlement/processing/urgent/support.asp} (last updated Feb. 25, 2013), archived at \url{https://perma.cc/7FYT-WX6X}.
\end{itemize}
Convention refugees and members of the Humanitarian Protected Persons Abroad Class."\textsuperscript{50} Private sponsors can be

- incorporated groups with an on-going agreement with CIC to sponsor refugees (Sponsorship Agreement Holders);
- five Canadians or permanent residents (Groups of Five); and
- community sponsors.\textsuperscript{51}

Around two-thirds of private sponsorships are provided by “organizations that hold agreements with the government for this purpose, termed sponsorship agreement holders (SAHs).”\textsuperscript{52} Overall, sponsors can consist of faith-based organizations, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), community organizations, or groups of individuals.\textsuperscript{53} Private sponsors can identify or “name” a refugee they wish to assist themselves or may ask to be matched with a refugee put forward for resettlement by the UNHCR or recommended by a Canadian visa office.\textsuperscript{54}

Sponsoring groups agree to provide the refugees with care, lodging, settlement assistance, and support for the duration of the sponsorship period.\textsuperscript{55} According to the Canadian Council of Refugees, private sponsorship is additional to government assisted refugees. Each year the government makes its commitment, on behalf of Canadians, to resettle a certain number of refugees. Anything that Canadians do through private sponsorship is on top of that commitment. This means that it allows Canadians to offer protection and a permanent home to extra refugees, who would not otherwise have the opportunity.\textsuperscript{56}

Before accepting a person as a refugee, the CIC makes sure that person does not have another resettlement option, cannot go home, or cannot stay in the country where they initially sought

\textsuperscript{50} UNHCR Resettlement Handbook: Canada, supra note 10, at 10.
\textsuperscript{51} Elgersma, supra note 13 (footnotes in original omitted).
\textsuperscript{53} Sponsorship Agreement Holders (SAH) and their Constituent Groups (CG), Group of Five individuals (G5), and Community Sponsors (CS) can be applicants for private sponsorship. For more information on private sponsorship applications, see Application for Refugee Sponsorship, CIC, http://www.cic.gc.ca/english informação/applications/private.asp (last updated Nov. 30, 2015), archived at https://perma.cc/CVP5-LXY5.
\textsuperscript{54} UNHCR Resettlement Handbook: Canada, supra note 10, at 10.
asylum. Once selected, individuals undergo medical, security, and criminal background screenings.  

E. Other Programs

The CIC sometimes partners with organizations to resettle refugees with special needs. As noted above, this program is called the Joint Assistance Sponsorship (JAS) Program.

Another program, called the Blended Visa Office-Referred Refugees (BVORs) Program, introduced in 2013, refers refugees identified by the UNHCR and matches them with a private sponsor organization.

F. In-Canada Asylum Program

Persons can also submit their claims for refugee status from inside Canada. This asylum program works to provide refugee protection to people already in Canada who have a well-founded fear of persecution or are at risk of torture, or cruel or unusual punishment, in their home countries. In other words, statutorily, the protection is provided if the Immigration and Refugee Board determines that a person is a “Convention refugee” or “a person in need of protection.” Section 97(1) of the Act stipulates that a person in need of protection is

... a person in Canada whose removal to their country or countries of nationality or, if they do not have a country of nationality, their country of former habitual residence, would subject them personally

(a) to a danger, believed on substantial grounds to exist, of torture within the meaning of Article 1 of the Convention Against Torture; or

(b) to a risk to their life or to a risk of cruel and unusual treatment or punishment if

(i) the person is unable or, because of that risk, unwilling to avail themself of the protection of that country,

(ii) the risk would be faced by the person in every part of that country and is not faced generally by other individuals in or from that country,

(iii) the risk is not inherent or incidental to lawful sanctions, unless imposed in disregard of accepted international standards, and

(iv) the risk is not caused by the inability of that country to provide adequate health or medical care.


60 See Immigration and Refugee Protection Act § 95(1)(b).

61 Id. § 97(1).
Not everyone is eligible to seek asylum. For example, people convicted of serious criminal offenses or who have had previous refugee claims denied by Canada are not eligible to make a claim.62

A person can apply for refugee status at any port of entry, such as an airport, seaport, or land border, or inside Canada at designated CIC offices. At ports of entry a Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA) officer determines a person’s eligibility for a refugee hearing with the Refugee Protection Division (RPD) at the Immigration and Refugee Board (IRB). At CIC offices CIC officers determine eligibility. Once a person is found eligible to make a refugee claim, a date for hearing the claim is provided.63

Members of the RPD assess and determine a person’s claim for refugee protection. The Act mandates that RPD members must “decide whether they believe the claimant’s evidence and how much weight to give to that evidence. In determining this, members must assess the credibility of the claimant, other witnesses and the documentary evidence.”64 Generally, refugee claims are heard by the IRB within sixty days unless the applicant is from a designated country of origin, in which case the claim could be processed faster.65

G. Refugees Selected by the Province of Quebec

The Canada–Québec Accord relating to Immigration and Temporary Admission of Aliens grants the Quebec provincial government exclusive responsibility for selecting immigrants and refugees from abroad.66 Pursuant to the agreement, the Quebec Government selects refugees67 and persons in similar circumstances “from the pool of CIC approved cases for resettlement and administers its own private sponsorship program.”68 Persons who are selected by the province

---

62 The Refugee System in Canada, supra note 11.
68 Sandra Elgersma, supra note 13.
are granted a Certificat de sélection du Québec (CSQ). According to the CIC, “[w]hen issuing a CSQ, Quebec considers its own criteria, including criteria related to settlement potential.”

III. Refugee Restrictions at the US Border

The United States is designated as a safe third country under the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act. According to the Canada-US Safe Third Country Agreement, which came into effect on December 29, 2004, a person is ineligible to make a refugee claim at the Canada-United States border since the US is considered a “Safe Third Country.” However, there are four types of exceptions to this rule, including

- family member exceptions,
- unaccompanied minor exceptions,
- document holder exceptions, and
- public interest exceptions.

Even if a claimant qualifies for one of these exceptions, he/she must still meet all other eligibility criteria or requirements of Canada’s immigration legislation.

IV. Post-Referral Steps (Including Screening Process)

If an applicant for refugee status is a UNHCR referral the process begins in the “registration stage,” where the UNHCR identifies “legitimate” refugees who undergo initial and subsequent interviews and questioning regarding “their past or current military activities or affiliations, and their future plans.” This process may include using biometric checks and antifraud measures, such as iris scanning.

Once a referral is made by the UNHCR, Canadian visa officers in the host country review an applicant’s supporting documents, review conditions in the country from which the individual fled and where they currently live, and conduct a one-on-one interview with the applicant to confirm their story and make sure it is consistent with the account provided in the UNHCR

---


70 Id.


referral file. The visa officer assesses whether a person fits the legal definition of a refugee.\textsuperscript{73} If so, individuals are then screened for “admissibility.” Formal security checks are administered by the Canadian Security and Intelligence Service (CSIS)\textsuperscript{74} and involve the names of applicants being run through databases of the Canadian Border Services Agency, Canadian Security Intelligence Service, RCMP, and other international databases.\textsuperscript{75} Criminal background checks and medical screenings are also required as a part of the admissibility assessment.

The visa officer then reviews the material from the CSIS and, if the agency has recommended that the applicant be admitted and the visa officer approves, the refugee is then granted permanent residence status.\textsuperscript{76}

Once a final decision is made and refugee status is granted, an organization funded by the CIC can help the person get the paperwork they need to leave the country in which they are residing and travel to Canada.\textsuperscript{77}

V. Assistance for Resettled Refugees

A. Specific Assistance to Refugees

Preliminary assistance for resettled refugees is provided by the federal government, the Province of Quebec, or private sponsors.\textsuperscript{78} Refugees selected under the Government-Assisted Refugees (GAR) program “are provided with immediate and essential services as well as income support under the Resettlement Assistance Program (RAP) to support their initial settlement in Canada.”\textsuperscript{79}

\begin{footnotesize}


\textsuperscript{78} The Refugee System in Canada, \textit{supra} note 11.

\end{footnotesize}
Resettlement assistance under the RAP is provided to Convention Refugees Abroad and in some circumstances “to members of the Country of Asylum Class who have been identified as refugees with special needs and who have been admitted to Canada as government-assisted refugees.”

Income support under RAP is usually provided “for up to one year or until the client becomes self-sufficient, whichever comes first.” Canada provides RAP income support to eligible clients who cannot pay for their own basic needs. The level of monthly income support “for shelter, food and incidentals are guided by the prevailing provincial or territorial basic social assistance rates in the client’s province or territory of residence.”

RAP funds provide “immediate and essential services,” typically delivered during the first four to six weeks following a client’s arrival in Canada, which include

- port of entry and reception services;
- temporary accommodation;
- help to find permanent accommodation;
- needs assessments;
- information and orientation; and
- links to other federal and provincial programs, as well as to other settlement services.

Most private sponsorships last for one year, but some refugees may be eligible for assistance from their sponsors for up to three years. Private sponsors must provide financial and emotional support for the length of the sponsorship period, or “until the refugee becomes financially independent if this should occur during the sponsorship period.” Assistance includes support for housing, clothing, and food. These supports are in addition to settlement services funded by the CIC to help all newcomers, including refugees, settle and integrate into their new communities.

Loans are also available under the Immigration Loans Program (ILP) for government-assisted and privately sponsored refugees within the Convention Refugees Abroad and Country of Asylum classes. The ILP covers

---

81 Id.
82 The Refugee System in Canada, supra note 11.
83 Id.
84 Id.
85 Id.
86 According to the CIC, “[b]lended visa office-referred refugees receive six months of RAP income support, while private sponsors provide up to six months of financial support and up to a year of social and emotional support.” Id.
costs of medical examinations abroad;
travel documents; and
transportation to Canada. 87

B. Assistance for All Newcomers, Including Refugees

The CIC also funds a settlement program that helps newcomers settle and adapt to life in Canada. The CIC works with provinces and territories, service-provider organizations, and a range of other partners and stakeholders in delivering these services, which include

- needs assessment and referral services to increase newcomers’ awareness of their settlement needs and link newcomers to CIC-funded and community settlement services;
- information and orientation services to better understand life in Canada and make informed decisions about the settlement experience. This includes Canadian Orientation Abroad program, delivered pre-arrival by the International Organization for Migration, which provides general information on settlement, in person;
- language training in English and French, so newcomers have the language skills to function in Canada;
- employment services that help newcomers search for, gain and retain employment in regulated and non-regulated professions;
- community connections services that enable newcomers to receive assistance in public institutions, build networks with long-time Canadians and established immigrants with opportunities to fully participate in Canada society; and
- support services which help newcomers access settlement services, such as childcare, transportation assistance, translation and interpretation services, provisions for persons with a disability, as well as short-term/crisis counselling to deal with settlement issues. 88

VI. Monitoring and Freedom of Movement

The CIC’s Matching Centre determines a final destination for refugees within Canada, taking into account the special needs of the resettled refugee. The Matching Centre determines which city “will best suit each refugee’s needs,” based the following:

- the language they speak;
- where family and friends live in Canada;
- ethnic, cultural and religious communities in the area;

87 Financial Assistance – Refugees, supra note
80. 88 The Refugee System in Canada, supra note
If an applicant has relatives or close friends who are already in Canada and they wish to live near them, they can let the UNHCR know who they are and where they live, and the Government of Canada will “try to resettle refugees in a community where they will have the support of people they know.” According to the CIC Operating Procedure on Overseas Selection and Processing of Convention Refugees Abroad Class,

Although government-assisted refugees are under no obligation to remain in a particular location, the officer must inform them that any unilateral decision on their part to refuse to continue to their selected city of destination or to move to another city or province from the selected city of destination may result in a reduction of, or ineligibility for, certain RAP benefits.

VII. Recent Changes to Address the Current Refugee Crisis

Canada’s new Liberal government announced a plan for the rapid resettlement of 25,000 Syrian refugees by the end of 2015. The plan was to be implemented in five phases. There was some public resistance to this plan following the Paris terrorist attacks of November 2015, and the Government cited security and operational challenges as reasons for the delayed implementation of the plan. At the end of November, the Government announced that it would resettle 10,000 Syrian refugees by the end of 2015 and another 15,000 by the end of February 2016. On February 29, 2016, the Government announced this target had been met.

Canada worked with the UNHCR to identify people in Jordan and Lebanon (a similar process is implemented in Turkey where the state registers refugees) who are a low security risk and particularly vulnerable, such as women at risk and complete families, and those from the LGBT

---


community. According to reports, single, unaccompanied men were to be excluded from the government resettlement program for the time being. However, government officials stated that “those individuals can still apply to come to Canada through private sponsorship programs or could possibly be resettled through a government.”

The Canadian government describes the refugee screening process for Syrians as robust and multi-layered. Robert Vineberg, a senior fellow at the Canada West Foundation, has summarized the expedited process for Syrian refugees, stating that

[the revised Liberal plan involved sending large processing teams to refugee camps in Turkey, Jordan and Lebanon. The Canadian Armed Forces would establish the processing centres and provide Medical Corps staff to conduct physical examinations of the refugees. Immigration officers, agents from the Canadian Security Intelligence Service and officers from the Royal Canadian Mounted Police worked hand in hand in the camps to process the refugees… In all, over 600 military and public service personnel were deployed to the Middle East to carry out the operation and they were supported by thousands more in Canada.]

VIII. Path to Naturalization

According to the CIC, in order to be eligible for Canadian citizenship through naturalization, a person must meet certain requirements related to (1) age, (2) permanent resident status, (3) residence in Canada (an applicant must be “physically present in Canada as a permanent resident for at least 1,460 days during the six years immediately before the date of [his/her] application”99) (4) language abilities, (5) criminal history, and (6) knowledge of Canada. Refugees who are granted permanent resident status who fulfill these requirements are eligible to acquire Canadian citizenship through naturalization.

---
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SUMMARY  

China acceded to the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol in September 1982. Despite its accession to the treaties, the domestic law on refugees and asylum is still under development. Currently, the only relevant legal provisions are article 32 of the Constitution and article 46 of the Exit and Entry Law. The former provides the general principle on asylum, declaring that the country may grant asylum to foreigners who request it for political reasons. The latter provides that refugees and asylum seekers in China may obtain ID cards. A comprehensive refugee law that would cover a wide range of issues relating to refugees and asylum is under consideration.

The UNHCR Beijing Office conducts refugee registration and refugee status determinations in China. Recognized refugees are permitted to remain temporarily in China while the UNHCR is seeking a durable solution, which most of the time involves resettlement in a third country. Non-Indochinese refugees are generally treated as aliens who have no right to employment. They are supported by the UNHCR in terms of food, accommodation, health care, and children’s education.

In addition to article 46 specifically on refugees, refugees and asylum seekers in China are subject to other provisions of the Exit and Entry Law governing foreigners and stateless persons, as well as other relevant Chinese laws. For example, foreigners who are sixteen years old or older must carry their documentation for examination by public security organs. Foreigners must also submit their residence permits to the local public security organs wherever they reside. Hotels must report information concerning foreign guests to the local public security organs.

I. General Background

A. Indochinese Refugees

Although not a traditionally popular destination for refugees and asylum seekers, the People’s Republic of China (PRC or China)\(^1\) was one of the top ten refugee-hosting countries recognized by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) until it was recently replaced by Sudan in mid-2015, largely due to the fact that it accepted and still hosts a large number of Indochinese refugees.\(^2\) In the late 1970s, China accepted about 260,000 refugees who fled from Vietnam to China. They were provided refugee status and settled in southern China. Most of the

---

\(^{1}\) This report does not cover the laws in effect in Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan.

Indochinese refugees were ethnic Chinese. According to the UNHCR, the Indochinese refugees and their children are well integrated and receive protection from the Chinese government.

B. Non-Indochinese Refugees

Other than the Indochinese refugees, China attracted few refugees and asylum seekers before the mid-1990s. In the past two decades, the number of refugees and asylum seekers coming to China has gradually increased, and the country “is becoming a transit and destination country for mixed migration as a result of its geographical and economic importance.”

According to data provided by the UNHCR, as of June 2015, there were 301,057 refugees, among whom 300,000 were Indochinese refugees, and 564 asylum seekers in China. Top countries of origin for the non-Indochinese refugees and asylum seekers in China are Somalia, Nigeria, Iraq, and Liberia.

C. Inflows of Displaced Foreigners from Neighboring Countries

There have also been large-scale inflows of displaced foreigners from neighboring countries, such as North Korea and Burma (Myanmar), whom the Chinese government generally does not recognize as refugees. Undocumented North Koreans who have crossed into China since the mid-1990s are generally treated as illegal economic migrants. For the more than 30,000 ethnic Kokangs displaced by armed conflicts in Burma who flooded into China in 2009, the Chinese government promptly opened camps to host them and provided other humanitarian assistance, although the authorities did not refer to them as refugees.
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II. Legislation

China acceded to the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol in September 1982. Despite its early accession to these treaties, the domestic law on refugees and asylum is still under development. Currently, the only legal provisions relevant to refugees are one article in the Constitution providing the general principle on asylum, and one article in the Exit and Entry Law that gives legal status to refugees and asylum seekers. A comprehensive refugee law that would cover a wider range of refugee issues is under consideration.

A. Constitution

Article 32 of the Constitution declares that China “may grant asylum to foreigners who request it for political reasons.”

B. 2012 Exit and Entry Law

In 2012, the PRC Law on the Administration of Exit and Entry (Exit and Entry Law) was promulgated, which replaced two former exit and entry laws governing Chinese citizens and foreigners, respectively. Effective July 1, 2013, the new Exit and Entry Law contains a provision that, for the first time, allows refugees and asylum seekers to obtain ID cards in China.

According to article 46 of the Exit and Entry Law, foreigners who apply for refugee status in China may, during the screening process, stay in China with temporary identity certificates issued by public security organs. Foreigners who are recognized as refugees may stay or reside in China with the refugee identity certificates issued by public security organs.

Article 46 is deemed a positive first step in providing a legal ground for refugees to live in China. Recognizing that refugees and asylum seekers are entitled to ID cards, the law “lays a foundation for future enhancement of refugees’ rights in China, such as the right to work and the right to education.”

C. Draft Refugee Law

Efforts to forge a comprehensive refugee law were reportedly initiated in the 1990s, but so far no draft laws have been released. In 2012, the draft Regulations on Determination of Status and Administration of Refugees was prepared by Central Government authorities. If passed, the Regulations would address the definition of refugees, competent authorities in charge of refugee

---
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affairs, refugee status determinations, temporary stays and repatriation of refugees, and loss and removal of refugee status.17

III. Refugee and Asylum Issues

Although there is only one article in the Exit and Entry Law specifically governing refugees, refugees and asylum seekers in China are subject to other provisions of that Law governing foreigners and stateless persons, as well as other relevant Chinese laws.

A. Admission of Refugees and Handling Refugee Claims

Other than article 46 of the Exit and Entry Law, there are no legal provisions specifically regulating the admission of refugees and handling refugee claims under Chinese law. Nor is there an explicit, competent authority in charge of refugee affairs. The Ministry of Public Security should be responsible for matters relevant to refugee status recognition and repatriation of refugees and the Ministry of Civil Affairs should attend to refugee resettlement, but no law explicitly authorizes them as the competent authorities.18

In practice, refugee registration and refugee status determinations for non-Indochinese refugees are generally conducted by the UNHCR Beijing Office.19 According to the Office, it generally has access to asylum seekers who are in Beijing and conducts refugee status determinations. Recognized refugees are permitted to remain temporarily in China while the UNHCR is seeking a durable solution, which most of the time involves resettlement in a third country.20

B. Refugees Arriving at the Border

Article 20 of the Exit and Entry Law allows any foreigners who “need to enter China urgently for humanitarian reasons” to apply for visas to enter China before the visa-issuing authorities at their port of entry. The Law, however, also requires that such foreigners possess supporting materials proving that relevant Chinese authorities have preapproved their application for a visa at a port of entry.21

According to a UNHCR officer, refugees in China normally enter the country with valid visas, mostly student visas and some tourist visas, due to strict border control.22

17 LIU, supra note 11, at 47; Song, supra note 5.
18 ZhaoYinan, Legal Status for Seekers of Asylum, CHINA DAILY (July 2, 2012), http://usa.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2012-07/02/content_15540683.htm, archived at https://perma.cc/FH74-HUJM.
19 LIU, supra note 11, at 225; UNHCR Regional Representation in China, supra note 3.
20 UNHCR Regional Representation in China, supra note 3.
21 Exit and Entry Law art. 20.
C. Recent Adjustments

China does not appear to have made adjustments or amendments to its refugee law in response to the current refugee crisis.

D. Refugee Status Determination

The refugee status determination is generally conducted by the UNHCR Beijing Office and Chinese authorities have not substantially engaged themselves in the UNHCR process, according to the UNHCR Beijing Office. Refugees are recognized under the UNHCR’s mandate.23

E. Accommodations and Assistance Provided to Refugees

Non-Indochinese refugees in China are generally treated as aliens who have no right to employment. They are supported by the UNHCR in terms of food, accommodation, health care, and children’s education.24

In November 2013, the UNHCR reported that refugee children in five Chinese provinces were allowed to attend public schools at the primary level under the same conditions as local children.25

F. Accepting Refugees for Resettlement

In 1981 and 1982, China provided resettlement opportunities for some 2,500 Laotian and a small number of Cambodian refugees from camps in Thailand. While most of them voluntarily repatriated, some chose to stay in China.26

G. Path to Naturalization

In general, as provided by China’s Nationality Law, a foreign national or stateless person who is willing to abide by China’s Constitution and laws may be naturalized as a Chinese citizen upon approval of the application, as long as he or she (1) is a close relative of a Chinese national, (2) has settled in China, or (3) has other legitimate reasons.27 In practice, naturalization may be rare other than through marriage or a great contribution to the country.28

23 UNHCR Regional Representation in China, supra note 3.
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A foreigner who has entered the country holding a temporary stay visa may be granted a residence permit, according to the Exit and Entry Law, if he or she has a special talent or is an investor as stipulated by the state, or based on humanitarian reasons. The Law also provides that a foreigner who has made “remarkable contributions to China’s economic and social development” or meets other conditions may be granted permanent residence in China.

H. Stay and Residence

The Exit and Entry Law requires all foreigners in China aged sixteen or above to carry their passports, other international travel documents, or foreigner stay or residence permits for examination by public security organs.

Furthermore, foreigners who reside in China must submit their residence permits to the local public security organs of any place they reside for examination. For those who temporarily stay in hotels, the hotels are required by law to register foreigners’ information and report their information to the local public security organs. For those who stay or reside in domiciles other than hotels, the foreigners themselves or persons who accommodate them must register the foreigners with the local public security organs within twenty-four hours of their arrival.

---
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SUMMARY

Denmark is a signatory to the Refugee Convention and grants asylum for refugees and persons seeking subsidiary protection. Refugees are received both through the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees relocation program (quota refugees) and through application from persons arriving at the border. Applicants are vetted by the Danish Immigration Service and by the police. The Danish government has made a number of changes to its asylum laws and policies following the asylum crisis of 2015. Changes include reducing the amount of monetary assistance to asylum seekers, delaying family reunification, and proposing confiscation of assets to pay for the housing and support of the asylum seeker.

I. General Background

Denmark is a country of 5.64 million people.\(^1\) It borders Germany and is connected with Sweden through the Oresund Bridge. Ferries from Denmark travel to Norway and Sweden. In 2013 Denmark was seventh on the list of asylum seekers received per capita among the countries of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).\(^2\)

During the first eleven months of 2015 Denmark received 18,000 applications for asylum.\(^3\) Of these, 1,700 were unaccompanied minors.\(^4\) Approximately 9,000 applications were approved during the same period.\(^5\) The greatest number of asylum seekers during the first eleven months of 2015 came from Syria, Iran, Eritrea, and Afghanistan.\(^6\) Among unaccompanied minors, Afghans and Syrians were the two largest groups of nationalities. In addition, Denmark had received 14,000 applications for family reunification during the first eleven months of 2015,\(^7\) making the total number of asylum seekers more than 32,000.
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\(^4\) UDLÆNDINGE-, INTEGRATIONS- OG BOLIGMINISTERIET, *TAL PÅ UDLÆNDINGEOMRÅDET PR. 30.11.2015*, at 6 (Nov. 30, 2015), [https://www.nyidanmark.dk/NR/rdonlyres/E3C50EA0-BD36-4DDD-9C8D-7AAF44DE1F12/0/seneste_tal_udlaendingeomraadet.pdf](https://www.nyidanmark.dk/NR/rdonlyres/E3C50EA0-BD36-4DDD-9C8D-7AAF44DE1F12/0/seneste_tal_udlaendingeomraadet.pdf), archived at [https://perma.cc/T3Y4-MM9E](https://perma.cc/T3Y4-MM9E).


\(^6\) UDLÆNDINGE-, INTEGRATIONS- OG BOLIGMINISTERIET, *supra* note 4, at 5.

\(^7\) *Id.* at 10.
II. Recognition of Right of Asylum

Danish laws and regulations govern asylum. Denmark does not have a list of safe countries applicants from which are automatically deemed not entitled to asylum; rather, each application is reviewed on its own merits. Denmark has an agreement with Afghanistan regarding the return of asylum seekers whose applications are denied.

A. Refugee (Convention) Status

Denmark was the first signatory to the 1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol. Ratification was made through the Danish Aliens Act. Denmark is given to those who qualify as refugees under the Convention, which defines as a refugee a person who,

owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it.

B. Protection Status

Asylum seekers who do not qualify as refugees may receive protection status (also known as subsidiary protection) “if returning to their home country would mean they face capital punishment, torture or inhumane or degrading treatment or punishment.”
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C. Temporary Protection Status

Denmark also grants temporary protection status “to individuals who face capital punishment, torture or inhumane or degrading treatment or punishment due to severe instability and indiscriminate violence against civilians in their home country.”

D. Humanitarian Protection

In rare cases, such as when an asylum seeker is suffering severe illness, asylum seekers may receive humanitarian protection. This protection is temporary and only lasts as long as the humanitarian grounds for protection, e.g., the illness, persists.

III. Application Process

A. Quota Refugees

Denmark receives refugees through the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) relocation program. The Danish Parliament annually decides how many refugees to accept through this program. The Danish government has approved the acceptance of 1,500 quota refugees over a three-year period. In 2015 Denmark accepted 356 quota refugees. Quota refugees receive renewable five-year residency permits. This is proposed to change in 2016. Under the new proposal, residency will be given for three years instead of five. In addition, changes to the selection procedures are proposed, adding a requirement that the selection of quota refugees should be based on the refugee’s potential for integration.
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Quota refugees are screened by the UNHCR as well as the Danish Immigration Service.\textsuperscript{26} After the UNHCR makes an initial screening and a suggestion of which refugees should be relocated to Denmark, the Danish Immigration Service conducts interviews with the refugees before they are relocated to Denmark.\textsuperscript{27} Municipalities and the Dansk Flygtningehjælp (Danish Refugee Council) are also allowed to participate in these interviews.\textsuperscript{28}

### B. At the Border

In addition to receiving quota refugees Denmark also accepts asylum applications by individuals who arrive at the Danish border.\textsuperscript{29} Application is then made at either a local police station or at the reception center in Sandholm.\textsuperscript{30} In 2015 approximately 18,000 persons sought asylum in Denmark in this manner.\textsuperscript{31} Denmark does not allow for asylum applications at Danish embassies or consulates.

Asylum seekers arriving at the border must report to the police.\textsuperscript{32} As part of their application they provide fingerprints.\textsuperscript{33} These fingerprints are entered into the Eurodac system.\textsuperscript{34}

### C. Unaccompanied Minors

Denmark received approximately 1,700 unaccompanied minors in 2015.\textsuperscript{35} Unaccompanied minors have the right to special representation (through a guardian) and receive temporary residence permits ranging from one to five years that are renewable.\textsuperscript{36}
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D. Family Reunification

Denmark allows for family reunification. During 2015 more than 14,000 persons sought family reunification in Denmark. The Danish government has proposed changes to the Danish family reunification regulations, which would mean that individuals granted temporary protection status (see above, Part II(C)) would have to wait three years until family reunification could be sought.

IV. Benefits

A. Housing

Asylum seekers are housed in asylum centers or tents. After six months of applying for asylum, asylum seekers are allowed to find their own housing until their application has been processed. They may not buy real property, however. Moreover, unlike asylum-center housing, which is financed by the state, an asylum seeker must finance his own housing and does not receive extra monetary benefits to cover his or her expenses in such housing. If an asylum seeker finances his own housing he or she must contract with the Danish Immigration Service and promise to leave the country if he or she is denied asylum.

B. Monetary Benefits

Asylum seekers receive cash benefits while their applications are pending if they cannot support themselves. The cash benefit in 2015 was DKK 54.04 (about US$7.89) per day for a single person living rent-free at an asylum center where meals were not included. Spouses who share
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accommodations receive DKK 42.79 (about US$6.24) each if they live in an asylum center where meals are not included. In addition asylum seekers receive between DKK 9.02 (about US$1.32) and DKK 31.54 (about US$4.60) per day depending on what stage of the process the application is in.

Caregivers of children also receive an additional DKK 63.06 (about US$9.20) or DKK 85.57 (about US$12.49) per child per day depending on whether the Danish authorities have found that Denmark is the country where asylum should be sought or not. Caregivers of children receive a smaller allowance for their third and fourth child of DKK 45.05 (about US$6.57) per child per day.

Asylum seekers may in addition receive other benefits/assistance from the government such as hygiene products or baby-care products.

C. Health Care

Asylum seekers have the right to urgent health care. Asylum seekers under the age of eighteen have the same right to health care as Danish children.

D. Schooling

Asylum seekers aged seven to sixteen have the right to attend school free of charge either at the asylum center, remotely, or at local schools.
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V. Path to Citizenship

Danish Citizenship is acquired through law, meaning a law is adopted by Parliament listing the names of the individuals who will receive Danish Citizenship through naturalization. To become a citizen through naturalization a person must be a permanent resident of Denmark. Special rules allow refugees to receive citizenship after eight years of continuous residence, compared to nine years for other foreigners.

In addition to meeting the permanent residence requirement a person seeking to become a citizen of Denmark must pass a language test as well as history and civics tests. The person must also swear allegiance to Denmark, not have a criminal record, and meet self-sufficiency requirements.

VI. Monitoring by Security Police

The role of the Danish Security and Intelligence Service (Politiets Efterretningstjenestes, PET), is regulated in law. The Danish Immigration Service can forward information about a foreigner without the foreigner’s prior consent to the PET for analysis. The Justice Minister can deport a person with reference to national security. A person who cannot be deported from Denmark receives a tålt ophold, which means that he or she will have to reside in a special place and report to the police.
VII. Travel Restrictions

Person who have been granted asylum in Denmark cannot travel to the country from which they sought asylum. This ban is in place for at least ten years. Persons who have not received permanent residence in Denmark will always lose their residency permit if they travel to their home country, even if they received a temporary permit more than ten years ago. Once a person receives permanent residency the time spent in Denmark in temporary status counts toward the ten-year requirement.

In December 2015 the government proposed changes to the travel restrictions requirements which would provide that even for permanent residence holders a visit to the country from which they sought refuge would create a presumption that they no longer needed asylum in Denmark and thus allow their residence permits to be revoked.

VIII. The Role of Municipalities

The independence of municipalities is regulated in law and listed in the Constitution. The relocation of persons who have received asylum from the asylum centers to the municipalities is determined by the Danish Immigration Service in conjunction with the municipalities. The number of asylum recipients sent to each municipality is meant to reflect the population of the municipality. Municipalities are responsible for the costs of health care for their inhabitants.

IX. Response to Refugee Crisis

A. Legislative Changes and Proposals

The Danish government and coalition parties have presented a thirty-four item list of proposed measures intended to stem the influx of asylum seekers to Denmark by making Denmark a less
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attractive destination for asylum seekers. Measures include shorter residency permits and more restrictive family reunification policies. Of these thirty-four measures, eleven have been implemented by Parliament.

One controversial measure is the seizing of valuables from asylum seekers. The Ministry of Immigration, Integration and Housing has explained the measure by noting that the Danish welfare state is intended to help people who do not have the financial capacity to help themselves, not those who can, and that this principle includes asylum seekers. The measure now means that the police can seize valuables worth DKK 10,000 (about US$1,459) or more. Certain items such as wedding and engagement rings are excluded. In the initial proposal the value threshold was DKK 3,000 (about US$438). The new rules also apply to asylum seekers already in the country.

Most of the new rules entered into force on February 4, 2016.

B. Border Controls

On January 4, 2016 (when Sweden started requiring ID checks on all public transportation going into Sweden), Denmark initiated a temporary border control along its German border. The border control was coupled with an amendment to the Aliens Act that prescribes ID controls of passengers traveling by bus, train, and boat, and requires that the operators conduct these ID checks before allowing passengers to travel into Denmark. Unlike the Swedish border control
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this Danish law prescribes fines for transporters who do not also check whether the person traveling into Denmark has valid travel documentation (i.e., a visa) that allows travel to Denmark. As of January 14, the border control was not a complete border control but a control with random samplings. The border controls are expected to stay in force until the Swedish ID-controls are abandoned, i.e., for at least six months. According to news reports, the number of asylum seekers has sharply decreased following the implementation of border controls; on January 13 only eleven persons sought asylum in Denmark, down sharply from previous numbers. An expected 25,000 persons are expected to apply for asylum in Denmark in 2016.

The Danish Police has estimated that, at a minimum, 92,000 foreign asylum seekers crossed the country’s borders between January 2015 and January 2016. Many are thought to have continued on to Sweden and Norway.

ÆNDRING AF UDLÆNĐINGELOVEN (LOV nr 1499 af 11/12/2015) [ACT ON AMENDMENTS TO THE DANISH ALIENS ACT], https://www.retsinformation.dk/Forms/R0710.aspx?id=176355, archived at https://perma.cc/H7AD-25XU.
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SUMMARY

Egypt acceded to the UN Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees in May 1981. According to a report by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), Egypt hosts approximately 228,200 refugees. Individuals who want to obtain refugee status must be interviewed by a UNHCR representative. Refugees who pass the Refugee Status Determination Interview are provided with a UNHCR refugee yellow card. Social benefits are provided to the refugees by the UNHCR office in Egypt.

Refugees may be subject to security restrictions imposed by the Egyptian authorities and may also face arrest and detention. Many refugees have reported a lack of police protection and even police harassment. There is a high unemployment rate among refugees. Refugees who decide to leave Egypt irregularly also risk being targeted and attacked by human traffickers.

I. General Background

Egypt acceded to the 1951 UN Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (Refugee Convention) and to its 1967 Protocol in May 1981, but made reservations to five provisions, namely article 12(1) (personal status), article 20 (rationing), article 22(1) (access to primary education), article 23 (public relief and assistance), and article 24 (labor legislation and social security).\(^1\)

According to a report issued by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), Egypt hosts Syrian, Sudanese, Ethiopian, Somali, Eritrean, Palestinian, and Iraqi refugees. UNHCR planning figures for December 2015 place the number of refugees in Egypt at around 228,200 (asylum seekers make up an additional 22,370).\(^2\) There are approximately 300,000

---


Syrian refugees in Egypt, including 134,000 who are registered with the UNHCR, Egypt continues to be a transit country for many refugees hoping to reach Europe.

II. Steps Taken to Determine Whether a Person is Entitled to Refugee Status

Individuals who want to obtain refugee status must have a Refugee Status Determination Interview with a representative of the UNHCR. The principal applicant and all of his or her family members must go through separate interviews at the UNHCR local office, presenting their UNHCR asylum-seeker registration cards, original identification documents (such as a passport or an ID card), and other documents that might be relevant to their refugee claim. Applicants are entitled to have a legal representative to assist them during their interview. At the end of the interview, applicants are issued an appointment slip by the interviewer indicating the date when they can start checking for their interview result, which is usually approximately eight weeks from the date of the interview.

According to UNHCR Egypt, individuals who are granted refugee status are those who are able to prove that they have a well-founded fear of persecution for reasons of race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in a particular social group. They must also show that they have left the country of their nationality because of such fear and are unable or unwilling to avail themselves of the protection of that country.

If the applicant is denied refugee status after the first interview, the local office of the UNHCR provides him or her with a negative decision letter that contains the reasons for denying the application. The denied applicant has the right to lodge an appeal to have the negative decision reconsidered.

III. Rules Applicable to Admitted Refugees

Refugees who pass the Refugee Status Determination Interview are provided with a UNHCR yellow refugee card, which is stamped by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Refugee Affairs section of the Ministry of Interior’s Department of Migration and Citizenship. According to the Ministry of Interior’s Decree No. 8180 of 1996, refugees generally receive a three-year temporary residency permit. This Decree is not being implemented, however, because of a
ministerial decision allowing them only six-month renewable residency permits. Such permits are renewable as long as the refugee “remains of concern to UNHCR.”

IV. Assistance Offered to Refugees

Most refugees in Egypt, including those from Syria, are scattered in urban neighborhoods, where they rent and share accommodations. The Egyptian government provides no social benefits to refugees, other than permitting them access to education in public schools and health care in public hospitals. Any social benefits they receive are provided by Egypt’s UNHCR office. Although Egypt made a reservation to article 22, section 1 of the Refugee Convention, thereby denying refugees the right to be admitted to public schools, the Egyptian Minister of Education issued Ministerial Decree No. 24 in 1992, allowing the children of recognized refugees, which includes Syrians, to attend public schools. However, the UN Children’s Fund, UNICEF, has stated that only 53% percent of Syrian children that are eligible to enroll in schools attend, due to the lack of sufficient kindergartens and the inability of other schools to absorb more students.

The Egyptian Red Crescent, in cooperation with the UNHCR, provides Syrian families with cash assistance grants. According to the UNHCR, in 2015, 15,500 refugees received such grants, including twelve thousand Syrian refugees. These families were scored as severely vulnerable through the UNHCR’s ongoing socioeconomic/vulnerability assessment framework. Refugee families that are not currently receiving food or cash assistance and are large-sized, single-headed households or households with members suffering from a medical condition are the main recipients of these cash assistance grants.

V. Security Restrictions and Hardships

Egyptian authorities have imposed some security restrictions on refugees. For instance, in July 2013, the Egyptian government required Syrians to acquire entry visas, residency documents, and work permits before entering the country. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs announced that this decision was related to “current and temporary” security conditions. African refugees are


13 UNHCR, supra note 11, at 3.

14 Mansour, supra note 10.

also reportedly sometimes subject to police harassment and security restrictions. In November 2015, the Center for Refugee Solidarity issued a statement condemning the targeting and violent mistreatment of Sudanese refugees by the Egyptian security agencies. In its statement, the Center urged the Egyptian authorities to refrain from random checks and arrests of African refugees and to give Sudanese nationals freedom of movement and residence, and the right to work and own property.16

Refugees also face arrest and detention by security agencies. The UNHCR reported that 3,058 had been arrested by the authorities for attempting to depart irregularly by sea between January and September 2015. Moreover, seventy-five female refugees from Ethiopia, Eritrea, Rwanda, Somalia, Sudan, and Syria are being held in detention at Al-Qanatir women’s prison for allegedly possessing forged passports, being undocumented, and attempting to enter or depart irregularly from Egypt.17 Additionally, African refugees who try to be smuggled into Israel face threats to their lives at the Egyptian-Israeli border. For example, in November 2015, at least fifteen Sudanese refugees were shot dead by the Egyptian security forces and eight more were injured in Egypt’s Sinai region as they reportedly attempted to enter Israel.18

Many refugees reported a lack of police protection. According to a report issued by Refugee Council USA, Syrian and African refugees face regular sexual harassment and exploitation and receive no police protection, as demonstrated by the number of female refugees who are robbed, beaten, and harassed in the streets. The report also claims that when refugees attempt to report crimes to the police, they are treated with contempt and given no assistance.19

In addition to the security restrictions and poor police protection, some Syrian refugees suffer other hardships during their stay in Egypt. Many can find no other place to live except small apartments in the poor neighborhoods of Cairo, which are full of drug addicts. Landlords also reportedly charge them extortionate rents, and their children are bullied at local schools because of their Syrian accent.20 Whereas Syrians refugees had initially been allowed into the country without visas, hundreds of them have been detained and deported since July 2013 for allegedly not having the proper residency paperwork to remain in Egypt.21

There is a high unemployment rate among refugees. Despite Egypt not making a reservation against articles 17 and 18 of the Refugee Convention, which protect refugees’ rights to

20 Nouroldin, supra note 4.
21 Abaza, supra note 3.
employment, refugees find it difficult to obtain Egyptian work permits. Article 11 of the Ministry of Labor’s Ministerial Resolution No. 390 of 1982 requires employers to prove that no Egyptian national is available to do a job before a work permit is issued to a refugee, a legal stipulation that has created a high refugee unemployment rate. A number of refugees report spending many months looking for low-paying jobs that no Egyptian is willing to take. The high unemployment rate of Sudanese refugees from Darfur, who were transferred from the refugee camp of Al-Salloum to Cairo, is among the array of difficulties that lead them to attempt to reach Europe by sea with the help of smugglers.

Refugees who decide to leave Egypt irregularly also risk being targeted and attacked by human traffickers. For example, Reem S., a twenty-nine-year-old Syrian refugee, stated that in August 2014, human traffickers kidnapped a refugee group in Alexandria and tortured them. According to Reem, they raped the women in the group, stole the refugees’ money, and did not provide them with places on their boats as promised. The refugees did not report the traffickers to security authorities out of fear. Likewise, human traffickers operating in the Sinai Peninsula have tortured and killed African refugees, mostly from Eritrea, who want to cross the Egyptian/Israeli border illegally.

VI. Legal Provisions Governing Refugees

There is no comprehensive legal instrument to deal with refugees or asylum seekers in Egypt. The Egyptian authorities have adopted a number of fragmentary domestic legislative initiatives to regulate the legal status of refugees and asylum seekers:

- The Egyptian Constitution of 2014 provides protection to refugees and asylum seekers; for instance, article 91 prohibits the extradition of political refugees.
- Law No. 154 of 2004, amending Law No. 26 of 1975 on nationality, prohibits the children of foreigners who are born on Egyptian soil from acquiring citizenship, as Egyptian nationality is granted only on the basis of descent.
- Law No. 104 of 1985 prevents foreign persons and companies from owning agricultural property, fertile land, or desert land in Egypt.

---

• Presidential Decree No. 331 of 1980 adopted the Refugee Convention as domestic law.²⁹

• Presidential Decree No. 89 of 1960 on the Residency and Entry of Foreigners bans foreigners who do not have valid travel documents from entering the country.³⁰

• Law No. 124 of 1958 prevents foreigners from owning agricultural land in Egyptian territory for security reasons.³¹ However, Law No. 15 of 1963 makes Palestinian refugees an exception to the provisions of Law No. 124.
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SUMMARY During the period of 2011–2014, the European Union (EU) reformed its legislation on asylum in order to achieve its overarching objective to establish a Common European Asylum System (CEAS). The refugee crisis has impeded further development of the CEAS. The Schengen system of passport-free travel throughout Europe is on the verge of collapse because of temporary border controls reinstated by a number of EU Members States. The Member States, especially countries of first entry like Greece and Italy, have faced extraordinary pressure in this crisis, severely testing their asylum systems.

The migrants who enter the EU are a mixed group composed of asylum seekers and economic migrants. Under CEAS, international protection is granted to those migrants who qualify as refugees due to a well-founded fear of persecution. Subsidiary protection status is granted to those who would face a real risk of suffering serious harm if returned to his/her country of origin. Member States are required to return illegal economic migrants to their country of origin; however, implementation of returns is difficult due to a lack of travel documents, a lack of detention facilities, and other factors.

At the core of CEAS is the right to asylum and the prohibition of refoulement, as guaranteed by the Charter of Fundamental Rights and the 1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol. Both instruments bind EU Members, who must also comply with the case law of the Court of Justice of the European Union and the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR). The ECHR has held against several Member States for violating the EU’s legal regime on refugees on issues of detention, status of reception facilities, and lack of legal remedies. Greece, in particular, was found by the ECHR to have “serious deficiencies” in its asylum system and Member States are prohibited from sending refugees back to Greece, as the first country of entry, in compliance with the Dublin Regulation. The Dublin system has been identified as the key structural problem of CEAS because it places an undue burden on countries of first entry.

The CEAS is composed of a number of directives and regulations that require action by the EU Member States or are directly applicable within their national legal systems. The European Commission follows closely the full and correct implementation of CEAS and has adopted many decisions related to the application of asylum rules.

During 2015, the EU sought to ensure a coordinated European response to the refugee crisis. Various EU agencies provided assistance, financing, training, and experts to the Member States to implement CEAS. The Commission also allocated over €10 billion to address the refugee crisis and assist Member States, particularly those most impacted. To ensure better security of its external borders, the EU proposed the creation of a European Border and Coast Guard with new powers and shared responsibility for the EU borders with Member States. In November 2015, the Commission signed an Action Plan with Turkey designed to reduce the migration flow entering EU through Greece.
I. Introduction

During the period of 2011–2014 the European Union (EU) reformed the Common European Asylum System (CEAS) that was initiated in 1999. The EU was prompted to do so by a number of factors, such as an increased influx of migrants arriving at the borders; harsh conditions in reception facilities in some EU countries; a lack of uniform standards for assessing asylum applications; and vague rules contained in the Dublin Regulation as to which EU Member is responsible for handling asylum applications. The migratory crisis threatened the very existence of the Schengen area, an area of open internal borders, with free movement of persons guaranteed to EU citizens and those legally present. A common set of rules, as contained in the Schengen Borders Code, apply to persons at crossing points of the external borders of the EU.

CEAS is composed of several directives and regulations, which have been recast. It guarantees a set of common standards and requires stronger cooperation by EU Members to ensure that asylum seekers are treated fairly and equally wherever they apply.

---


2 The Schengen area is composed of the twenty-eight EU Members, except Ireland and the United Kingdom. Bulgaria, Croatia, Romania, and Cyprus, although in the EU, are not yet full-fledged members of Schengen. In addition, four non-EU countries, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, and Switzerland, also participate in the Schengen area. Schengen Area, EUROPEAN COMMISSION, MIGRATION AND HOME AFFAIRS, http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/borders-and-visas/schengen/index_en.htm (last updated Jan. 29, 2016), archived at https://perma.cc/LE59-EMYJ. The United Kingdom, Ireland, and Denmark have opted out of almost all EU instruments on asylum and immigration. Denmark participates in Schengen; however, it has the right to decide within six months on a proposal that constitutes a development of the Schengen acquis (Schengen existing legislation) whether it will implement the new measure into national law. Protocol No. 22 on the Position of Denmark art. 4, attached to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, Consolidated Version of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), 2012 O.J. (C 326) 47, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:12012E/TXT&from=en, archived at https://perma.cc/EUD9-LUZC.


4 Recasting is a single new act that consolidates the previous legislative act and all the amendments made to it. The new act passes through the full legislative process and repeals all the acts being recast. Recasting, EUROPEAN COMMISSION, LEGAL SERVICE, http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/legal_service/recasting_en.htm (last visited Feb. 29, 2016), archived at https://perma.cc/E5EH-XK3K.

Several EU agencies, such as the European Asylum Support Office (EASO), Europol, and Eurojust, assist the EU Members—especially those which, due to their geographic location are disproportionately affected—in handling asylum requests through various funds, materials, and experts. In addition, the European Agency for the Management of Operational Cooperation at the External Borders, commonly known as FRONTEX, which was created in 2004 to support the EU Members through joint operations on land, air, and sea, was recently the subject of a Commission proposal to replace FRONTEX with a new European Border and Coast Guard Agency (EBCGA), which would have increased powers, including the right to intervene in Member States’ border control functions, a monitoring and risk analysis center, and a European Return Office, in addition to increased funding and staff.

II. General Principles of CEAS

CEAS is based on the Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees of 1951, as amended by the New York Protocol of January 1967 Relating to the Status of Refugees. CEAS affirms the principle of nonrefoulement, enshrined in article 33 of the Geneva Convention, under which states are prohibited from returning refugees or asylum seekers back to countries where

---


10 See Part XI(G), below.

they face persecution due to race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion.\textsuperscript{12}

Article 18 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union guarantees a right to asylum based on the Geneva Convention, and article 19 contains a ban on returning a person to a country where he/she has a well-founded fear of being persecuted or faces a real risk of being tortured or subjected to inhuman or degrading treatment.\textsuperscript{13}

The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) ensures the correct interpretation and application of asylum law through the adoption of preliminary rulings, infringement proceedings against Member States who fail to comply with obligations laid down in EU asylum law, or actions for annulment when the legality of a provision of EU legislation is challenged. In particular, the CJEU is required to ensure the application of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU, which establishes the right to asylum (art. 18) and provides for the prohibition of torture and inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (art. 4); the right to protection in the event of removal, expulsion, or extradition (art. 19); rights of the child (art. 24); the right to good administration (art. 41); and the right to an effective remedy and a fair trial (art. 47).

Furthermore, the EU Members, as members of the Council of Europe, are also bound by Council of Europe treaties, the case law of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), and other ratified international agreements that may apply, such as the Convention on the Rights of the Child in the case of minors. The ECHR is competent to judge human rights violations committed by state parties of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (the European Convention), including provisions such as the prohibition of inhuman or degrading treatment (art. 3), prohibition of collective expulsions (art. 4 of Protocol 4), right to liberty and security (art. 5), right to respect of family and private life (art. 8), and right to an effective remedy (art. 13). These rights remain closely related to asylum—in particular, the principle of nonrefoulement and reception/detention conditions.

III. Arrival at the Border

A. Procedural Aspects

Third-country nationals who reach the EU borders, including territorial waters and transit zones,\textsuperscript{14} and who wish to apply for international protection are subject to national legislation, which must comply with EU asylum legislation. Member States must guarantee the right to effectively make a claim for international protection without obstructions or undue

\textsuperscript{12} The nonrefoulement principle is incorporated into EU primary law in article 78, which provides for a Common European Asylum System of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. TFEU, supra note 2, art. 78.


delay. EU Members are allowed to adopt or retain more favorable standards as to who qualifies as a person in need of international protection and on reception conditions, as long as such rules and standards are, in general, compatible with EU rules.\(^\text{15}\)

### 1. Registration

Directive 2013/32/EU on Common Procedures for Granting and Withdrawing International Protection\(^\text{16}\) (the Common Procedures Directive) applies to all applications for international protection made in the EU territory, including its borders, territorial waters, or transit zones of the Member States.\(^\text{17}\) It also applies to the withdrawal of international protection.

Registration of applications for international protection must be made within three days after they are filed.\(^\text{18}\) The three-day deadline may be extended to an additional three days if the application is made to authorities who have no competence to effect registration. If faced with a large number of applicants who need to file for international protection, the registration deadline can be extended to ten days.\(^\text{19}\) Member States must ensure that applicants are able to file their applications with the appropriate authorities.\(^\text{20}\)

---


\(^\text{17}\) Sea and rescue operations involve individuals in boats seeking to enter the territorial waters of the EU Members. The maritime national authorities often engage in rescue operations for vessels in distress or push them back in other countries. In addition to international law of the sea agreements applicable in such cases, the EU Members are also bound by the nonrefoulement principle in rescue operations. The European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) has held that individuals in boats may fall within the jurisdiction of a Member State of the Council of Europe, when that Member State exercises control over them on the high seas. A case on point is *Hirsi Jamaa and Others v. Italy*, in which the Italian Coast Guard intercepted a boat with two hundred people on the high seas, but within Malta’s search and rescue area. Based on a bilateral agreement between Italy and Libya the migrants were returned to Libya without having an opportunity to apply for asylum. The Court found against Italy for returning them to Libya and exposing them to ill and degrading treatment in Libya. In addition Libya did not provide adequate guarantees that these people would not be sent back to their countries of origin in Somalia and Eritrea. The ECHR reaffirmed that the fact that the applicants did not ask for asylum or mention the dangers they faced in Libya due to the lack of an asylum process did not free Italy from its obligations under article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. [European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, Handbook on European Law Relating to Asylum, Borders and Immigration 38 (2014), http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/handbook-law-asylum-migration-borders-2nded_en.pdf, archived at https://perma.cc/R3ZP-U473. See also European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, Fundamental Rights at Europe’s Southern Sea Borders § 2.2 (2013), http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fundamental-rights-europes-southern-sea-borders-jul-13_en.pdf, archived at https://perma.cc/4Q5A-JEPK.]


\(^\text{19}\) Id. art. 6, para. 5.

\(^\text{20}\) Id. art. 6, para. 2.
“International protection” is defined as a request made by a third-country national or a stateless person who seeks refugee status or subsidiary protection.21

The Common Procedures Directive requires EU Member States to designate personnel who are well-equipped to handle all incoming requests.22 In addition, staff must be well-trained under the guidelines and training developed of the European Asylum Support Office (EASO); for example, they must be aware that interviewees may have difficulty speaking about their case due to torture.23 Member States must ensure that the examination procedure is concluded within a six-month deadline from the time the application was submitted.24

Member States may designate another national authority to be responsible for processing a case, based on the Dublin Regulation, or for granting or refusing permission to enter.25

2. Fingerprinting

The EURODAC Regulation, which became applicable July 20, 2015, established a computerized, encrypted, and centralized fingerprint database for asylum seekers and irregular border crossers known as EURODAC (for “European Dactyloscopy”), which consists of a Central Unit and a communications infrastructure between the Central System and Member States.26 Designated authorities, such as the law enforcement authorities of the Member States who are responsible for the prevention, detection, or investigation of terrorist offenses or other serious criminal offenses, are authorized to request comparison of fingerprinting through EURODAC.

Pursuant to the EURODAC Regulation, Member States are required to take the fingerprints of all fingers of every applicant for international protection who is at least fourteen years of age. The competent national authorities must, as soon as possible and no later than seventy-two hours after the lodging of an application for international protection, forward the fingerprints together with certain specified data to the Central System.27 In the event that the seventy-two-hour deadline has passed, Member States are still required to submit the fingerprints of applicants.

21 Id. art. 2(i); Directive 2011/95/EU, supra note 15, art. 2(a).
22 Directive 2013/32/EU, supra note 14, art. 4, para. 1.
23 Id. art. 4, para. 3.
24 Id. art. 31, para. 3.
25 Id. art. 4, para. 2.
27 Id. art. 9, para. 1.
In addition, Member States are required to take the fingerprints of all fingers of every third-country national or stateless person who is at least fourteen years of age who is apprehended by border patrol authorities in connection with an irregular crossing by land, sea, or air of the border of that Member State.\(^{28}\)

In addition to fingerprinting, other information added to EURODAC includes Member State of origin and information on any application for international protection.\(^{29}\)

The EURODAC system is used by the competent authorities of the Member States to verify whether a third-country national or a stateless person who is illegally within its territory has filed an application for international protection in another Member State.\(^{30}\) For this purpose, a Member State may transmit to the Central System any fingerprint data and, through a reasoned electronic request, ask for a comparison with fingerprints already in the system.\(^{31}\)

3. *Allocation of Responsibility for Asylum Claim: The Dublin Regulation*

Pursuant to article 3(1) of the Dublin Regulation 604/2013 (recast) (Dublin Regulation) the EU Member States must examine any application for international protection lodged by a third-country national or a stateless person and such application must be examined by one single Member State. The Dublin Regulation is binding on Member States and Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Switzerland.\(^{32}\)

The Dublin Regulation covers applications for international protection lodged as of January 1, 2014, and all requests to take back applicants for international protection or take charge in case a Member State wishes to review an application irrespective of criteria after January 1, 2014. An amended Dublin Implementing Regulation was adopted by the Commission on January 2014 and took effect in February 2014.\(^{33}\)

The Dublin Regulation lays down the criteria and ways to determine which Member State of the European Union is responsible for reviewing an application for international protection.\(^{34}\) The

\(^{28}\) *Id.* art. 14, para. 1.

\(^{29}\) *Id.* art. 11.

\(^{30}\) *Id.* art. 17, para. 1.

\(^{31}\) *Id.* arts. 17, 19.


criteria that are to be applied, in hierarchical order, are (a) the existence of a family in a Member State; (b) having a visa or residence permit in a Member State; and (c) entry into a Member State, whether illegally or not. They are designed to prevent the circumstance of one individual abusing the system by filing applications in more than one Member State, and to avoid having people sent from one Member State to another by national authorities.

The application must be examined by a single Member State which, based on the criteria established, is the Member State responsible. If, based on the criteria listed above, no Member State can be designated as responsible, then, by default, the first Member State in which the application for international protection was lodged must take responsibility for examining it.

Based on a discretionary clause in the Dublin Regulation, each Member State is permitted to examine an application for international protection, even if the criteria for determining responsibility have not been met. In such a case, that Member State must notify the Member States concerned through the DubliNet electronic communications network.

The Dublin Regulation established an Early Warning Mechanism to prevent pressure on the asylum systems of Member States which encounter problems due to a large number of incoming migrants. In such a case, the Commission in order to avert a danger to the application of the Dublin Regulation, in cooperation with the EASO will prepare a preventive action plan for the Member State facing difficulties in its asylum system. The Member State concerned must report back to the Commission on actions taken on the basis of the action plan.

There are specific provisions in the Dublin regulation and in other instruments of the CEAS concerning unaccompanied minors entering the EU. Family reunification and the best interests of the child are the primary concerns. The Commission was prompted to amend the rules of the 2013 Dublin Regulation because of a large number of unaccompanied minors entering the EU beginning in 2014 and continuing in 2015, and in order to comply with a relevant decision of the European Court of Justice issued in 2013. The Court ruled that when an accompanied minor has filed an asylum application in more than one state, the Member State responsible for reviewing the asylum application is the one where the minor is located and has filed an

35 Id.
36 Id. art. 3, paras. 1 & 2.
37 Id. art. 17.
38 Id. art. 33.
39 Id.
604/2013 as regards Determining the Member State Responsible for Examining the Application for International
Protection of Unaccompanied Minors with No Family Member, Sibling or Relative Legally Present in a Member
archived at https://perma.cc/PK35-M5HK.
application. For this to apply, no member of the minor’s family may be legally present in another Member State.\textsuperscript{41}

4. Personal Interview

An applicant is subject to a personal interview by a person who is competent under national law to conduct interviews.\textsuperscript{42} In the case a large influx of migrants applying at the same time, Member States may designate personnel from another national authority to temporarily conduct interviews.\textsuperscript{43} Interviews are to be conducted in conditions that ensure confidentiality and without the presence of family members.\textsuperscript{44} The authority that conducts the interview on the substance of an application for international protection must provide the applicant with sufficient time to present evidence to substantiate his/her application.\textsuperscript{45}

5. Medical Examination

A medical examination can be ordered, with the applicant’s consent and paid by public funds, if the determining authority deems the examination necessary to confirm past persecution or serious harm.\textsuperscript{46}

B. Substantive Rights

1. Access to Legal Information

During the first-instance procedure, Member States are required to provide legal and procedural information in a language that a person understands, free of charge. In the event of a negative decision, national authorities also provide information regarding the right of appeal.\textsuperscript{47}

Member States must ensure that applicants have the opportunity to seek legal assistance at their own cost on issues related to their application, including in the case of a negative decision.

EU Members must ensure that applicants for international protection enjoy the following guarantees: (a) be informed in a language they understand of their rights and obligations during the procedure and receive the services of an interpreter, if necessary; (b) be given an opportunity to communicate with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees or other organization


\textsuperscript{42} Directive 2013/32/EU, \textit{supra} note 14, art. 14, para. 1.

\textsuperscript{43} \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{44} \textit{Id}. art. 15, paras. 1 & 2.

\textsuperscript{45} \textit{Id}. art. 16.

\textsuperscript{46} \textit{Id}. art. 18, para. 1.

\textsuperscript{47} Regulation (EU) No. 604/2013, \textit{supra} note 32, art. 2, paras. 1 & 2.
that provides legal assistance; and (c) be given notice of the decision of the determining authority within a reasonable time and the results of the decision.

2. **Right to an Effective Remedy**

Article 47 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union guarantees the right to an effective remedy to everyone. According to article 46 of the Common Asylum Procedures Directive, European Union law requires that asylum seekers must have the right to request a review of a negative asylum decision before a court or tribunal in the case of (a) an unfounded negative decision on the applicant’s application for international protection; (b) a decision that the application is inadmissible; (c) a decision to withdraw international protection; and (d) a decision taken at the borders or in a transit zone.\(^\text{48}\)

3. **Right to Remain in the Member State**

Applicants have the right to remain in the Member State where they applied until the competent authority decides on the case. However, the right to remain does not entitle the applicant to a residence permit.\(^\text{49}\)

4. **Freedom of Movement**

Member States must allow applicants to move freely within their territory, or within an area assigned to them, and give them permission to leave the assigned area.\(^\text{50}\)

5. **Material Reception and Health Care**

Directive 2013/33/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 requires EU Members to provide “material reception conditions” (i.e., housing, food, clothing) and health care to ensure an adequate standard of living and to guarantee the physical and mental welfare of applicants for international protection.\(^\text{51}\) The health care provided must include at a minimum emergency care and treatment of sickness and serious mental disorders.\(^\text{52}\) Member States must ensure that applicants receive necessary health care, which must include at a minimum emergency care and the essential treatment of illnesses and serious mental disorders.

EU Members have the discretion to make the availability of material reception conditions and health care conditional on the lack of sufficient means by the applicants to secure for themselves an adequate standard of living.\(^\text{53}\) The material reception conditions may be provided in kind, in

---


\(^{49}\) Id. art. 9, para. 1.

\(^{50}\) Id. art. 7, para. 1.


\(^{52}\) Id. art. 19.

\(^{53}\) Id. art. 17, paras. 1–3.
the form of vouchers, or via financial allowances, or by a combination of the three, including a daily expenses allowance.\textsuperscript{54} They also have the freedom to require that applicants cover or contribute to the material conditions and health care costs, if applicants are financially able to do so.\textsuperscript{55} Where housing is provided, it could be in the form of accommodation centers or premises used for the examination of applicants during border procedures, or even apartments, houses, or hotels converted to house applicants.\textsuperscript{56} When housing applicants, Member States must take into consideration applicants’ age and gender, and the needs of vulnerable people.\textsuperscript{57}

6. \textit{Schooling and Education for Minors}

Member States are obliged to give the minor children of applicants and applicants who are minors access to the state educational system under similar conditions as their own nationals within three months from the date the application was made.\textsuperscript{58} National authorities must provide preparatory classes, including language classes, to minors where necessary to facilitate their participation in education.\textsuperscript{59}

7. \textit{Employment and Vocational Training}

Member States are required to provide applicants access to the labor market no later than nine months from the date when the application for international protection was made.\textsuperscript{60} The conditions for access must be in compliance with national law. Applicants must also have access to vocational training irrespective of whether they have access to the labor market.\textsuperscript{61}

8. \textit{Guarantees for Detained Applicants}

In general, the detention of applicants seeking international protection is not allowed; Member States must consider alternatives to detention, where possible, in accordance with national law. However, such applicants may be detained on the following specific grounds: (a) to verify the applicant’s nationality or identity; (b) to determine aspects on which the application for international protection was based; (c) to review whether the applicant has the right to enter the territory of a Member State; (d) where the applicant is subject to a return procedure; or (e) to protect national security or public order.\textsuperscript{62} The detention of applicants must be ordered in writing by the appropriate judicial or administrative authorities, stating the grounds for detention,\textsuperscript{63}

\textsuperscript{54} Id. art. 2(g).
\textsuperscript{55} Id. art. 17, para. 4.
\textsuperscript{56} Id. art. 18, para. 1.
\textsuperscript{57} Id. art. 18, para. 3.
\textsuperscript{58} Id. art. 14.
\textsuperscript{59} Id. art. 14, paras. 1 & 2.
\textsuperscript{60} Id. art. 15.
\textsuperscript{61} Id. art. 16.
\textsuperscript{62} Id. art. 8.
and must be as short as possible.\textsuperscript{63} When detention is ordered by administrative authorities, it is subject to judicial review.\textsuperscript{64} Regardless of the authority that ordered it, the detention decision is subject to judicial review at reasonable intervals, either at the request of the applicant or \textit{ex officio}.\textsuperscript{65} Moreover, applicants must have free access to legal representation and legal assistance.\textsuperscript{66} Member States may make such free access conditional on the lack of financial resources of the detained applicant and, with regard to legal services, may limit it to legal services designated for that purpose under national law.\textsuperscript{67}

### IV. Qualifications for International Protection

#### A. Requirements

Applications for international protection submitted by third-country nationals or stateless persons are governed by Directive 2011/95/EU, which establishes common standards to grant international protection to those who qualify.\textsuperscript{68} Applicants must provide all documentation available and any statements made to the appropriate authorities, including information as to whether the applicant has been subjected, or may be subjected, to persecution or harm.\textsuperscript{69} The Directive allows for the possibility that an applicant may claim that he or she has a well-founded fear of being persecuted or a real risk of suffering serious harm for events that occurred after the applicant left the country of origin.\textsuperscript{70}

The authorities must assess on a case-by-case basis whether an applicant for international protection is a refugee within the meaning of article 1(a) of the Geneva Convention or a person eligible for subsidiary protection.

Pursuant to the Directive, persecution can be committed by the state, parties or organizations controlling the state, or parties or organizations having under their control a substantial part of the territory. It may also include non-state actors if they cannot or are unwilling to protect victims of persecution.\textsuperscript{71}

The principle of nonrefoulement is not absolute. Under certain circumstances, a person, whether formally recognized or not, may be removed from the EU territory, if he/she poses a threat to the
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security of an EU Member State, or if he/she is deemed a threat to the host country after the commission of a crime.\textsuperscript{72}

1. \textit{Refugee Status}

To be granted refugee status, an applicant must meet the following criteria:

- Face a well-founded fear of persecution.
- The grounds for persecution must be related to the applicant’s race, religion, nationality, or membership in a particular social group.
- A causal link must exist between the well-founded fear of persecution on the grounds of one’s race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in a particular social group and the acts of persecution.\textsuperscript{73}
- The acts of persecution may take a variety of forms, such as physical or mental violence, including sexual violence, and in the case of a minor may also include acts of a gender-specific or child-specific nature.\textsuperscript{74}

2. \textit{Subsidiary Protection Status}

In order to grant subsidiary protection status, there must be substantial grounds to believe that an applicant who does not otherwise qualify for refugee status would face a real risk of suffering serious harm if returned to his/her country of origin. The qualification for subsidiary protection from a “real risk of suffering serious harm” includes the death penalty or execution, torture or other inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, or a serious and individualized threat to the minor due to violence in the case of internal armed conflict.\textsuperscript{75}

The applicant must provide information pertaining to his/her age, background, country of origin, relatives, travel documents (if any), and reasons for applying for international protection.\textsuperscript{76} Each application is examined individually.

B. \textbf{Rights Granted to Refugees and to Persons Given Subsidiary Protection Status}

Applicants, after being granted refugee status or subsidiary protection, must be given information about their rights and obligations arising from obtaining a new status. Member States are obliged to retain family unity.\textsuperscript{77} Member States are required to provide the following entitlements to those who are given refugee status or subsidiary protection:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{72} \textit{Id.} arts. 17 & 21.
\item \textsuperscript{73} \textit{Id.} art. 9, para. 3.
\item \textsuperscript{74} \textit{Id.} art. 9(a) & (c).
\item \textsuperscript{75} \textit{Id.} art. 15.
\item \textsuperscript{76} \textit{Id.} art. 4, para. 2.
\item \textsuperscript{77} \textit{Id.} art. 23.
\end{itemize}
1. **Residence Permit**

Those who are accorded refugee status must be given a residence permit valid for three years, which can be renewed. Those accorded subsidiary protection receive a renewable residence permit valid for one year.

2. **Travel Documents**

Travel documents are given to refugees to enable them to travel outside the territory of the host country, unless there are security reasons or public order concerns that require otherwise. Those who are granted subsidiary protection status and who are unable to obtain a national passport are given documents for the purpose of traveling outside the country.

3. **Access to Employment**

Member States must authorize refugees and those with subsidiary protection status access to be employed or self-employed, subject to rules generally applicable to the profession and to public service, immediately after they are granted refugee status. Refugees must be paid in accordance with the applicable laws on remuneration and have access to social security systems relating to employed or self-employed activities and other conditions of employment.

4. **Education**

All minors who have been given international protection must have full access to the education system, under the same conditions as nationals. Adults must be given access to the general education system, training, or retraining, under the same conditions as third-country nationals who are legal residents.

5. **Social Welfare and Health Care**

Individuals who are granted international protection must receive in the Member State that has granted such protection necessary social assistance comparable to that received by nationals of the Member State. Member States are free to limit the social assistance granted to core

---
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benefits, which will then be provided at the same level and under the same eligibility conditions as apply to nationals.\(^\text{87}\)

Such individuals must also have access to healthcare under the same eligibility conditions as nationals of the Member State that has granted protection.\(^\text{88}\)

V. Long-Term Status Granted to Refugees

Directive 2011/51/EU allows refugees and beneficiaries of international protection to be able to acquire long-term resident status on a similar basis as other third-country nationals legally living in the EU for more than five years.\(^\text{89}\) Member States had to comply by 2013. The UK, Ireland, and Denmark did not take part in the application of this Directive and they are not bound by it. After five years, those accorded long-term status will be able to enjoy freedom of movement within the EU and the right to become a resident in another Member State. Under certain conditions, they will also enjoy equality of treatment with citizens of the EU Member State in which they reside in a wide range of economic and social matters. These include education, access to the labor market, and social security benefits.

VI. Temporary Protection in the Case of a Mass Influx of Displaced Persons

Council Directive 2001/55/EC establishes minimum standards for temporary protection to be applied in the case of a large influx of displaced persons from third countries who cannot return to their countries of origin.\(^\text{90}\) The Directive is designed to come into play in grave situations of unrest in a particular country—for instance, when due to armed conflict or endemic violence people are at serious risk of, or have been the victims of, “systematic or generalised violations of their human rights.”\(^\text{91}\)

Immediate and temporary protection is given to avoid overburdening the asylum system of countries and to ensure the smooth operation of such systems during a crisis.\(^\text{92}\) The duration of temporary protection is one year, with the possibility of extending it to a maximum of an additional year.\(^\text{93}\) EU Members are required to provide medical and other support for people

\(^{87}\) Id. art. 29, para. 2.

\(^{88}\) Id. art. 30.


\(^{91}\) Id. art. 2(c).

\(^{92}\) Id. art. 2(a).

\(^{93}\) Id. art. 4(1).
with special needs, such as minors or those who have been subjected to rape, torture, or other physical or psychological abuse. Minors under the age of eighteen must also have access to the education system of the host country. Persons under temporary protection must have access to apply for asylum at any time. After temporary protection has ended, the national laws on aliens of the EU Members becomes applicable. The individual EU Members are responsible for taking measures to ensure the voluntary return of persons.

VII. Court Cases

Even though there is no right to asylum as such under the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (Convention on Human Rights), which binds all EU Members, the European Court of Human Rights has dealt with a large number of cases involving asylum seekers whose human rights have been violated—for example, for maltreatment while being kept in detention centers or in reception facilities. The Court has also examined whether national authorities, by sending back individuals seeking asylum, put those asylum seekers at risk of being tortured or subjected to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, which is contrary to article 3 of the Convention on Human Rights. In such cases, national authorities can be found guilty for violating the human rights of the asylum seekers. This particular issue was dealt with favorably for the asylum seekers in the case of Hirsi Jamaa and Others v. Italy, which involved persons intercepted in international waters.

Another illustrative case, Mubilanzila Mayeka and Kaniki Mitunga v. Belgium, involved the two-month detention at a Brussels airport transit center intended for adults of a five-year-old child traveling unaccompanied to join her mother, who had obtained refugee status in Canada. No one was assigned to represent or counsel the child. The ECHR found a violation of article 3, which prohibits inhuman and degrading treatment under the Convention on Human Rights. The Court took into account the fact that the child was in great distress because of her very tender age, that she was alone in a foreign land, and that the Belgian authorities ignored their obligation to take care of her, and determined that any measures taken by Belgian authorities were inadequate.

The case of M.S.S. v. Belgium and Greece involved living conditions in reception centers in Greece. An Afghan national entered the EU through Greece and then went to Belgium, where he applied for asylum. On the basis of the Dublin Regulation he was sent back to Greece as the first

94 Id. art. 13(4).
95 Id. art. 14(1).
96 Id. art. 17(1).
97 Id. art. 20.
98 Id. art. 21(1).
country of entry into the EU. There he was kept in detention in a small room with twenty other detainees with limited access to restroom facilities. The Grand Chamber of the ECHR in 2011 found that Greece violated article 3 of the Convention on Human Rights, as well as article 13, on the right to an effective remedy, because of flaws in Greece’s asylum procedures. It found that Belgium violated article 3, because the applicant’s transfer to Greece exposed him to harsh living conditions and to flawed Greek asylum procedures.\textsuperscript{101}

The case of \textit{Conka v. Belgium}\textsuperscript{102} involved four applicants, a couple and their two minor children of Roma origin who had fled their country of origin, Slovakia, because of violence and threats directed at them by skinheads, from whom the police refused to protect them. Their subsequent application for asylum in Belgium was declared inadmissible for lack of sufficient evidence to qualify them as refugees, and the family was ordered to leave the country within five days. Before the ECHR, the applicants asserted a violation of Protocol 4, article 4, of the Convention on Human Rights, which prohibits the collective expulsion of aliens.\textsuperscript{103} The ECHR reviewed the applicable domestic law, including a guidance document on immigration policy approved by the government in the aftermath of a large number of asylum seekers from Slovakia. The Note contained the following statement:

\begin{quote}
A plan for collective repatriation is currently under review, both to send a signal to the Slovakian authorities and to deport this large number of illegal immigrants whose presence can no longer be tolerated.\textsuperscript{104}
\end{quote}

The ECHR reaffirmed the definition of collective expulsion as including any measure that orders aliens as a group to leave a country, without “reasonable and objective examination of the particular case of each individual alien of the group.”\textsuperscript{105} The Court found that authorities had announced that deportations would take place and had given instructions and orders to that effect, and that the applicants were deprived of the opportunity to contact a lawyer.\textsuperscript{106} Based on these grounds, the ECHR found a violation of Protocol 4, article 4.\textsuperscript{107}
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VIII. Return Proceedings

A. Returns Directive

All migrants who are illegally present in the EU and who are not in the process of obtaining an authorization to stay must be deported. Under the Returns Directive,\(^{108}\) EU Members are obliged to regularize illegal migrants who meet the requirements or to issue a “return decision.”\(^{109}\) Return decisions, which can be administrative or judicial, declare the stay in the EU illegal and order that the person concerned leave the EU. Return decisions must contain a period for voluntary departure of between seven and thirty days.\(^{110}\) When an illegally present third-country national overstays the period for voluntary return, or when no such period was set, an administrative or judicial order can be issued to effect a removal.\(^{111}\)

Return decisions are not automatic, since the Directive provides a number of exceptions to the rule. For instance, Member States may not issue a return decision under bilateral agreements to accept the return of third-country nationals.\(^{112}\) In addition, EU Members may issue an autonomous residence permit or other authorization to a third-country national who stays illegally in their territory based on compassionate or humanitarian reasons, or for other reasons.\(^{113}\)

Return decisions must be accompanied by an entry ban in two instances: (a) if no period for voluntary departure has been granted, or (b) if the obligation to return has not been complied with. In other cases return decisions may be accompanied by an entry ban.\(^{114}\) In October 2015, the CJEU determined that Directive 2008/115/EC does not preclude a Member State from imposing criminal sanctions on illegal migrants who re-enter its territory, following a deportation order and a prohibition on their re-entry.\(^{115}\)

---
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B. Readmission Agreements

Even though, under international law, third countries are required to readmit their nationals, the EU experiences difficulties in implementing its return policy. There are a number of readmission agreements between the Member States and the EU that become operational when a return decision has been issued by national authorities. These agreements set forth the reciprocal obligations of the parties involved to take back their own nationals or third-country nationals who transit through their respective territories. So far, the EU has concluded seventeen readmission agreements with third countries, and others are being negotiated.

Currently, the EU focuses on certain third countries that have a low level of admitting their nationals and with whom negotiations to conclude readmission agreements progress very slowly. The EU has identified Algeria and Morocco in this category. On the other hand, the readmission agreement with Pakistan has not been properly implemented, due to lack of cooperation by Pakistani authorities.

IX. Resettlement

Resettlement is deemed an integral part of CEAS. In June 2015, the Commission came up with a Recommendation to resettle 22,504 persons who are in third countries and need international protection. Implementation will begin after the High Commissioner for Refugees makes a referral and will extend for a period of two years. The following EU Members have made pledges to resettle refugees: Belgium (123), Czech Republic (16), Ireland (163), Italy (96), the Netherlands (220), the United Kingdom (1,000), Liechtenstein (20), and Switzerland (387). The Commission intends to propose an EU-wide resettlement initiative by April 2016.

As noted below, the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund provides some financial support to Member States to assist them with resettlement of refugees.

---
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X. Financial Instruments

A number of EU financial programs provide assistance to EU Members in dealing with asylum procedures and the reintegrations or return of minors to their country of origin:

- The European Fund for the Integration of Third-Country Nationals provides for the integration of third-country nationals who reside legally in the EU with the objective to achieve economic and social cohesion.\(^{123}\)

- The EU provides assistance to the EU Members to return illegal migrants to their country of origin through the European Return Fund (ERF). During the period of 2008–2013, the ERF provided more than €600 million (about US$802 million). The ERF covers specific expenditures connected with the return of unaccompanied minors, such as the cost of travel and food for returnees, information on return, family reunification in the country of origin, and other matters. The ERF can also be used to implement the Returns Directive.\(^{124}\)

- The Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF), adopted on April 16, 2014, runs until 2020 and replaces three funds—the ERF, the European Fund for the Integration of third-country nationals, and the European Return Fund. With a current budget of €3.137 billion, AMIF provides support such as material aid, education, training, special assistance for vulnerable persons, health and psychological care, assistance with judicial matters, and assistance with national resettlement programs. For the period between 2014 and 2020 the AMIF will spend a total of €3.137 billion on asylum, migration, and integration of third-country nationals in the EU. The European Parliament intends to request that the Court of Auditors oversee the expenditure of funds by the Member States.

- The assistance provided by the EU to littoral states, such as Greece, Italy, and Malta, who receive the majority of illegal migrants due to their geographic proximity to the sea and based on the Dublin Regulation as the first countries of entry, has been criticized as inadequate relative to the amount spent by those countries.\(^{125}\)

XI. Measures to Respond to Refugee Crisis

On September 9, 2015, the European Commission adopted a Communication that contains short- and long-term measures to address the current migrant crisis, to assist countries of entry through the creation of “hotspots,” and to address the root causes of irregular migration. The concrete operational, budgetary, and legal proposals are annexed to the Commission’s Communication

---


and were published on the same date.\textsuperscript{126} On February 10, 2016, the Commission followed up on the status of implementation with the adoption of a Communication on the State of Play of Implementation of the Priority Actions Under the European Agenda on Migration.\textsuperscript{127} The most significant measures contained in these Communications are highlighted below.

### A. Creation of “Hot Spot” Areas

The Commission recommended that Greece and Italy, because of the extraordinary pressure on their borders from migratory inflows, create “hotspot” areas, to be able to expand reception capacities for proper registration and fingerprinting of refugees. The Commission cited as examples the areas of Sicily and Lampedusa in Italy and the islands of Lesbos and Kos in Greece. These hotspots are where most migrants have been entering the EU during the current crisis.\textsuperscript{128} The Commission also recommended that the EU provide operational support to Italy and Greece through the EU Agencies FRONTEX, the European Asylum Support Office, and Europol, to ensure that migrants are registered and to prevent them from moving to other Member States without registration. As the Commission pointed out in its 2016 Communication, only three hotspots are fully operational—one in Greece and two in Italy.\textsuperscript{129} The Greek government promised to render the other hotspot areas fully operational as soon as possible.\textsuperscript{130}

### B. Temporary Relocation Plan

On September 22, 2015, the EU Justice and Home Affairs Council adopted a relocation plan in order to improve the situation of those EU Member States, such as Greece and Italy, that have been most affected.\textsuperscript{131} The plan to relocate 120,000 people was strongly opposed by the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Slovakia. Poland initially was against it, but finally endorsed the decision. In the initial proposal, the Commission had also included Hungary as a third country to benefit from the relocation proposal by relocating 54,000 people in need of international protection; however, Hungary refused to participate.\textsuperscript{132}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{127} Communication on the State of Play, COM (2016) 85 final, supra note 119, at 8.
  \item \textsuperscript{128} \textit{Id.}, Annex II: Migration Management Support Teams Working in ‘Hotspot’ Areas (Sept. 23, 2015), \url{http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/proposal-implementation-package/docs/communication_on_managing_the_refugee_crisis_annex_2_en.pdf}, archived at \url{https://perma.cc/CY5T-7LZE}.
  \item \textsuperscript{129} Communication on the State of Play, COM (2016) 85 final, supra note 119, at 8.
  \item \textsuperscript{130} \textit{Id.} at 9.
  \item \textsuperscript{132} Eszter Zalan, Hungary Rejects EU Offer to Take Refugees, EU OBSERVER (Sept. 11, 2015), \url{https://euobserver.com/migration/130217}, archived at \url{https://perma.cc/K9ET-3P57}.
\end{itemize}
The 120,000 persons who would be relocated are in addition to the 40,000 for whom relocation was already proposed in May 2015, for a total number of 160,000. The decision provides that 66,000 persons will be relocated from Italy and Greece (15,600 from Italy and 50,400 from Greece). The remaining 54,000 persons will be relocated from Italy and Greece in the same proportion one year after the entry into force of the decision. The relocation would be carried out pursuant to a mandatory distribution scheme based on the following proportional criteria: 40% on the size of the jurisdiction’s population, 40% on GDP, 10% on past acceptance of asylum applications, and 10% on the unemployment rate.

Slovakia and Hungary filed court proceedings against the EU plan. On December 2, 2015, Slovakia initiated legal action before the CJEU. The Prime Minister of Slovakia, Robert Fico, said he wanted the CJEU to declare the EU’s mandatory quota invalid, characterizing the plan as “nonsensical and technically impossible.” Hungary filed a similar lawsuit.

The Commission noted that implementation of relocation moves very slowly. As of February 8, 2016, only 218 people had been relocated from Greece, and 279 from Italy. Five Member States have not yet made any places available for relocation.

C. Creation of a Permanent Relocation Mechanism for All EU Member States

The Commission has proposed a crisis relocation mechanism designed to apply in emergency situations when a Member State encounters a migration crisis. The Commission will define when a particular situation meets the criteria for activation of the mechanism, based on the number of asylum applications any Member State has received during the past six months and on the number of irregular crossings of refugees into national territory during the same period. The mechanism will take under consideration the needs of asylum seekers, their family situation, and their skills.
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D. Adoption of a Common European List of Safe Countries of Origin

The Commission plans to introduce a regulation on a common list of safe countries of origin to enable a faster application process for requests for asylum that originate from such countries.\textsuperscript{140} The safe countries of origin concept means that asylum seekers from such countries will be subject to accelerated border procedures and their asylum requests will be denied. The criteria for establishing a country as “safe” include ratification of major human rights treaties; conformity with the Copenhagen political criteria, such as being a democracy and in compliance with the rule of law; noninvolvement in armed conflict; and nonapplication of torture or degrading treatment as forms of punishment. The Commission has recognized the countries of Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Kosovo, Montenegro, Serbia, and Turkey as safe countries.\textsuperscript{141}

Currently, EU law does not contain an EU common list of safe countries of origin. Many of the Member States have established their own list of countries considered to be safe.\textsuperscript{142}

E. Formulation of a Return Policy

The current EU system concerning the return of migrants who illegally stay in the EU to their countries of origin has been described by the European Commission as ineffective. The Commission estimates that in 2014, less than 40% of the total number of return decisions issued by Member States was enforced. In September 2015, the Commission presented an EU Action Plan on Return in an effort to address the underlying reasons for this, including ways to increase the acceptance of the standard travel document for the expulsion of third-country nationals.\textsuperscript{143} The Commission has found that the lack of valid travel documents issued by the country of destination of the returnee is the main barrier to successful return. Currently, a substitute travel document (laissez passer) for return purposes is being used by the Member States; however, it is


\textsuperscript{142} Id.

not being accepted by destination countries, due to its unsatisfactory security features and standards.\textsuperscript{144}

On December 15, 2015, the Commission, in order to facilitate the return of those illegally present in the EU, proposed a new Regulation on a European travel document to effectuate the return of third-country nationals who stay illegally in the EU.\textsuperscript{145} The proposal aims to harmonize the format and technical specifications of a European travel document.\textsuperscript{146} The travel document will be in the language of the issuing Member State and translated into English and French.\textsuperscript{147}

The Commission recommends that any readmission agreement concluded between the EU and third countries or bilateral agreements between the Member States and third countries should include in their clauses the recognition of the European travel document for return.

The Commission has drafted a common Return Handbook,\textsuperscript{148} which clarifies the procedures and standards that must be followed by national authorities responsible for return, such as the police, border guards, migration authorities, and staff of detention facilities and monitoring bodies.

F. Agreement with Turkey

In November 2015, the European Union and Turkey agreed on an Action Plan to increase cooperation and coordinate of their actions on the refugee crisis, and to reduce the huge flow of immigrants who enter the EU through Turkey. The Action Plan contains short- and long-term measures to tackle the refugee crisis. Its twin objectives are to support the refugees and their host communities in Turkey and to boost cooperation to reduce migratory flows from Turkey.\textsuperscript{149} The European Commission announced €3 billion in assistance would be provided Turkey to
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deliver support to migrants in Turkey, and a legal framework, called the “Refugee Facility for Turkey,” would be established to coordinate and streamline the actions being financed.\textsuperscript{150}

To date Turkey has provided a significant amount of humanitarian assistance, amounting to nearly €6.7 billion (about US$7.65 billion), to refugees coming from Syria and Iraq. The number of asylum seekers who have reached Turkey is now about 2.58 million and Turkey has given them temporary status.\textsuperscript{151} The EU continues to provide immediate assistance in Turkey. Since the beginning of the crisis, an overall amount of €365 million from the EU budget has been provided to directly support Syrian refugees and Turkish host communities.\textsuperscript{152}

The EU has assumed a number of obligations, such as

- providing an additional €1 billion (about US$1.14 billion) for the period 2015–2016 to help Turkey handle the challenges it faces, with certain activities being given high priority, such as humanitarian assistance; offers of legal, administrative, and psychological support; and measures related to the employment and education of refugees;
- providing Turkey additional funds from the EU Regional Trust Fund for Syria and Iraq;
- continuing assistance to Syrian refugees who are in Lebanon, Jordan, and Iraq, and to Syrians who are internally displaced, in order to eliminate the “push factors,” such as internal conflict, poverty, and civil war that force people to leave their countries; and
- supporting resettlement schemes and programs in the EU and its Member States, with the objective of assisting refugees located in Turkey to enter the EU in a regulated and efficient way.\textsuperscript{153}

For its part, Turkey has assumed a number of responsibilities, such as

- implementing its laws on foreigners and those in need of international protection through the adoption of regulatory legislation;
- ensuring that migrants are registered and given appropriate documents;
- ensuring that asylum requests, once they are recognized, are completed within a short time; and


\textsuperscript{152} \textit{Id.} at 5.
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• implementing policies to assist refugees to integrate into society and to promptly identify and provide care for vulnerable people, such as children or victims of trafficking.\textsuperscript{154}

The two parties have also agreed to apply measures towards a visa liberalization dialogue, and the readmission agreement between Turkey and the EU. The visa liberalization dialogue aims to work towards the elimination of the visa obligations currently imposed on Turkish citizens traveling to the Schengen area for short-term visits.\textsuperscript{155} The visa-free regime with Turkey presupposes, \textit{inter alia}, the full implementation of the readmission agreement, which entered into force on October 1, 2014, and provides for the return of each party’s nationals who reside illegally in the EU or Turkey to their respective countries.

On February 3, 2016, the Member States agreed on how to finance the €3 billion EU refugee facility for Turkey, with €1 billion of this amount to be financed from the EU budget and the remaining €2 billion by contributions from the Member States according to their share in the EU gross national income (GNI).\textsuperscript{156} This agreement puts into practice the November 2015 commitment to provide €3 billion additional resources to assist Turkey in addressing the immediate humanitarian and development needs of refugees and their host communities, including food, health services, and education.\textsuperscript{157}

In March 2016, because the number of illegal migrants reaching Greece from Turkey has remained very high, the European Council and the Prime Minister of Turkey held discussions regarding the following proposals:

• The return of all new illegal migrants coming to the Greek islands from Turkey;

• For every Syrian readmitted by Turkey from the Greek islands, resettling another Syrian from Turkey to the EU Member States;

• Accelerating the implementation of the visa liberalization roadmap with all Member States with a view to lifting the visa requirements for Turkish citizens at the latest by the end of June 2016;

\textsuperscript{154} \textit{Id.} at 6.


\textsuperscript{157} \textit{Id.}
• Facilitating earlier disbursement of the initially allocated 3 billion euros and decide on additional funding for the Refugee Facility for Syrians; and

• Opening new chapters in the accession negotiations as soon as possible.\(^{158}\)

G. New European Border and Coast Guard

1. Proposal for a Regulation to Establish a European Border and Coast Guard

Since there is no EU Coast Guard, EU Members are in charge of managing their external borders, which also constitute the EU’s borders based on the Schengen Borders Code. The EU provides financial support to such Member States. In 2004, FRONTEX was established to promote cooperation and coordination between the national border guard authorities through joint operations.

On December 15, 2015, the European Commission adopted a proposal for a Regulation to Establish a European Border and Coast Guard (EBCG), designed to ensure shared European management of the external borders of the European Union. The proposal must be approved by the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union. The proposal would establish a European Border and Coast Guard Agency (EBCGA), which would replace FRONTEX and have increased powers. The EBCGA would share responsibility with national authorities responsible for border management; the EBCGA and the national border authorities together would constitute the EBCG.\(^{159}\) The Commission was prompted to take swift action due to the refugee crisis, which brought to the forefront the need to improve the security of the EU’s external borders. The migrant crisis also demonstrated that FRONTEX, which had a limited mandate in supporting the Member States to secure their external borders, has inadequate staff and equipment and lacks the authority to conduct border management operations and search-and-rescue efforts.

The legal grounds for the proposal are article 77, paragraph 2(b) and (d), and article 79, paragraph 2(c), of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. Article 77 grants competence to the EU to adopt legislation on a “gradual introduction of an integrated management system for external borders,” and article 79 authorizes the EU to enact legislation concerning the repatriation of third-country nationals residing illegally within the EU.\(^{160}\)


\(^{160}\) TFEU, *supra* note 2.
2. Powers of the Proposed EBCG

Under the proposal, the EU and the Member States would share responsibility in securing the external borders of the EU. The EBCG would unite the EBCGA and the Member States’ authorities responsible for border management, including coast guards. National authorities would continue to exercise the day-to-day management of their respective external borders.

The EBCGA’s enhanced features would include the following elements:

- **The right to intervene.** Member States would be able to request joint operations, rapid border interventions, and deployment of the EBCG Teams to support national authorities when a Member State experiences an influx of migrants that endangers the Schengen area. In such a case, especially when a Member State’s action is not sufficient to handle the crisis, the Commission would have the authority to adopt an implementing decision on whether a situation at an external border requires urgent action at the EU level. Based on this decision, the EBCGA would be able to intervene and deploy EBCG Teams to undertake necessary measures.

- **A Monitoring and Risk Analysis Center.** The proposed Center would be authorized to carry out mandatory vulnerability assessments concerning the capacities of the Member States to face current or upcoming challenges at their external borders.

- **A European Return Office.** The proposed European Return Office would enable the deployment of European Return Intervention Teams composed of escorts, monitors, and return specialists to return illegally present third-country nationals. These nationals would be given a uniform European travel document for return. The Office would also establish and deploy EBCG Teams for joint operations and rapid border interventions, as needed.

3. Funding

To enable the EBCGA to complete its tasks, its budget would be gradually increased from the €143 million originally planned for FRONTEX in 2015 to €238 million in 2016, €281 million in 2017, and €322 million (about US$350 million) by 2020. The Agency would gradually increase its staff members from 402 in 2016 to 1,000 by 2020.161

4. Member State Perspectives

The right to intervene is a point of contention between a number of EU Members and the Commission, especially those Members whose borders form the external borders of the EU, such as Cyprus, Greece, Hungary, Italy, and Poland. These countries want to ensure that intervention by the proposed EBCGA would be possible only with the consent of the affected Member

---

States. A Greek Minister stated that while Greece is supportive of a common European action and of changing FRONTEX’s mandate, it wants the EBCGA to take complete charge of migration and refugee flows. As the proposal goes through the legislative process, discussions are likely to be contentious.
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SUMMARY
Finland accepts “quota refugees” through a relocation program administered by the UNHCR as well as asylum applications from individuals arriving at its borders. Persons who seek asylum status receive cash benefits, schooling, and health care provided by the government. Persons who are granted asylum receive social services from the local municipality where they live.

An asylum seeker can gain Finnish citizenship after four years as a continuous resident followed by five years as a permanent resident of Finland. Before attaining continuous residency an asylum seeker receives temporary residency of varying duration.

By the fall of 2015 the number of asylum seekers in Finland had increased nearly tenfold from 2014 levels, from 3,600 for all of 2014 to over 30,000 between January and November of 2015. Because the largest increase was seen among Iraqi citizens, the Finnish government was prompted to negotiate a repatriation agreement with Iraq.

I. General Background

Asylum is regulated in Finland’s Aliens Act¹ and in special legislation that prescribes how asylum seekers should be treated while they await a decision.²

A. Categories of Asylum Seekers

1. Refugees

Finland has acceded to the 1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (and its protocol). The Convention defines a refugee as someone who, “owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable to, or owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it.”³ The country receives quota

---
Refugees (a set number of refugees as decided by Parliament) for relocation through the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) system. Historically, Finland has accepted some 750 quota refugees per year through the UNHCR program. In 2014 and 2015 Finland welcomed 1,050 quota refugees per year. The Finnish Parliament decides how many quota refugees Finland will accept annually. Quota refugees receive nonpermanent, so-called “continuous” resident permits of four years, which can be extended. In addition to receiving quota refugees, the country provides for receiving persons requesting asylum upon arriving in Finland.

2. Persons in Need of Subsidiary Protection

In addition to UNHCR refugees, Finland also grants asylum to persons seeking subsidiary protective status (alternative protection). A person in need of subsidiary protective status is defined as a person who “is subject to a real risk of serious injury if he or she is sent back to his or her home country or country of permanent domicile, and he or she cannot or because of that risk does not want to avail him or herself of that country’s protection.” “Serious injury” is defined as (1) the death penalty or execution, (2) torture or other treatment or punishment that is inhumane or degrades human life, or (3) serious or personal risk that stems from indiscriminate violence in connection with an international or internal armed conflict.

An asylum seeker must be refused permanent residence under subsidiary protection if there is a well-founded reason to suspect that he or she has committed “[c]rimes against peace, war crimes or crimes against humanity as defined in international conventions; a serious crime; or an act that violates the purposes and principals of the United Nations.”

---

7NU8. However, Finland provides special most favorable treatment for Nordic Citizens. See Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, supra, ch. 2, Declarations and Reservations: Finland, http://www.unhcr.org/3d9abe177.html, archived at perma.cc/V7Q9-2KGU.
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Persons may receive residence permits because of a need for subsidiary protection despite not meeting the criteria to be considered *bona fide* refugees.\(^\text{15}\)

3. **Persons in Need of Humanitarian Protection**

Asylum seekers who do not qualify for asylum as refugees or persons in need of subsidiary protection may still receive asylum in Finland on the grounds of humanitarian protection.\(^\text{16}\)

Humanitarian protection is given to persons who do not qualify as refugees or persons in need of alternative protection, but who cannot return to their home country due to an environmental catastrophe, a violent conflict, or a serious situation threatening human rights.\(^\text{17}\)

**B. Ground for Refusing Asylum**

All asylum categories are subject to limitations. Asylum cannot be granted in any category to a person who has committed the following crimes: war crimes, crimes against peace, and crimes against humanity or crimes that violate the purpose of the UN Conventions. Finland also refuses refugee status to anyone who can be helped by a UN agency other than the UNHCR.\(^\text{19}\)

In addition, a person who has a legal residence in a safe place will not be granted asylum, and an asylum seeker must seek refuge within his or her own country if that country has safe areas.\(^\text{21}\)

For example, areas of Afghanistan are now considered generally safe for people seeking alternative protection as of December 8, 2015.\(^\text{22}\)

Although a person might not qualify for protective status because he or she has committed crimes in Finland, it may still be impossible to deport him or her.\(^\text{23}\) In certain instances deportation violates the UN Convention, at other times Finnish law.\(^\text{24}\) Regardless, such an individual only receives a residence permit, which is valid for one year at a time; refugee status

---
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can later be reexamined and the person deported when there is less of a risk associated with
sending the person back to his or her country of origin.25

II. Application Process

Asylum can only be sought in person in Finland or through the UNHCR quota refugee system.

A. Screening Procedures

1. Screening of Quota Refugees

The UNHCR screens and recommends refugees for relocation to Finland, Finland receives
documentation, and the UNHCR allows Finnish representatives to interview the refugees at
UNHCR refugee camps prior to accepting them.26 The Finnish Security Police has a role in
reviewing the documents and the identities of the intended refugees.27 Emergency refugees who,
as determined by the UNHCR, are in dire need of relocation are not interviewed prior to arriving
in Finland.28

2. Screening of Asylum Seekers at the Border

Asylum seekers arriving in Finland are interviewed by the police and have their fingerprints
taken.29 Thereafter an application is lodged and the asylum seeker can either find housing on his
or her own,30 or is assigned housing by the state.31

The Migration Agency first determines if Finland is the correct country to hear an asylum
application from the individual by researching whether that person should be sent back to
another European Union (EU) Member State under the Dublin Regulations or if the person has a
legal residence in another safe country.32 Once the Migration Agency determines that it should
hear the application an interview takes place, after which an analysis of the totality of the
circumstances is carried out and a decision made.33 In early 2015 (before the current migration
crisis) the average processing time for asylum applications was 157 days.34

25 Id.
26 Schematisk bild – Valet av Kvotflyktingar, MAAHANMUUTTOVIRASTO/MIGRATIONSVERKET, supra note 9.
27 Id.
28 Id.
29 Ansökan om asyl, MAAHANMUUTTOVIRASTO/MIGRATIONSVERKET, http://www.migri.fi/asyl_i_finland/
30 Id.
31 Id.
32 Id.
33 Id.
34 Sökanden får en uppskattning av behandlingstiden för en asylansökan vid asylsamtalet,
B. Determining Whether a Person Is a *Bona Fide* Asylum Seeker

A bona fide asylum seeker is someone who meets the criteria of refugee under the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees. The UNHCR makes a determination concerning all refugees received under the UNHCR relocation program. Government employees at the Finnish Immigration Service make the determination of refugee status for all other asylum seekers.

Finland carries out background checks on all asylum seekers. It also analyses whether the asylum seeker could have sought refuge within his or her home country.

Finland also carries out medical testing to determine the age of asylum seekers. Consent is required but refusal of consent results in the person automatically being considered eighteen years of age or older.

C. Large Groups

Finnish law allows for special treatment of asylum seekers when a mass immigration is taking place. This includes housing asylum seekers in special housing centers as well as allowing the government ministers to issue regulations directing where (in what municipalities) such housing should be set up.

D. Family Reunification

A person must have been granted asylum before he or she can apply for family reunification. Family reunification is possible for legal guardians, spouses, and children under the age of

---

36 *Schematisk bild – Valet av Kvotflyktingar*, MAAHANMUUTTOVIRASTO/MIGRATIONSVERKET, supra note 9.
38 Press Release, Maahanmuuttovirasto/Migrationsverket, supra note 22.
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Family reunification is also possible in rare cases for other family members who are dependent on an asylum seeker who has been granted residence. Proof of financial capacity to care for one’s family members is not required for the reunification of immediate family members.

Family members of quota refugees (see Part I(A)(1), above) receive compensation for the cost of travel to Finland associated with bringing the family member to Finland. Family members of other groups who have received international protection in Finland do not receive any monetary help to facilitate family reunification.

Family reunification can be refused in cases where there is reason to believe that a person has received legal status by providing false information to the authorities.

III. Benefits

A. Monetary Benefits

Asylum seekers arriving in Finland receive a monthly cash benefit. The benefit is meant to cover such things as the cost of clothing, minor health care expenses, and personal expenses such as telephone service. The amount is contingent on whether the asylum seeker receives free meals at the government-assigned housing. The amount is adjusted for inflation to keep benefits at the same level as it was in the base year of 2010. At that time singles received a monthly benefit of €85 if meals were received for free at their housing facility and €290 if no free meals were received; spouses received €70 each if meals were included and €245 if they were not; children received €55 if meals were included and €185 if they were not.

For 2016,
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45 Id. 115 §.
46 Id. 114 §.
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49 36 § Aliens Act.
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52 Id. 20 §.
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asylum seekers will receive €314.91 (about US$340.31) or €92.30 (US$100.70) respectively for singles, €266.04 (about US$288.44) or €76.01 (US$82.45) for asylum seekers who share households, and €200.89 (about US$218.11) or €59.72 (US$64.83) for children living with their families.\textsuperscript{57}

In instances where the asylum seeker lives in a type of housing that provides for those things that the cash benefit is meant to cover (typically, special housing for unaccompanied minors) a smaller allowance is provided at a rate equivalent to US$48.86 for sixteen- and seventeen-year-olds and US$27.15 for unaccompanied minors under sixteen.\textsuperscript{58} The 2010 index amount (see above) is €25 per month.\textsuperscript{59}

**B. Social Services and Urgent Health Care**

Asylum seekers are entitled to social services\textsuperscript{60} and urgent health care.\textsuperscript{61} “Urgent health care” is defined as “immediate evaluation or treatment that cannot be postponed without the illness being worsened or the injury exacerbated and that applies to an acute illness, personal injury, deterioration of long term illness or disability,” and includes “dental, health care, substance-abuse care and psycho-social support.”\textsuperscript{62}

**C. Schooling**

Children who permanently reside in Finland are mandated to attend school starting the year they turn seven years old.\textsuperscript{63} Asylum-seeking children (both unaccompanied minors and minors arriving with their legal guardians) have a legal right to attend school free of charge.\textsuperscript{64} Schooling for persons who do not permanently reside in Finland may be carried out remotely.\textsuperscript{65}

\textsuperscript{56} \textit{Id.} In 2010, the exchange rate was €1 to US$0.697666. \textit{Historic Lookup}, X-RATES.COM, \url{http://www.x-rates.com/historical/?from=USD&amount=1&date=2010-01-01}, archived at \url{https://perma.cc/D5JH-VGV2}.

\textsuperscript{57} \textit{Mottagningspenning}, MAAHANMUUTTOVIRASTO/MIGRATIONSVERKET, \url{http://www.migri.fi/asyl_i_finland/mottagningsverksamhet/mottagningspenning} (last visited Dec. 15, 2015), archived at \url{https://perma.cc/2XF8-8PJV}.

\textsuperscript{58} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{59} 21 \textsection ACT ON THE RECEPTION OF PERSONS WHO SEEK INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION AND ON IDENTIFICATION OF AND HELP FOR VICTIMS OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING (equal to US$17.44, using an exchange rate of €1=US$0.697666).

\textsuperscript{60} \textit{Id.} 25 \textsection.

\textsuperscript{61} \textit{Id.} 26 \textsection.


\textsuperscript{64} \textit{Id.} 46 \textsection.

\textsuperscript{65} \textit{Id.}
IV. Path to Citizenship

A. Residency Permits

Persons who are granted asylum receive either a temporary residence permit (one year for persons in need of humanitarian protection and four years for refugees and persons receiving subsidiary protection) or a continuous residence permit. Temporary residence permits for persons who seek international protection can be renewed if grounds for international protection still exist. A temporary residence permit can turn into a continuous residence permit. Once the asylum seeker has lived for four years in Finland under a continuous residence permit, he or she can apply for a permanent residence permit.

B. Citizenship

Citizenship can be acquired after five years of uninterrupted permanent residence, or, if there is an interruption in residence, seven years of residence after the person is fifteen. Applicants must be eighteen years of age, not have committed an offense or crime for which the penalty exceeds that of a disciplinary fine (ordningsbot), and reliably account for their income.

Special rules require that refugees only need to have lived four years continuously (or six years in total after the age of fifteen of which the last two must have been continuous) in Finland as counted from the day of their asylum application to qualify for citizenship.

In addition, applicants must speak Finnish or Swedish, or Swedish or Finnish sign language. Language abilities are either tested or proven through successful completion of studies carried out in Finnish or Swedish. Language tests are waived for persons who have received asylum and are more than sixty-five years old.

66 53 § ALIENS ACT.
67 Id. 49, 112, 113 §§.
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69 Id. 56 §.
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Applications for Finnish citizenship increased by more than 30% in 2014.\(^76\)

Children of parents who have both been granted asylum receive Finnish citizenship at birth.\(^77\)

V. Monitoring by Police and Restrictions on Travel

A. Reporting Requirements and Police Access to Information

When asylum seekers arrive at the Finnish border they must first report their asylum-seeker status with the police or border control.\(^78\) The police take asylum seekers’ fingerprints and identification information and register them in their systems.\(^79\) Thereafter the migration authorities assign asylum seekers temporary housing.\(^80\) During the review of an asylum application the Finnish migration authority (Finnish Immigration Service) collects information about the applicant. The Finnish Security Police are allowed to participate in the final discussions of a case, if needed because of national security interests.\(^81\) In all cases the police investigate the truthfulness of all assertions made by the applicants during the application process.\(^82\)

The police, Finnish Immigration Service, and customs agencies have a right to receive classified information on asylum seekers who are unaccompanied minors.\(^83\) Asylum seekers can be required to report to the police and the Finnish Immigration Service.\(^84\) Asylum seekers may also be confined if needed to ascertain their identity.\(^85\) The surveillance of asylum seekers is regulated by law and must be proportional to the purpose of the surveillance.\(^86\)

An asylum seeker may receive an identification card that specifies that the holder has sought asylum in Finland.\(^87\) Such identification cards include the asylum seeker’s name, birthdate, and

---
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citizenship, along with a picture and information regarding whether the asylum seeker has been able to prove his or her identity.\textsuperscript{88}

\section*{B. Travel Restrictions}

An asylum seeker must surrender his or her travel documents to the Finnish Immigration Service before receiving travel documents indicating his or her status as a refugee.\textsuperscript{89} Individuals who have been granted asylum are allowed to travel within the Schengen Area for a total of ninety days during a 180-day period.\textsuperscript{90} They must carry their asylum documentation, however.\textsuperscript{91} Persons with permanent residence permits are allowed to travel for a total of six months each year without losing their status as permanent residents.\textsuperscript{92}

Finland keeps a registry of all aliens in the country, including asylum seekers and refugees, and tracks the travel of all aliens.\textsuperscript{93}

\section*{VI. Role of Municipalities}

Finnish municipalities have a right to self-governance that is regulated in the Finnish Constitution.\textsuperscript{94} Prior to the refugee crisis of 2015 the Finnish Immigration Service had to consult with the municipal leadership before placing an asylum center in a community. As of September 2015 such inquiries are only made if the asylum center is to be run by municipal agencies or in municipal facilities.\textsuperscript{95} A municipality must still be notified before the housing of asylum seekers is initiated within the municipality.\textsuperscript{96}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{88} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{89} Id. 137 §.
\item \textsuperscript{90} \textit{Att resa när du har ett uppehållstillstånd}, MAAHANMUUTTOVIRASTO/MIGRATIONSVERKET, \url{http://www.migri.fi/ asyl_i_finland/att_resa_nar_du_har_ett_uppehallastillstand} (last visited Dec. 22, 2015), archived at \url{https://perma.cc/Q8VK-WN3A}.
\item \textsuperscript{91} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{92} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{93} \textit{Register of Aliens}, MAAHANMUUTTOVIRASTO/MIGRATIONSVERKET, \url{http://www.migri.fi/about_us/register_of_aliens} (last visited Jan. 6, 2015) archived at \url{https://perma.cc/H5WK-EBQL}.
\item \textsuperscript{94} 121 § FINLANDS GRUNDLAG [FINNISH CONSTITUTION] (FFS 11.6.1999/731), \url{http://www.finlex.fi/sv/laki/ ajantasa/1999/19990731}, archived at \url{https://perma.cc/EF77-762V}.
\item \textsuperscript{95} Press Release, Maahanmuutovirasto/Migrationsverket, I fortsättningen utreds kommunernas ståndpunkt endast om en planerad förläggning ska inrättas i kommunens lokaler eller drivas av kommunen (Sept. 7, 2015), \url{http://www.migri.fi/for_media/meddelanden/pressmeddelanden/pressmeddelanden/1/0/i_fortsattningen_utreds_kommunernas_standpunk_endast_om_en_planerad_forlaggning_ska_inrattas_i_kommunens_lokaler_eller_drivas_av_kommunen_62314}, archived at \url{https://perma.cc/823E-V3YC}.
\item \textsuperscript{96} Id.
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Social services such as health care and financial support to citizens and persons with temporary or permanent residence in Finland are provided for and financed by the municipality in which the recipient lives.  

VII. Response to Current Refugee Crisis

In the fall of 2015 Finland saw a steep increase in asylum seekers, primarily from Iraq. As of November 20, 2015, Finland had received 30,000 asylum applications for the year, of which 19,000 were from Iraqi citizens. This compared 3,600 asylum applications in 2014, of which 800 where Iraqi citizens.

As a result of the increase in asylum applications, especially by Iraqi citizens, Finland has started negotiations for a return agreement with Iraq. Such an agreement had previously not been in place. Moreover, Finland has revised its policies on Iraq under which connection to a certain region is no longer enough to qualify for asylum—each person must show a personal risk of persecution or violence.

In addition Finland is revising its asylum provisions on humanitarian protection to better reflect EU standards.

The Finnish Security Intelligence Service reports that extremism, including both extremist Islamist and anti-immigration hate crimes, has increased following the rapid influx of asylum seekers.
SUMMARY

France has a long tradition of offering asylum to foreign refugees, and the right of asylum has constitutional value under French law. French asylum law is heavily based on international and European law, but is largely codified in the Code de l’entrée et du séjour des étrangers et du droit d’asile (CESEDA, Code of Entry and Residence of Foreigners and of the Right of Asylum).

There are two types of asylum protection in France: refugee protection and subsidiary protection. Asylum essentially rests on the serious possibility that the asylum seeker could be the victim of persecution or harm in his/her country of origin. Asylum may be denied or revoked for individuals who have committed crimes or whose presence would be a threat to society or national security.

Refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection have the right to live and work in France, and to bring their spouse and children. Those granted refugee status can apply to be naturalized as French citizens immediately. Refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection have the right to obtain travel documents from the French government. Refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection are required to attend some civic training programs and, if necessary, language classes. Refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection have similar rights to social benefits as French citizens do, but only have access to certain special aid programs during the time that their application for asylum is being processed.

An applicant for asylum must be either on French territory or at a French border crossing point to request asylum. Before coming, however, an asylum seeker may request a special visa for the purpose of asylum from a French embassy or consulate. A person with such a visa must follow the same procedure as other asylum seekers once in France, but is authorized to work while his/her application for asylum is being processed and evaluated, contrary to other applicants. Asylum seekers who request asylum at a border crossing point are kept in a “waiting zone” for a few days while the Ministry of the Interior decides whether they should be allowed inside the country or not. Once in France, asylum seekers must register at a local prefecture as the first step of the asylum application process. The prefecture’s services verify whether France would be responsible for protecting the asylum seeker under European Union rules and, if it finds that it would, provides the applicant with an asylum application form and with information on the application process, the applicant’s rights and obligations, assistance that he/she is entitled to, and any local organizations that help asylum seekers. The asylum seeker is then supposed to send his/her application form to the Office français de protection des réfugiés et apatrides (OFPRA, French Office for the Protection of Refugees and Stateless Persons), which determines who is eligible for refugee status or subsidiary protection. The OFPRA must reach a decision within six months, though time extensions are possible in certain situations. The OFPRA evaluates all relevant evidence, and usually conducts an interview of the applicant as part of its investigation. The OFPRA’s decisions may be appealed to the Cour nationale du droit d’asile (National Court for Asylum Law).
I. Introduction

France has a long tradition of offering asylum to foreign refugees. One of the constitutions drafted during the French revolution, the Constitution of 1793, provided that France should “give asylum to foreigners who have been banished from their homeland for the cause of liberty” and should “refuse [asylum] to tyrants.”\(^1\) While the Constitution of 1793 was never actually implemented, the nineteenth century saw many exiles from European countries destabalized by nationalist, revolutionary, and counter-revolutionary movements (Italy, Poland, Spain, etc.) seek and obtain refuge in France.\(^2\) Similar trends continued in the twentieth century, although that time period also saw the rise of countervailing tendencies towards restricting the influx of refugees.\(^3\)

French asylum law today is founded on constitutional principles and heavily influenced by international and European law. The preamble to the French Constitution of 1946, which was incorporated by reference into the preamble of the Constitution of 1958 (the current French constitution),\(^4\) declared that “[a]ny man persecuted in virtue of his actions in favor of liberty may claim the right of asylum upon the territories of the Republic.”\(^5\) In a 1993 decision, the Constitutional Council (Conseil constitutionnel, the French high court with jurisdiction over questions of constitutionality) confirmed that, based on this constitutional provision, asylum is a constitutional right for persons who qualify for it.\(^6\) Consequently, it ruled that asylum applicants have a general right to stay in France until their asylum request has been processed and decided upon, and that, barring any threat to public order, all persons who qualify for asylum must be allowed to stay in France.\(^7\)
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In addition to this constitutional foundation, French asylum law rests heavily on international and European law. Of particular importance are the 1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, and the European Union (EU) Regulation of June 26, 2013 (referred to as the “Dublin Regulation”). On a practical level, however, French asylum law has mostly been codified in the Code de l’entrée et du séjour des étrangers et du droit d’asile (CESEDA, Code of Entry and Residence of Foreigners and of the Right of Asylum), including the application of the aforementioned international and European norms in French domestic law. The present report, therefore, will principally refer to the CESEDA.

French asylum law has gone through many reforms and evolutions, big and small, over the past two centuries. There have been some significant recent changes, as France attempts to cope with the challenges posed by the refugee crisis currently affecting Europe. Specifically, French legislators enacted a law in July 2015 that reformed several aspects of asylum law. The present report discusses French asylum law as it currently stands after implementation of this 2015 law.

II. Refugee Status and Subsidiary Protection

There are two basic types of asylum protection in France: refugee status, and subsidiary protection.

A. Refugee Status

Refugee status is defined as belonging to “any person persecuted for his/her action in favor of liberty” as well as any person over whom the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) has competence under articles 6 and 7 of its statute, and any person who is covered by article 1 of the 1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees. This includes

---


any person

who is outside the country of his nationality, or if he has no nationality, the country of his
former habitual residence, because he has or had well-founded fear of persecution by
reason of his race, religion, nationality or political opinion and is unable or, because of
such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of the government of his
nationality, or, if he has no nationality, to return to the country of his former

To the criteria of race, religion, nationality, or political opinion as the reason for persecution,
French law adds gender and sexual orientation as factors to consider.\footnote{CESEDA art. L711-2, http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idSectionTA=LEGISCTA000006147794&cidTexte=LEGITEX000006070158&dateTexte=20160105, archived at https://perma.cc/SUD6-DKN7.} The persecution feared by the asylum seeker does not necessarily have to come from his/her country’s government. The fear of persecution at the hands of non-state actors is also a valid cause to obtain refugee status, if the country’s government is unable or unwilling to protect the asylum seeker from such persecution.\footnote{Les grands principes du droit d’asile, supra note 8.}

A person may be denied refugee status, or such status may be revoked, if (a) there is serious
reason to believe that his/her presence in France presents a grave threat to the security of the
state; or (b) he/she was found guilty of an act of terrorism or of a crime punished by more than
ten years of incarceration, and his/her presence in France presents a grave threat to society.\footnote{CESEDA art. L711-6.}

B. Subsidiary Protection

Subsidiary protection is given to any person who does not fulfill the conditions to be recognized
as a refugee, but for whom there are serious and known reasons to believe that he/she is in real
danger of suffering the following violations in his/her country: (a) execution, (b) torture or
inhumane or degrading treatment, or (c) if the person is a civilian, a serious and individual threat
to his/her life or person by reasons of indiscriminate violence in situations of international or
internal armed conflict.\footnote{Id. art. L712-1, http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idSectionTA=LEGISCTA000006147795&cidTexte=LEGITEX000006070158&dateTexte=20160105, archived at https://perma.cc/4WRR-KNYE.} Subsidiary protection may be denied to a person when there are serious reasons to believe that (a) he/she has committed a crime against peace, a war crime, or a crime against humanity; (b) he/she has committed a serious crime; (c) he/she is guilty of acts contrary to the objectives and principles of the United Nations; or (d) his/her activity on French territory presents a grave threat to public order, public security, or the security of the state.\footnote{Id. art. L712-2.} Furthermore, subsidiary protection may be denied to a person if there is serious reason to believe
that he/she has committed a crime that would be punishable by prison if it had been committed in France, and that he/she only left his/her country of origin to escape punishment for that crime.19

III. Benefits of Asylum

A. Right to Stay

1. Residency

The first, and perhaps most obvious, benefit of asylum is the legal right to reside in France. Refugees gain the right to a residency permit, which is valid for an initial term of ten years and can then be renewed for an indefinite term.20 Beneficiaries of subsidiary protection gain the right to a temporary stay permit, valid for an initial term of one year and renewable for subsequent two-year terms.21 Both the residency permit and the temporary stay permit authorize the holder to work in France.22

The spouse and children of a refugee or beneficiary of subsidiary protection may reside in France with him/her.23 However, this right may be denied to a relative whose presence in France would present a threat to public order, or who is found to have participated in the persecutions that caused the asylum request, or if the applicant does not follow the basic principles of family life in France (such as monogamy, for example).24

19 Id.


24 Id.
2. Obtaining French Citizenship

Furthermore, being a refugee greatly shortens the naturalization process, should the person wish to obtain French citizenship. Whereas the normal requirements for naturalization include (among other criteria) that the applicant have resided in France for at least the previous five years, a person officially recognized as a refugee by the French government may apply for naturalization immediately. All the other requirements (such as being of good moral conduct and character; having no criminal record; demonstrating that he/she is integrated into French society; and that he/she has sufficient knowledge of the French language, history, culture, and values) appear to generally apply, however, except that a further simplification is provided for elderly refugees. Political refugees and stateless persons who are over seventy years of age and who have resided in France for at least fifteen years may be naturalized without having to demonstrate knowledge of the French language. The normal rules of naturalization apply to beneficiaries of subsidiary protection, but unlike refugees, they are not exempt from the five-year residency requirement.

B. Travel Documents

A refugee or beneficiary of subsidiary protection may obtain travel documents from the French government, unless there is a strong reason related to national security or public order for the government to withhold such travel documents. These travel documents allow the person to travel outside of France (in a manner similar to a passport), and are valid for two years for a refugee, and one year for a beneficiary of subsidiary protection. An important limitation to these travel documents is that they do not authorize a refugee or beneficiary of subsidiary protection to return to his/her country of origin or any other country where he/she may suffer the persecution or danger that justified asylum in France. However, a refugee or beneficiary of subsidiary protection may request a three-month safe conduct pass to travel to his/her country of origin when it is justified by very rare circumstances such as the death or serious illness of a close relative.


26 CODE CIVIL art. 21-19.

27 Id. arts. 21-16, 21-23, 21-24.

28 Id. art. 21-24-1.


30 Id.

31 Id.

32 Les droits des bénéficiaires d’une protection: Le voyage à l’étranger, supra note 29.
C. Assimilation

Like other immigrants upon their first arrival in France, refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection are required to sign an “accommodation and integration contract” (contrat d’accueil et d’intégration) with the French government, by which they commit to respect the fundamental values of the French Republic and to attend a civic training program, an information session on life in France, and, if necessary, language classes.33 The civic training program is a one-day session about French political and administrative institutions as well as French social values such as gender equality, secularism, and compulsory and free access to education.34 The information session about life in France is meant to “inform newly arrived migrants of the formalities of everyday life.”35 This “contract” also gives access to individualized help to determine the person’s professional competencies and potential, and to develop a strategy to find employment.36

D. Social Benefits

1. Refugees and Beneficiaries of Subsidiary Protection Eligible for the Same Social Benefits as French Citizens

Refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection have similar rights to social benefits as French citizens.37 They are covered by the French universal health insurance scheme, for example, and they may get various social welfare benefits (guaranteed minimum income, family subsidies, access to social housing, etc.) under the same conditions as French citizens.38

2. Special Programs for Asylum Seekers

a. Temporary Housing Assistance

Asylum seekers also benefit from certain welfare programs that target them specifically, in order to facilitate their settlement into French society. Specifically, asylum seekers may reside in


34 Everything About the CAI: Presentation, supra note 33.

35 Id.


special temporary housing facilities called *centres d’accueil pour demandeurs d’asile* (CADA, centers for the reception of asylum seekers) while their asylum applications are being processed.\(^{39}\) These facilities are usually managed at the local level by nonprofit organizations or by semipublic companies (sociétés d’économie mixte).\(^{40}\) If an asylum seeker’s application is approved, thereby granting him/her the status of refugee or beneficiary of subsidiary protection, he/she may stay in his/her CADA for up to six months while he/she seeks a more permanent housing arrangement.\(^{41}\) Like many other European countries, France has seen a surge in incoming refugees over the last couple of years, and this surge has resulted in a severe shortage in housing facilities for these new asylum applicants.\(^{42}\) In response to this crisis, the French government has endeavored to create 11,000 new CADA and similar emergency housing facilities in 2016.\(^{43}\)

b. Temporary Financial Assistance

Additionally, asylum seekers in France are legally entitled to financial assistance called the *allocation pour demandeur d’asile* (ADA, Asylum Seeker Benefit) if their monthly income is under a certain threshold.\(^{44}\) The amount of financial assistance depends on factors such as the applicant’s financial resources, the type of housing that he/she resides in, and the number of dependents in his/her family.\(^{45}\) Before any potential deduction or supplementation, the basic benefit is €6.80 (approximately US$7.37) per day for a single person, to be paid at the end of


\(^{41}\) *Le parcour du demandeur d’asile: L’hébergement du demandeur d’asile*, supra note 39.

\(^{42}\) *Appel à projets concernant la création de 4000 places d’hébergement d’urgence pour demandeurs d’asile de type AT-SA* [Call for Projects Regarding the Creation of 4000 Urgent Housing Places for AT-SA Type Asylum Seekers], MINISTÈRE DE L’INTÉRIEUR [MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR] (July 29, 2015), [http://www.immigration.interieur.gouv.fr/Asile/Appel-a-projets-concernant-la-creation-de-4000-places-d-hebergement-d-urgence-pour-demandeurs-d-asile-de-type-AT-SA](http://www.immigration.interieur.gouv.fr/Asile/Appel-a-projets-concernant-la-creation-de-4000-places-d-hebergement-d-urgence-pour-demandeurs-d-asile-de-type-AT-SA), archived at [https://perma.cc/2DCN-2BG2](https://perma.cc/2DCN-2BG2).

\(^{43}\) *Id.*


\(^{45}\) *Les droits des demandeurs d’asile: L’allocation pour demandeur d’asile*, supra note 44.
each month. This is increased to €10.20 (US$11.05) per day for a two-person family, €13.60 (US$14.73) per day for a three-person family, and so forth. If the asylum seeker and his/her family have not been given housing in a CADA or similar facility, an extra €4.20 (US$4.55) per day is added to help them pay for lodging.

This financial assistance ends when the government authorities have come to a final decision on the asylum seeker’s application. If the decision was positive (the asylum seeker was granted either refugee status or subsidiary protection), the person becomes eligible for the same welfare benefits as regular French citizens, as noted earlier. Furthermore, even while the asylum seeker’s application is being considered by the government authorities, his/her ADA payments may be suspended for certain causes, such as if the asylum seeker left his/her place of residence without authorization, failed to show up at meetings with the authorities, or failed to respond to the authorities’ requests for information. The ADA payments may be ended entirely if the asylum seeker is found to have lied about his/her financial resources or family situation, or if he/she engaged in violent behavior or seriously breached the rules of his/her place of lodging.

IV. The Admission of Refugees

A. Visas for the Purpose of Asylum

An applicant must be either on French territory or at a French border crossing to request asylum. An application for asylum cannot be made from another country. Before coming to France, however, an asylum seeker may request a special visa for the purpose of asylum from the French embassy or consulate closest to his/her place of residence. This will allow the asylum seeker to enter France, and then submit an application for asylum from within France. The principal advantage of entering France on such a visa rather than entering France illegally or on another type of visa (such as a tourist or student visa) is that applicants who came on the basis of a visa for the purpose of asylum are authorized to work while their asylum application is being

47 Id.
48 Id.
49 Les droits des demandeurs d’asile: L’allocation pour demandeur d’asile, supra note 44.
50 Id.
51 Id.
52 Les grands principes du droit d’asile, supra note 8.
54 Id.
55 Id.
processed. By contrast, an asylum seeker who did not enter France on the basis of a visa for the purpose of asylum may not work until the competent French authorities come to a decision on his/her application for asylum (if, for reasons that are not of the applicant’s doing, the authorities take more than nine months to come to a decision, the applicant may legally work nine months after the registration of his/her application for asylum).

It is worth noting that there is no statutory foundation for visas for the purpose of asylum, but rather they are the product of executive instructions to France’s consular stations. These instructions require the consular authorities to protect the visa applicant’s confidentiality, and the visa document does not actually mention anything about asylum. This discretion is meant to avoid bringing the asylum seeker to the attention of potential persecutors while he/she is still in his/her country of origin.

It appears that approximately 791 visas were granted to Syrian nationals for the purpose of asylum during the year 2013 (155 were granted in Syria proper, and 636 were granted by French consulates in countries neighboring Syria), a significant increase compared to previous years. However, these numbers appear very modest compared to the many thousands of refugees from that region who tried to enter Europe during that time period. According to some estimates, approximately 5,000 Syrians, including 3,000 with refugee status, entered France between March 2011 and February 2014, which would seem to indicate that most entered France without the benefit of a special visa for the purpose of asylum.

B. The Principal Actors

The principal government body in charge of processing and evaluating asylum applications is the Office français de protection des réfugiés et apatrides (OFPRA, French Office for the Protection of Refugees and Stateless Persons). Several other entities also play important roles, however, particularly the Cour nationale du droit d’asile (CNDA, National Court on Asylum Law), the

56 Id.
58 Question No. 23491 de M. Laurent Grandguillaume au Ministre de l’intérieur [Question No. 23491 of Mr. Laurent Grandguillaume to the Minister of the Interior], Question écrite [Written Question], ASSEMBLÉE NATIONALE [NATIONAL ASSEMBLY] (Dec. 17, 2013), http://questions.assemblee-nationale.fr/q14/14-23491QE.htm, archived at https://perma.cc/DX8L-4VFZ.
59 Id.
60 Id.
63 Le droit d’asile: Les acteurs de la politique d’asile, supra note 40.
Office français de l’immigration et de l’intégration (OFII, French Office for Immigration and Assimilation), and a number of specialized nonprofit organizations.\textsuperscript{64}

The French asylum system appears to rely on nonprofit organizations to a very large degree. As mentioned earlier, many refugee housing facilities are managed by nonprofit organizations. In addition to that role, refugee-centered nonprofits are responsible for informing and guiding asylum seekers throughout the application process.\textsuperscript{65}

The main point of contact between asylum applicants and the government authorities is the OFII, which coordinates the French asylum system and often acts as the intermediary between applicants and the OFPRA.\textsuperscript{66} There are thirty-four OFII offices located within prefectures around the country.\textsuperscript{67}

The CNDA is a specialized administrative court set up to hear asylum seekers’ appeals against unfavorable decisions of the OFPRA.\textsuperscript{68} Placed under the authority of a member of the Conseil d’Etat (Council of State, France’s highest court in matters of administrative law), this court is divided into several judging sections, each composed of a judge and two assistants (assesseurs).\textsuperscript{69} One of the two assistants in each judging section is nominated by the UNHCR.\textsuperscript{70} While the standard hearing panel configuration is the three-member judging section, cases that are deemed particularly important may be heard by the court in “large formation” (grande formation), composed of three judges (including the president of the court) and six assistants, three of these assistants being UNHCR nominees.\textsuperscript{71} Conversely, a judge may decide a case by him/herself when the convening of a regular three-member hearing formation would not be justified.\textsuperscript{72} Examples of such cases include situations where an appeal does not bring up any

\textsuperscript{64} Id.
\textsuperscript{66} Id.; Le droit d’asile: Les acteurs de la politique d’asile, supra note 40.
\textsuperscript{67} Le parcours du demandeur d’asile: L’accompagnement du demandeur d’asile, supra note 65.
\textsuperscript{68} Le droit d’asile: Les acteurs de la politique d’asile, supra note 40; CESEDA arts. L731-1, L731-2, http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do;jsessionid=2F5CE8F2CE215E45362E5BE86554B40F.tpdila07v_1?idSectionTA=LEGISCTA000006147816&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070158&dateTexte=20160112, archived at https://perma.cc/4FCU-3RVD.
\textsuperscript{70} Id.
\textsuperscript{71} Formations de jugement de la C.N.D.A. [Judgment Formations of the C.N.D.A.], COUR NATIONALE DU DROIT D’ASILE [NATIONAL COURT ON ASYLUM LAW], http://www.cnnda.fr/La-CNDA/Formation-de-la-CNDA/Formations-de-jugement-de-la-CNDA (last visited Jan. 12, 2016), archived at https://perma.cc/M69S-6L4P; CESEDA art. R732-5, http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do;jsessionid=FB3F85F0E323D105513EB10EB45C49D6.tpdila18v_2?idSectionTA=LEGISCTA000006147855&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070158&dateTexte=20160112, archived at https://perma.cc/2XQB-L64E.
\textsuperscript{72} Formations de jugement de la C.N.D.A., supra note 71.
serious argument to reverse the OFPRA’s decision, the appeal must be rejected as being procedurally defective, or the appeal must be rejected because it does not fall within the CNDA’s jurisdiction. Decisions of the CNDA are appealable to the Conseil d’Etat.

C. Procedure for Requesting Asylum at a French Border Crossing

If a person arrives at a French border crossing point (typically a port, an airport, or a major train station) without the proper documents to enter French territory, he/she may ask the border police for asylum. The border police will give the asylum seeker (in a language that he/she can understand) information on the asylum procedure, his/her rights and obligations, and the assistance that he/she may be entitled to. The asylum seeker will be kept in a “waiting zone” (zone d’attente, often an international transit zone) while French authorities do a preliminary assessment to decide whether he/she should be admitted into France. Entry will be refused if the asylum seeker’s case is found to be the responsibility of another country under the rules of the EU’s Dublin Regulation, the request for asylum is clearly improper or fraudulent, the request for asylum is inadmissible (for example, if asylum was already granted by another country), the request for asylum is clearly unfounded (for example, if it is incoherent or has no credibility), or the applicant would be a threat to public order. This preliminary investigation is conducted by the OFPRA, but the decision to admit an applicant into France or not belongs to the Ministry of the Interior, after consulting the OFPRA. The OFPRA usually renders its evaluation within four days, and in any case an applicant may not be held in the waiting zone for more than twenty days.

---


76 Première étape de la demande d’asile: l’enregistrement en préfecture (click on Depuis la frontière).


80 La procédure de demande d’asile: Demander l’asile à la frontière, supra note 75.
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An applicant who is denied entry into France has forty-eight hours to appeal the decision before an administrative judge.\textsuperscript{82} The administrative judge then has seventy-two hours to either confirm or invalidate the denial of entry, and this decision is, in turn, appealable to an administrative court of appeals.\textsuperscript{83} If the denial of entry is not reversed, the applicant is sent back to his/her country of origin (or the country from which he/she came to France) at the expense of the transport company that carried him/her to France.\textsuperscript{84}

An applicant who is authorized to enter France for the purpose of seeking asylum is given a temporary visa, which is valid for eight days.\textsuperscript{85} During that eight-day period, the asylum seeker must submit an application for asylum to a local prefecture, as described below.\textsuperscript{86}

**D. Procedure for Requesting Asylum from Within France**

The following procedure applies for the asylum seeker who is already on French territory, either because he/she entered France illegally, because he/she was granted the temporary visa described above, or because he/she entered France on the basis of another visa or stay permit (student visa, tourist visa, etc.).

1. **Registration at a Local Prefecture**

   The asylum seeker’s first step is to register as an asylum seeker with the French authorities.\textsuperscript{87} The competent authorities for this registration are the local prefectural services.\textsuperscript{88} These services verify whether France is responsible for protecting the asylum seeker under the rules of the EU Dublin Regulation.\textsuperscript{89} The prefectural services have up to three days to make this determination, except when they are faced with a high number of foreigners asking for asylum at the same time, in which case they may take up to ten days to make a determination.\textsuperscript{90} If no other country is found to be responsible for protecting the asylum seeker under the Dublin Regulation, the

\textsuperscript{82} CESEDA art. L213-9.

\textsuperscript{83} Id.

\textsuperscript{84} Id. arts. L213-4 – L213-8.

\textsuperscript{85} Id. arts. L213-8-1, L213-8-2.

\textsuperscript{86} Id.; La procédure de demande d’asile: Demander l’asile à la frontière, supra note 75.

\textsuperscript{87} CESEDA art. L741-1, \url{http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do;jsessionid=0968D875D95471B1BFEB2A96820D83BF.tpdlia21v_3?idSectionTA=LEGISCTA000030957541&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070158&dateTexte=20160113}, archived at \url{https://perma.cc/4XDV-59NB}; Première étape de la demande d’asile: l’enregistrement en préfecture, supra note 75 (click on both Depuis la frontière and Sur le territoire français).

\textsuperscript{88} CESEDA art. R741-1, \url{http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idSectionTA=LEGISCTA000031202369&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070158&dateTexte=20160113}, archived at \url{https://perma.cc/MRX6-TCVF}; Première étape de la demande d’asile: l’enregistrement en préfecture, supra note 75 (click on both Depuis la frontière and Sur le territoire français).

\textsuperscript{89} CESEDA art. L741-1. Applicants who requested asylum at the border, as described in Part IV(C) of this report, have already gone through such a verification at this point, so this step would be redundant for them. Nonetheless, it is unclear whether the prefectural services skip this step or not in their cases.

\textsuperscript{90} CESEDA art. L741-1.
prefectural services give the applicant a document certifying that he/she is registered as an asylum seeker. 91 This registration document does not authorize the applicant to travel within the European Union. 92 Furthermore, it may be denied or taken away in certain cases, including (a) when the OFPRA has found that the applicant already benefits from protection in another country; (b) when the asylum seeker retracts his/her application for asylum; (c) when the asylum seeker’s file is closed because of his/her failure to file required forms in a timely manner or attend required meetings, or due to his/her refusal to provide important information; (d) when the asylum seeker requests a reconsideration of his/her application after a final denial; or (e) when the asylum seeker is the subject of a European arrest warrant, an arrest request from an international criminal court, or a decision to extradite him/her to a country other than his/her country of origin. 93

In addition to the registration document mentioned above, the prefectural services give the asylum seeker an asylum application form, as well as information on the asylum application process, his/her rights and obligations during that process, assistance he/she is entitled to (lodging, financial assistance, etc.), and any local organizations that help asylum seekers. 94

2. The OFPRA’s Investigation

An asylum seeker must submit his/her application for asylum to the OFPRA within twenty-one days of receiving his/her registration document. 95 The OFPRA must then reach a decision within six months. 96 This time limit may be extended to a maximum of nine additional months in certain circumstances, such as when complex issues of fact and/or law are involved, when large numbers of asylum seekers apply for protection at the same time, or when the delay is clearly attributable to the applicant’s failure to comply with his/her obligations. 97 If the OFPRA is unable to reach a decision within six months, it must notify the applicant of that fact at least fifteen days before the end of the six-month period. 98

91 Id. arts. L741-1, R741-4.
92 Id. art. R741-4.
93 Id. art. L743-2.
94 Id. art. R741-4.
97 Id.
98 CESEDA art. R723-3.
The OFPRA must investigate applications under an “accelerated procedure” when the asylum seeker comes from a safe country. The OFPRA may also, if it chooses, investigate under an accelerated procedure in cases where (a) the asylum seeker is found to have sought to mislead the OFPRA by providing fake documents, lying, or concealing information regarding his/her identity, nationality, and/or entry into France; (b) the asylum seeker is found to have submitted several applications for asylum under different identities; (c) the asylum seeker’s application only rests on elements that are irrelevant to asylum; (d) the asylum seeker’s statements to the OFPRA are clearly incoherent, contradictory, false, or very implausible; (e) the asylum seeker refuses to provide his/her fingerprints; (f) the asylum seeker, without legitimate reason, had stayed in France illegally for over 120 days before he/she submitted an application for asylum; or (g) the only purpose for the application for asylum is to delay deportation. Under such an accelerated procedure, the OFPRA is supposed to reach a decision on the application within fifteen days.

The OFPRA conducts an investigation to verify whether the applicant fulfills the criteria for refugee status or subsidiary protection. The OFPRA evaluates all relevant evidence, including the applicant’s statements and any documentation concerning his/her identity, age, personal and family history, nationality, travel documents, past residences, past requests for asylum, itinerary, and the reasons for which he/she is seeking asylum. The agency also takes into consideration the current situation in the country of origin, as well as any activity that the applicant has engaged in since leaving the country of origin that may expose him/her to persecution or harm if he/she were to return there. It appears that special weight is given to evidence that the applicant has been the victim of past persecution, serious harm, or direct threats in the country of origin.

The applicant is required to cooperate with the agency’s investigation, which generally includes an interview. The applicant may be interviewed in the presence of an attorney or of a representative from an authorized nonprofit advocacy group. The presence of an attorney or advocate is not required, however, and if present, the attorney or advocate may not speak until
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the end of the interview.\textsuperscript{108} The OFPRA may also, as part of its investigation, request that the applicant submit to a medical examination.\textsuperscript{109}

The OFPRA is held to a strict obligation of confidentiality. It is required to conduct its investigation without divulging the existence of a request for asylum to the alleged authors of persecution or harm.\textsuperscript{110} The OFPRA must also conduct its investigation without divulging any information that might endanger anyone or that might jeopardize the agency’s ability to conduct future investigations.\textsuperscript{111}

3. The OFPRA’s Decision

The OFPRA must provide a decision in writing to the applicant.\textsuperscript{112} All decisions denying refugee status must include the grounds, both factual and legal, for the denial of protection.\textsuperscript{113} Decisions awarding subsidiary protection must also be reasoned, inasmuch as such decisions are technically denials of refugee status.\textsuperscript{114} The OFPRA must also communicate its decision, whether it is positive or negative, to the prefect of the asylum seeker’s place of residence.\textsuperscript{115}

As mentioned in Part II above, the status of refugee or subsidiary protection may be revoked. The OFPRA may revoke protection, either on its own initiative or upon the request of the Minister of the Interior or a local prefect, in the following situations: (a) in any of the circumstances described in sections C, D, E, and F of article 1 of the Geneva Convention of July 28, 1951; (b) if the decision to grant protection is found to have been the result of a fraud; (c) when there are serious reasons to believe that the person’s presence in France would present a grave threat to the safety of the state; or (d) when the person was found guilty of an act of terrorism or a serious crime in France, and his/her continued presence in France would present a grave threat to society.\textsuperscript{116}
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4. Recourse Before the Cour nationale du droit d’asile (CNDA)

Asylum seekers may appeal decisions of the OFPRA to the CNDA within one month of being notified. The CNDA must judge a case within five months of the date of the appeal. The CNDA may either (a) deny the applicant’s appeal, (b) reverse the OFPRA’s decision and grant asylum to the applicant, or (c) quash the OFPRA’s decision and send the case back to it for further investigation.

---
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SUMMARY  The right to asylum is a constitutional right in Germany and granted to everyone who flees political persecution. An asylum seeker is allowed to stay in Germany if he or she is granted political asylum, refugee status, or subsidiary protection, or if the agency declares a deportation prohibition. The Asylum Act and the Residence Act are the two most important immigration laws in Germany that provide rules for the admission and handling of refugee claims. There have been several amendments to these and other laws due to the current refugee crisis.

In order to determine whether a person is entitled to refugee status, an in-person interview is conducted and country-specific resources and experts consulted. Every applicant over the age of fourteen must submit to measures establishing his or her identity and provide fingerprints, which are cross-checked with national and European databases and the Visa Information System. Refugees are generally housed in reception facilities, which provide them with essential items like food, housing, heat, clothing, health care, and household items in kind or in the form of vouchers, whereas persons who are housed outside of reception facilities primarily receive cash allowances to purchase essential items.

While an asylum application is pending, applicants are not allowed to leave the area of the reception facility without permission. If a refugee has no independent means of subsistence, a residence permit may also be restricted territorially. A refugee can obtain citizenship after six years of legal residence, rather than eight, and naturalization of refugees has also been deemed presumptively in the public interest for purposes of discretionary naturalization.

I. General Background

The right to asylum is codified in article 16a of the German Basic Law.\textsuperscript{1} It is granted to everyone who flees political persecution. In general, only persecution that is perpetrated by the state is relevant.\textsuperscript{2} Political persecution is defined as persecution that causes specific violations of individual rights and, due to its intensity, excludes the individual from the “general peace framework of the state unit.”\textsuperscript{3} The constitutional right to asylum protects human dignity and reflects the view that no state has the right to persecute an individual for his or her political or

\textsuperscript{1} Grundgesetz für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland [Grundgesetz] [GG] [Basic Law], May 23, 1949, Bundesgesetzblatt [BGBL.] [Federal Law Gazette] I at 1, art. 16a, unofficial English translation at http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_gg/basic_law_for_the_federal_republic_of_germany.pdf, archived at http://perma.cc/RW2X-HD46.

\textsuperscript{2} Bundesverfassungsgericht [BVerfG] [Federal Constitutional Court], 80 Entscheidungen des Bundesverfassungsgerichts] [BVerfGE] [Decisions of the Federal Constitutional Court] 315, 334.

\textsuperscript{3} Id. at 334 et seq.
religious beliefs or other personal characteristics that mark him or her as different. Not every disadvantage or material hardship supports a right to asylum.

In addition, Germany is a signatory to the Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees of 1951 and has implemented it into German law. Article 1(A)(2) of the Refugee Convention states that a refugee is someone who “owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality, and is unable to, or owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country.” This definition has been incorporated into section 3 of the German Asylum Act.

According to the monthly statistics of the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees, Germany has received 425,035 asylum applications between January and November 2015, with 57,816 in November alone. The number of asylum applications has more than doubled since 2014—an increase of 134.2%. Most of the applicants in November came from Syria (30,398 first-time applicants), Afghanistan (4,929), and Iraq (4,391). In all of 2015, most applicants came from Syria, Albania, and Kosovo. The applications of Syrians were approved in 94.8% of the cases, whereas the success rates for Albanians and Kosovarians were 0.2% and 0.4%, respectively. In general, 45.8% of the applications were approved in 2015.

---

4 Id. at 333.
5 Id. at 335.
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11 Id. at 5.
13 BUNDESAMT FÜR MIGRATION UND FLÜCHTLINGE, supra note 9, at 10.
II. General Rules and Norms for Admission of Refugees and Handling Refugee Claims

The Asylum Act and the Residence Act\textsuperscript{14} are the two most important immigration laws in Germany that provide rules for the admission of refugees and the handling of refugee claims. The Asylum Act codifies the process and consequences of granting and denying asylum, whereas the Residence Act provides rules concerning the entry, stay, exit, and employment of foreigners in general.

An asylum seeker is allowed to stay in Germany if he or she is seeking protection from political persecution or international protection, which includes refugee status and subsidiary protection, or if the agency declares a deportation prohibition. If the application is denied, the applicant has a duty to leave Germany or will be subject to deportation proceedings.

A. Application Approved

The protection against political persecution is codified in article 16a of the Basic Law, as discussed above. If the applicant was the victim of political persecution, he or she may be granted political asylum under article 16a of the Basic Law. Refugee status under the Geneva Convention, codified in section 3, paragraph 1 of the Asylum Act, may be granted for humanitarian reasons. Those reasons include the criteria for political asylum and a broad range of other humanitarian reasons.\textsuperscript{15}

Applicants who are awarded political asylum or refugee status receive a three-year residence permit (\textit{Aufenthaltserlaubnis}).\textsuperscript{16} After those initial three years, a settlement permit (\textit{Niederlassungserlaubnis}) with no time limit is issued if the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees does not object.\textsuperscript{17}

Subsidiary protection is codified in section 4, paragraph 1 of the Asylum Act and is awarded to applicants who can prove that they are threatened with serious harm in their country of origin. “Serious harm” is defined as the “imposition or application of capital punishment, torture or inhuman or degrading punishment or treatment, or a serious individual threat to the life or integrity of a civilian as a result of indiscriminate violence in an international or internal armed conflict.”\textsuperscript{18} Applicants subject to subsidiary protection are initially granted a residence permit for one year, which can be extended for two additional years.\textsuperscript{19}


\textsuperscript{15} Examples of other humanitarian grounds are codified in articles 3a and 3b of the Asylum Act.

\textsuperscript{16} Residence Act § 26, para. 1, sentence 2.

\textsuperscript{17} Id. § 26, para. 3.

\textsuperscript{18} Asylum Act § 4, para. 1, sentence 2.

\textsuperscript{19} Residence Act § 26, para. 1, sentence 3.
In addition, the government agency may not deport the applicant if there is a prohibition against deportation according to section 60, paragraphs 5 or 7 of the Residence Act. Deportation is prohibited according to section 60, paragraph 5, if it is inadmissible under the terms of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms of 1950 (ECHR), which entered into force for Germany in 1952. An applicant may also not be deported to a country in which he or she faces a substantial and concrete danger to his or her life, limb, or liberty. Asylum seekers often invoke this provision when there is a risk of a substantial deterioration of health after the return to their country of origin—for example, due to post-traumatic stress disorder.

B. Application Denied

If an application for asylum is rejected as either unfounded or manifestly unfounded and there is no prohibition against deportation, if the asylum application is inadmissible because another Member State of the European Union (EU) is responsible for processing the application (Dublin procedure), or if the application is withdrawn, a deportation order is issued and the applicant must leave Germany. The period for departure is either thirty days if the application was rejected as without merit or one week if it was rejected as manifestly without merit.

III. Processes for Handling Refugees Arriving at the Border

A refugee can either register as an asylum-seeker at the border or inside the country. The authorities then direct him or her to the closest reception facility. Staff at this reception facility issue a certificate of registration as an asylum seeker, which includes personal details and a photo.

In a next step the authorities determine which German state is responsible for processing the asylum application. The distribution among the German states takes place according to the

---


22 Residence Act § 60, para. 7.


24 Asylum Act §§ 34, 34a, 35.

25 Id. § 38, para. 1.

26 Id. § 36, para. 1.

27 Id. § 63a.
EASY system.\textsuperscript{28} The allocation to a reception facility depends on the capacity available, the home country of the asylum seeker, and a quota system.\textsuperscript{29} Not all branch offices handle all countries. In addition, each German state only needs to accept a certain number of applicants based on a quota system called \textit{Königsteiner Schlüssel}. The quota is calculated each year according to the tax receipts and population numbers of the German states.\textsuperscript{30} If the reception center in which the asylum seeker registered is not the one that is responsible for handling his or her case, he or she has to travel to the responsible center.\textsuperscript{31} The branch offices of the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees in which the asylum seeker must submit his or her application are usually close to the reception centers.

Asylum seekers who enter Germany from safe third countries have no right to asylum and are removed to the country they came from.\textsuperscript{32} Safe third countries are the European Union (EU) countries, Norway, and Switzerland.\textsuperscript{33}

Furthermore, at some airports that have the capacity,\textsuperscript{34} asylum seekers who enter by air are subject to the “airport procedure.”\textsuperscript{35} If the asylum seeker entered without or with false or expired papers or via a safe country of origin, the asylum procedure is carried out directly in the airport transit area. Safe countries of origin are all EU countries, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Ghana, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro, Senegal, and Serbia.\textsuperscript{36} The Federal Office for Migration and Refugees must decide within two days whether the asylum application is justified.\textsuperscript{37} If the application is denied, the applicant will be denied entry into Germany and threatened with deportation if he enters Germany illegally.\textsuperscript{38} The applicant has the right to an attorney and can appeal the decision within three days.\textsuperscript{39} A judge will issue a ruling in an emergency proceeding within fourteen days.\textsuperscript{40} While the application is pending, the asylum seeker must stay in the airport transit area and cannot enter Germany.

\textsuperscript{28} EASY stands for \textit{Erstverteilung von Asylbegehrenden} (“initial distribution of asylum seekers”).
\textsuperscript{29} Asylum Act § 46, paras. 1, 2.
\textsuperscript{30} \textit{Id.} § 45, para. 1.
\textsuperscript{31} \textit{Id.} § 46.
\textsuperscript{32} \textit{Id.} §§ 26a, para. 1, 34a, para. 1.
\textsuperscript{33} \textit{Id.} § 26a, para. 2, annex I.
\textsuperscript{34} Berlin-Schönefeld, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt am Main, Hamburg, and Munich airports.
\textsuperscript{35} Asylum Act § 18a.
\textsuperscript{36} \textit{Id.} § 29a in conjunction with annex II.
\textsuperscript{37} \textit{Id.} § 18a, para. 6, no. 1.
\textsuperscript{38} \textit{Id.} § 18a, paras. 2, 3.
\textsuperscript{39} \textit{Id.} §§ 18a, para. 1, sentence 5, 18a, para. 4.
\textsuperscript{40} \textit{Id.} § 18a, paras. 4, 6, no. 3.
IV. Adjustments or Amendments to the Refugee Handling Procedure Due to the Current Refugee Crisis

Several amendments to current laws have been adopted in recent months due to the refugee crisis. On October 24, 2015, the Act on the Acceleration of Asylum Procedures entered into force.\(^{41}\) The Act amended several laws in order to accelerate the asylum process; substitute in-kind benefits for cash benefits; reduce the financial burden on the German states and municipalities; reform integration policies for refugees; and designate Albania, Kosovo, and Montenegro as safe countries of origin.

On November 1, 2015, the Act to Improve the Housing, Care, and Treatment of Foreign Minors and Adolescents entered into force. Its goal is to improve the situation of young unaccompanied refugees and provide them with appropriate care.\(^{42}\)

On August 1, 2015, the Act to Redefine the Right to Stay and the Termination of Residence entered into force.\(^{43}\) It amended the Residence Act by ordering a ban on entry and residence for applicants from safe countries of residence and in case of repeat follow-up applications.\(^{44}\) Furthermore, the Act grants a residence permit to persons who can prove that they are well-integrated after a period of eight years and to well-integrated minors after four years.\(^{45}\)

Additionally, on February 3, 2016, the German government agreed on a set of stricter asylum measures (Asylum Package II), which will now be debated by the German Bundestag. The Asylum Package II would accelerate the asylum application process; suspend family reunification for refugees with subsidiary protection status for a period of two years; decrease asylees’ monthly cash benefits; facilitate deportation; establish a new Federal Police unit to help procure replacement documents; improve the safety of refugee minors; and designate Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia as safe countries of origin.\(^{46}\)

---


\(^{44}\) Residence Act § 11, para. 7.

\(^{45}\) Id. §§ 25a, 25b.

A. Act on the Acceleration of Asylum Procedures

1. Substitution of Benefits in Kind for Cash Benefits

Before the recent changes, asylum seekers in a reception facility received essential benefits in kind and an additional cash allowance (pocket money) for personal use. The pocket money totaled €140 per month for a single adult (about US$154) or €126 per month for each of two adult recipients living in a common household. According to the amendment, refugees and asylum seekers in reception facilities now only receive essential items like food, housing, heat, clothing, health care, and household items in kind or in the form of vouchers. Items for personal use are also provided in kind, but states retain discretion to provide refugees and asylum seekers with cash if necessary.47 Cash allowances cannot be disbursed more than one month in advance.48

Asylum seekers who are housed outside of reception facilities primarily receive cash allowances to purchase essential items. A single adult recipient receives €216 per month; two adult recipients with a common household each receive €194 per month; other adult beneficiaries without a household, €174 per month; adolescents between fifteen and eighteen years old, €198 per month; children between seven and fourteen years old, €157 per month; and children up to six years old, €133 per month.49

2. Reduction of the Financial Burden of German States and Municipalities

Currently, the municipalities that receive refugees and asylum seekers pay for their essential needs and are reimbursed by the German states. Starting in 2016, the federal government will pay the German states €670 per asylum seeker per month, until the asylum procedure has been concluded, in order to reduce the financial burden on the German states. The federal government will therefore allocate a provisional sum of approximately €2.8 billion (about US$3.1 billion) to the states.50 The sum is only an estimate and will be adjusted as needed at the end of 2016. The allocation is based on the assumption that there will be around 800,000 applicants for asylum, with an average processing time of five months, and around 400,000 denied applications, for which the states will receive another month’s worth of compensation. The allocation also includes money to cover expenses for unaccompanied refugee minors.51

---

48 Id. § 3, para. 6.
49 Id. § 3, para. 2.
51 DEUTSCHER BUNDESTAG: DRUCKSACHEN UND PROTOKOLLE [BT-Drs.] 18/6185, p. 57.
3. Safe Countries of Origin

The Act on the Acceleration of Asylum Procedures designates Albania, Kosovo, and Montenegro as safe countries of origin and adds them to the list contained in appendix II of section 29a of the Asylum Act. The designation as a safe country of origin allows the accelerated processing of applications from asylum seekers from these countries, because there is a presumption that the application is manifestly without merit. In such a case, the applicant has only one week to leave the country instead of the usual thirty days.

4. Integration Classes and Employment

The Federal Employment Agency assumes the costs for integration and language classes for asylum seekers whose applications are likely to be approved, in order to improve their chances in the job market and accelerate their integration into Germany.

5. Housing for Refugees

The Act on the Acceleration of Asylum Procedures also dispensed with some building code and renewable energy law requirements, in order to facilitate and accelerate the building of new accommodations and the repurposing of existing facilities to provide housing for refugees.

B. Support for Unaccompanied Refugee Minors

Under current rules, the youth office in the district in which an unaccompanied minor arrives is obligated to take him or her into its care. Some local communities in central arrival locations are therefore disproportionately affected. In order to distribute the burden evenly, the Act to Improve the Housing, Care, and Treatment of Foreign Minors and Adolescents created an obligation for all German states to receive unaccompanied refugee minors. Refugee minors will be distributed throughout Germany by the local youth office according to the quota system, Königsteiner Schlüssel.

52 Asylum Act § 29a, para. 1.
53 Id. § 36, para. 1.
54 Id. § 38, para. 1.
58 Id. §§ 42b, 42c.
In addition, the age of legal capacity to act in an asylum procedure was raised from sixteen to eighteen years. That means that every asylum seeker under the age of eighteen is provided with a legal guardian to act on his or her behalf and to handle the complex asylum procedure.\(^59\)

**V. Steps to Determine Whether a Person Is Entitled to Refugee Status**

After an application has been submitted, the person seeking asylum is invited to an in-person interview.\(^60\) No in-person interview is necessary if the applicant is younger than six years of age.\(^61\) The applicant is informed about his or her rights in a language he or she understands.\(^62\) It is the duty of the applicant to provide information and proof of persecution or serious harm.\(^63\) That includes information on former residences, travel routes, time spent in other countries, and whether a refugee or asylum application has already been initiated or completed in another country or in a different location in Germany.\(^64\)

The case worker makes a decision on the basis of an overall assessment of all relevant findings, with an emphasis on the personal interview. In making the decision, the case worker may also consult the Federal Office’s Asylum and Migration Information Centre and its Migration Info Logistics (MILo) database;\(^65\) send individual queries to the German Foreign Office; and obtain language and text analyses, physical-technical document examinations, and medical or other expert advice.\(^66\) The decision on the asylum application is given to the applicant in writing and details the reasoning and the legal options for appeal.\(^67\)

**VI. Screening Procedure for Arriving Refugees Being Resettled in the Country**

Every person over the age of fourteen who applies for asylum must submit to measures establishing his or her identity.\(^68\) For that purpose, the government agency takes photographs of the individual and prints of all ten fingers. The asylum seeker is required to cooperate in

---


\(^{60}\) Asylum Act §§ 24, 25.

\(^{61}\) Id. § 24, para. 1, sentence 6.

\(^{62}\) Id. § 24, para. 1, sentence 2.

\(^{63}\) Id. § 25, para. 1, sentence 1.

\(^{64}\) Id. § 25, para. 1, sentence 2.


\(^{66}\) FEDERAL OFFICE FOR MIGRATION AND REFUGEES, supra note 23, at 17.

\(^{67}\) Asylum Act § 31, para. 1.

\(^{68}\) Id. § 16.
establishing the facts of the case by presenting passports or passport substitutes, as well as all necessary certificates and documents that might aid in establishing his or her identity and nationality. 69 Biometric data obtained from the passport may be compared with the fingerprints and photograph obtained from the applicant. 70

Furthermore, if there is any doubt with regard to the applicant’s country or region of origin, oral statements may be recorded on audio or data media. 71 The recording is then analyzed by a trained linguist. 72

An authenticity check of the certificates and documents submitted in the asylum procedure is performed by the unit for physical technical documents (PTU) of the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees. Certificates are reviewed by certificate experts specially trained by the Federal Criminal Police Office. 73

Fingerprints are cross-checked with the national database AFIS; with the European database Eurodac, which consists of a computerized central fingerprint database with a National Access Point for each EU country; and with the Visa Information System (VIS), which contains information about visa applications and the resulting decisions of all EU countries participating in the Schengen system. If an applicant has already applied for asylum in another EU Member State, it will result in a match in the Eurodac database and the person will be transferred to that Member State to conduct the asylum procedure. 74

VII. Accommodations and Assistance for Refugees

As discussed in Part IV, above, refugees and asylum seekers are generally housed in reception facilities that provide them with essential items like food, housing, heat, clothing, health care, and household items in kind or in the form of vouchers. Items for personal use are also provided in kind, but states retain discretion to provide refugees and asylum seekers with cash if necessary. 75 Asylum seekers who are housed outside of reception facilities primarily receive cash allowances to purchase essential items. 76

69 Id. § 15.
70 Id. § 16, para. 1a.
71 Id. § 16, para. 1, sentence 3.
72 FEDERAL OFFICE FOR MIGRATION AND REFUGEES, supra note 23, at 8.
73 Id.
74 Id. at 9 et seq.
75 Asylum Seeker Benefits Act § 3, para. 1.
76 Id. § 3, para. 2.
VIII. Steps Applicants Must Undergo Before Arrival

Until recently, there was no specific legal basis for the resettlement of refugees. Resettlement was done on an *ad hoc* basis as a pilot project using the general norms of section 23 and section 22, sentence 2 of the Residence Act. Section 23 applies to groups of foreigners, whereas section 22, sentence 2 applies to individuals and single families. All refugees considered for resettlement must have been registered and recognized by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). The Federal Office for Migration and Refugees conducts individual interviews with the persons selected by the UNHCR to determine if they qualify.

According to section 23, a residence permit can be granted to foreigners from specific states or to certain groups of foreigners defined by other means, in accordance with international law, on humanitarian grounds or in order to uphold the political interests of the Federal Republic of Germany. This decision is made by the Federal Ministry of the Interior in cooperation with the German states.

According to section 22, sentence 2, a residence permit may be granted in accordance with international law or on urgent humanitarian grounds, or if the Federal Ministry of the Interior has declared that admission is necessary to uphold the political interests of the Federal Republic of Germany.

The Act to Redefine the Right to Stay and the Termination of Residence, which entered into force on August 1, 2015, amended the Residence Act and codified a specific legal basis for the resettlement process. According to that provision, the Federal Ministry of the Interior in cooperation with the agencies of the German states can order the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees to grant a residence permit to particularly vulnerable persons who have been designated as resettlement refugees.

IX. Path to Naturalization

In Germany, there are two categories of naturalization: naturalization by entitlement and discretionary naturalization. In general, a foreigner must wait eight years before he or she is

---


79 Residence Act § 23, para. 1.


81 Residence Act § 23, para. 4.

82 Nationality Act § 10.
entitled to apply for citizenship. The time spent to process an asylum application counts toward that waiting period. In addition, if a refugee applies for discretionary naturalization, refugee status reduces the discretion of the agency and generally shortens the necessary period of legal residency to six years.

A. Naturalization by Entitlement

A foreigner has a legal right to be naturalized upon application if he or she fulfills the following requirements:

- Legal residence in Germany for a period of eight years
- Legal capacity pursuant to section 37, paragraph 1, sentence 1 of the Nationality Act
- Commitment to the free democratic constitutional order of the Basic Law of the Federal Republic of Germany
- Unrestricted right of residence at the time of naturalization
- Independent means of supporting him or herself and dependents without resorting to welfare payments and unemployment benefits
- Has lost or given up a former nationality
- No criminal convictions
- Adequate German-language skills
- Knowledge of the legal and social system as well as living conditions in Germany (naturalization test)

If a foreigner has been granted asylum or international protection under Directive 2011/95/EU, the time period during which the asylum application was pending counts toward the eight-year

---

83 Id. § 8.
84 Id. § 10.
85 Asylum Act § 55, para. 3.
87 Nationality Act § 10.
period required to apply for naturalization. If the asylum application was denied, the time period generally cannot be counted toward the eight-year period.

**B. Discretionary Naturalization**

If one of the requirements for naturalization is not fulfilled, a foreigner may still be granted citizenship if the government agency processing the application determines that certain minimum requirements have been met and naturalization is in the public interest.

Article 34 of the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, which was implemented into German law, mandates that Contracting States must “make every effort to expedite naturalization proceedings.” The Federal Ministry of the Interior has interpreted this provision to mean that a period of six years of legal residence in Germany is sufficient for recognized refugees. Furthermore, the Federal Administrative Court has concluded that the existence of article 34 and the fact that the German Basic Law awards asylum seekers special protection reduces the discretion of the agency and creates a presumption that naturalization is in the public interest.

**X. Monitoring and Movement of Refugees While in the Country**

While the asylum application is pending, the asylum seeker is required to stay in the initial reception center responsible for his application for a period of at least six weeks but no longer than six months and may not leave the area without permission. The geographic restriction generally ends after three months or after the applicant is no longer required to stay in the initial reception facility.

After a period of six months, the refugee will generally be housed in a collective living facility. He or she might be granted the right to an apartment depending on public interest and personal

---

89 Asylum Act § 55, para. 3.
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91 Nationality Act § 8.
93 Bundesministerium des Inneren, **supra** note 86.
94 **BASIC LAW art. 16a.**
95 **BVerwG, 49 BVerwGE 44, 47–48.**
96 Asylum Act §§ 47, para. 1; 56.
97 **Id.** § 59a.
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reasons like family reunification. The decision is in the discretion of the local government agency.

After an application for asylum has been approved and if the refugee is not able to secure his or her own means of subsistence, the government authority may restrict his or her residence permit to a specific German state and municipality.

**XI. Role of Subnational Governments**

The Alien Offices in the German states are responsible for all issues concerning residence law, such as accommodation, board, and other benefits. The Federal Office of Migration and Refugees therefore must inform the local agencies if an application for asylum has been made or an asylum procedure has been concluded.

If an asylum application has been denied, the applicant is obligated to leave Germany. The local agencies monitor the departure and will instigate deportation proceedings if the applicant does not leave voluntarily.

---
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SUMMARY

Greece’s legal system on asylum is based on the Geneva Convention of 1951 and its 1967 Protocol, and on European Union (EU) legislation on the Common European Asylum System. In 2011, the European Court of Human Rights and the Court of Justice of the EU found that Greece’s asylum system suffers from “systemic deficiencies,” including lack of reception centers, poor detention conditions, and the lack of an effective remedy. Greece adopted two action plans and legislation to address the problems. Significant gaps still remain, as exposed by the extraordinary migrant crisis of 2015 and as noted by the European Commission, which monitors closely Greece’s compliance with EU asylum standards.

Greece has experienced the brunt of migratory flows during the refugee crisis due to its geographical location and as first country of entry pursuant to the Dublin Regulation. The crisis has also jeopardized the functioning of Schengen, a free area of movement and travel, as some EU countries have re-imposed border controls. Other Schengen Member States are considering reintroducing border controls if Greece fails to control the current migratory flow. Two relocation plans to transfer 66,000 refugees from Greece to other EU Member States are slowly being implemented. The European Commission has recommended a number of remedial measures for Greece, including efficient border management and implementation of the “hotspot” areas for the proper registration and fingerprinting of migrants.

I. Introduction

Greece, as a state party to the Geneva Convention on Refugees of 1951 and its 1967 Protocol, is bound to adhere to the fundamental asylum-law principle of nonrefoulement and thus to provide asylum to those who meet the criteria. In addition, as a Member State of the European Union (EU) and the Schengen area, Greece is required to comply with the directives and regulations that constitute the Common European Asylum System (CEAS) and the Schengen Borders Code.

---

which requires that the external borders be secured.⁴ Greece is also obliged to respect the binding Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, which recognizes the right to asylum.⁵

Following two critical decisions issued in 2011 by the European Court of Human Rights⁶ and the Court of Justice of the European Union,⁷ which concluded that Greece’s asylum system suffers from “systemic deficiencies,” Greece has made a concerted effort to comprehensively reform its asylum system, taking such steps as establishing new reception centers, improving poor reception conditions (including conditions for those in detention), fingerprinting irregular migrants and asylum applicants, ensuring appropriate treatment of unaccompanied minors, and ensuring access to an effective remedy against a negative decision.

Greece has always experienced a large number of migrants attempting to enter the EU illegally due to its geographic location⁸ and because it is a first country of entry pursuant to Regulation (EU) No. 604/2013 (the Dublin Regulation).⁹ The unprecedented migratory flow of 2015 combined with a shift in the migration route coming to Greece from Turkey dramatically tested Greece’s already weakened asylum system and brought to the forefront Greece’s incapacity to handle the dramatic increase of migrants, fingerprint and register them properly, and return to their country of origin economic migrants who crossed Greece’s borders illegally. The EU adopted two decisions in 2015¹⁰ to relocate at least 66,400 persons from Greece to other Member

---


⁷ Joined Cases C-411/10 & C-493/10 (Ct. J. EU – Grand Chamber, Dec. 21, 2011), http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf;jsessionid=9ea7d0f130d543f6293820c7418e9d1e98ec1611a8d0.e34KaxIcLe3eQc40LaxqMbN4OchakEv?text=&docid=117178&pageIndex=0&docLang=en&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=342818, archived at https://perma.cc/JB8F-7YTH.

⁸ As of February 25, 2016, the International Organization for Migration (IOM) estimated that close to one million migrants had arrived in Greece since January 2015, and that of this number 120,369 migrants had reached Greece during the first two months of 2016. Press Release, IOM, Mediterranean Migrant Arrivals in 2016 Near 130,000; Deaths Reach 418 (Mar. 1, 2016), https://www.iom.int/news/mediterranean-migrant-arrivals-2016-near-130000-deaths-reach-418, archived at https://perma.cc/JB8F-7YTH.


Implementation of the relocation plan is moving slowly, mainly due to resistance from other EU Member States.\(^1\)

Greece’s progress in raising its asylum regime up to EU and Council of Europe standards is being monitored by a number of institutions and bodies—first, by the European Commission, which, as the EU’s enforcement body, has instituted several infringement proceedings against Greece for failing to transpose two directives;\(^2\) for maintaining insufficient reception facilities; and for poor reception conditions, especially those for vulnerable groups including children.\(^3\) The Commission also follows closely the implementation of its recommendations. In February 2016, the Commission adopted the Schengen Evaluation Report on Greece and suggested a number of recommendations to address deficiencies in external border management.\(^4\) In addition, the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, which supervises implementation of European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) decisions, monitors Greece’s implementation of the decisions of the ECHR.\(^5\) Finally the regional office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), in compliance with its mandate arising from the Geneva Convention, tracks the general implementation of obligations arising from the Convention.\(^6\)

---


II. Legal Framework and Government Actions

A. Government Measures

The Greek Ministry of Public Order and Citizen Protection has submitted two plans to the European Commission and the Council of the EU as part of its efforts to tackle the issues related to asylum, including creating first-reception centers, establishing screening procedures, addressing detention conditions, and improving facilities for families with children and for vulnerable groups. The first Plan, submitted in 2010, failed to produce a successful outcome, except that it prompted the adoption of the Law 3907/2011, which led to the creation of much-needed services. That law created an Asylum Service, composed of a Central Office located in Athens and regional asylum offices, a First Reception Service, and an Appeals Authority. A revised Action Plan on Asylum and Migration Management was presented to the European Commission in January 2013. The revised plan was based on two salient components: (a) to effectively ensure access to international protection through the opening of new reception centers, and (b) to establish an effective system of border management and returns.

B. 2013 Procedure for Granting International Protection

As of June 2013, applications for international protection fall within a new procedure established by Presidential Decree 113/2013. Every foreigner or stateless person has the right to submit an application for international protection, provided that he or she meets the criteria of the Geneva Convention and applicable national law or qualifies for subsidiary protection. The competent national authorities of first reception are obliged to inform the applicants of such rights.

Decisions are made by the Asylum Service on a case-by-case basis; the review is required to be an objective, unbiased, and nondiscriminatory review of the facts. When the application is filed...

The Asylum Service is composed of the Central Asylum Service, whose role is to supervise and monitor the process of registration and overall progress, or the lack thereof, of applications for international protection, and by the regional asylum offices which are in charge of registering and fingerprinting applicants. There are eleven regional asylum offices in Greece (seven regional offices and four mobile asylum units).\footnote{Asylum Service, \textsc{Ministry of Interior and Administrative Organization}, \url{http://asylo.gov.gr/?page_id=25} (in Greek; last visited Mar. 11, 2016), archived at \url{https://perma.cc/Z4QR-FKJ4}.} The largest regional office, which started operations in June 2013, is in Attica. Other regional offices began operations in 2014 and 2015 to accommodate the ever-increasing number of refugees. In addition, a new asylum office was established on the Island of Samos.\footnote{Commission Recommendation of 2/10/2016, \textit{supra} note 14, pmbl. para. 16.}

Applicants have the right to stay in Greece during the application process. Applicants may not be detained solely because they requested international protection. Detention of minors is generally not allowed, although minors who have been separated from their family or unaccompanied minors are kept in detention until their relatives are located, or until they are housed in appropriate facilities.\footnote{Presidential Decree No. 113/2013, art. 12.} Legal aid is provided to those applicants who need it, in accordance with Law No. 3226/2004.\footnote{Law No. 3226/2004, E.K.E.D., Feb. 4, 2004, A:24, \url{http://www.et.gr/index.php/2013-01-28-14-06-23/search-laws} (in Greek), archived at \url{https://perma.cc/2RWM-MFCA}.} The decisions on granting or withdrawing international protection are forwarded to the local office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).\footnote{Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, \textit{supra} note 1, art. 35(2).} The local office has the right to request additional information. Greek authorities must provide to the UNHCR all statistical data requested on the condition of refugees and on implementation of the Geneva Convention, as well as all existing legislation on refugees, in compliance with article 35, paragraph 2 of the Convention.\footnote{Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, \textit{supra} note 1, art. 35(2).}

\textit{1. First Instance}

Law 3907/2011 established the Asylum Service as the competent state authority to examine applications for international protection in the first instance. The Review Authorities examine the applications for international protection following either a regular or accelerated procedure. During the review, the applications of the following categories of persons have priority: (a) vulnerable persons, (b) those in detention or in transit, (c) persons whose applications are \textit{prima facie} substantiated, (d) those whose applications are manifestly unfounded, and (e) persons who...
are deemed by the police in substantiated decisions to be a danger to national security and public order.\textsuperscript{29}

2. Accelerated Procedures

Accelerated procedures are applied to people who (a) come from a safe country of origin, (b) have submitted manifestly unfounded applications, (c) have presented false information or documents, or (d) made another asylum application in another Member State with different personal data.\textsuperscript{30} Applications must be reviewed within six months.\textsuperscript{31} Applicants are subject to personal interviews through interpreters by staff who have experience in such matters and who are expected to maintain confidentiality.\textsuperscript{32}

Greece recognizes as safe countries of origin those third countries where (a) there is no threat to life or freedom based on religion, race, ethnicity, participation in a particular social group, or political convictions; (b) there is no danger to the life of the applicant; and (c) the nonrefoulement principle of the Geneva Convention is followed.\textsuperscript{33} Applications filed by nationals of safe countries of origin are fast-tracked and such persons are sent back to their countries of origin.

3. Border Procedure

If applicants apply at the border, they have the right to be informed of their rights, including the right to an interpreter and the right to consult a lawyer at their own expense. If no decision is made within twenty-eight days from the day of their application, they have the right to enter Greece in order to have their case reviewed.\textsuperscript{34}

4. Detention

Pursuant to Decree 113/2013, an applicant in need of international protection or a stateless person must not be kept in detention for the sole reason that the person applied for international protection and entered the country illegally.\textsuperscript{35} A person may be kept in detention until his/her documentation is confirmed or in case the person is deemed to be a danger to the public or to national security.\textsuperscript{36} No one can be detained for more than three months.\textsuperscript{37} The Greek government has closed some of the detention facilities that had extremely bad conditions.
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5. Right to Appeal

The applicant has the right to appeal to the examining authorities a decision that denies international protection or rejects an accelerated procedure. The Appeals Authority is a body within the Ministry of Public Order and Citizens’ Protection established by Law 3907/2011. It is staffed by civil servants and headed by a Director who is under the supervision of the Minister of Public Order and Citizens’ Protection. The Authority is mandated to facilitate the work of the appeals committees, which examine asylum cases on appeal. The rules of procedure of the Appeals Authority are set forth in Ministerial Decision 334/2014.

Since September 2015, when the mandate of the Appeals Committees expired, persons have been able to file appeals against first-instance negative decisions, but such applications cannot be processed. Therefore, there is currently no functioning system for an effective remedy. As the Commission noted, the lack of an appeal undermines the effective implementation of the relocation procedure, in which an applicant submits an appeal against a relocation or transfer decision.

6. Reception Conditions

In 2015, Greece undertook the responsibility to create additional reception capacity for 30,000 people, provide rent subsidies to those asylum seekers who could not be accommodated in reception centers, and host an additional 20,000 families with the assistance of the UNHCR. In its 2016 Recommendation the Commission acknowledged that improvements have been made concerning the increase in capacity of reception centers, but stated that reception capacity is still “insufficient.” The Commission also urged Greece to ensure that the reception conditions in both open and closed reception accommodations, and access to health care, are comparable to the standards laid down by Directive 2013/33/EU. It recommended that Greece ensure that reception facilities are sufficiently staffed to handle refugees and added that maintenance of the reception conditions should be funded either from the national budget or EU funds, if possible.

---
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C. Criteria for Recognition of Refugees and Those Eligible for Subsidiary Protection

Presidential Decree 141/2013 transposed the provisions of Directive 2011/95/EC, which determines the standards for the qualification of third-country nationals or stateless persons who qualify as refugees or are eligible for subsidiary protection. Refugee status is given to a third-country national or a stateless person who meets the criteria established by Presidential Decree 141/2013.

1. Criteria for Refugee Status

To be granted refugee status, an applicant must meet the following criteria:

- The applicant must face a well-founded fear of persecution within the meaning of article 1A of the Geneva Convention.
- The grounds for persecution must be related to the applicant’s race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in a particular social group.
- A causal link must exist between the well-founded fear of persecution on the grounds of one’s race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in a particular social group and the acts of persecution.
- The acts of persecution may take a variety of forms, such as physical or mental violence, including sexual violence, and in the case of a minor may also include acts of a gender-specific or child-specific nature.

2. Subsidiary Protection Status

In order to be granted subsidiary protection status, there must be substantial grounds to believe that an applicant who does not otherwise qualify for refugee status would face a real risk of suffering serious harm if returned to his/her country of origin. The qualification for subsidiary protection from a “real risk of suffering serious harm” includes the death penalty or execution, torture or other inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, or a serious and individualized threat to persons due to violence in the case of internal armed conflict.


47 Presidential Decree No. 141/2013, art. 12, paras. 1 & 2.

48 Id. arts. 9 & 10.

49 Id. art. 15.
The applicant must provide information pertaining to his/her age, background, country of origin, relatives, travel documents (if any), and reasons for applying for international protection. Each application is examined individually.  

D. Rights of Refugees and Beneficiaries of Subsidiary Protection

Greek law grants a number of rights and benefits to persons granted refugee status or subsidiary protection.

1. Family Unity

Greek asylum authorities are required to ensure the family unity of those who are recognized as refugees or beneficiaries of subsidiary protection. The families of such persons acquire the same status as the applicant, unless they do not wish to have such status.

2. Residence Permit

Those who have been recognized as refugees or beneficiaries of secondary international protection are granted a residence permit for three years, which is renewable at the request of the person concerned, except for those who pose a threat to national security or to public safety due to conviction for an especially serious crime. The family members of refugees or beneficiaries of international protection are also granted a residence permit. Issuance and renewal of residence permits are subject to the same rules.

3. Travel Documents

Recognized refugees are given travel documents to be able to travel abroad pursuant to the sample contained in the Annex of the Geneva Convention, unless reasons exist for banning the travel of the person concerned. The passport is granted by the Passport Office of the Greek Police and the required documents, duration, and renewal are determined by Law 3103/2003.

---
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4. Education

Minors who have been recognized as refugees must have access to education. In addition, adults have access to educational training and development under the same terms and conditions as nationals.57

5. Social Welfare

Beneficiaries of international protection have access to social welfare under the same conditions as nationals.58

6. Access to Employment

Those who are recognized as persons in need of international protection have access to employment, either salaried or independent, pursuant to Presidential Decree 189/1998.59 The existing legislation on remuneration, terms of employment, training, and educational opportunities also apply to those who have been recognized as refugees.60 In practice, asylum seekers face a stark reality in Greece with regard to access to the labor market, due to the economic crisis and the overall absence of available job opportunities. As of November 2015, the unemployment rate in Greece was 24.6% overall, and 48% for young persons under twenty-five years of age. In both instances, Greece has the the highest unemployment rate in the EU.61

7. Health Care

Recognized refugees or persons with subsidiary protection status have the right to health care on the same basis and conditions as nationals.62 Those who have special needs, such as pregnant women, the elderly, unaccompanied children, people who have been subject to torture or other inhuman or degrading treatment, or persons with disabilities, as well as trafficking victims and those who come from conflict areas, are entitled to sufficient medical care, including psychological care and support, under the same conditions as nationals.63 Presidential Decree 220/2007 provides for free healthcare services for all asylum seekers regardless of whether they are hosted in the reception facilities or not. However, access is conditioned depending on the economic status of the asylum seekers. In the case of asylum seekers with disabilities, a monthly allowance is granted subject to Health Committee approval.64

57 Presidential Decree No. 141/2013, art. 28.
58 Id. art. 29.
60 Presidential Decree No. 141/2013, art. 27.
62 Presidential Decree No. 141/2013, art. 31.
63 Id. art. 31, para. 2.
64 Presidential Decree No. 220/2007, art. 12.
8. Unaccompanied Minors

Unaccompanied minors are provided with extra care and protection by the appropriate Greek authorities. Greece has allocated 402 reception facilities to accommodate unaccompanied minors. A joint ministerial decision, which was adopted in February 2016, provides the procedure to determine whether an applicant is a minor. A guardian or a representative is appointed to represent the interests of the child and accommodations are provided either with family members, foster families, or special hospitality centers for minors. The European Commission’s 2016 Recommendation to the Greek government asserted that the current guardianship system is problematic, since public prosecutors are appointed to represent minors and do not have appropriate resources to handle the large number of minors who need a guardian. The Commission also noted the lack of a guardianship system within the Greek legal system to enable prosecutors to appoint permanent guardians.

9. Repatriation

The appropriate Greek authorities are required to provide assistance to those refugees and those who possess subsidiary protection to return to their countries of origin, if they so wish.

III. Schengen Implications

At the peak of the migrant crisis in 2015, a number of EU Members resorted to re-imposing internal border controls to curb the number of migrants entering their country. Under the Schengen Borders Code, such measures are allowed temporarily. However, the border controls adversely affected the free movement of persons and endangered the entire Schengen system.

In November 2015, the Commission, using its authority under the Schengen evaluation mechanism, sent a team of experts to make an unannounced onsite evaluation visit to Greek

---

65 Secretariat of the Committee of Ministers, Communication from the Authorities (02/09/2016) Concerning the Case of M.S.S. Against Greece (Application 030696/09), DH-DD (2016)182 (Feb. 23, 2016), archived at https://perma.cc/KCT5-FL8Q.

66 Joint Ministerial Decision of the Interior, Administrative Reorganization, and Health, No. 1982/2016, on Determining Whether an Applicant is a Minor, B:335 (Feb. 16, 2016), archived at https://perma.cc/6P98-QQ9B.

67 Presidential Decree No. 141/2013, art. 35.
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71 Council Regulation (EU) No. 1053/2013 of 7 October 2013 Establishing an Evaluation and Monitoring Mechanism to Verify the Application of the Schengen Acquis and Repealing the Decision of the Executive Committee of 16 September 1998 Setting up a Standing Committee on the Evaluation and Implementation of
sea-border sites (Chios and Samos Islands) and some land-border sites, to examine the functioning and application of Schengen rules by Greece. The resulting Schengen Evaluation Report prepared by the Commission on February 2, 2016, acknowledged the efforts made and the measures taken by the Greek government to handle the migrant crisis, but stated that “the overall functioning of the Schengen area is at serious risk” and made a number of recommendations to ensure that Greece exercises effective control of its external borders, in accordance with Schengen rules.  

The Evaluation Report identified several deficiencies with Greece’s asylum system concerning the registration procedure, surveillance of sea borders, border-check procedures, human resources and training, and infrastructure and equipment. With regard to registration procedures, the Commission recommended that Greece take, inter alia, the following measures:

- Improve the quality of the “temporary stay” documents by inserting security features to make it difficult for migrants to falsify documents
- Increase the staff of the Hellenic Police responsible for registration
- Provide the necessary accommodation facilities during the registration process and a sufficient number of fingerprinting scanners to ensure fingerprints of all irregular migrants, pursuant to the Eurodac Regulation

As far as border surveillance, the Report recommended that Greece improve its border surveillance between Greece and Turkey to enable it to detect all vessels in order to apprehend persons who cross illegally.

Greece is required to draft an action plan to address the deficiencies cited in the Commission’s report, forward this plan to the Commission and the Council, and report back on implementation of the plan.
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IV. Case Law on Asylum System

A. M.S.S. v. Belgium and Greece

The case of M.S.S. v. Belgium and Greece involved living conditions in reception centers in Greece. An Afghan national entered the EU through Greece and then went to Belgium where he applied for asylum. On the basis of the Dublin Regulation he was sent back to Greece as the first country of entry into the EU, where he was kept in detention in a small room with twenty other detainees with limited access to restroom facilities. In 2011, the Grand Chamber of the ECHR held that both Belgium and Greece had violated the European Convention on Human Rights. It held that Belgium infringed article 3 of the Convention, first, by exposing the applicant to the risks arising from the deficiencies in the asylum procedure in Greece, since the Belgian authorities knew or ought to have known that the applicant had no guarantee that his asylum application would be seriously examined by the Greek authorities, and second, by knowingly exposing him to detention and living conditions that amounted to degrading treatment. The Court also found that Greece violated article 3, as well as article 13 of the Convention on the right to an effective remedy, because of the harsh living conditions and inadequate asylum procedures in the country.

B. N.S. v. Secretary of State for the Home Department

In N.S. v. Secretary of State for the Home Department, N.S., an Afghan national, was arrested in Greece on September 24, 2008, and placed in detention for entering Greece illegally. He was ordered to leave Greece within thirty days and was subsequently expelled to Turkey. He escaped from Turkey and went to the United Kingdom, where he claimed asylum. N.S. was informed that, in accordance with the requirements under Regulation No. 343/2003, he was to be transferred to Greece on August 6, 2009. He challenged that decision.

The case came before the Court of Justice of the European Union and was joined with a similar case (Case C-493/10) involving five asylum seekers in Ireland who opposed being transferred to Greece for examination of their asylum applications. All of the claimants traveled through Greece and were arrested there for illegal entry. They left Greece without applying for asylum and traveled to Ireland, where they applied for asylum.
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The Court held that EU law precludes the Member States from making a “conclusive presumption” that the Member State responsible for reviewing an asylum application, in accordance with Dublin rules, observes the fundamental rights of the European Union. It stated that under article 4 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, Member States may not transfer an asylum seeker to the “Member State responsible” within the meaning of the Dublin Regulation where they are aware of systemic deficiencies in the asylum procedure and the reception conditions such that the asylum seeker would face a real risk of being subjected to inhuman or degrading treatment.

As a result of these cases, EU Member States suspended transfers to Greece under the Dublin Regulation.

V. EU Funding on Asylum

At the request of Greece, the European Asylum Support Office (EASO) has provided financial assistance and deployed Asylum Support Teams to Greece to establish new asylum services and to assist with the reception of vulnerable persons. Due to an increased number of migrants entering the EU through Greece, Greece made a further request to the EASO for Special Support, and support will be provided until the end of May 2016.

The Commission has allocated a large amount of European Union funding for the period 2014–2020 to assist Greece with implementation of national measures in the field of asylum and migration. The Commission, through the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund, provided a total of €294.5 million (about US$328 million) to Greece, and under the Internal Security Fund – Borders and Visas a total of another €214.8 million (about US$240 million). A further €133 million (about US$149 million) has been awarded to Greece as emergency assistance since 2014. In addition, significant funding was provided to Greece under the European Refugee Fund in the years 2008–2013, including emergency funding of more than €50.6 million (about US$56.5 million).

VI. Pending Issues

A. Hot Spots

One of the requirements imposed on Greece by the Commission was the construction of “hot spot” registration centers in order to ensure the proper registration and identification of migrants before their transfer to relocation areas with the objective of transferring them to other countries within the EU or returning them to their countries of origin. In October 2015, Greece presented

---
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a Roadmap to the Council of the EU regarding its plan to implement the hot spots. In January 2016, the government announced that the hot-spot areas in the islands of Lesvos (extension to a pre-existing center), Leros, Chios, and Samos would be completed sometime in spring 2016. The Greek army has been mobilized to ensure the hot spots are completed.  

Greece is required to ensure full registration of all migrants entering illegally. Greece has made significant improvements in this regard, increasing the fingerprinting rate from 8% in September 2015 to 78% in January 2016. The EASO has been assisting Greece with ordering twenty-five fingerprinting stations for hotspot locations, and an additional sixty-five fingerprinting stations will be ordered soon. Meanwhile, the Greek Police have set up six fingerprinting stations in Lesvos.

B. Planning for Resumption of Dublin Transfers

Since 2011, Dublin transfers to Greece, as the first country of origin, were suspended by EU Member States because of the systemic deficiencies in its asylum system identified in the court decisions discussed in section IV above. To ensure that the Common European Asylum System applies properly, on February 10, 2016, the Commission urged Greece to take additional measures to enable the eventual resumption of Dublin transfers, including bringing the reception conditions up to EU standards, ensuring effective access to the asylum procedures throughout Greece, resuming the operation of appeal committees, and making fully operational all 50,000 reception locations that Greece has committed to open.

C. Return of Illegal Migrants

The Commission has urged Greece to comply fully with the Returns Directive in order to ensure the return of those who do not qualify for international protection back to their country of origin. In this regard, the Commission advised Greece to utilize the maximum allowed detention of eighteen months to avoid a situation where detention ends before migrants are effectively returned. The EU has financed an emergency forced return program under the Asylum Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF), implementation of which has been entrusted to the Greek police. Another program financed by the AMIF is the emergency Assisted Voluntary Return (AVR) program, which provides the possibility to a total of 1,000 migrants to return voluntarily to their countries of origins.

---
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D. Control of Borders

The Schengen system is based on the premise that the external borders of the EU must be secure in order to ensure an area free of internal border controls. The Commission has urged Greece, as a member of the Schengen area, to ensure the security of its external borders, especially the border with the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia where 32,000 migrants have camped outside of Idomeni.\textsuperscript{95} Frontex, the EU’s external borders agency, will provide assistance to Greece in its efforts to accommodate the migrants at the Idomeni camp and secure its border.\textsuperscript{96}

E. Agreement with Turkey

On March 7, 2016, the European Council, composed of heads of state and governments, brokered a provisional deal with Turkey regarding the migratory flow from Turkey to Greece.\textsuperscript{97} Some key highlights of the agreement, which have a direct impact on Greece, include

- the return of all new irregular migrants crossing from Turkey into the Greek islands, with the costs covered by the EU; and
- resettlement, for every Syrian readmitted by Turkey from the Greek islands, of another Syrian from Turkey to the EU Member States, within the framework of the existing commitments.\textsuperscript{98}

The UN Refugee Agency has cast doubt over the legality of the plan, on the grounds that return of migrants to Turkey would amount to collective expulsions, which are prohibited under international and EU law.\textsuperscript{99}


\textsuperscript{98} Id.

SUMMARY As a Jewish homeland open to the immigration of Jews from all over the world, and a signatory to the 1951 UN Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and the 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, Israel has absorbed a large number of Jewish refugees from Europe, the Middle East, and Africa. In handling applications for political asylum of non-Jewish applicants, Israel applies international law criteria in accordance with its treaty obligations and claims to abide by the principle of non-refoulement.

Israel has traditionally maintained restrictive immigration policies. This is due to the fact that it borders states and populations that are hostile, is affected by geopolitically volatile conditions in the Middle East and Africa, respects civil liberties, and enjoys a significantly higher standard of living as compared with other countries in the surrounding region.

While it has generally allowed Eritrean and Sudanese nationals who entered unlawfully and are already in the country to stay, it has not provided them with opportunities to become permanent residents or citizens. In addition, Israel has erected a fence along its border with Egypt to prevent a further influx of African migrants. It is also currently building a fence along the border with Jordan, which is reportedly hosting more than 600,000 Syrian refugees.

I. Introduction

Established as a Jewish homeland open to immigration of Jews from all over the world, Israel has absorbed hundreds of thousands of Jewish refugees since its establishment in 1948. It has admitted, however, only a limited number of non-Jewish refugees.

Following the end of World War II, between 1945 and 1948, thousands of Jewish European displaced persons attempted to enter Palestine, which was then under a British Mandate. Immigration to Palestine, however, remained severely limited until the establishment of the State of Israel in May 1948, as “the British authorities interned many of the would-be immigrants to Palestine in detention camps in Cyprus.” Israel absorbed some 140,000 Holocaust survivors

---


during its first years as an independent state. In addition, it has admitted about 586,000 Jews from Arab countries who were dispossessed of their homes both before and after the establishment of Israel.4

Israel has continued to admit many immigrants from all over the world, including almost a million Jews and non-Jewish relatives of Jews who qualified for Oleh immigration status under the Law of Return5 and emigrated from the former Soviet Republics between 1990 and 2014.6

The admission of non-Jewish refugees who do not qualify under the Law of Return, however, has traditionally been very limited. Among those refugees who have been authorized to stay over the years were merely a few hundred Vietnamese escaping the Communist regime between 1975 and 1979 who later gained Israeli citizenship.7 In 1993 Israel issued temporary visas to eighty-four Bosnian Muslims who had been driven from their homes as a consequence of the conflict in the former Yugoslavia.8

Tens of thousands of African migrants have entered Israel unlawfully via undesignated land crossings from Egypt in recent years. Most of these migrants are Eritrean and Sudanese nationals claiming to have escaped political persecution in their countries.9 Their status has been the subject of public debate,10 parliamentary hearings, several legislative amendments, and judicial review by the Supreme Court.
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5 Relatives of Jews may qualify for status as an Oleh, a Jew immigrating to Israel, under the Law of Return 5710-1950, as amended, http://knesset.gov.il/laws/special/eng/return.htm, archived at http://perma.cc/7UGG-4YK7. According to section 4A, added in 1970, “a child and a grandchild of a Jew, the spouse of a Jew, the spouse of a child of a Jew and the spouse of a grandchild of a Jew” are entitled to immigrate into Israel in accordance with the Law, “except for a person who has been a Jew and has voluntarily changed his religion.” Id. Furthermore, according to the Amendment, “[i]t shall be immaterial whether or not a Jew by whose right a right . . . is claimed is still alive and whether or not he has immigrated to Israel.” Id.


This report describes the current legal regime that applies to the admission of refugees in Israel and Israel’s procedures for processing asylum requests.

II. International Agreements

Israel is a signatory to the 1951 UN Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and the 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees.\(^{11}\) It is also a signatory to the Final Act of the United Nations Conference on the Status of Stateless Persons, 1954,\(^{12}\) and the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness.\(^{13}\) Accordingly, Israel recognizes a refugee as a person who,

> owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it.\(^{14}\)

Israel is also committed to the principle

> that no State should expel or return a person in any manner whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his life or freedom would be threatened on account of his race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion.\(^{15}\)

---


\(^{14}\) Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, supra note 11, art. 2.

\(^{15}\) Id. art. 33.
III. Restrictive Policy on Non-Jewish Immigration

Israel’s immigration policies have been greatly affected by the country’s geopolitical situation, specifically the ongoing Arab-Israeli conflict and the current volatile conditions in the Middle East and parts of Africa.

Responding to recent calls by Israeli liberals led by opposition leader Isaac Herzog to admit Syrian refugees escaping the turmoil in their country, Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu noted that Israel had provided medical care to over one thousand injured Syrians. He further added that Israel had also made “efforts to aid African nations and thus stem the flow of migrants from African countries.” Netanyahu refused, however, to approve a general policy that would allow Syrian refugees to stay in Israel. At a cabinet meeting in September 2015, Netanyahu reportedly stated,

Israel is not indifferent to the human tragedy of the refugees from Syria and Africa. . . . But Israel is a small country, a very small country that lacks demographic and geographic depth; therefore, we must control our borders, against both illegal migrants and terrorism.

IV. Handling Asylum Requests

The authority to make determinations on refugee status in Israel is vested with the Minister of Interior. In 2002 an interministerial committee for determining eligibility for political asylum was established by the Attorney General. The Committee is responsible for evaluating individual requests and making recommendations to the Minister of Interior. Until July 1, 2009, requests by asylum seekers in Israel were transferred to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). After that date the responsibility for handling requests from asylum seekers was transferred to the Refugee Status Determination Unit (RSD) of the Ministry of Interior. The RSD works in close collaboration with the United Nations.

According to information provided by Israel’s Population and Immigration Authority (PIA), RSD representatives have been trained by international experts in the treatment of asylum

---


seekers. Requests for asylum are reviewed in accordance with principles under the UN refugee treaty and with sensitivity to the relevant circumstances of the applicants.20

A. General Principles

The PIA issued its Procedure for Handling Political Asylum Seekers in Israel (PHPAS) on February 1, 2011.21 The PHPAS clarifies that the processes it introduces do not derogate from the authorities vested in the Interior Minister by the Entry to Israel Law, 5712-1952,22 except with regard to deportation authority. The Minister, therefore, does not have the authority to expel asylum applicants prior to the rendering of a final decision on their applications.23 The PHPAS specifies that political asylum requests must be handled in conformity with Israeli law. Such requests must also be treated in consideration of Israel’s treaty obligations, recognizing that “no person is to be expelled to an area in which there is prospective threat to his life, under the principle of non-refoulement.”24

B. Advisory Committee on Refugees

The PHPAS established an advisory committee on refugees that reports to the Interior Minister or his/her designee. The committee is chaired by a retired judge or a person who is qualified to serve as a district court judge and is not a civil servant, and who has been appointed by the Interior Minister in consultation with the Minister of Justice. The committee further includes one representative of each of the following ministries: Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Ministry of Interior’s Population and Immigration Authority.25

C. Filing an Application for Asylum

An application for political asylum by a foreign national in Israel must be submitted to the PIA within a year from the date of entry into Israel or, in the absence of special reasons, must be dismissed.26 An application that is filed late may be considered by the head of a team in the PIA Infiltrators and Asylum Seekers Department if special reasons for the delay are presented by the applicant at the time of filing.27

---

20 Id.
23 PHPAS, supra note 21, at 1.
24 Id. For specific information on Israel’s handling of political asylum requests, see Requests for Political Asylum in Israel, PIA, http://www.piba.gov.il/AuthorityUnits/Documents/Requests%20for%20political%20asylum%20in%20Israel.pdf, archived at https://perma.cc/QW7V-ANYZ.
25 PHPAS, supra note 21, at 1–2.
27 PHPAS, supra note 21, § 1c(2).
An applicant who is in custody may submit his/her application to the PIA representatives in the custody facility. The PIA must ensure that the applicant is informed of the manner of submitting an application for asylum in Israel, the right to contact a legal representative of his/her choosing, and the scope of representation to which he/she is entitled during the process. Applications for asylum by unaccompanied minors, “persons suffering from mental problems,” or victims of torture are handled with special sensitivity.

D. Registration and Identification

The PHPAS states the following with regard to the registration and identification of asylum applicants:

a. A foreign subject arriving at the Authority’s offices to submit an application . . . will undergo a registration and identification process, in which he will be photographed, biometric means of identification will be taken from him, and he will give his full address, contact details and other identifying particulars, as required. The foreign subject will be requested to immediately update his address and contact details, should there be any changes in them.

b. The presence of an attorney representing the asylum seeker will be permitted during the registration and identification process, provided that his participation is limited to comments which he may make prior to the process or after its conclusion, but not during the process.

E. Interview and Determination

Unless the applicant’s identification is refuted at the conclusion of the preliminary registration and identification process, he/she undergoes a basic interview. The basic interview must be conducted in the official language of the applicant’s country of origin if he/she understands that language. Otherwise the interview will be conducted in any other language that he/she understands, and if need be, through an interpreter. The presence of an attorney representing the asylum seeker is permitted subject to conditions specified in the PHPAS.

At the conclusion of the basic interview, the interviewer immediately decides whether to refer the applicant for a comprehensive interview or initiate the process for immediate dismissal of the application. The PHPAS provides a detailed list of requirements regarding the conduct of a

---

28 Id. § 1a.
29 Id. § 1b.
30 Id. § 2.
31 Id. § 3a.
32 Id. § 3b(1).
33 Id. § 3b(3).
34 Id. § 3c.
comprehensive interview\textsuperscript{35} and additional procedures for reconsideration of applications that have been denied\textsuperscript{36}.

V. Asylum Requests by Nationals of Hostile States

Israel has rarely granted residence status to nationals of hostile states. Special arrangements are made for residents of the West Bank and Gaza for the sake of family reunification. Security concerns are reflected in the following PHPAS provision:

The State of Israel reserves the right not to absorb into Israel and not to grant permits to stay in Israel to subjects of enemy or hostile states – as determined from time to time by the authorized authorities, and so long as they have that status, and the question of their release on bond will be considered on a case by case basis, according to the circumstances and to security considerations.

Israel appreciates the UN Refugee Agency’s notice according to which until a comprehensive political settlement is reached in our region it will make every effort to find refugees asylums [sic] in other countries\textsuperscript{37}.

VI. Prevention of “Infiltration” into Israel

A. Regulation of Unlawful Entry into Israel

Israel currently shares borders with Egypt, the Gaza Strip, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, and the West Bank. Because of security concerns Israel maintains heightened supervision of its borders. To better control its borders, the Knesset (Israel’s Parliament) passed the Prevention of Infiltration (Offences and Jurisdiction) Law, 5714-1954, on August 26, 1954.\textsuperscript{38} The Law was designed to “improve the security at the state borders and the general security [in the country] by improving the legal measures that are used against infiltrators.”\textsuperscript{39}

In accordance with the Prevention of Infiltration (Offences and Jurisdiction) Law, 5714-1954, as amended, “infiltrators” (mistanenim) are persons who are not Israeli residents, do not possess an Oleh\textsuperscript{40} or a permanent residence visa, and have entered Israel via a border that has not been designated as an international border crossing by the Minister of Interior.\textsuperscript{41}

\textsuperscript{35} Id. § 5.
\textsuperscript{36} Id. § 9.
\textsuperscript{37} Id. § 10.
\textsuperscript{38} Prevention of Infiltration (Offences and Jurisdiction) Law, 5714-1954, 8 LSI 133 (5714-1953/54).
\textsuperscript{39} Draft Bill for Borders Security (Offenses and Jurisdiction), 5713-1953, HATSAOT HOK No. 161 p. 172 (in Hebrew; translation by author, R.L.).
\textsuperscript{41} Prevention of Infiltration (Offences and Jurisdiction) Law, 5714-1954 § 1, as amended. An up-to-date version of the Law is available in the Nevo Legal Database, http://www.nevo.co.il (in Hebrew, by subscription), archived at https://perma.cc/6TA7-UGDA.
B. Influx of African “Infiltrators” Since 2006

1. Statistical Data

Since 2006 an increased number of migrants have crossed the border from Egypt to Israel. A report issued by the PIA in April 2015 provides statistical data on “infiltrators” who “have unlawfully entered Israel through the border with Egypt, and have been identified at the border either upon entry or later within the jurisdiction of the State of Israel.”

According to the report, nearly 65,000 Africans crossed illegally into Israel between 2006 and 2013. By March 31, 2015, 45,711 of them were staying in Israel, including four who had entered since the beginning of 2015; 747 have reportedly left voluntarily; 33,506 are from Eritrea; 8,637 are from Sudan; 2,984 from other countries in Africa; and 584 are from elsewhere.

2. Public Reaction

The increased number of African “infiltrators” has drawn public opposition, and their settling in population centers, particularly in Tel Aviv, and involvement in crimes in those centers has inflamed popular resentment.

The influx of “infiltrators,” particularly between 2006 and 2013, has reportedly created fear that the demographic changes resulting from “a wave of impoverished Africans, mostly Muslims from Sudan and Christians from Eritrea, would overwhelm the Jewish nature of the state.” In addition, some have raised national security concerns over the influx and have argued that Israel is “the only country of the First World that borders only Third World countries.”

---

43 Id.
44 Id. at 4.
45 Opposition to allowing infiltrators to stay has included allegations that they have perpetrated criminal offenses, particularly in Tel Aviv. See Morag, supra note 10. For data on crimes committed by “infiltrators,” see NETA MOSHE & SHARON SOFER, REPORTED CRIME BY FOREIGNERS INCLUDING INFILTRATORS, 2009–2013 (Knesset Information and Research Center Aug. 12, 2014), https://www.knesset.gov.il/mmm/data/pdf/m03432.pdf (in Hebrew), archived at https://perma.cc/2MCD-D97D.
Professor Ruth Gavison, founder and former president of the Association for Civil Rights in Israel, has distinguished between

the entry of thousands, who actually come every month from countries that do not share a border with Israel and it is unclear whether they are labor migrants or asylum requesters, and a situation in which a relatively small number of persons who escape an imminent real danger that threatens them in their country adjacent to Israel arrive at the state borders.

According to Professor Gavison,

[t]he dramatic phenomenon of large groups of people knocking at Israel’s borders in recent years, in a well-organized and financed process of transfers, in a situation such that their incentive to come to the state of Israel in a regular fashion because of the combination of their resentment of their location and the attraction to the place where they are coming—this phenomenon is a structural result of the reality in their country and the country to which they desire to come.

Highlighting the superior social, economic, political, and human rights conditions in Israel as compared with those in surrounding countries, and the difficulty in monitoring the land border with Egypt, Professor Gavison concluded that ever-growing, unauthorized migration into Israel has become a strategic problem. Describing ways to handle it, she suggested that

[o]ur challenge is to apply the right balance. On the one hand, under these conditions the State of Israel cannot maintain open borders . . . ; on the other hand, . . . the State of Israel . . . has a duty towards those who are “refugees” and escape because of a threat to their lives or welfare because of their identity or views. But . . . Israel—or other states—do not have such a duty towards work migrants. It does not have a duty, under normal conditions, towards refugees who arrived [in Israel] after passing through a country in which they are not exposed to a similar threat. Let us also remember that the duty towards the real refugees is to permit them to enter, and not to return them to the place where they are facing danger. There is no duty to grant them status in the country where they have found shelter, but they should be permitted to live there in a reasonable way until a place where they could be absorbed [as immigrants] could be found or until they can return safely to their homes.

---


50 Id.

51 Id.

52 Id.

A recent decision by Israel’s Supreme Court summarizes governmental policies on admitting African “infiltrators.”53 Regardless of whether their motives in arriving in Israel were to improve their economic conditions, as the State argued, or to escape political persecution, as petitioners in the case argued, the Court noted that Israel did not send Sudanese nationals back to their country. The Court also noted that Israel subjected Eritrean nationals to a policy of “temporary nonremoval” in compliance with the principle of non-refoulement. These policies did not prevent nationals of either country from filing individual applications to be granted refugee status.54

Describing the development of policies on admitting African migrants, the Court stated that at first “infiltrators” were returned to Egypt. Because of the geopolitical situation in that country, however, this policy was discontinued.55

In response to public concern, in 2013 the Israeli government adopted an official policy offering Sudanese and Eritreans who were willing to leave $3,500 plus a one-way ticket home or to a third-party country, namely Rwanda or Uganda. In addition, the government reportedly spent more than $350 million to build a 140-mile fence along its entire border with Egypt. The steel barrier, completed in 2013, is believed to have almost fully stopped the illegal entry of migrants into Israel from the Sinai Peninsula. The fence has similarly shut down human traffickers said to have engaged in the rape of women and extortion of migrants.56 An additional $75 million eighteen-mile fence along the border with Jordan, a country considered “home to more than 600,000 Syrian refugees,” is currently being erected.57

4. Internment of “Infiltrators” for Identification and Determination of Refugee Status

Unable to return “infiltrators” to their countries of origin, the government started detaining such “infiltrators” in accordance with its authority under the Entry to Israel Law, 5712-1952.58 In accordance with this Law, however, the government was generally not authorized to detain them for a period exceeding sixty days.59

To extend the detention period, the Knesset passed a series of temporary amendments to the Prevention of Infiltration (Offences and Jurisdiction) Law, 5714-1954, that specifically authorize

---


54 Id. ¶ 4.

55 Id. ¶ 7.


57 Schwartz, supra note 18.

58 Entry to Israel Law, 5712-1952, 6 LSI p. 150, 5712-1951/52, as amended.

deporting and holding “infiltrators” in custody.\textsuperscript{60} As detention extending to one or three-year periods had been previously declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court,\textsuperscript{61} on December 8, 2014, the Knesset passed legislation that limited detention to a period of three months, which can be extended up to twenty months, while keeping intact the restrictions introduced by the earlier amendments, including that “infiltrators” must stay in detention facilities at night.\textsuperscript{62}

According to explanatory notes of the Amendment Law, the new measures were designed to discourage further “infiltration” into Israel, enable the authorities to identify “infiltrators and remove them from Israel, enable the state to protect its borders and sovereignty, and prevent the continued settling of infiltrators at town centers in Israel.”\textsuperscript{63}

In its leading decision rendered on August 11, 2015, the Supreme Court, sitting as an extended bench of nine justices, reviewed the constitutionality of the Amendment Law. The majority of the justices determined that the three-month detention period for “infiltrators” for the purpose of identifying them and determining whether they should be removed from Israel was valid. The placement of “infiltrators” in a specially designated center was also deemed lawful.\textsuperscript{64} The Court determined, however, that the twenty-month maximum detention period set by the Amendment Law was not proportional and therefore void. It specified that the decision would take effect six months following the date of issuance, thereby allowing the Knesset to pass new legislation to substitute the twenty month maximum detention period with a period that would conform to constitutional requirements. The Court further determined that the authority to hold “infiltrators” in a detention center during the six month period would be limited to a detention of up to twelve months. Detainees held for periods exceeding twelve months in total would therefore be released immediately or no later than fifteen days following the date of the decision.\textsuperscript{65}

On February 8, 2016, shortly before the expiration of the six month period authorized by the Court, the Knesset passed a temporary amendment that will be effective for three years, determining that the period of detention of an “infiltrator” in a detention center may not exceed twelve months.\textsuperscript{66}

\textsuperscript{60} Prevention of Infiltration (Offences and Jurisdiction) Law, 5714-1954, as amended, ch. C. An up-to-date version of the Law is available in the Nevo Legal Database, http://www.nevo.co.il (in Hebrew; by subscription), archived at https://perma.cc/6TA7-UGDA.

\textsuperscript{61} Tashuma Naga Dasta v. Knesset ¶ 9.


\textsuperscript{63} Tashuma Naga Dasta v. Knesset ¶ 12.

\textsuperscript{64} Id. ¶¶ 40–49.

\textsuperscript{65} Id. Verdict § 1 (adopting the opinion of Court President Miriam Naor set out in ¶ 115).

VII. Status of “Infiltrators” Who Are Not Held in Custody

“Infiltrators” who are not in custody may obtain a temporary visit visa under section 2(A)(5) of the Entry into Israel Law, 5712-1952. They generally may be employed, as the government has expressed a commitment not to sanction employers of 2(A)(5)-visa holders. Employers may be sanctioned, however, for employing holders of an expired visa or for employment in violation of conditions that either fully or partially prohibit employment in specific geographic locations, such as Tel Aviv and Eilat. Although a temporary visit visa issued under section 2(A)(5) is not a work permit, employed visa holders are entitled to a number of benefits under Israeli labor law, including a minimum wage, sick pay, and health insurance.

67 Entry to Israel Law 5712-1952, 6 LSI p. 150 (5712-1951/52), as amended.
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SUMMARY

Italy’s legal system provides for a complex framework of assistance to asylum seekers. Italy has adhered to or ratified the most important international treaties providing for the protection of refugees and their families. The Italian police have broad powers to control and reject asylum seekers at the border. Italian legislation has created several government agencies at the national and regional levels to provide assistance to asylum seekers, including the review of their applications, financial and material help, and the monitoring of their activities within the country. Legislation that accords with Italy’s international and European obligations has also established grounds for the rejection of asylum requests. Italian law provides for an abbreviated procedure for the review of asylum requests under certain conditions. Asylum seekers may be granted either refugee status or subsidiary international protection status. Deportation and repatriation proceedings are also regulated in national legislation. Asylum-related administrative decisions are subject to judicial review. Once granted protected status, refugees may avail themselves of all the education, work, health care, housing, and other benefits established by law for Italian citizens. Finally, protective measures are established for unaccompanied minors found in the country.

I. Asylum in Italy in General

Italy has adhered to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948, whose article 14 provides that “everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution.”\(^1\) Italy is also a signatory to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 1966 and the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms of 1950. Both of these instruments contain provisions on asylum. In 1954 Italy ratified the UN Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees of 1951.\(^2\) This Convention does not establish any obligations for the states to admit into their territories persons that apply for refugee status. The only obligation set forth in this Convention is the principle of nonrefoulement—the prohibition against “expell[ing] or return[ing] a refugee in any manner whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his life or freedom would be threatened on account of his race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political

---


opinion.” The Convention also provides an exception to the aforementioned obligation in the case of “a refugee whom there are reasonable grounds for regarding as a danger to the security of the country in which he is, or who, having been convicted by a final judgement of a particularly serious crime, constitutes a danger to the community of that country.” Since 2007, the European Union Treaty has provided for a European common policy on asylum.

To date, there are no international instruments providing for a universal right of asylum that Italy has adopted. However, Italy is among the few European countries to proclaim a right to asylum in their Constitution. The Italian Constitution provides that “[a] foreigner who, in his home country, is denied the actual exercise of the democratic freedoms guaranteed by the Italian constitution shall be entitled to the right of asylum under the conditions established by law.”

II. Regulatory Framework on Asylum

Beginning with the Constitution, several legislative and regulatory instruments regulate asylum and asylum seekers in Italy.

A. Definitions

Italian law defines “refugee” as “a foreign citizen who, on the basis of on a well-founded fear of being persecuted by reason of race, religion, citizenship, belonging to a particular social group [or holding a particular] political opinion, is found outside of the territory of his/her country of citizenship and cannot or, on the basis of such fear, is unwilling to avail him/herself of the protection of his/her country.” A stateless person found outside the territory in which he/she previously had his/her usual residence for the same reasons mentioned above, who may not or, on the basis of such fear, does not want to return to his/her country of citizenship, also falls into the definition of “refugee” for legal purposes in Italy.
The law also defines “status of refugee” as the recognition of a foreign citizen as a refugee by the state.\(^9\) Persons eligible for “subsidiary protection” are foreign citizens who do not qualify to be recognized as refugees but with respect to whom there are reasonable grounds to consider that, if they return to their country of origin or, in the case of stateless persons, if they return to their country of previous usual residence, they would face a serious risk of suffering serious harm and, as a consequence of such risk, they may not avail themselves of the protection of that country.\(^10\) A “claim for international protection” is one aimed at obtaining the status of refugee or the status of person eligible for subsidiary protection.\(^11\) A “requester of international protection” is a citizen of a third country or a stateless person who requests to be admitted to an internationally protected category.\(^12\) “Humanitarian protection,” in turn, is the protection granted to citizens of a third country who are found in objective and serious personal conditions that do not allow their removal from Italy and whose request for international protection is denied.\(^13\) “Unaccompanied minors” are those foreigners younger than eighteen years of age who are found, for whatever reasons, in the national territory, deprived of assistance or legal representation.\(^14\)

International protection may be offered by the Italian state, political parties, or organizations that “control the state or part of its territory.”\(^15\) International protection consists of the adoption of adequate measures to prevent the persecution of or infliction of serious harm on the affected persons.\(^16\) The determination of whether an international organization controls a state or a part of its territory and if it provides protection depends on the guidelines issued by the Council of the European Union or, when appropriate, on the evaluation of the situation made by the competent international organizations.\(^17\)

According to the law, “acts of persecution” for purposes of granting refugee status must “(a) be serious enough, by their nature or frequency, to represent a grave violation of fundamental human rights,” as understood by the UN Declaration of Human Rights; or “(b) constitute the accumulation of various measures, among them the violation of human rights, whose impact is sufficiently serious to affect the person in a manner similar to that of letter (a).”\(^18\) Oppression of people on the basis of their race, religion, or national origin qualifies as persecution under Italian law.\(^19\)

---

9 Id. art. 2(1)(f).
10 Id. art. 2(1)(g).
12 Decreto del Ministero dell’Interno del 7 agosto 2015, art. 1(1)(b).
13 Id. art. 1(1)(e).
14 L.D. No. 251 of 2007, art. 2(1)(m).
15 Id. art. 6(1)(a) & (b).
16 Id. art. 6(2).
17 Id. art. 6(3).
18 Id. art. 7(1).
19 Id. art. 8(1).
B. Regular Procedure for Requesting International Protection (Asylum)

1. Submission of Asylum Requests

Asylum requests must be submitted to the border police or to the office of the respective questore (head of the provincial police) with jurisdiction according to the requester’s residence.20 Requesters must reveal all pertinent facts to the authorities21 and must produce all necessary documentation.22 When unaccompanied minors are involved, these authorities must immediately inform the System for the Protection of Asylum Seekers and Refugees (Sistema di Protezione per Richiedenti Asilo e Rifugiati, SPRAR)23 and the respective tribunal of minors for the adoption of appropriate measures.24

The competent questore of the territory issues a temporary residence permit valid until the conclusion of the recognition procedure. The Ministry of the Interior may legally grant to persons who have obtained refugee status a basic subsistence stipend for a period not to exceed forty-five days.25 Refugees who lack their own means of subsistence or accommodations in Italy may receive assistance as well.26 Asylum requests may not be rejected for untimely submission.27

---


21 L.D. No. 251 of 2007, art. 13(1).

22 Law No. 39 of 1990, art. 4(5).


26 Id.

27 L.D. No. 25 of 2008, art. 8(1).
2. The National Commission and the Territorial Commissions

The law creates the National Commission for the Right of Asylum (National Commission) and the Territorial Commissions for the Recognition of International Protection (Territorial Commissions). The National Commission’s role is to guide and coordinate the Territorial Commissions, update their composition, and gather statistical information.\(^{28}\) The National Commission is composed of a police prefect, representative of the President of the Council of Ministers, career diplomat, representative of the Department for Civil Liberties and Immigration, and representative of the Department of Public Security.\(^{29}\) A delegate of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in Italy has a right to participate in the National Commission’s meetings.\(^{30}\)

The Territorial Commissions’ role is to grant recognition of refugee status to a requester. They are administratively placed within the respective police prefecture and operate in coordination with the Department for Civil Liberties and Immigration of the Ministry of Interior.\(^{31}\) They are composed of representatives of the national police and local authorities, and a UNHCR representative.\(^{32}\)

3. Procedural Steps

Within two days after receiving the requester’s documentation, the questore transfers it to the respective Territorial Commission, which must schedule a hearing to take place within thirty days.\(^{33}\) Whenever feasible, the hearing officer must be of the same gender as the requester.\(^{34}\) If necessary, the Territorial Commission uses interpreters during the hearing.\(^{35}\) A Territorial Commission may forgo setting up a hearing if there are sufficient grounds to accept the request for the recognition of refugee status, and when the public health authorities or an authorized physician certify the inability or impossibility of holding a hearing in person.\(^{36}\) A Territorial Commission may waive the requirement of a hearing with respect to requesters coming from certain specified countries.\(^{37}\)


\(^{29}\) Id.

\(^{30}\) Id.

\(^{31}\) L.D. No. 25 of 2008, art. 4(1).

\(^{32}\) Law No. 189 of 2002, art. 1-quater(1).

\(^{33}\) Id. art. 1-quater(2); L.D. No. 25 of 2008, art. 12(1).

\(^{34}\) L.D. No. 25 of 2008, art. 12(1-bis).

\(^{35}\) Law No. 189 of 2002, art. 1-quater(3).

\(^{36}\) L.D. No. 25 of 2008, art. 12(2).

\(^{37}\) Id. art. 12(2-bis).
Territorial Commissions must declare asylum requests inadmissible when the requester has already been recognized as a refugee by a state signatory of the Refugee Convention and may avail him/herself of such protection, and also when the requester has already filed an identical asylum request after the Commission has already made a decision, without stating new grounds concerning his/her personal situation or the situation of his/her country of origin.\textsuperscript{38}

If the request is declared admissible for review, the respective Territorial Commission must make a decision recognizing refugee status or affording the requester the status of subsidiary protection.\textsuperscript{39} To make a decision, the Territorial Commission must consider the eventual consequences of repatriation in relation to Italy’s international treaty obligations, including those under the European Union Treaty on Human Rights.\textsuperscript{40} The respective Territorial Commission must make a decision whether to grant recognition of refugee status within three days.\textsuperscript{41} The Territorial Commission’s written decision is communicated to the requester jointly with information about his/her right to appeal the decision.\textsuperscript{42} Public security authorities must be informed of rejections.\textsuperscript{43}

4. Exclusions

The law prohibits the entry into the national territory of foreigners who attempt to petition for recognition of refugee status when the border police have determined that the requester

- has already been recognized as a refugee in another country;
- comes from a state other than his/her own that has adhered to the Refugee Convention, and in which he/she has resided for a period of time, excluding the time necessary for his/her transit from that territory to the Italian border;\textsuperscript{44}
- is suspected of committing a crime against peace, a war crime, or a crime against humanity, as defined in the international instruments drawn up to make provision in respect of such crimes;
- has committed a serious nonpolitical crime outside Italy prior to his/her admission to Italy as a refugee;

\textsuperscript{38} Id. art. 29(1)(a) & (b).
\textsuperscript{39} Id. art. 32(1)(a).
\textsuperscript{40} Law No. 189 of 2002, art. 1-quater(4).
\textsuperscript{41} Id. art. 1-quater(2).
\textsuperscript{42} Id. art. 1-quater(3).
\textsuperscript{44} Law No. 39 of 1990 art. 1(4).
• has been guilty of acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the UN;
• has been convicted in Italy for a crime established in the Code of Criminal Procedure;\(^ {45} \)
• is considered as dangerous for the security of the state; or
• belongs to a mafia organization, an organization dedicated to narcotics trafficking, or to a terrorist organization.\(^ {46} \)

Refugee status is also denied on the basis of an individual evaluation when the legal grounds to claim such status are not met, there are well-founded reasons to believe that the foreigner constitutes a danger to the security of the state, or the foreigner constitutes a danger to public order and safety, after being convicted of certain crimes established in the Code of Criminal Procedure.\(^ {47} \)

Foreigners who for any reason cease to receive protection or assistance from a UN agency other than the UNHCR when their situation has not been definitively established are still able to obtain refugee status in Italy.\(^ {48} \)

Other grounds that result in cessation of refugee status in Italy are committing a crime against peace, a war crime, or a crime against humanity as defined by international law; committing outside Italy and before admission as an asylum requester a serious crime or acts that are particularly cruel, even if committed with a declared political goal, that may qualify as a serious crime; and being convicted of acts contrary to UN principles, as established in the UN Charter.\(^ {49} \)

5. Detention of Asylum Requesters

Asylum requesters may not be detained solely because their asylum request is being reviewed.\(^ {50} \) However, these persons may be detained exclusively for the time necessary to make a decision on their asylum application to verify or determine their nationality or identity when they are not in possession of travel or identity documents or when, upon arrival in the territory, they presented false documents; to obtain the documents upon which the request for asylum is based when such documents are not immediately available; and while the procedure to determine the recognition of the right to be admitted in the country is pending.\(^ {51} \)


\(^ {46} \) Law No. 39 of 1990, art. 1(4).

\(^ {47} \) L.D. No. 251 of 2007, art. 12(1).

\(^ {48} \) Id. art. 10(1).

\(^ {49} \) Id. art. 10(2).


\(^ {51} \) Id.
Asylum requesters must be kept in detention if they have made their asylum request after being stopped for having evaded or attempting to evade the border control, when they are illegal residents, and while subject to an expulsion or rejection procedure.\(^\text{52}\)

Detained persons are kept in identification centers in accordance with domestic, UN, and European legislation.\(^\text{53}\) Access to detained persons is allowed with prior authorization from the Ministry of the Interior to UNHCR representatives and to lawyers and organizations devoted to the protection of refugees.\(^\text{54}\) Requesters are given a temporary residence permit for the duration of the proceedings.\(^\text{55}\)

6. Right of Appeal

Decisions of the National Commission and the Territorial Commissions concerning the admissibility of requests for refugee status are subject to judicial appeals.\(^\text{56}\) A decision rejecting the recognition of refugee status, ordering the expulsion of the requester, or rejecting or revoking a residence permit is subject to appeal before the respective regional administrative tribunal.\(^\text{57}\)

The same right of appeal is granted to requesters who have petitioned for the recognition of refugee status and are granted only subsidiary protection instead.\(^\text{58}\)

C. Simplified Procedure Applicable to Asylum Requests

The law establishes a simplified procedure for the review of asylum requests submitted by requesters who are detained after evading or attempting to evade the border control police, or who are subject to an expulsion or rejection procedure.\(^\text{59}\) Such requesters are detained in an identification center, and the questore must submit all necessary documentation to the respective Territorial Commission within two days.\(^\text{60}\) The Territorial Commission must schedule a hearing within fifteen days after receipt of the documentation\(^\text{61}\) and come to a decision on the request within three days.\(^\text{62}\) In the case of requesters subject to expulsion or rejection, the same procedure is followed, with the requesters being detained in the temporary identification center they are currently detained in until the proceedings have concluded, for up to thirty days.\(^\text{63}\)

\(^\text{52}\) Id. art. 32(2).
\(^\text{53}\) Id. art. 32(3).
\(^\text{54}\) Id. art. 32(4).
\(^\text{55}\) Id. art. 32(5).
\(^\text{56}\) Law No. 39 of 1990, art. 4(6); L.D. No. 25 of 2008, art. 35(1).
\(^\text{57}\) Id. art. 5(2) & (3).
\(^\text{58}\) L.D. No. 25 of 2008, art. 35(1).
\(^\text{60}\) L.D. No. 25 of 2008 art. 4(1).
\(^\text{61}\) Id.
\(^\text{63}\) Id. art. 1-ter(3).
Unauthorized departure from identification centers amounts to renunciation of the request for recognition of refugee status.\textsuperscript{64}

The Commission’s decision is subject to judicial appeal.\textsuperscript{65} The judicial appeal does not suspend the deportation process, however. Requesters may still ask the police prefect to authorize them to remain in the national territory until the end of the judicial proceedings.\textsuperscript{66}

D. Cessation of Refugee Status

Refugee status ceases under Italian law when refugees voluntarily

\begin{itemize}
\item avail themselves again of the protection of their country of citizenship;
\item have lost their citizenship and voluntarily reacquire it;
\item acquire Italian citizenship or another citizenship and enjoy the protection of their new country;
\item voluntarily reestablish themselves in the country that they left or to which they had not returned for fear of persecution;
\item may no longer renounce the protection of their country of citizenship, because they no longer comply with the requirements that had allowed for the recognition of refugee status; or
\item return to the country in which they had their habitual residence (if they are stateless persons), because they no longer comply with the requirements that had allowed for the recognition of the refugee status.\textsuperscript{67}
\end{itemize}

The grounds stated in the last two points above do not apply when the refugees argue that there are overriding reasons arising from previous persecution of such nature that prompt them to reject the protection of their country of citizenship or, in the case of stateless persons, of the country in which they had their habitual residence.\textsuperscript{68} The change of circumstances may not be temporary and must be such as to eliminate the well-founded fear of persecution, and the serious humanitarian considerations that impede return to the country of origin must subsist.\textsuperscript{69} Cessation is declared on the basis of an individual evaluation of foreigners’ personal situations.\textsuperscript{70}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{64} Id. art. 1-ter(4).
\textsuperscript{65} Id. art. 1-ter(6).
\textsuperscript{66} Id.
\textsuperscript{67} L.D. No. 251 of 2007, art. 9(1).
\textsuperscript{68} Id. art. 9(2-bis).
\textsuperscript{69} Id. art. 9(2).
\textsuperscript{70} Id. art. 9(3).
\end{flushright}
Refugee status is subject to revocation by the Italian authorities when legal grounds to deny the status arise, facts have been presented erroneously or omitted by the requester, or false documentation has been produced.\footnote{Id. art. 13(1)(a) & (b).}

Refugees or foreigners admitted to subsidiary protection are subject to expulsion when they are considered a danger to state security, or to the public order or security after being convicted of a crime punishable by incarceration for four to ten years.\footnote{Id. art. 20(1)(a) & (b).}

Requesters who have obtained refugee status or subsidiary protection may expressly renounce their status.\footnote{L.D. No. 25 of 2008, art. 34(1).} The law also provides for a program for the voluntary repatriation of persons receiving international protection benefits.\footnote{L.D. No. 251 of 2007, art. 30(1).}

\section*{E. Handling of Refugees at the Border}

Border police are empowered to reject the entry of foreigners who appear at border crossings without complying with the requirements established in the law for their lawful entry into Italian territory.\footnote{L.D. 286 of 1998, art. 10(1). See also Part II(B)(1), above.}

The \textit{questore} is authorized to reject refugee requests and order that requesters be escorted to the border when they have entered the national territory by evading border controls and were stopped at the border or immediately after.\footnote{Id. art. 10(2)(a) & (b).} Foreigners who appear at the border crossing without complying with the legal requirements to enter the national territory but have nevertheless been temporarily admitted to the national territory out of need for “public assistance” may also be ordered expelled at the border.\footnote{Id. art. 10(3).} Smugglers who bring undocumented foreigners to the border must take them immediately under their charge and return the persons to their state of origin or to the state that issued the travel document possessed by the foreigners.\footnote{Id. art. 10(4).} These provisions do not apply to persons who request political asylum, or who petition for the recognition of their status as refugees or as beneficiaries of temporary protective measures for humanitarian reasons.\footnote{Id. art. 10(5).}

Foreigners who are rejected at border crossing points are entitled to receive any assistance required to return to their places of origin.\footnote{Id. art. 10(5).}
F. Assistance Provided to Refugees

Italian law protects the family unity of those receiving refugee status and the status of subsidiary protection. Family members who are not entitled to the status of international protection enjoy the same rights afforded to their family member who enjoys such status. Family members of persons who are granted international protection status who are present in the national territory and are not individually entitled to that right may obtain a residence permit on the basis of “family reasons” as provided in the law. Family members who are or would be excluded from refugee status or subject to subsidiary protection status are not eligible to receive these benefits.

Except in limited circumstances, refugees and protected persons may circulate freely in the national territory. The law aims at promoting appropriate initiatives that address the disadvantages refugees and protected persons face after losing the protection of their country of origin, and to remove all obstacles that impede full integration.

G. Treatment of Refugees

Refugees and persons receiving subsidiary protection have the right to the same treatment established for Italian citizens who work for others or are self-employed, and who register with professional entities. Refugees and persons receiving subsidiary protection may also access public-sector employment under the conditions and limitations established for European Union citizens. These persons also have access to the Italian general educational system and professional training. In order to obtain professional qualifications and revalidate professional degrees obtained abroad, refugees and protected persons must comply with legal requirements.

Refugees and protected persons have the right to the same treatment afforded to Italian citizens in matters of social and health assistance, including psychological treatment for previous torture and suffering experienced by them.

---

81 L.D. No. 251 of 2007, art. 22(1).
82 Id. art. 22(2).
83 Id. art. 22(3).
84 Id. art. 22(5).
85 Id. art. 29(1).
86 Id. art. 29(3).
87 L.D. No. 251 of 2007, art. 25(1).
88 Id. art. 25(2).
89 Id. art. 26(2).
90 Id. art. 26(3-bis).
91 Id. art. 27(1).
92 Id. art. 27(1-bis).
H. Residence Permits Granted to Refugees’ Family Members

Residence permits for family reasons, from which refugees may benefit, are granted to

- foreigners who have entered the national territory with an entry visa for family reunification or for reunification with minor children;
- foreigners regularly residing in Italy on other grounds for at least one year who have contracted marriages within the national territory with Italian or European Union citizens, or with foreign citizens residing regularly in the country;
- foreign family members regularly residing in Italy who are in the process of complying with requirements for reunification with Italian or European citizens residing in Italy, or with foreigners regularly residing in Italy (in such cases, the family permit is transformed into a residence permit for family reasons); and
- foreign (including natural) parents of Italian minors residing in Italy (in such a case the residence permit for family reasons is also granted regardless of the possession of a valid residence permit, provided that the requesting parent has not been deprived of parental rights according to Italian law.)  

I. Monitoring of Refugees Within Italy

The law sets up a protection system for asylum requesters and refugees that pivots around local entities dedicated to the assistance of these persons. The Ministry of the Interior appropriates funds annually to this effect. To expedite the protection system for asylum requesters, refugees, and foreigners with humanitarian permits, and to facilitate the coordination of this protection system at the national level, the Ministry of the Interior was empowered to create SPRAR for the purpose of providing information to, promoting, consulting with, monitoring, and providing technical support to local entities that provide assistance to asylum requesters, refugees, and foreigners with humanitarian permits. SPRAR is under the direct supervision of the National Association of Italian Municipalities.

Among other functions, SPRAR’s duties include monitoring the whereabouts of asylum requesters, refugees, and foreigners with humanitarian permits in the country; creating a database concerning interventions at the local level for the benefit of these persons; and promoting repatriation programs in conjunction with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Italian authorities must inform the nearest diplomatic or consular representatives from a foreigner’s country of origin regarding the detainment of the foreigner or his/her expulsion from

---

93 L.D. No. 286 of 1998, art. 30(1).
94 Law No. 189 of 2002, art. 1-sexies(1).
95 Id. art. 1-sexies(2).
96 Id. art. 1-sexies(4); ASSOCIAZIONE NAZIONALE COMUNI ITALIANE [NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ITALIAN MUNICIPALITIES], http://www.internazionali.anci.it, archived at https://perma.cc/S3C2-UC8E.
97 Law No. 189 of 2002, art. 1-sexies(5)(a), (b) & (e).
the national territory; or concerning the protection of a foreign minor, the death of the foreigner, or the foreigner’s urgent hospitalization.\footnote{L.D. No. 286 of 1998, art. 2(7).} The authorities must deliver the documents and objects belonging to the foreigner to those representative offices.\footnote{Id. art. 2(7).} The aforementioned information is not provided in the case of a foreigner who has presented an asylum claim, or whose refugee status has been recognized, or in the case of a foreigner benefitting from temporary protection measures for humanitarian reasons.\footnote{Id.}

Residence permits granted to persons who hold refugee status are valid for five years and are renewable.\footnote{L.D. No. 251 of 2007, art. 23(1).} Holders of subsidiary protection status are also granted residence permits, which allow them to work and study in Italy.\footnote{Id. art. 23(2).} While holding refugee status granted in Italy, foreigners may travel overseas after obtaining authorization from the police.\footnote{Id. art. 24(1).} When persons subject to subsidiary protection have reasonable grounds not to request a passport from the diplomatic authorities of their country of citizenship, Italian police authorities may grant them a travel authorization.\footnote{Id. art. 24(2).} Applications for all types of permits may be rejected or the permits withdrawn for serious reasons related to national security and the public order.\footnote{Id. art. 24(3).}

### J. Unaccompanied Minors

Unaccompanied minors found in the national territory who request international protection may benefit from the services provided by local entities specializing in that type of assistance.\footnote{Id. art. 28(1).} Such minors are placed in the care of an adult family member who is a regular resident and present in Italy; if that is not possible, judicial authorities may adopt other measures aimed at protecting such minors.\footnote{Id. art. 28(2).} Absolute confidentiality is to be observed concerning the implementation of measures to ensure the safety of the minors and their relatives.\footnote{Id. art. 28(3).}

\footnotesize

\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{L.D. No. 286 of 1998, art. 2(7).}
\item \footnote{Id. art. 2(7).}
\item \footnote{Id.}
\item \footnote{L.D. No. 251 of 2007, art. 23(1).}
\item \footnote{Id. art. 23(2).}
\item \footnote{Id. art. 24(1).}
\item \footnote{Id. art. 24(2).}
\item \footnote{Id. art. 24(3).}
\item \footnote{Id. art. 28(1).}
\item \footnote{Id. art. 28(2).}
\item \footnote{Id. art. 28(3).}
\end{itemize}
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SUMMARY

When an alien applies for refugee status, he/she is permitted to stay in Japan during the period when his/her application is being examined, if requisite conditions are met. Once an applicant’s refugee status is recognized, he/she may obtain special resident status.

Refugees can receive Japanese language classes, social adaptation training, and employment assistance.

I. General Background

The number of refugees who have been admitted to Japan is much smaller than the number admitted to European countries (see Part IV, below). The reasons may be that

- Japan does not have strong ties with the countries where refugees are from;
- Japan’s language barriers and cultural differences do not attract refugees;
- Japan is located far from the areas where refugees are from;
- Japan’s record on refugee acceptance does not attract refugees; and
- the standards employed by Japan’s Ministry of Justice (MOJ) in recognizing refugees are very strict.¹

II. Three Types of Refugee Acceptance

Japan began accepting refugees and granting them resident status in 1978 after refugees from Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia began arriving on Japanese coasts. Japan accepted 11,319 Indochinese refugees as residents from 1978 to 2005.²


The mass outflow of Indochinese refugees prompted Japan to join the international system on refugees. Japan acceded to the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (Convention) on October 3, 1981, and to the Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees (Protocol) on January 1, 1982.³ After acceding to these treaties, Japan amended its Immigration Control Order, Cabinet Order No. 319 of October 4, 1951, to establish a system for recognizing refugee status, and renamed the Immigration Control Order as the Immigration and Refugee Recognition Act.⁴ Under the Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Act, the definition of “refugee” is the same as the definition in the Convention and Protocol. Japan recognized 633 refugees (the total number of applications was 22,559) from 1982 to 2014 under the Convention and Protocol.⁵

The Japanese government decided to start a resettlement program in 2008 and, from 2010 to 2014, accepted eighty-six refugees for resettlement in Japan.⁶

### III. Recognition of Refugee Status

#### A. Refugee Application on Entry

When an alien arrives at a port in Japan and claims to be a refugee, he/she must fill out a form for temporary permission to land.⁷ An immigration inspector reviews the form and may grant temporary permission to land if the inspector deems that

- the alien has escaped from a territory where his/her life, body, or physical freedom was imperiled for the reasons specified in the Refugee Convention or other similar reasons; and
- it is reasonable to allow the alien to disembark temporarily.⁸

The temporary permission is granted for a period of up to six months. The examiner designates a facility where the alien stays during this period. The alien must stay within the boundary of the municipal government jurisdiction where the facility is located. The alien cannot work during this period.⁹

---

⁷ Enforcement Ordinance of Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Act (Enforcement Ordinance), MOJ Ordinance No. 54 of 1981, amended by MOJ Ordinance No. 36 of 2015, art. 18, para. 1, translation available at http://www.japaneselawtranslation.go.jp/law/detail/?printID=&ft=2&re=02&dn=1&yo=refugee&ia=03&x=26&y=12&ky=&page=2&vm=02, archived at https://perma.cc/H6TL-F8UM.
⁸ Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Act art. 18-2.
⁹ Enforcement Ordinance art. 18, para. 5.
When an alien applies for refugee recognition, he/she must appear in person with an application form and other necessary documents, including materials that prove refugee status.\(^\text{10}\) The Minister of Justice makes inquiries of the National Public Safety Commission as to whether the applicant has committed a serious nonpolitical crime outside Japan (citing article 1, item F-(b) of the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees).\(^\text{11}\)

When the Minister of Justice recognizes a refugee applicant as a refugee, the Minister issues a certificate of refugee status. If the Minister denies refugee status, he/she sends the decision and reasons in writing to the applicant.\(^\text{12}\)

**B. Status of a Refugee Applicant Who Is an Undocumented Resident**

In addition to applying for refugee status upon landing at a port in Japan, an alien can apply for refugee status after he/she has entered the country.\(^\text{13}\) It is possible that the situation that creates the need for an alien to apply for refugee status arises after the alien entered Japan.\(^\text{14}\) There is no provision that restricts refugee status applications from aliens whose refugee status applications were denied in the past.

When an alien without legal resident status, such as an undocumented resident, applies for refugee recognition, he/she is permitted to temporarily stay in Japan, and deportation procedures are suspended if he/she meets certain requirements, such as not having a criminal record and not being a flight risk. Among other requirements, an alien without legal resident status can apply for refugee status recognition if

- the alien submits an application within six months after disembarking in Japan, or six months from the day the alien became aware of the circumstances that would cause him/her to become a refugee while he/she is in Japan; or
- the alien directly enters Japan from a territory where he/she may suffer the types of persecution stipulated in the Refugee Convention.\(^\text{15}\)

**C. Objection to Refugee Status Denial**

When the Minister of Justice denies an applicant’s request for refugee status, the applicant can file an objection with the Minister within seven days from the date that he/she has received the notice of denial.\(^\text{16}\) The Minister must then consult with refugee examination counselors whom

\(^\text{10}\) Id. art. 55, para. 1.

\(^\text{11}\) Id. art. 55, para. 4.

\(^\text{12}\) Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Act art. 61-2.

\(^\text{13}\) Id.

\(^\text{14}\) Id. art. 61-2-2, para. 1.

\(^\text{15}\) Id. art. 61-2-4, para. 1, item 6 (quoting art. 61-2-2, para. 1, items 1 & 2).

\(^\text{16}\) Id. art. 61-2-9, paras. 1 & 2.
the Minister has appointed as experts able to make fair judgments. 17 When the applicant requests an oral presentation or a refugee examination counselor deems it necessary, the refugee examination counselor is given an opportunity to examine the applicant. When the Minister renders a decision, a summary of the refugee counselor’s opinion must be presented to the applicant. 18

IV. Recent Issues

As the following table illustrates, the number of refugees afforded recognition of refugee status under the Convention and Protocol has not increased in recent years:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recognition of refugee status</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resettled refugees</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special stay</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In contrast, applications for refugee status under the Convention and the Protocol and objections to the denial of refugee status applications have rapidly increased in recent years:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Refugee application</td>
<td>954</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>1,549</td>
<td>1,388</td>
<td>1,202</td>
<td>1,867</td>
<td>2,545</td>
<td>3,250</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objections</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>1,156</td>
<td>859</td>
<td>1,719</td>
<td>1,738</td>
<td>2,408</td>
<td>2,533</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Until 2005, the number of applications was even smaller. Before 1996, the number of applications was less than one hundred. 19

17 Id. art. 61-2-10, para. 2.
18 Id. art. 61-2-9, paras. 4 & 5.
Such a rapid increase in the number of applications and objections has caused delays in processing them. A conference convened by the MOJ examined the situation and identified three types of problematic cases:

- Aliens claiming refugee status on the basis of situations that are not listed in the Refugee Convention
- Aliens repeatedly applying for refugee status on the basis of situations for which their application was previously denied
- Aliens repeatedly applying for refugee status without a proper basis merely to postpone deportation

The conference suggested that the government change the refugee recognition system, which enables and attracts aliens and enables them to keep applying for refugee status or request reexamination without justification.21

V. Resident Status in Japan

An alien who is recognized as a refugee and has not yet acquired legal resident status is given special resident status for up to five years if, among other requirements, the alien

- submits an application for refugee recognition within six months after disembarking in Japan, or six months from the day he/she became aware of the circumstances that would cause him/her to become a refugee while in Japan; or
- directly entered Japan from a territory where he/she may suffer the types of persecution stipulated in the Refugee Convention.22

Even if those requirements are not met, an alien may be exceptionally permitted to live in Japan when the Minister of Justice recognizes a special reason.23

There is no particular restriction on special residents’ activities.24 There is no system for monitoring refugees, although refugees, like all residents, are required to report changes in their registered address.25

---


21 SIXTH IMMIGRATION POLICY CONFERENCE, supra note 1, at 31.

22 Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Act art. 61-2-2, para. 1, items 1 & 2.

23 Id. art. 62-2-2, para. 2.

24 Article 19 of the Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Act set limitations on the activities of aliens who have a certain resident status. There is no such limitation on permanent residents and special residents, however.

One of the conditions for a refugee to obtain permanent resident status has been relaxed, compared with other aliens: the Minister of Justice has the discretion to grant permanent residence status to refugees who do not have sufficient income, assets, or the ability to support themselves,\textsuperscript{26} which is usually required for aliens to obtain permanent residence.\textsuperscript{27}

\section*{VI. Assistance to Refugees in Japan}

The Japanese government provides the following programs to refugees at the International Refugee Assistance Headquarters’ Support Center within the Foundation for the Welfare and Education of the Asian People:

\begin{itemize}
\item 572 hours of Japanese-language education
\item Social adaptation training
\item Employment counseling and placement
\end{itemize}

While refugees are enrolled in the programs, free accommodation is provided for up to 180 days.\textsuperscript{28}

\section*{VII. Resettlement in Japan}

On December 16, 2008, the Cabinet approved a pilot resettlement project. Three days later, the Inter-ministerial Coordination Council agreed on trial admission arrangements and specific plans for providing support for the local integration of refugees admitted into Japan for resettlement. The government decided to admit approximately thirty refugees (consisting of families) once a year for three consecutive years beginning in fiscal year 2010. Burmese refugees in the Mae La Camp in Thailand were chosen for the plan. In fiscal year 2010, five families consisting of twenty-seven refugees arrived in Japan and went through the 180-day integration program.\textsuperscript{29}

These refugees do not have to apply for refugee status. They are accepted as special residents and therefore can apply for special resident status.\textsuperscript{30}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[26] Id. art. 61-2-11.
\item[27] Id. art. 22.
\item[29] MOFA, supra note 2.
\item[30] 出入国管理及び難民認定法第7条第1項第2号の規定に基づき同法別表第2の定住者の項の下欄に掲げる地位を定める件 [Defining the Status of Long-Term Residents as Listed in the Lower Column of Appendix Chart No. 2 of the Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Act in Accordance with Article 7, Paragraph 1, Item 2 of the Same Act], MOJ Notification No. 132 of 1990, amended by MOJ Notification No. 37 of 2010.
\end{footnotes}
VIII. Naturalization

Requirements for naturalization are the same for refugees as for other aliens. When an alien staying in Japan wants to become naturalized, he/she must

- have lived in Japan for more than five consecutive years;
- be of good conduct;
- be at least twenty years of age and legally capable;
- have sufficient income, assets, or the ability to support him/herself;
- have no nationality or give up his/her current nationality by obtaining Japanese nationality; and
- have never been a member of an organization that aims to destroy the Japanese government by violent measures.31

Some requirements are exempted, depending on the alien’s situation, such as if the alien is married to a Japanese national or is the child of a Japanese national.32

31 Nationality Act, Act No. 147 of 1950, amended by Act No. 70 of 2014, art. 5.
32 Id. arts. 5–8.
SUMMARY  Jordan’s current refugee population is estimated to be 1.1 million, including Syrians, Iraqis, and others. While its Constitution provides protection against extradition for political asylum seekers, Jordan has not enacted domestic legislation to deal with refugees and is not a party to the 1951 Convention on Refugees or its 1967 Protocol. The legal instrument that provides the legal framework for the treatment of refugees is a 1998 Memorandum of Understanding signed between Jordan and the UNHCR.

I. General Background

The UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) estimated that the number of refugees and asylum seekers in Jordan would reach a total of 1.1 million by December 2015, including 57,140 Iraqis and 937,830 Syrians, based on trends and registration data from early 2014.\footnote{2015 UNHCR Country Operations Profile – Jordan, UNHCR, http://www.unhcr.org/pages/49e486566.html (last visited Jan. 6, 2016), archived at https://perma.cc/Q3LQ-7NNA.} Despite its scarce resources, Jordan is considered a welcoming country and has provided refugees with health, security, and educational services, and offered the land on which the two Syrian refugee camps of Azraq and Zaatari were built.\footnote{Id.} However, Jordan lacks a clear legal framework to deal with refugees and asylum seekers.

II. Constitutional Provisions

Article 21(1) of the Jordanian Constitution provides that “[p]olitical refugees shall not be extradited on account of their political beliefs or for their defense of liberty.”\footnote{CONSTITUTION OF THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN, as amended, http://www.parliament.jo/node/137 (in Arabic), archived at https://perma.cc/4D2K-CYDL.} However, it does not appear that Jordan has enacted any legislation that regulates the status of refugees, including those who seek asylum for political reasons.

III. Domestic Legislation

In the absence of special legislation addressing their status, refugees and asylum seekers in Jordan are subject to Law No. 24 of 1973 concerning Residency and Foreigners’ Affairs. This Law applies to all foreigners without distinction between refugees and nonrefugees. Article 2 defines a foreigner as anyone who does not have Jordanian nationality. The Law refers to refugees in some of its articles but does not define them as a separate category. For example, article 4 refers to a travel permit issued to a refugee by the country of his residence as valid documentation allowing him to enter Jordan. Of particular interest is article 10, which gives the Minister of Interior the authority, based on the recommendation of the general security director, to issue regulations concerning the travel documentation that Jordan may grant to refugees within its borders, despite there not being any regulations addressing the conditions under which those refugees can be admitted into the country.

A 2015 report by the International Labor Organization (ILO) confirms the lack of adequate legal protection for refugees in Jordan, stating as follows:

Jordanian law makes limited references to asylum seekers and refugees. Despite having the highest ratio of refugees to citizens in the world, Jordan has not signed the Refugee Convention of 1951 or its subsequent 1967 Protocol. Several concerns are usually cited over Jordan’s non-signatory status, including the politically and socially complex—and yet unresolved—Palestinian refugee issue, popular sentiment against refugee integration, lack of resources and capacity to provide for refugees, and misinformation about the perceived social and economic burden of refugees and related questions of national security.

In practice, Jordan avoids the official recognition of refugees under its domestic laws and prefers to refer to Syrian refugees as ‘visitors’, ‘irregular guests’, ‘Arab brothers’ or simply ‘guests’, which has no legal meaning under domestic laws, and was the same for Iraqi refugees under the MOU. This was further confirmed in an interview with the MOL [Ministry of Labour], Labour Inspection department.6
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IV. Memorandum of Understanding Between Jordan and the UNHCR

In 1998, Jordan and the UNHCR signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) to allow the UNHCR to act within its mandate to provide international protection to persons falling within its mandate. This MOU has become the legal framework under which refugees are treated and processed in Jordan.  

The MOU provides that Jordan accepts the definition of “refugee” contained in the 1951 Convention. Jordan also agrees to respect the principle of nonrefoulement, meaning that no person seeking asylum in Jordan will be returned to a country where his or her life or freedom could be threatened because of his or her race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group, or political opinion. Jordan also agrees that asylum seekers and refugees should receive treatment according to internationally accepted standards.

Under the MOU, a refugee is granted legal status and the UNHCR will endeavor to find the refugee a durable solution, be it voluntary repatriation to the country of origin or resettlement in a third country. The stay of the refugee in Jordan should not exceed six months.

Jordan and the UNHCR also agreed to respect the following rights and privileges of refugees and asylum seekers: (1) freedom to practice their religion and provide religious education to their children, and freedom from discrimination based on race, religion, or nationality, provided that religious rights are not contrary to laws, regulations, and public decency; (2) free access to courts of law with the same right of litigation and legal assistance as is accorded Jordanian nationals, wherever possible; and (3) exemption from overstay fines and departure fees.

The UNHCR is allowed to interview asylum seekers who enter Jordan illegally and is to make its determination as to their status within seven days. In exceptional cases where another procedure is needed the determination period should not exceed one month.

An article published in the Jordan Times refers to a 2014 amendment of the MOU. It reports that the amendment extended the time for UNHCR to process refugee applications from “between 21 and 30 days” to ninety days and extended “the validity of a refugee identification
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According to a 2015 report by the International Human Rights Clinic (IHRC) and the Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC), the 2014 amendment has not been made publicly available.

V. Jordan’s Policies Towards Refugees

In the absence of a legal framework to deal with refugees, the Jordanian policies in this respect are unclear. The UNHCR asserts that Jordan provides asylum for many Syrians, Iraqis, and others, recognizes them as refugees, and has granted Syrian refugees in host communities access to health, education, and other services. As previously mentioned, the ILO report relies on a confirmation by a Jordanian government official to assert that Jordan avoids recognizing Syrians as refugees. The report also states that “Syrians entering the country as asylum seekers or who are registered as refugees with UNHCR are not given residency,” while the UNHCR asserts that “Syrian nationals require neither a visa to enter nor a residence permit to remain in Jordan.”

A 2015 report by the European University Institute states that Jordan restricted the movement of Syrian refugees and instructed the UNHCR to stop issuing Asylum Seeker Certificates (ASCs), which are “indispensable for obtaining Ministry of Interior (MoI) Service Card for refugees’ access to public health care and education services in host communities.”

The ILO report states that Jordan hosts over two million Palestinian refugees, “the largest number of Palestinian refugees of any one country in the world.” However, most of these Palestinians have obtained full Jordanian citizenship, according to the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA).

---
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**SUMMARY**

Kenya hosts a large asylum-seeking and refugee population, which at present is managed jointly by the country’s Department of Refugee Affairs (DRA) and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) under the 2006 Refugees Act and the 2009 Refugees Regulations. Kenya recognizes two classes of refugees: *prima facie* refugees and statutory refugees. All asylum seekers go through an initial registration. At this point in the process, they are screened for their eligibility to seek asylum and to obtain accelerated processing. This is followed by an interview.

Recent terrorist attacks are said to have prompted Kenya to introduce changes to its refugee policy. One notable change was the introduction of an encampment policy requiring all asylum seekers and refugees in urban areas to relocate to designated camps. Although refugees have been allowed to engage in informal employment in the past, this appears to be getting increasingly difficult as the encampment policy constrains their ability to move about the country. In addition, work permits are rarely issued to refugees. Similarly, while refugees are technically free to apply for naturalization if they meet certain requirements, which on their face are not prohibitive, in practice Kenya does not naturalize refugees.

An asylum seeker is issued an asylum-seeker pass upon applying for refugee status, which is replaced by a refugee identification card after his application is granted. All asylum seekers and refugees are required to live in their designated refugee camps and need a movement pass in order to travel anywhere outside the camp.

**I. General Background**

Kenya hosts a large asylum-seeking and refugee population. This is due largely to the country’s location in a conflict-prone area. For example, neighboring countries like Somalia and South Sudan have experienced ongoing civil wars that have caused internal and external displacement of large segments of their population. According to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), there were a total of 625,250 refugees and asylum seekers in the country in 2014.1 This figure increased to 650,610 in 2015.2 The majority of these people (close to 70%) were Somali citizens, while persons from South Sudan made up around 20% of the asylum-seeking and refugee population.3 The remainder included Ethiopians, Congolese, and around 20,000 stateless persons.4
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Refugees in Kenya primarily reside in the Dadaab refugee complex (which is in Garissa County and consists of five camps: Dagahaley, Hagadere, Ifo, Ifo II, and Kambios) and the Kakuma Refugee Camp located in Turkana County. In addition, as of April 2014, there were reportedly over 50,000 urban refugees in Nairobi.

Kenya is signatory to a number of international treaties applicable to individuals seeking asylum and protection. For instance, it acceded to the 1951 United Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees on May 16, 1966, and its 1967 Protocol in 1981. Kenya is also a state party to the 1969 African Union (AU) (formerly known as the Organization of African Unity, OAU) Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa, which it signed in September 1969 and ratified in June 1992. In addition, Kenya acceded to the 1984 Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment in February 1997. Of particular relevance to refugee issues is a provision in the Convention on nonrefoulement, which states that “[n]o State Party shall expel, return (‘refouler’) or extradite a person to another State where there are substantial grounds for believing that he would be in danger of being subjected to torture.”

However, Kenya only recently put in place a national legal framework governing refugee matters and assumed partial responsibility for the refugee status determination (RSD) process. It did this when it took a step to implement its obligations under international law by enacting the Refugees Act in 2006, which took effect the next year, and its subsidiary legislation, the Refugees (Reception, Registration and Adjudication) Regulations, in 2009 (Refugees Regulations).
Among other things, the Act established the Department of Refugee Affairs (DRA), whose responsibilities include receiving and processing applications for refugee status.\footnote{Refugees Act § 7.} Prior to that, refugee matters were governed under the now repealed Immigration Act and Alien Restriction Act, and RSDs and other matters relating to refugee management were delegated to the UNHCR.\footnote{REFUGEE CONSORTIUM OF KENYA, ASYLUM UNDER THREAT: ASSESSING THE PROTECTION OF SOMALI REFUGEES IN DADAAB REFUGEE CAMPS AND ALONG THE MIGRATION CORRIDOR 15 (June 2012), available on the Reliefweb website, at \url{http://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/Asylum_Under_Threat.pdf}, archived at \url{https://perma.cc/E9PM-9C83}.} This practice continued long after 2006. It was only in 2014 that the DRA assumed some RSD functions, mainly endorsement of RSD determinations made by the UNHCR and issuance of notifications of recognition to refugees that meet the required criteria under the Refugees Act.\footnote{MADELINE GARLICK ET AL., UNHCR POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION SERVICE, BUILDING ON THE FOUNDATION: FORMATIVE EVALUATION OF THE REFUGEE STATUS DETERMINATION (RSD) TRANSITION PROCESS IN KENYA ¶¶ 49, 68 & 255, U.N. Doc. PDES/2015/01 (Apr. 2015), \url{http://www.unhcr.org/5551f3c49.pdf}, archived at \url{https://perma.cc/EK8R-LWS5}.} The UNHCR is currently in the process of transferring all RSD functions to the DRA, and this transfer was scheduled to be finalized by the beginning of 2016.\footnote{Id. ¶¶ 54 & 68.}

This report describes key aspects of the Kenyan refugee legal framework (the Refugees Act of 2006 and the 2009 Refugees Regulations) and recent legal developments relevant to the management of the asylum-seeking and refugee population in Kenya.

II. Key Provisions of the Refugees Act

A. Definition

The Refugees Act recognizes two classes of refugees: statutory and \textit{prima facie} refugees.\footnote{Refugees Act § 3.} The former category applies to a person who has “a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, sex, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion.”\footnote{Id.} The latter relates to a person who, “owing to external aggression, occupation, foreign domination or events seriously disturbing public order in any part or whole of his country of origin or nationality is compelled to leave his place of habitual residence.”\footnote{Id.} Under the Act, asylum is “shelter and protection granted by the Government to persons qualifying for refugee status,” while an asylum seeker is “a person seeking refugee status.”\footnote{Id. § 2.}

The Minister of Interior and Coordination of National Government is empowered to declare a class of persons \textit{prima facie} refugees and to amend or revoke such declaration.\footnote{Id. § 3.} The most
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recent example of a demonstration of this authority came in June 2014 when, acting on humanitarian grounds, Interior Minister Joseph Ole Lenku declared as prima facie refugees South Sudanese persons fleeing the civil war in their country.\textsuperscript{21} Kenya is said to have granted the same protection to persons from South and Central Somalia.\textsuperscript{22}

### B. Disqualification, Cessation, Withdrawal, and Expulsion

Certain persons are disqualified from attaining refugee status, while persons who have been granted such status may lose it under some circumstances. A person is ineligible for refugee status if the person

- has committed a “crime against peace, a war crime, or a crime against humanity”;  
- has committed a serious nonpolitical crime in or outside of Kenya;  
- has committed acts “contrary to the purposes of the United Nations or the African Union”; or  
- holds dual citizenship and could seek protection in one of the countries of his citizenship, and therefore does not have a well-founded fear of persecution.\textsuperscript{23}

A person who has been granted refugee status may lose that status through a voluntary or involuntary change in circumstances. For instance, if a person “voluntarily re-avails himself of the protection of his nationality,” voluntarily reacquires a lost citizenship or acquires a new citizenship, or voluntarily reestablishes himself in the country where he feared persecution, he would lose his refugee status.\textsuperscript{24} A person may also lose his refugee status as a result of changes to his circumstances independent of his own doing—for example, where the circumstances that formed the basis for the granting of status have “ceased to exist.”\textsuperscript{25}

The DRA may withdraw the refugee status of any person if it has “reasonable grounds for believing” that the person has ceased to be a refugee or should not have been recognized as such in the first place.\textsuperscript{26} This may occur if the person was ineligible for the status or the status was granted “erroneously as a result of misrepresentation or concealment of facts that were material to the refugee status determination.”\textsuperscript{27} In addition, the Act authorizes the DRA to withdraw the refugee status of any person if it has reasonable grounds to believe that the person is a danger to national security or to any community in the country.\textsuperscript{28}
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The withdrawal of the refugee status of a person also results in the withdrawal of all derivative rights. When a person is granted refugee status, members of his family (including a spouse, dependent child, or sibling under the age of eighteen, or dependent parent, grandparent, grandchild, or ward living in the refugee’s household) are also accorded the same rights. If the person loses his refugee status, his family members also lose their status. However, any family member who loses his derivative status is entitled to petition for protection independently.

In addition to withdrawing a person’s refugee status, the DRA may also expel any refugee or a member of his family if it deems it necessary “on the grounds of national security or public order.”

C. Right of Appeal

In theory, asylum seekers and refugees have the right to appeal any decisions of the DRA. The Act establishes an Appeal Board chaired by an experienced legal professional, including as its members persons with knowledge of or experience in matters relating to immigration, refugee law, and foreign affairs, and requires that the Board operate independently in the exercise of its functions. Under the Act, asylum seekers and refugees are entitled to appeal any unfavorable decision of the DRA to the Board. However, Kenya has yet to constitute this body. As a result, the DRA and the UNHCR are said to “refrain from issuing rejections [to asylum claims] until an appeal process is established which could hear appeals against such negative outcomes.” This is said to cause delays in the RSD process in violation of the Act, which requires the DRA to make a determination within ninety days of an application.

D. Nonrefoulement and Voluntary Return

The Refugees Act prohibits refoulement, stating that “[n]o person shall be refused entry into Kenya, expelled, extradited from Kenya or returned to any other country or to subjected [sic] any similar measure” if doing so would result in the persecution of the person or endanger his life, physical integrity, or liberty.

A program aimed at voluntarily repatriating Somali refugees has not had much success. In 2013, Kenya, Somalia, and the UNHCR signed an agreement to repatriate Somali refugees in the
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country. One of the provisions of the agreement requires that the repatriation be voluntary, stating that “[t]he parties hereby reaffirm that the repatriation provided for in this Agreement of Somali refugees who have sought refuge in the Republic of Kenya shall take place in conformity with international law pertaining to voluntary repatriation.” However, a 2014 survey found that only 2.9% of Somali refugees in the Dadaab complex had expressed interest in returning to Somalia within two years.

Recent developments indicate that the Kenyan government has sought (more than once) to forcibly repatriate Somali refugees and asylum seekers to Somalia in possible violation of the Act and its agreement with Somalia and the UNHCR (for more on this issue, see Part IV, below).

III. The Refugee Status Determination

The first step in the RSD process is registration. The Act and its subsidiary legislation require that anyone who wishes to remain in Kenya as a refugee must appear before the DRA and petition for recognition as such. The legality of the manner in which the person entered Kenya is immaterial to the eligibility to petition for refugee status. At this time, when the UNHCR is in the process of transferring its RSD function to the Kenya government, there are two parallel registration systems in place, one operated by the DRA and another run by the UNHCR. Once registered, the applicant is given an “asylum seeker pass” (issued by the DRA), an “asylum seeker certificate” (issued by the UNHCR), and an interview appointment.

Initial screening is done through a registration interview. The applicant is required to appear in person with his family members, if any. At the time of the registration interview, the applicant is asked to provide basic information (including biographical information) and submit all relevant supporting documents. The applicant and his family members, if any, are also required to submit to fingerprinting (which is checked against a national database) and photographing. The interview is used to screen applicants for the purpose of identifying vulnerable persons eligible for accelerated processing (see Part III(2), below) and to determine whether they meet general eligibility requirements for refugee protection.
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The registration process is followed by the RSD process, which can be categorized into two classes: determinations involving prima facie refugees and regular process.

A. Prima Facie Refugees

The prima facie refugee process is relatively short. A person who is a member of a group entitled to this refugee status is accorded such status once he has been registered and his origin verified (no information was located with regard to how the verification process is handled) without the need to go through “a claim interview or further evidentiary or other requirements.”\(^49\)

If there is any indication that an applicant is possibly excludable under the applicable laws or may not qualify for refugee status for other reasons, the person is referred to the regular RSD process.\(^50\)

As noted above, Kenya has accorded this status to claimants from South Sudan and South and Central Somalia.

B. Regular RSD Process

Following the completion of the registration process, an applicant is interviewed by an RSD officer on the date set at the time of registration. The waiting period for interviews appears to vary from six months to two years.\(^51\) The law requires the DRA to set up “a fair and transparent systems for the scheduling of refugee status determination interviews.”\(^52\) Kenya gives priority for “accelerated processing” to certain classes of applicants, including unaccompanied minors and survivors of gender-based violence, persons with medical issues, and persons awaiting deportation orders.\(^53\)

The burden of proving eligibility for refugee status lies with the applicant. The Refugees Regulations provide that the applicant has the duty to establish that he meets all the requirements for refugee status.\(^54\) An applicant may present documentary evidence and/or witnesses in support of his claim.\(^55\) Whenever documentary evidence is not available, “the credible testimony of an asylum seeker in consideration of conditions in the country of origin may suffice to establish eligibility for refugee status.”\(^56\) During the RSD interview, the applicant may “present his refugee claims in person . . . or be represented at his own cost by a legal representative.”\(^57\)
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The interview phase is followed by an assessment, decision-making, and review process. Following the interview, UNHCR and DRA caseworkers “evaluate evidence gathered in the interview, undertake any further research, conduct legal analysis and take other necessary steps to make an assessment of the applicant’s claim.”\textsuperscript{58} They then formulate “a recommendation for a decision to grant or deny the claim.”\textsuperscript{59} This is evaluated by a reviewer who verifies the work done by the interviewer and makes recommendations, including recalling of the applicant for an additional interview.\textsuperscript{60} Once this process is completed to the satisfaction of the reviewer, the matter is then referred to the DRA, where the final decision is made and notification is sent to the applicant.\textsuperscript{61}

IV. Recent Legal Developments

Recent terrorist attacks seem to have prompted Kenya to make drastic changes to its policy on asylum seekers and refugees. One of the key changes came in the form of an announcement of an encampment policy. Until recently, Kenya allowed refugees and asylum seekers to live in urban areas, a policy that received official endorsement when, in 2011, the government began registering refugees in urban centers (Nairobi, Malindi, Mombasa, and Nakuru) and issuing them refugee certificates.\textsuperscript{62} For instance, by 2012, there were an estimated 100,000 refugees living in Nairobi, over three times the officially registered refugees in the city in 2006.\textsuperscript{63} Following a series of terrorist attacks in urban locations, the DRA announced an encampment policy at the end of 2012, requiring all refugees and asylum seekers in cities to relocate to refugee camps with the plan to repatriate them to their home countries.\textsuperscript{64} This triggered a legal challenge before the Kenya High Court at Nairobi. In a ruling issued in July 2013, the Court held that the government announcement was, among other things, a violation of the constitutional right of movement and the principle of nonrefoulement enshrined in the Refugees Act.\textsuperscript{65}

In March 2014, the government again issued a directive ordering urban refugees to go to and remain in designated camps. Citing security and logistical challenges resulting from the presence of refugees and asylum seekers in urban areas, the directive provided that

- all refugees residing outside of the designated refugee camps must return to the camps immediately;
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all Kenyans must report refugees and illegal immigrants they encounter outside of camps; and

an additional five hundred law enforcement officers were going to be deployed mainly to Nairobi and Mombasa “to enhance security and surveillance.”66

By May 2014, around 350 individuals, at least six of whom were registered refugees, were said to have been deported back to Somalia.67 This time, the government measure survived judicial scrutiny; a petition before the High Court of Kenya at Nairobi challenging the legality of the directive was rejected.68

In December 2014, Kenya took the matter further and made key amendments to the Refugees Act of 2006. A key provision in the 2014 amendment sought to make permanent the encampment policy, stating that “[e]very person who has applied for recognition of his status as a refugee and every member of his family shall remain in the designated refugee camp until the processing of their status is concluded.”69 Another provision states that “[e]very refugee and asylum seeker shall . . . not leave the designated refugee camp without the permission of the Refugee Camp Officer.”70

However, the most notable provision in the 2014 amendment was one that sought to dramatically reduce the number of refugees and asylum seekers in the country, potentially through forced repatriation. It states as follows:

The number of refugees and asylum seekers permitted to stay in Kenya shall not exceed one hundred and fifty thousand persons. (2) The National Assembly may vary the number of refugees or asylum seekers permitted to be in Kenya. (3) Where the National Assembly varies the number of refugees or asylum seekers in Kenya, such a variation shall be applicable for a period not exceeding six months only. (4) The National Assembly may review the period of variation for a further six months.71

The strict implementation of this law today would result in the repatriation of 400,000 refugees and asylum seekers, most of whom are Somali citizens. Following the enactment of this amendment, multiple petitions challenging the legality of the legislation were filed. On February
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25, 2015, the Constitutional and Human Rights Division of the High Court of Kenya at Nairobi found that this particular provision was “unconstitutional, and therefore null and void.”72 The Court noted that placing a cap on the number of refugees and asylum seekers that may be present in Kenya would invariably result in the expulsion of hundreds of thousands of refugees and “violate the principle of non refoulement, which is a part of the law of Kenya and is underpinned by the Constitution.”73

Following the April 2, 2015, deadly attacks at Garissa University by the Somalia-based terrorist group Al-Shabaab, which claimed close to 150 lives, Kenya announced that it would close the Dadaab refugee complex immediately and repatriate its residents, all of whom are Somali, back to Somalia.74 Kenya reportedly retracted its plans following pressure from the international community, including the United States of America.75

V. Integration

A sustainable integration of refugees into a host country is said to have three interconnected aspects: legal (the according of rights to refugees, including the right of employment, property ownership, movement, permanent residency, and citizenship); economic (refugees becoming self-sufficient); and social (the ability of refugees to live among the citizens of the host country).76

In theory, refugees in Kenya are free to engage in any form of self-employment without the need to obtain formal authorization and they may take paid employment after obtaining a work permit.77 The Act provides that “every refugee and member of his family in Kenya shall, in respect of wage-earning employment, be subject to the same restrictions as are imposed on persons who are not citizens of Kenya.”78 Refugees and their spouses may apply for and obtain a class M work permit.79 A holder of a class M work permit “may engage in any occupation,
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trade, business or profession.” Although obtaining a two-year work permit previously cost refugees US$700, this is no longer the case as Kenya has removed this fee and made permits available free of charge.

While refugees may theoretically work, the practice is reportedly much different. The Refugee Consortium of Kenya stated in 2012 that the government does not issue work permits to asylum seekers or refugees except in “a few isolated cases.” As a result, refugees and asylum seekers are forced to seek employment in the informal sector. However, this is increasingly being made difficult by the country’s encampment policy, which restricts the ability of refugees and asylum seekers to move about the country freely.

A path to naturalization is apparently not available to refugees. The 2010 Kenyan Constitution provides that “[a] person who has been lawfully resident in Kenya for a continuous period of at least seven years” and who meets other conditions prescribed in the relevant legislation may be naturalized. Kenyan law on citizenship provides additional conditions, including the ability to speak Kiswahili or a local language and the capacity to make a substantive contribution to Kenya’s development. However, in practice, Kenya does not appear to grant citizenship to refugees.

VI. Role of Local Governments

While the 2010 Kenya Constitution ended the unitary system of government and decentralized power by establishing county governments with executive and legislative powers, it put the authority to deal with matters relating to refugee management exclusively in the hands of the national government. Although, as noted above, counties host refugees, county governments have neither the authority nor the budget to directly participate in any aspect of the refugee management process. However, there are a number of ways in which county governments
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have indirect involvement in refugee management; chief among them is the question of allocation of community land for use as a refugee camp.\textsuperscript{89}

\textbf{VII. Government Assistance}

No information was located regarding any government assistance programs available for, or that cater to, asylum seekers and refugees.

\textbf{VIII. Monitoring and Movement of Refugees}

As noted above, refugees and asylum seekers are required to remain in designated refugee camps. The Act requires that all asylum seekers and refugees be issued identity cards or passes.\textsuperscript{90} An asylum seeker is issued an asylum-seeker pass after applying for refugee status.\textsuperscript{91} The asylum-seeker pass must “specify the time and date” on which the asylum seeker must present himself in the designated refugee camp and includes information that failure to do so “may result in the withdrawal of the pass.”\textsuperscript{92} After the person is granted refugee status, he is issued a refugee identification card.\textsuperscript{93} Any refugee wishing to travel outside of the camp where he resides must first obtain a movement pass.\textsuperscript{94}
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SUMMARY Lebanon is not a party to the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees of 1951 or its 1967 Protocol. It has not adopted any domestic legislation specifically addressing the status of refugees. Refugee status is at present determined mainly by the provisions of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) signed between Lebanon and the UNHCR.

I. General Background

Lebanon has a large number of refugees. In a report issued by the Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection department of the European Commission in October 2015, it was estimated that there were about 1.1 million Syrians, 295,000 Palestinians, and 17,000 Iraqis in Lebanon, while the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) estimated the number of Syrian refugees alone to be 1,835,840 in 2015.

The legal status of refugees in Lebanon lacks certainty. The existing legal instruments dealing with this issue have been criticized as inadequate and insufficient. A 2010 report by the UNHCR states that “[r]efugees enjoy few, if any, legal rights in Lebanon.”

II. Constitutional Provisions

Section B of the preamble of the Lebanese Constitution provides the following:

Lebanon is … a founding and active member of the United Nations Organization and abides by its covenants and by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The Government shall embody these principles in all fields and areas without exception.

---


It could be argued that this provision requires, among other things, that the government enact comprehensive legislation related to refugees. However, no such legislation exists. Furthermore, Lebanon has not signed the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees of 1951 or its 1967 Protocol.

III. Domestic Legislation

The domestic legislation that governs refugees in Lebanon is essentially the Law Regulating the Entry and Stay of Foreigners in Lebanon and their Exit from the Country, which was enacted in 1962 (1962 Law). The relevant provisions of this law are articles 26, 31, and 32.

Article 26 stipulates that:

Any foreigners who is subject of pursuit or has been convicted for a political crime by a non-Lebanese authority or whose life or freedom is threatened because of political considerations may ask for political asylum.

Article 31 stipulates that:

If a decision to expel a political refugee has been made it is not permissible to deport such refugee to the territory of a state where his life or freedom are not secured.

Pursuant to article 32 foreigners who enter Lebanon illegally can be imprisoned for one month to 3 years and/or fined.

IV. Memorandum of Understanding between Lebanon and the UNHCR

As a result of the “absence of a national refugee law,” a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed between the UNHCR and the Government of Lebanon in September 2003. The MOU apparently provides a mechanism for the “issuing of temporary residence permits to asylum seekers.” Under the terms of the MOU, the UNHCR adjudicates claims for asylum and the government issues a temporary residence permit, normally for three months but possibly extended to six to nine months, allowing UNHCR to find a durable solution for the refugee in question.

---


7 Id. at 2.
V. Entry of Syrians

Instructions applicable to the entry of Syrians into Lebanon have been published by the General Directorate of General Security. These assign different lengths of stay and require different supporting documentation depending on the purpose of stay (tourism, attending school, receiving medical treatment, etc.).

These instructions stipulate that “no Syrian shall be permitted to enter as a refugee save in exceptional circumstances as shall be later determined in coordination with the Ministry of Social Affairs.” They further state that “Syrians previously registered as refugees will be allowed to reenter if they meet the conditions set out in this memorandum,” and that “a notarized commitment not to seek employment shall be provided when renewing temporary residency permits . . . by Syrian refugees holding UNHCR certificates.”

A copy of these instructions with an explanatory note published by the Lebanese embassy in Berlin, Germany, state that the instructions came into effect on January 5, 2015. They do not say anything about the renewal of residency permits, and add that Syrian refugees “traveling through Lebanese seaports are granted 24 hour stay based on a general commitment of responsibility provided by the vessel representative to the General Security at the seaport 48 hours before the departure of the vessel in which he undertakes to transport them from the borders to the seaport and be responsible for them during their presence in Lebanese territory.”

No information was located regarding whether these instructions were formally adopted and issued by a Council of Ministers decree, as required under article 5 of the 1962 Law.

---


9 Id. at IV.

10 Id.
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SUMMARY Russia is a migrant destination country with a steady flow of labor migrants and refugees. Depending on an individual migrant’s situation or his or her country of origin, a migrant to Russia can be granted a refugee status or may receive temporary asylum. Refugee and temporary asylum policies are developed according to the nation’s Constitution, a set of laws and federal regulations, and international obligations under the 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees. The Federal Migration Service is the federal government agency with regional offices across the country that is in charge of implementing all migration-related policies, monitoring migration processes, and managing migrant assistance and resettlement programs. Petitioning for refuge and asylum status in Russia is a complicated process, which must be initiated from abroad or at a border crossing. Applicants are subject to multilevel background review procedures. Migrants who receive legal status in Russia are entitled to receive the same social and medical benefits as Russian nationals. They are resettled within the country according to regional quotas defined by the federal government, are limited in selecting places of residence, and have their travels inside Russia monitored by the authorities. Simplified procedures for granting refugee status are seen for migrants from Ukraine who were affected by the ongoing Russian-Ukrainian conflict. After residing in Russia for one year, refugees are allowed to apply for naturalization.

I. Introduction

Migration is a significant issue for Russia, which has the second longest land border of any country at 12,577 miles, and more than 23,000 miles of coastline. Russia shares borders with fourteen countries and, according to recent data from the World Bank, is among the top five migrant destination countries. Russia, with 12.3 million immigrants, was the second most frequent migrant destination country in the world after the US in 2010. Most immigrants moved to Russia primarily for economic reasons.

---

4 Id.
The majority of migrants to Russia are coming from the former Soviet republics of Transcaucasia and Central Asia; countries of the Middle East and North Africa affected by recent conflicts; and Ukraine where, according to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), nearly one million people were internally displaced by the ongoing conflict with Russia in the southeastern part of the country.\(^5\) Since February 2014, some 600,000 Ukrainians have sought asylum or other forms of legal stay in neighboring countries, mainly in the Russian Federation.\(^6\)

The Federal Migration Service of the Russian Federation (FMS), a government agency dealing with migration, reported that in 2014, 6,980 people from sixty-five countries applied for refugee status, and 267,764 people requested temporary asylum in the Russian Federation.\(^7\) Most applicants were from Ukraine (5,789 refugee applicants and 265,448 temporary asylum seekers), Syria (473 refugee applicants and 1,435 temporary asylum seekers), and Afghanistan (301 and 396 respectively).\(^8\)

Illegal migration is a substantial problem for Russian migration control services; however, after the automated migration control system became fully operational in 2014, and following the adoption of laws that increased punishments for overstaying visas and established simplified procedures for receiving work permits by labor migrants, the number of foreign nationals who are in the country illegally has decreased.\(^9\) Reportedly, more than 1.2 million foreigners were deported and banned from reentry for lengthy periods of time for overstaying their visas in 2014.\(^10\)

According to the FMS, the aim of all major legislative and regulatory activities in the field of migration is to better regulate migratory processes and minimize the negative consequences of unregulated migration.\(^11\)

\(^5\) Nina Sorokopud, *Ukraine Internal Displacement Near 1 Million as Fighting Escalates in Donetsk Region*, UNHRC (Feb. 6, 2015), \url{http://www.unhcr.org/54d4a2889.html}, archived at \url{http://perma.cc/5ML8-27WY}.

\(^6\) Id.


\(^8\) Id.

\(^9\) For more information on recent measures aimed at improving the monitoring of migrants present in Russia, see Peter Roudik, *Russia: Re-Entry Restrictions for Illegal Migrants*, GLOBAL LEGAL MONITOR (Feb. 27, 2015), \url{http://www.loc.gov/law/foreign-news/article/russia-re-entry-restrictions-for-illegal-migrants/}, archived at \url{http://perma.cc/337L-B97H}.


The Russian Federation declares its adherence to international standards in the definition of “refugee” and the grounds on which refugee status can be granted. In 1992, Russia joined the 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees. Based on these key legal documents, Russia provides refuge to foreign nationals and stateless persons on its territory by granting political asylum, granting temporary asylum, or recognizing refugee status. Article 63 of the Russian Constitution states that “[t]he Russian Federation shall grant political asylum to foreign nationals and stateless persons according to the universally recognized norms of international law.”

II. Legislation on Refugees and Temporary Asylum

In Russia, issues of migration are regulated by federal legislation. Major principles establishing refugee and temporary asylum policies are defined by the national Constitution, and by legislative acts regulating the registration and entry of foreign nationals and stateless persons into the country and granting them refugee status or providing temporary asylum. These include federal laws on

- entry into and exit from the Russian Federation,
- migration registration of foreign nationals and stateless persons,
- refugees,
- legal status of foreign citizens, and
- citizenship.

---


14 Id.


Procedural issues are resolved by a set of government resolutions and rules, including a resolution on granting temporary asylum in the territory of the Russian Federation, a resolution on granting temporary asylum to citizens of Ukraine and stateless persons through a simplified procedure, and provisional simplified rules for granting temporary asylum to citizens of Ukraine and stateless persons.

All migration-related policies are implemented by the Federal Migration Service, a government agency operating through its regional bodies in all eighty-five constituent components of the Russian Federation within the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Russian Federation. Constituent components impact immigration policies mainly by cooperating with federal authorities in defining annual quotas for receipt of migrants and providing assistance to the federal government in running local migrant assistance programs. Commentators note that existing regulations and directives are not comprehensive or systematic, and are not clear in defining the rights of refugees, procedural requirements, and deadlines for the submission of documents. The vagueness and complexity of Russian legislation regarding refugees appears to be one reason for the existence of corruption in the field of refugee acceptance and processing, usually in the form of extorting bribes for processing and releasing refugee documents. Reportedly, local FMS officers request payments in an amount approximately equal to US$1,000 for “fast and trouble-free” document processing.

The increased role of local authorities in implementing migration policies is foreseen by the recently adopted National Concept of Migration Policy, which states that proper legislative regulation must be instituted in order to involve the authorities at all levels, from local to federal, in mitigating ongoing and forthcoming conflicts. Regional attitudes toward participation in federal programs aimed at refugee resettlement differ depending primarily on the economic situation in the region. Because budget appropriations for the FMS do not take into account periodic influxes of refugees, the main impact is borne by the regions, which are often not able to

---


sustain these expenses. As a rule, in order to accept and support a new population, regions establish new taxes on local residents.26

III. Process for Obtaining Refugee Status and Temporary Asylum

A. Refugee Status

The basic method for protecting foreign nationals and stateless persons in the territory of the Russian Federation is to recognize them as refugees. According to Russian legislation, a refugee is

a person who is not a citizen of the Russian Federation and who because of a well-founded fear of becoming a victim of persecution by reason of race, religion, citizenship, national or social identity or political convention is to be found outside the country of his nationality and is unable or unwilling to avail himself of the protection of this country due to such fear, or having lost his or her nationality and staying beyond the country of his or her former place of residence as a result of similar developments, cannot return to it and does no wish to do so because of such fear.27

This definition is almost entirely the same definition as that found in the 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees.28

The Federal Law on Refugees states that a person who has expressed his/her wish to be recognized as a refugee and who has attained eighteen years of age can apply for refugee status either personally or through an authorized representative via the diplomatic mission or the consular office of the Russian Federation in his/her place of residence or outside the state of his/her nationality.29 Foreign nationals or stateless persons can also apply for recognition as a refugee at a checkpoint on the state border of the Russian Federation.30 If they are forced to cross the Russian border illegally, potential refugees must apply for a status during the next twenty-four hours after crossing the border at the checkpoint or beyond it. This can be done at the federal executive body in charge of security dealing with the border service, at the regional agency of the federal executive body for internal affairs, or at the regional agency of the federal executive body dealing with the migration service.31

According to Russian Federation legislation, applications for refugee status must be filed by all adult applicants and by unaccompanied minors.32 The ensuing procedure for determining

26 Beret, supra note 24.
30 Id.
31 Id.
32 Id. art. 4.2.
Refugee status comprises two stages: the preliminary examination of an application for granting refugee status and the examination of an application on the merits.

During the first stage of the application process, the authorities define whether conditions that constitute the grounds for recognizing a person as a refugee are present or absent. The waiting period for applicants who are outside of Russia is one month from the date the application is received by the diplomatic mission or the consular office. For those who apply for refugee status at a border checkpoint or inside the Russian territory, the process takes up to five business days to complete.

Following the results of the preliminary examination of an application, persons are either issued a certificate stating that their application has been received or a notice of refusal of their application. A certificate serves as the document that identifies the person who is seeking refugee status. After receiving a certificate, applicants must surrender their national (civil) passport and/or other identification documents. These documents are stored in the regional bodies of the FMS in the area where the applicant was assigned housing.

Submission of a refugee status application changes the legal status of a petitioner and entitles him or her to certain rights, such as the right to have an interpreter, receive a one-time lump-sum grant for every family member accompanying the applicant (the amount varies but must be no less than one hundred rubles (approximately US$1.41) per person, receive a place to live in a temporary accommodation center and receive food and medical aid there, and receive vocational training and job placement assistance. Those who have received the certificate are required to undergo a mandatory medical examination. Refusal to undergo medical checks can be a ground for denial of a petitioner’s application.

During the second stage of determining one’s refugee status, a more detailed review of information presented in the application is carried out. A decision on granting refugee status must be made on the basis of interviewing the applicant and verifying the truthfulness of information provided by the given person and his/her family members, reviewing information about the applicant in the possession of Russian authorities, and evaluating the circumstances of the applicant’s arrival in Russia and the grounds for his/her stay in the country. The law does not

---

33 Id. art. 4.
34 Id. art. 7.
35 Id. art. 4.5.1.
37 Federal Law No. 45-281 of Feb. 19, 1993 on Refugees art. 4.7.
38 Id. art. 4.8.
39 Id. art. 6.1.
40 Id. art. 6.2.3.
limit the number of interviews that may be requested of an applicant in order to clarify the facts he/she has provided.\textsuperscript{41}

Following the results of the examination of an application, a decision is taken to either grant refugee status and provide the applicant with a refugee certificate that replaces all of his/her former documents, including foreign IDs, and serves as the only identification document recognized by Russian authorities, or to deny the refugee status application.\textsuperscript{42}

A refugee certificate is valid throughout the territory of the Russian Federation and gives the refugee the right to stay in the country. Information on minor children of refugees is entered on the certificate of one of the parents.\textsuperscript{43} While refugee status is granted for an unspecified period, the Law on Refugees requires persons who have this status to undergo re-registration with the FMS every year and a half.\textsuperscript{44}

Persons recognized as refugees, including accompanying family members, are entitled to the following rights:

- Information about their rights and responsibilities through translation services if required, including assistance with document processing
- A travel allowance and baggage shipment to their assigned place of residence
- Protection by the Ministry of Internal Affairs at the place of temporary accommodation to ensure their safety
- Food and public utilities in the centers of temporary accommodation
- Access to housing paid from a special fund for temporary accommodation\textsuperscript{45}
- Medical assistance in an amount equal to that received by Russian citizens
- Vocational training and job placement assistance
- Employment or the opportunity to establish their own business
- Social protection and social security
- Participation in public activities\textsuperscript{46}

\textsuperscript{41} Id. art. 3.3.
\textsuperscript{42} Id. art. 7.
\textsuperscript{43} Id.
\textsuperscript{44} Id. art. 8.2.7.
\textsuperscript{45} Id. art. 8.1.
\textsuperscript{46} Id.
B. Temporary Asylum

Apart from granting refugee status, the Russian Federation provides individuals with the possibility of obtaining temporary asylum, which, according to the Law on Refugees, creates the possibility for a foreign national or a stateless person to stay temporarily in Russia. Temporary asylum can be granted for a foreigner whose application for refugee status was denied but who cannot be expelled from the territory of the Russian Federation for humanitarian reasons. However, the Law does not specify what motives or reasons can be regarded as “humanitarian.” Granting temporary asylum for humanitarian reasons falls within the discretion of the decision-making body.

To receive temporary asylum in Russia, a foreign national or a stateless person must file an application with the regional bodies of the FMS. Upon receiving the application, the applicant is issued a certificate indicating that he/she has applied for temporary asylum in the country, which gives him/her the official right to stay in the territory of Russia. The term of consideration of the application is up to three months.

All applicants are subject to fingerprinting conducted simultaneously with the submission of their application, and to a compulsory medical examination. They are required to meet certain health standards in order to be eligible for asylum.

The decision on granting an asylum application is made by the regional bodies of the FMS. If a positive decision is issued, an applicant receives a certificate of temporary asylum in the Russian Federation. This certificate is the main identifying document for the bearer in the territory of Russia, substituting national documents, which are surrendered to local bodies of the FMS.

Temporary asylum is granted for one year; however, it can be renewed annually.

C. Temporary Asylum for Citizens of Ukraine

The conflict between Russia and Ukraine, which has been ongoing since March 1, 2014, has resulted in mass migration from the territory of Ukraine. According to the World Bank, Russia

47 Id. art. 1.
48 Id. art. 12.
49 Id.
51 Id. art. 3.
52 Id. art. 6.
53 Id. art. 8.
54 Id. arts. 9–10.
55 Id. art. 12.
to Ukraine and Ukraine to Russia are the next largest migration corridors in the world, following only the migration corridor from Mexico to the United States.\textsuperscript{57} According to the FMS, during the period from April 1, 2014, to September 4, 2015, 1,056,587 citizens of southeast Ukraine arrived and are currently staying in the territory of the Russian Federation.\textsuperscript{58}

To regulate the flow of migrants from the territory of Ukraine to Russia, the government adopted the Regulation on Granting Temporary Asylum for Citizens of Ukraine in the Territory of the Russian Federation through Simplified Procedure\textsuperscript{59} and Provisional Simplified Rules for Granting Temporary Asylum in the Territory of the Russian Federation for Citizens of Ukraine and Stateless Persons.\textsuperscript{60}

According to the rules, an applicant and members of his or her family may apply for temporary asylum at the local office of the FMS or at one of the multifunctional centers of federal and municipal services created for the purpose of handling the recent influx of Ukrainian refugees.\textsuperscript{61} Applicants and accompanying family members are fingerprinted when submitting their asylum applications and undergo health checks within ten days after arrival.\textsuperscript{62}

The decision on granting temporary asylum is made by the local FMS office where the application was submitted within three days after submission.\textsuperscript{63}

According to official statistics, since the beginning of 2014 through September 4, 2015, 6,065 Ukrainian citizens have applied and received refugee status in Russia; 387,150 people received temporary asylum; permissions for temporary residence were issued to 249,324 people; 139,696 individuals participated in the program for voluntary resettlement of compatriots from abroad to the Russian Federation; 119,364 former Ukrainian nationals were naturalized as Russian citizens; and residence permits were given to 56,513 migrants.\textsuperscript{64}

\textsuperscript{58} Press Release, President of Russia, Vladimir Putin Submitted an Address to the Federation Council (Mar. 1, 2014), \url{http://en.kremlin.ru/events/president/news/20353}, archived at \url{http://perma.cc/6Y3V-MSJS}.

\textsuperscript{59} World Bank, supra note 2.

\textsuperscript{60} Provisional Simplified Rules for Granting Temporary Asylum in the Territory of the Russian Federation for Citizens of Ukraine and Stateless Persons, \url{http://government.ru/media/files/41d4f3a5c06af7f5f50e.pdf} (in Russian; scroll to page 3), archived at \url{http://perma.cc/CA9X-V4NZ}.
Because most of the arriving refugees are unskilled laborers, they are settled in the regions with the ability to absorb such a population that have available jobs in construction, manufacturing, or natural resources exploration. Scholars emphasize the lack of a proper policy to support and utilize refugees effectively and advocate the creation of a national database of specialist skills needs, which would allow for the selection and allocation of refugees based on their skills and experience.65

IV. Monitoring of Refugees’ Travel and Relocation

Federal Law No. 159 regulates the entry and exit of foreigners into and out of Russia.66 The Law provides that an individual’s passport and a visa issued by the consular office of the Russian Federation abroad are required to provide entry to the Russian territory.67 The Law also states that foreign nationals and stateless persons who receive refugee status may leave and enter the Russian Federation on the basis of a refugee travel document68 because, as long as they enjoy refugee or asylum status in Russia, they are not supposed to use their foreign identification papers and are required to surrender passports issued by foreign states to local offices of the FMS (see discussion in Part II(A), above).

The refugee travel document identifies the bearer and is issued in the form of a paper document for five years.69 This document also contains an electronic chip, which stores personal data, an electronic image of the person’s face, and index fingerprints.70

Refugees and people with temporary asylum status are randomly settled throughout Russia according to quotas issued to all constituent components of the federation by the government.71 If possible, refugees’ preference of a region in which they wish to settle is taken into account. Upon arrival to the assigned place of residence, refugees and asylees are required to register with local FMS authorities and report name changes, address changes, and changes in marital status within seven days of the change.72 Those who decide to change their place of permanent residency must be removed from the registry and re-register in their new place of residence within seven days.73 Since June 2015, individuals have not been required to re-register if they

65 Beret, supra note 24.
67 Id. art. 24.
68 Id.
70 Id.
71 Id. art. 14.
73 Id.
travel or stay away from their regular place of residency for a longer period within the same regional unit of the Russian Federation.74

Regional bodies of the FMS collect information about refugees and those who were granted temporary asylum, as well as those who lose or have been deprived of their refugee status or temporary asylum. They keep records and send it to a government database, the State Information System of Migration Control. The system is maintained by the FMS and information collected is shared with other government law enforcement agencies, including the Ministry of Internal Affairs (federal police), Federal Security Service, Ministry of Mass Communications, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Federal Tax Service.75 The personal biographic information of migrants, including their biometric data; employment and education records; criminal records; dates of allowed presence in Russia; reasons and circumstances related to their migration to Russia; deportation records; and information on their legal representatives, relatives, and children must be recorded in the system.76

V. Path to Citizenship

Foreign nationals and stateless persons who have reached eighteen years of age and have legal capacity may apply for citizenship of the Russian Federation after meeting a number of requirements specified by law, which include a period of residence of no less than five years in the territory of the Russian Federation with a permanent residence permit, a legitimate source of livelihood, the obligation to follow the Constitution and laws of Russia, renunciation of the applicants non-Russian citizenship, and proven knowledge of the Russian language.77

The residency requirement is shortened to one year for those granted refugee status.78


78 Id. art. 13.2.
SUMMARY  Spain’s Law Regulating the Right of Asylum and Subsidiary Protection provides three types of international protection: conventional asylum for refugees, subsidiary protection, and exceptional protection for humanitarian reasons. Application procedures differ depending on whether the request for international protection was filed within Spain or at the Spanish border. The Ministry of Interior examines the application and must render a decision within a deadline of six months, or three months in some circumstances. The Law provides for the rights and obligations of international protection for applicants and those granted refugee status to include identity cards and travel documents, legal residence and work permits, social services, education, health care assistance, and family reunification. Spain also has a program for resettlement of refugees.

I. Introduction

The Spanish Constitution\(^1\) provides that the terms under which citizens from other countries and stateless persons may enjoy the right to asylum in Spain will be determined by law.\(^2\) In furtherance of the constitutional mandate, Law 12/2009 Regulating the Right of Asylum and Subsidiary Protection (LRASP) was adopted to provide the legal framework applicable to refugees and stateless persons who seek asylum in Spain.\(^3\) The Law applies to those who qualify as refugees under the definition provided by the 1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol.\(^4\) The regulation of the LRASP is still pending congressional approval. Therefore, Royal Decree 203/1995\(^5\) enacting the regulation implementing the previous legislation on refugees is still applicable in so far as it does not contradict the current LRASP.\(^6\)

While the state has authority over asylum, international protection, and refugee resettlement,\(^7\) the autonomous communities (Spanish regions) and local authorities are responsible, in their

---

\(^1\) CONSTITUCIÓN ESPAÑOLA [CE] art. 13.
\(^2\) Id. art. 13.4.
\(^4\) Id. art. 2.
\(^7\) CE art. 13.4.
respective jurisdictions, for the implementation of social integration policies on employment, education, culture, health, welfare, and housing for immigrants, including refugees.  

II. International Protection

The LRASP provides three types of international protection: conventional asylum for refugees, subsidiary protection, and exceptional protection for humanitarian reasons.

Under the LRASP a refugee is an individual from a non-EU country with a well-founded fear of being persecuted in his or her country for reasons of race, religion, nationality, political opinion, membership of a certain social group, gender, or sexual orientation, who is outside his or her country of nationality and, because of such fears, may not or does not want to return to his or her country. The status of refugee may also be granted to a stateless individual who is away from his or her country of habitual residence for the same fears, and may not or does not want to return to that country.

The LRASP provides that foreigners who do not qualify as refugees may obtain protección subsidiaria (subsidiary protection) if there are reasons to believe that if they return to their country they would be exposed to a genuine risk of suffering any of the following: (a) a death sentence, (b) torture or inhuman or degrading treatment, or (c) serious threats against their life or integrity by reason of indiscriminate violence.

In addition to conventional refugee status and subsidiary protection, the LRASP provides an additional international exceptional protection for humanitarian reasons to those that do not meet the requirements of the two previous categories. Exceptional protection may be granted to those who are in a vulnerable situation, such as minors; unaccompanied minors; the disabled or elderly; pregnant women; single parents with minors; individuals who have been tortured, raped, or subjected to any other serious forms of psychological or physical violence; and victims of human trafficking. In these cases, the government may grant authorization to remain in the country under the general immigration rules. Minors granted international protection are provided health care and psychological assistance. Unaccompanied minors are placed in special centers and assigned a legal representative who assists them throughout the process of applying for international protection.

---
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III. Non-Qualification for International Protection

The following individuals are excluded from refugee status:

- Individuals already protected under United Nations agencies other than the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
- Individuals whose country of residence has given them the rights and obligations inherent to the nationals of such country
- Individuals who have committed or instigated the perpetration of a crime against peace, a war crime, a crime against humanity, or a serious crime under Spanish law, or have engaged in organized crime
- Individuals guilty of acts contrary to the principles and purpose of the United Nations and its founders\textsuperscript{19}

The right to asylum and subsidiary protection in general will be denied to people who, based on well-founded reasons, may be a threat to the security of Spain or those with a final conviction for a serious crime who may constitute a threat to the community.\textsuperscript{18}

Individuals who meet the following criteria are excluded from subsidiary protection:

- Individuals who have committed or instigated the perpetration of a crime against peace, a war crime, a crime against humanity, or a serious crime under Spanish law, or have engaged in organized crime
- Individuals guilty of acts contrary to the principles and purpose of the United Nations
- Individuals who constitute a danger to the internal or external security of Spain\textsuperscript{19}

IV. Enforcement Authorities

The LRASP provides that the Oficina de Asilo y Refugio (OAR, Office of Asylum and Refuge) within the General Sub-Directorate of Asylum of the Ministry of Interior is the authority on asylum matters.\textsuperscript{20} The OAR has the authority in matters of registration of asylum applications, interviewing asylum seekers, and preparing cases before the Comisión Interministerial de Asilo y Refugio (CIMAR, Inter-ministerial Commission of Asylum and Refugee), an advisory entity within the Ministry of Interior.\textsuperscript{21} The Spanish representative before the UNHCR, who is notified

\textsuperscript{17} Id. art. 8.
\textsuperscript{18} Id. arts. 9.a, 9.b, 12.
\textsuperscript{19} Id. art. 11.
\textsuperscript{20} Id. art. 23.1.
\textsuperscript{21} Id. arts. 23, 24.2.
of all applications for international protection in Spain, participates in the deliberations of the CIMAR.22

V. Application Process

Applications for international protection may be made in person or through a representative in the case of legal or physical incapacitation, either inside Spain or at the border.23 The applicant may file the international protection claim in the following places:

- Entry points at Border Control
- Within Spain at OARs, in any of the foreigners offices of the nineteen autonomous communities, or at police stations
- At diplomatic or consular Spanish missions abroad24

A. Application Procedure in Spain

A person must claim asylum within one month of entering the country or one month from the moment the events that provide grounds for the request took place.25

The application must include all personal information and any documents or evidence supporting the case.26 Once the application is filed, the applicant has the right to remain in Spain until the application is decided, has access to legal aid and an interpreter in his or her language, will have his or her application notified to the UNHCR, will have any return or extradition process halted until a final decision is reached, has access to his or her file at any time, and has the right to receive health care and social services.27

The applicant will be required to cooperate with the Spanish authorities, submit any information in support of his or her claim, submit his or her fingerprints, report his or her domicile in Spain and any change thereof, and appear before the competent authorities upon request.28

The OAR may reject any application for international protection if Spain does not have jurisdiction to process the petition in accordance with international agreements; when the application does not meet the legal requirements for its processing; when the applicant already has refugee status in another state; when the applicant comes from a safe third country; when the

22 Id. arts. 34, 35.
23 Id. art. 17.1; Real Decreto 203/1995 art. 4.
24 Real Decreto 203/1995 art. 4.
25 LRASP art. 17.2; Real Decreto 203/1995 art. 7.1.
26 Id. art. 18.2.b.
27 Id. arts. 18.1, 19.1, 19.2.
28 Id. art. 18.2.
application is a resubmission of a previous one already denied; and when the applicant is a national of another EU country.\textsuperscript{29}

The applicant must be notified of a rejection of his or her application within a maximum of one month.\textsuperscript{30} If there is no response within this time, it is understood that the admission of the application petition has been accepted and the applicant may remain in Spain while a final decision is reached.\textsuperscript{31}

\textbf{B. Application Procedure at the Border}

If the application is submitted at the border because the applicant does not meet the necessary requirements to enter Spain, the Ministry of Interior has four days to decide on the application.\textsuperscript{32} If the application is admitted the applicant may remain in Spain.\textsuperscript{33} If the application is rejected, the decision may be subject to reexamination, which must be filed within two days of the notice of nonadmittance and must be decided by the Ministry of Interior within two days of the review request.\textsuperscript{34}

\textbf{C. Application Procedure in Spanish Embassies and Consulates}

According to the LRASP, an asylum seeker may file a petition for international protection at the Spanish embassy or consulate in the country where he or she resides if such country is not the applicant’s country of nationality, in order to request that Spain provide for his or her transfer to Spain.\textsuperscript{35}

Because the regulation of the LRASP has not been enacted, this provision has not been applied due to the lack of rules for its implementation.\textsuperscript{36}

\textbf{VI. Eligibility Process}

Once an application is admitted for processing either at the border or in Spain, it is subject to examination by the Ministry of Interior.\textsuperscript{37} Once this examination is completed, the Ministry of Interior renders a final decision on granting or rejecting the petition within six months upon the

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{29} Id. art. 20.1.
\textsuperscript{30} Id. art. 20.2.
\textsuperscript{31} Id.
\textsuperscript{32} Id. art. 21.1.
\textsuperscript{33} Id. art. 22.
\textsuperscript{34} Id. art. 21.4.
\textsuperscript{35} Id. art. 38.
\textsuperscript{36} Espana Incumple su Propia Ley de Asilo al no Desarrollar su Reglamento en Seis Anios, supra note 6.
\end{flushleft}
recommendation of the CIMAR.\textsuperscript{38} The deadline of six months may be reduced to three months in the following situations:

- Petitions that appear obviously unfounded
- Applicants with special needs, such as unaccompanied children
- Applicants whose claims are based on grounds unrelated to the evaluation of the requirements for the granting of refugee or subsidiary protection status
- Applicants whose country of origin and nationality is considered safe or, if stateless, where the applicant’s habitual residence is in a safe country
- The applicant submits the application one month after the date of entry into Spain or one month after the date of the events that justify the fear of persecution or serious harm, for no justifiable reason
- Applicants fall under any of the grounds for exclusion or denial of refugee status\textsuperscript{39}
- Applications filed in an Internment Centre for Foreigners,\textsuperscript{40} which are processed under the urgent procedure once the applicants have been admitted\textsuperscript{41}

The eligibility decision may be subject to judicial review.\textsuperscript{42} International protection applicants are provided with assistance to cover their basic needs, such as social services, education, and health care, when they do not have economic resources to provide for themselves.\textsuperscript{43}

During the international protection procedure, the applicant and his or her family are lodged in public reception centers or facilities available through nongovernment organizations.\textsuperscript{44} The applicant is also given work authorization until a final decision on international protection status is reached.\textsuperscript{45}

\textbf{VII. Rights of Refugees and Beneficiaries of Subsidiary Protection}

The protection granted to refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection includes their non-refoulement and their right to remain in Spain.\textsuperscript{46} They are also entitled to the following rights:

\textsuperscript{38} Id. arts. 24.2, 24.3.
\textsuperscript{39} Id. art. 25.1.
\textsuperscript{41} LRASP art. 25.2.
\textsuperscript{42} Id. art. 29.
\textsuperscript{43} Id. art. 30.
\textsuperscript{44} Id. art. 31.
\textsuperscript{45} Id. art. 32.
\textsuperscript{46} Id. arts. 5, 36.1.a.
To be issued an identity card and travel documents\textsuperscript{47}

Social service benefits\textsuperscript{48}

Legal residence and work permits\textsuperscript{49}

Access to information on the rights and obligations derived from the international protection granted\textsuperscript{50}

Access to social integration programs\textsuperscript{51}

Access to voluntary return programs\textsuperscript{52}

Freedom of circulation and movement\textsuperscript{53}

Right to family reunification\textsuperscript{54}

The government will set up social integration programs for protected people under equal opportunity and nondiscrimination standards.\textsuperscript{55}

The nonadmission or rejection of applications for international protection results in the return, expulsion, or compulsory departure of the applicant from Spain or his or her transfer to a country with jurisdiction to examine the petition, unless the applicant meets the requirements to legally remain in Spain on a temporary or resident visa, or if the applicant is authorized to remain in Spain on humanitarian grounds.\textsuperscript{56}

\section*{VIII. Family Reunification}

Those granted international protection as refugees or beneficiaries of subsidiary protection have the right to apply for international protection of their family members, including spouses or partners in a permanent partnership or union, dependent parents, and minor children. Other family members may be reunified upon proof that they were dependent on the applicant in the

\textsuperscript{47} Id. art. 36.1.d.

\textsuperscript{48} Id. art. 36.1.e–g.


\textsuperscript{50} LRASP art. 36.1.b.

\textsuperscript{51} Id. art. 36.1.i.

\textsuperscript{52} Id. art. 36.1.j.

\textsuperscript{53} Id. art. 36.1.h.

\textsuperscript{54} Id. art. 36.1.k.

\textsuperscript{55} Id. art. 36.2.

\textsuperscript{56} Id. art. 37.
country of origin.\textsuperscript{57} A resolution granting family reunification also grants resident status and work authorization to the beneficiaries under the same terms applicable to the main applicant.\textsuperscript{58}

**IX. Resettlement of Refugees**

Resettlement is a process by which a refugee who is temporarily granted asylum in a country is resettled in a third country where he or she is given permanent protection.\textsuperscript{59}

The LSARP provided that the government would set up an annual national resettlement program (NRP) and establish the annual quota of resettled individuals in Spain. The NRP was adopted in coordination with the UNHCR and other related international organizations.\textsuperscript{60} The Council of Ministries set up the first NRP on October of 2011 and the latest was approved on November 2015, allowing for the resettlement of a specific number of refugees including particularly vulnerable families, women, and children.\textsuperscript{61}

Refugees resettled in Spain are governed by the same rules applicable to those granted refugee status under the LSARP procedures described above.\textsuperscript{62}

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{57} Id. art. 40.
  \item \textsuperscript{58} Id. art. 41.3.
  \item \textsuperscript{62} LRASP, First Additional Provision, 2d para.
\end{itemize}
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SUMMARY Sweden accepts both quota refugees through the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees relocation system and asylum seekers arriving at the border. In 2015 Sweden received approximately 160,000 applications for asylum, including more than 35,000 from unaccompanied minors. Prior to November 24, 2015, most asylum seekers were granted permanent residence permits, but after that date, asylum seekers arriving at the border have only been given temporary residence permits. Asylum seekers are given free housing, health and dental care, and schooling for children ages pre-kindergarten to twenty. Sweden allows for family reunification but family reunification has become more restrictive as a response to the refugee crisis. Overall, Sweden has revised its asylum policies considerably following the refugee crisis of 2015.

I. General Background

Sweden has historically received a large number of asylum seekers, including the largest number per capita among the countries of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in 2013.¹ During the Iraq war, Södertälje, a small municipality in Sweden, took more Iraqi refugees than the United Kingdom and the United States combined.² Sweden was also the first country in Europe to grant asylum seekers from Syria permanent residence permits.³

II. Number of Asylum Seekers

Sweden received 160,000 asylum applications in 2015,⁴ a steep increase from 80,000 in 2014.⁵ During 2015 Sweden received the largest number of applicants per capita in the EU (almost 2%...
of the total population). The five largest countries of origin among asylum seekers were Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, Eritrea, and Somalia. Of these 160,000 applications, more than 35,000 were from unaccompanied children. Among the unaccompanied minors 90% were boys between the ages of thirteen to eighteen. Approximately 66% of all unaccompanied children in 2015 were Afghans. Although there was an increase from 2014 to 2015 in asylum seekers from all countries, the steepest increase in asylum seekers was among those from Afghanistan, from 3,104 in 2014 to 41,564 in 2015, a 1,298% increase, compared with an increase of 30,583 to 51,338, a 68% increase, in applications from Syrians.

III. Recognition of the Right of Asylum

Sweden’s Aliens Act regulates asylum. Prior to November 24, 2015, there were three types of asylum statuses in Sweden: refugee, persons deemed in need of subsidiary protection, and persons in need of other protection. On that date, the Swedish government announced that Sweden would align its asylum policy with that of the rest of the EU by limiting the number of grounds for asylum to include only refugees and persons in need of subsidiary protection, thus eliminating the third status type.

A. Refugees

Sweden is a signatory to the Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and its Protocol. Refugees are defined in Swedish law as persons who are refugees according to this Protocol, that is, a person who,

---

8 Applications for Asylum Received, 2015, MIGRATIONSVERKET, supra note 4.
9 Id.
10 Id.
13 Id. 4 ch. 1, 2, 2a §§.
16 4 ch. 3 § ALIENS ACT.
owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, sex, sexual orientation or membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable to, or owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it.\textsuperscript{17}

B. Persons Deemed in Need of Subsidiary Protection

A persons in need of subsidiary protection is defined as one who is

a foreigner who does not qualify under the Ch. 4 § 1 Aliens Act definition as a refugee, and who is outside of his or her country of citizenship because there is a well-founded reason to believe that the foreigner would be at risk of being punished by death or be subject to corporal punishment, other inhumane or degrading treatment or punishment, or [being] a civilian, be in serious risk of injury due to an armed conflict, and the foreigner cannot, or because of the risk mentioned above, does not want to avail himself to the home country’s protection.\textsuperscript{18}

The same test applies to a stateless person who is outside a country where he or she has previously had his or her residence.\textsuperscript{19}

C. Persons in Need of Other Protection

A person in need of other protection is defined as

a foreigner who [is not recognized as a refugee under the definition and] is outside the country where he is a citizen, because he or she is in need of protection due to external or internal military conflict, or because of other tensions in the country, [who] feels a well-founded fear of being subjected to encroachment, or [who] cannot return to his or her homeland because of an environmental disaster.\textsuperscript{20}

In addition to these three grounds for asylum, the Swedish Migration Office may, in “exceptionally distressing circumstances, [and] in exceptional cases,” grant residence permits to individuals who otherwise do not qualify as refugees.\textsuperscript{21} This typically applies to cases where there are young children who are ill and cannot receive care in their home countries.

\textsuperscript{17} Id. 4 ch. 1 §.
\textsuperscript{18} Id. 4 ch. 2 § (all translations by author).
\textsuperscript{19} Id.
\textsuperscript{20} Id. 4 ch. 2a §.
D. Dublin Regulation

Sweden is a member of the European Union (EU), and therefore adheres to the EU’s Dublin Regulation, which stipulates that refugees within Europe should apply for asylum in the first EU country they reach and that other countries can send asylum seekers back to that country.\textsuperscript{22}

E. Refusal of Asylum

An application for asylum can be dismissed if a person has been deemed a refugee or in need of subsidiary protection in an EU member state or a third country (provided the person will be protected against persecution or has other needed protection there), or if the person can be sent to a country where he or she can apply for asylum and will be safe from persecution, the death penalty, forced labor, torture, or other inhuman or degrading treatment.\textsuperscript{23}

IV. Application Process

A. Quota Refugees

Sweden receives quota refugees through the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) program.\textsuperscript{24} Annually, Sweden accepts approximately 1,900 quota refugees.\textsuperscript{25} The government and the opposition have agreed to gradually increase this number to 5,000.\textsuperscript{26}

Quota refugees are screened by the UNHCR and by Migration Authority personnel, either through in-person interviews before the person arrives in Sweden, or by a review of the documents presented to the Migration Authority by the UNHCR.\textsuperscript{27}

B. Refugees Arriving at the Border

A large number of asylum seekers in Sweden seek asylum after arriving in Sweden without a valid visa.\textsuperscript{28} Typically these asylum seekers have travelled through Europe to reach Sweden. A


\textsuperscript{23} 5 ch. 1§ ALIENS ACT.


\textsuperscript{25} Frågor och svar om kvotflyktingar, MIGRATIONSVERKET (Apr. 29, 2014), http://www.migrationsverket.se/Privatpersoner/Skydd-och-asyl-i-Sverige/Flyktingkvoten/Fragor-och-svar-om-kvotflyktingar.html, archived at https://perma.cc/6FK3-AXCB.


\textsuperscript{27} Frågor och svar om kvotflyktingar, MIGRATIONSVERKET, supra note 25.

\textsuperscript{28} Compare number of quota refugees with total number of asylum seekers, \textit{Applications for Asylum Received, 2015}, MIGRATIONSVERKET, supra note 4.
person arriving in Sweden must apply for asylum immediately upon arrival. Asylum is sought at the Migration Authority Office Centers (located in the Stockholm area, Malmö, Gothenburg, Norrköping, and Gävle).

C. Determining “Bona Fide Asylum Seeker” Status

For quota refugees the UNHCR determines whether the person qualifies for refugee status. For all other asylum seekers government employees at the Migration Authority make this determination. Persons meeting the requirements for a refugee under the Refugee Convention are given protected status as refugees unless they have committed international crimes or are a danger to Swedish national security.

D. Residence Permits

From 2012 to December 5, 2015, asylum seekers arriving from Syria were automatically given permanent residence. On October 22, 2015, the government signed a deal with the opposition that only family members and unaccompanied minors would continue to receive permanent residence permits. On November 24, 2015, the Swedish government announced that it would only give permanent residence permits to asylum seekers qualifying as quota refugees—i.e., refugees sent by the UNHCR. Persons having sought asylum prior to the announcement would continue to receive permanent residence permits provided they were part of a family with asylum-seeking children who at the time the application is reviewed and decided (anticipated to be two years) are younger than eighteen.

---


30 Where to Find Us, Migrationsverket (July 6, 2015), http://www.migrationsverket.se/English/Contact-us/Find-us.html, archived at https://perma.cc/QFT8-PEVJ.


32 4 ch. 3 § Aliens Act.


36 Id.

37 Id.
E. Responses to Refugee Crisis

1. Border Controls

The Swedish Government is working to considerably decrease the number of asylum seekers arriving at the Swedish borders.\textsuperscript{38}

On November 12, 2015, Sweden implemented temporary border controls that were expected to continue for at least six months.\textsuperscript{39} Ferries carrying passengers (including asylum seekers) are required to perform identification controls.\textsuperscript{40} As a result, persons without government-issued identification are not allowed on ferries traveling to Sweden. A similar law requiring train and bus operators to perform identification checks on its passengers took effect on January 4, 2016.\textsuperscript{41}

Although the actual meaning of the new law mandating the ID checks has been disputed, it appears the controls are for valid identification only; passengers are not required to present a visa.\textsuperscript{42}

2. Medical Tests to Determine Age

On December 5, 2015, the government announced that unaccompanied minors who seek asylum in Sweden will be required to undergo medical testing unless they can prove their age.\textsuperscript{43}

Medical age tests of asylum seekers who claim to be minors have been a controversial issue in Sweden. In 2012 the National Board of Health and Welfare (Socialstyrelsen) published a report in which it criticized age determination through medical testing as unreliable.\textsuperscript{44} The Swedish

\textsuperscript{38} Id.; see also the government’s continuously updated webpage for government news and action related to the refugee crisis, Regeringens arbete med flyttingsituationen, Regeringskansliet, http://www.regeringen.se/regeringens-politik/regeringens-arbete-med-flyttingsituationen/ (last visited Jan. 11, 2016), archived at https://perma.cc/2GWF-GCRB.


\textsuperscript{43} Press Release, Regeringskansliet, supra note 14.

\textsuperscript{44} Socialstyrelsen, Medicinsk åldersbedömning för barn i övre tonåren, 2012-06-26 Dnr 31156/2011 [The National Board of Health and Welfare Report on Medical Age Determination of Children in the
Bar Association has also published ethical guidance stating that licensed attorneys should not participate in medical age determinations of their clients.\(^{45}\) In addition, the Swedish Supreme Migration Court (Migrationsöverdomstolen) found in September 2015 that the Migration Authority only needed to inform an asylum seeker of the possibility of undergoing medical age testing and that a decision on the asylum-seeker’s application can be made without medical testing having taken place. The December 2015 announcement appears to change this policy.

3. Return of Afghans

Because a large number of asylum seekers are unaccompanied minors arriving from Afghanistan, the Swedish government and Afghanistan are negotiating an agreement for the return of asylum-seeking Afghans to Afghanistan.\(^{46}\)

V. Benefits Provided to Asylum Seekers

A. Monetary Aid

Persons arriving in Sweden as asylum seekers receive free housing and monetary support while their application is pending.\(^{47}\) Financial support is made up of a daily sum meant to cover the personal expenses of asylum seekers (such as clothing and telephone costs).\(^{48}\) As of September 2015 the daily sum was SEK 24 (about US$2.80) for single adults, or SEK 19 (about US$2.20) for adults who shared a household, and SEK 12 (about US$1.40) for children.\(^{49}\) Persons who live in asylum centers where food is not offered free of charge also receive an extra sum to cover food expenses, making the total daily sum SEK 71 (about US$8.20) or SEK 61 (about US$7.10) for adults of a two-person or larger adult household.\(^{50}\) Money received as financial assistance is not reclaimed if a person’s asylum application is denied.


\(^{48}\) Id. 17 §.


\(^{50}\) Id.
B. Health and Dental Care

Asylum seekers have the right to health care under the Health Care Act and the Act on Health Care for Asylum Seekers. This Special Act on Care for Asylum Seekers also regulates dental care. Minors who are asylum seekers have the same right to health care as Swedish citizen children living in Sweden.

C. Schooling

Asylum seekers have a legal right to attend school (ages pre-kindergarten to completion of high school) while awaiting asylum.

D. Housing

Upon arriving in Sweden asylum seekers are either provided housing or are responsible for finding housing themselves. Persons who find their own housing must provide the address to the Migration Authority.

E. Passports

There are no travel restrictions that prevent asylum seekers from returning to their home countries. Asylum seekers without passports receive an “alien’s passport.” Until 2014 almost all persons who were granted any form of international protection were also provided passports. Following a policy decision in 2014, only persons who have received asylum because of their

---


53 Id. 1 §.

54 Id. 5 §.


relationship with the government of their home countries receive alien’s passports; others are requested to apply for a passport through the embassies of their home countries.\textsuperscript{59}

F. Priority for Asylum Seekers in Schools with a Waiting List

In the fall of 2015 Swedish Minister for Education Gustav Fridolin announced a legislative bill that would require schools with queue systems to receive asylum seekers by prioritizing them over ordinary citizens who were placed in the queue earlier.\textsuperscript{60}

G. Impact of Refugee Crisis on Benefits Provided Asylum Seekers

The refugee crisis has put a strain on Swedish community/societal functions, with the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency reporting in November that there was a risk to the health and life of people in Sweden because health providers, the police, and the like could not keep up.\textsuperscript{61} The Swedish Migration Minister has announced that there is no available housing.\textsuperscript{62} Reportedly, asylum seekers spent nights outside without any shelter in November of 2015.\textsuperscript{63} Temporary tents intended to house asylum seekers have been erected.\textsuperscript{64} Courts have also found that the Migration Agency can require that asylum seekers be given priority in housing queues.\textsuperscript{65}

VI. Path to Citizenship

Asylum seekers arriving in Sweden receive either a temporary permit or a permanent residence permit.\textsuperscript{66} Until November 24, 2015, most asylum seekers qualified for permanent residency.\textsuperscript{67}

\textsuperscript{59} Id.


\textsuperscript{67} Id.
After November 24, 2015, however, only UNHCR quota refugees qualify for permanent residency. 68

To become a citizen through naturalization a person must have been a permanent resident of Sweden for four years if he or she is a refugee. 69 There are also special rules for the acquisition of citizenship that apply to young adults. 70 A young adult (between eighteen and twenty-one years of age) can acquire Swedish citizenship through notification if he or she has a permanent residence permit and has lived in Sweden since the age of thirteen, or fifteen if he or she is stateless. 71 In addition to being a permanent resident, naturalization also requires that the person seeking citizenship be at least eighteen years old and prove his/her identity. 72

VII. Monitoring by Security Police

The Security Police is involved in reviewing some applications and advises against the granting of asylum in certain cases. 73 The purpose is to ensure that persons who are a threat to Sweden are not given permanent residency rights or citizenship. 74 Only a small portion of all asylum applications are reviewed by the Security Police. 75 In 2014, only 109 out of 81,301 asylum applications were reviewed by the Security Police. In twenty-four of these cases the Security Police advised against granting the person asylum. 76 The Security Police does not consider asylum seekers’ needs for asylum but only looks to the security of Sweden and Swedish interests. 77 The Security Police also reviews citizenship applications, which it considers “a central part of [its] work.” 78 In 2014 it reviewed 2,252 out of 36,804 applications for citizenship (158 remitted) and advised against granting of citizenship in thirty-one cases. 79

In February 2015 a Syrian citizen who had been granted asylum was convicted of having tortured a person in Syria. The Security Police had determined that it was against Swedish

---

70 Id. 8 §.
71 Id.
72 Id. 11 §.
75 Id. at 63.
76 Id.
77 Id.
78 Id.
79 Id.
interests that he remain in Sweden, but the court found that he could not be deported because of the current situation in Syria.  

VIII. Role of Municipalities

A. Historical Right to Refuse Housing of Asylum Seekers

Municipalities have a right to self-governance in the constitution. Historically, a few regions such as Södertälje have accepted large numbers of asylum seekers while other more affluent municipalities have received smaller numbers.

The Swedish government has proposed that all municipalities should be required to accept asylum seekers and persons who have been granted asylum status in their municipalities as of March 2016. However, the proposal states that consideration should be given to the socio-economic circumstances (such as unemployment rate) in the municipality.

B. Financial and Social Responsibility to Care for Asylum Seekers

While the state covers the costs (housing, health care, social services, schools) for asylum seekers for the first two years while they are in Sweden, the municipality is thereafter responsible for the asylum seeker. This includes the county council’s responsibility to provide health care to the asylum seeker. Also, undocumented immigrants have the right to urgent health care at the cost of the municipality (county council).

IX. Managing the Refugee Crisis

In addition to the measures in response to the refugee crisis mentioned elsewhere in this report, Swedish agencies and municipalities are expected to take a number of measures to support the volume of asylum seekers now seeking refuge in Sweden. These include raising municipal

---


82 See Ekman, supra note 2.


84 Id. at 5 (proposed section 7).


taxes, creating low-wage jobs, and building temporary housing. The Swedish government has also signed an extra budget amendment bill because of the migration crisis. Sweden moreover has asked the European Commission for relief by reducing its monetary contribution to the EU budget and by relocating asylum seekers from Sweden. On December 15, 2015, the European Commission announced that Sweden was exempted from its obligations under the relocation scheme. Sweden’s other requests are still pending.


**SUMMARY**

Swiss asylum legislation is based on the principles contained in the Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees. The most important norms for admission and handling of refugees are contained in the Asylum Act and the Foreign Nationals Act. People who are recognized as refugees or are awarded temporary protection are granted a temporary residence permit. An asylum application can be submitted at the airport, at the border, or inside Switzerland at a reception and processing center. The applicant’s personal details are recorded, his or her fingerprints and photographs are taken, and the data are compared with national and European databases. The State Secretariat for Migration conducts an interview to decide whether to approve or deny the asylum application. If asylum is granted, the refugee can claim social security benefits as if he or she were a Swiss national. After ten years of permanent residence and if additional conditions are met, a foreigner may apply for citizenship in Switzerland. For recognized refugees half of the years spent in Switzerland on a temporary residence permit may count towards that total time.

**I. General Background**

Swiss asylum legislation is based on the principles contained in the Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees. Asylum is therefore awarded in accordance with criteria recognized under international law to applicants who are threatened or persecuted. Furthermore, Switzerland supports international campaigns to help people in regions affected by war and disaster, or grants temporary visas. The Swiss Federal Council (Bundesrat) also supports efforts to eliminate causes for flight and involuntary migration.

Between January and November 2015, 34,653 asylum applications were submitted in Switzerland, 21.8% of which were approved. In November 2015, 5,691 asylum applications were registered in Switzerland. This is an increase of 941 applications in comparison to the previous month. Most applicants in November came from Afghanistan (2,386), Syria (991), and Iraq (586), and 21.8% of these applications were granted.

---


2 The Federal Council (Bundesrat) is the name of the Swiss government.


5 Id. at 14.

6 Id. at 15.
II. General Rules and Norms for Admitting Refugees and Handling Refugee Claims

The most important norms for admission and handling of refugees are contained in the Asylum Act\(^8\) and the Foreign Nationals Act.\(^9\)

A. Asylum Act

The Asylum Act regulates the granting of asylum, the legal status of refugees in Switzerland, and the temporary protection of persons in need of protection in Switzerland and their return.\(^{10}\) The State Secretariat for Migration (Staatssekretariat für Migration, SEM) is charged with denying or refusing an asylum application as well as deciding whether to remove an applicant from Switzerland.\(^{11}\)

Refugees are defined as persons who “in their native country or in their country of last residence are subject to serious disadvantages or have a well-founded fear of being exposed to such disadvantages for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or due to their political opinions.”\(^{12}\) Serious disadvantages include a “threat to life, physical integrity or freedom as well as measures that exert intolerable psychological pressure.”\(^{13}\)

People who have refused to perform military service or have deserted from the military have no right to refugee protection.\(^{14}\)

Temporary protection is awarded to an applicant if he or she is in serious general danger, in particular during a war or civil war, as well as in situations of general violence.\(^{15}\)

\(^7\) Id. at 14.


\(^10\) Asylum Act art. 1.

\(^11\) Id. art. 6a, para. 1.

\(^12\) Id. art. 3, para. 1.

\(^13\) Id. art. 3, para. 2.

\(^14\) Id. art. 3, para. 3.

\(^15\) Id. § 4.
B. Foreign Nationals Act

The Foreign Nationals Act regulates the entry and exit, residence, and family reunification of foreign nationals in Switzerland, as well as measures to further integration. Residence and work permits are granted by the Swiss cantons.

III. Processes for Handling Refugees Arriving at the Border

The asylum procedure starts with the submission of an application. It can be filed at a border control point at a Swiss airport, upon entry at an open border crossing, or at a reception and processing center inside Switzerland. Since September 2012, it has no longer been possible to submit an asylum application from abroad.

If the application for asylum is made at the border or within Switzerland, the asylum seeker is assigned to a reception and processing center. At the reception and processing center the applicant’s personal details are recorded and fingerprints and photographs taken, and summary questioning is performed.

If the application is made at an airport, personal details are recorded at the airport and fingerprints and photographs taken. Other biometric data may be collected, and summary questioning is performed. The authorities must decide within two days whether the applicant will be allowed to enter Switzerland. The asylum procedure may take place at the airport or in a cantonal processing center.

IV. Adjustments/Amendments to the Procedure for Handling Refugees as a Result of the Current Refugee Crisis

A. Controlling Mass Immigration Initiative

On February 9, 2014, the Swiss adopted a popular initiative aimed at controlling immigration by introducing annual quotas as well as by amending the Agreement on the Free Movement of
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16 Foreign Nationals Act art. 1.
17 Id. art. 40.
18 Asylum Act art. 18.
19 Id. art. 19.
21 Asylum Act art. 21.
22 Id. art. 26, para. 2.
23 Id. art. 22.
24 Id. art. 22, para. 4.
25 Id. art. 23.
Persons between Switzerland and the European Union (EU) with regard to the social security benefits of immigrants seeking employment and the residence permits of immigrants who have lost their jobs.\textsuperscript{26} The initiative introduced a new article 121a into the Swiss Constitution.\textsuperscript{27} Article 121a of the Swiss Constitution tasks the Federal Council and the Parliament with introducing a new admissions system for foreign nationals within three years and negotiating an amendment to the Agreement on Free Movement of Persons. On February 11, 2015, the Federal Council released draft legislation to amend the Foreign Nationals Act.\textsuperscript{28} The Federal Council is consulting with the EU on a safeguard clause, but has also instructed the Federal Department of Justice and Police to draft a unilateral safeguard clause to allow the autonomous control of immigration by imposing temporary and targeted restrictions on permits for persons from EU/EFTA states.\textsuperscript{29}

Furthermore, the Federal Council is consulting on reducing administrative hurdles for recognized refugees and temporarily admitted persons so that they can find work more easily.\textsuperscript{30}

**B. Amendment of the Asylum Act**

Another amendment currently under discussion would restructure the asylum system. The Federal Council has drafted legislation that was approved by the Parliament on September 25, 2015. The deadline for a referendum on the draft legislation ends on January 14, 2016.\textsuperscript{31}

The draft legislation would amend the Asylum Act to accelerate the asylum process. A majority of asylum applications would be processed in federal centers instead of centers run by the cantons. In addition, asylum seekers would receive free legal advice and representation for the


\textsuperscript{28} Bundesgesetz über die Ausländerinnen und Ausländer [Ausländergesetz] [AuG] (Steuerung der Zuwanderung) Änderung [Foreign Nationals Act (Control of Immigration) Amendment], https://www.sem.admin.ch/dam/data/sem/aktuell/gesetzgebung/teilrev_aug_art-121a/vorentw-aug-d.pdf, archived at http://perma.cc/DS95-7PWH.


asylum procedure. The legislation aims at processing the majority of asylum applications within 140 days.

V. Steps Taken to Determine Whether a Person is Entitled to Refugee Status

After the asylum seeker is allowed entry into Switzerland and has submitted an application at the airport or a reception and processing center, there is an initial screening and questioning. In the next step, the applicant is allocated to a canton by the SEM according to a quota system codified in article 21 of Asylum Order 1.

Interviews to establish whether a person is entitled to refugee status are conducted either in the reception and processing centers or in the canton within twenty days after the decision on allocation. The SEM takes the results from the initial questioning into account. The agency has the obligation to investigate the facts, but the burden of proof is on the applicant.

If the asylum application is approved, the applicant receives a temporary residence permit. After ten years, a permanent residence permit may be issued.

VI. Screening Procedure for Arriving Refugees Being Resettled in the Country

The Swiss Confederation has set up reception and processing centers that are run by the SEM. The reception and processing centers record the applicant’s personal details and take fingerprints and photographs. They may collect additional biometric data, prepare reports on a person’s age, verify evidence and travel and identity documents, and make inquiries specific to origin and identity. Furthermore, the centers ask general questions about the applicant’s identity and
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41 Id. art. 26, para. 1.
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itinerary, and his or her reasons for leaving the country of origin. The applicant has a duty to cooperate and must hand over necessary documents and identification papers.

The Swiss authorities are allowed to search the applicant and to confiscate travel documents and identity papers.

Fingerprints are compared with the fingerprint database managed by the Federal Office of Police. They are also entered into the European Eurodac database.

VII. Accommodations and Assistance Provided to Refugees

Recognized refugees, asylum seekers, provisionally admitted persons who have been in Switzerland for less than seven years, and those in need of protection can claim public social assistance. The cantonal authorities are responsible for providing that support. The amount of benefits provided differs according to cantonal law. The costs are reimbursed by the federal government.

Public assistance paid to asylum seekers and provisionally admitted persons without a residence permit is less than that paid to Swiss nationals—generally, 20% less than what a Swiss national receives. Asylum seekers are generally awarded around 1,200 Swiss francs (CHF) (approximately US$1,215) per person each month for accommodations, food, toiletries and household articles, clothing, pocket money, and health insurance and health care costs. Recognized refugees are provided with the same amount of public assistance as a Swiss national. Most cantons have delegated the task of providing social security services to relief
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organizations. In the remaining cantons, the task is fulfilled by the general municipal social service agencies or by special cantonal welfare services for refugees.\textsuperscript{55}

Once an asylum seeker is recognized as a refugee, he or she can also claim a child allowance.\textsuperscript{56}

\textbf{VIII. Steps Resettlement Applicants Must Undergo Before Arrival}

On March 6, 2015, the Swiss Federal Council decided to accept over the course of three years three thousand people from Syria who have been designated by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) as vulnerable refugees. Two thousand refugees will be part of the resettlement program, and the remaining one thousand refugees will receive a humanitarian visa.\textsuperscript{57} All three thousand will receive refugee status in Switzerland and will not have to go through the usual asylum procedure. For security reasons, the files of all people in the program will be checked by the Federal Intelligence Service. Furthermore, Switzerland will try to ensure a fair balance between people with a higher potential for integration (children, skilled workers) and people with special needs (handicapped, sick, the elderly).\textsuperscript{58}

\textbf{IX. Path to Naturalization}

In general, foreign nationals may apply for a naturalization license only if they have been permanent residents of Switzerland for a total period of twelve years, including three of the five years prior to the application being made.\textsuperscript{59}

An amendment to the Swiss Citizenship Act passed in 2014 shortened the residence period to ten instead of twelve years.\textsuperscript{60} Furthermore, for asylum seekers and recognized refugees, half of the


\textsuperscript{56} Asylum Act art. 84.


years spent in Switzerland on a temporary residence permit will count towards the total period.\textsuperscript{61} The Federal Council has not yet set a date on which the amendments will enter into force.\textsuperscript{62}

Before a naturalization license is granted, the Swiss authorities examine if the applicant

\begin{itemize}
  \item a. is integrated into Swiss society;
  \item b. is familiar with Swiss habits, customs and practices;
  \item c. abides by Swiss law;
  \item d. and does not pose a risk to Swiss internal or external security.\textsuperscript{63}
\end{itemize}

The specific Swiss canton and commune might have additional requirements.\textsuperscript{64}

\textbf{X. Monitoring and Movement of Refugees While in the Country}

While the asylum application is pending, asylum seekers are obligated to make themselves available to the federal and cantonal authorities and must inform the competent authorities of their address and any change of address immediately.\textsuperscript{65}

According to section 28 of the Asylum Act, the SEM or the cantonal authorities may allocate a place of stay to asylum seekers. Refugees must stay in the canton to which they have been allocated,\textsuperscript{66} but may choose to reside anywhere within that canton.\textsuperscript{67} If they wish to relocate to another canton, they must apply for permission from the new canton.\textsuperscript{68}

\textbf{XI. Roles of Subnational Governments}

The Swiss cantons are responsible for providing social assistance to asylum seekers and refugees, although some cantons have delegated this task to relief organizations, general municipal social service agencies, or special cantonal welfare services for refugees. The costs are reimbursed by the federal government. In 2009, the cantons received CHF55.90 (approximately US$65.60) per day on average for each refugee requiring support.\textsuperscript{69}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{61} \textit{Id.} art. 33, para. 1, letter b.
  \item \textsuperscript{62} \textit{Id.} art. 52.
  \item \textsuperscript{63} Swiss Citizenship Act, Sept. 29, 1952, art. 14.
  \item \textsuperscript{64} \textit{Id.} art. 15a.
  \item \textsuperscript{65} Asylum Act art. 8, para. 3.
  \item \textsuperscript{66} \textit{Id.} art. 74, para. 1.
  \item \textsuperscript{67} Foreign Nationals Act art. 36.
  \item \textsuperscript{68} \textit{Id.} art. 37, para. 1.
  \item \textsuperscript{69} STATE SECRETARIAT FOR MIGRATION, \textit{supra} note 55.
\end{itemize}
Furthermore, the canton to which an asylum seeker has been allocated is responsible for enforcing a removal order from the SEM when an asylum application has been rejected. 70

70 Asylum Act arts. 44, 46.
SUMMARY

Although most refugees seeking asylum in Turkey are from non-European countries, Turkey’s instrument of accession to the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees limits the scope of the Convention’s application to European asylum seekers, and Turkey’s Settlement Act still places emphasis on persons of Turkish descent and culture as the immigrants eligible for settlement in the country and possible citizenship. While Turkey’s Law on Foreigners and International Protection has instituted major changes in the country’s asylum system, most current asylum seekers are placed under “temporary protection” for settlement in another country rather than being accepted as refugees for settlement in Turkey. In the case of the influx of migrants from Syria, Turkish authorities have over the years expanded their rights and protections, but they remain barred from gaining regular refugee status and instead are classified as beneficiaries of temporary protection.

Applications for refugee status must be filed in person in provincial offices of the Directorate General of Migration Management. Such applications are registered and the applicant is then scheduled for an interview. The authorities issue the applicant and any accompanying family members an International Protection Applicant Identity Document, valid for six months, upon completion of the interview. Assessment of the application is to be finalized within six months of the date of its registration. Under some circumstances, such as giving the authorities misleading information, an application is handled under an accelerated procedure that may result in its being rejected.

Under the terms of temporary protection, the authorities provide for refugees’ basic needs and also furnish social services, translation services, IDs, travel documents, access to primary and secondary education, and work permits. Applicants for protection may be obliged by the authorities to live in designated reception and accommodation centers or in a specific location, and to report to the authorities in a certain manner or at certain intervals.

I. General Background

In the not too distant past, Turkey was viewed primarily as “a country of emigration (or migrant-sending country) and a source country for asylum seekers.”1 With the advent of the new century, however, Turkey has seen changing migration patterns with respect to irregular labor migrants,

---

transit migrants, asylum seekers and refugees, and regular migrants. Over the past two decades, “as a result of intense migratory movements,” Turkey has emerged as a “transit country,” and morphed from a country of emigration to one of immigration.

According to a 2016 profile report issued by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), since the onset of the Syrian crisis in 2011 Turkey “has maintained an emergency response of a consistently high standard.” Under a temporary protection regime, the government has ensured “non-refoulement and assistance in 22 camps, where an estimated 217,000 people are staying,” and at the time the report was issued was said to be constructing two additional camps. Antonio Guterres, former United Nations high commissioner for refugees, in praising Turkey’s efforts to open its borders to large numbers of Syrians, Iraqis and Afghans, has reportedly stated that “Turkey accepted 11% of all refugees” of this type and that “Turkey is now home to around 45 per cent of all Syrian refugees in the region.” The number of Syrian refugees was said to have reached nearly 1.7 million as of autumn 2015 (with some 2.2 million Syrians having entered the country from the outbreak of the Syrian civil war to December 2015).

Nevertheless, a June 2015 report issued by the Migrant Integration Policy Index (MIPEX), covering 2014, had stated that “Turkey’s legal framework hinders the integration of migrants,” and the country “is failing to integrate migrants amid an increased flow of refugees from Syria.” The report criticized the fact that there were “restricted rights and little-to-no-state support” for immigrant workers and their families, and stated that “Turkey also has the weakest protections
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3 İçduygu, supra note 1, at 3.
against discrimination because a dedicated anti-discrimination law and agency are still lacking and pending approval by Parliament.”

Moreover, the European Union is pressuring Turkey to control the number of refugees flowing to Europe. European Commissioner Johannes Hahn, reportedly frustrated by the continued streaming of refugees into Greece despite a November 2015 European Union-Turkey agreement to stem the flow (see discussion below), asserted that Turkey must produce results before the February 18–19, 2016, summit of EU leaders, stating that, despite the action plan having been agreed upon more than two months earlier, “we are still not seeing a significant decline in the number of migrants.”

II. Some Major Laws and Policies Applicable to Refugees

A. Law on Settlement

Between 1934 and 2006, Turkey’s Law on Settlement, Law No. 2510, regulated the formal settlement of foreigners in Turkey, “[restricting] the right of asylum and immigration only to the persons of ‘Turkish descent and culture.’” When a new Law on Settlement was adopted in 2006, the emphasis on that background was retained, and so “it is understood that in Turkey, the channel of facilitated formal settlement, which also leads to citizenship in a short period of time, is still reserved for the individuals of such groups.”

B. Law on Foreigners and International Protection

It was not until the 1950s, when Turkey joined the newly created UN Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (it also subsequently adopted the Convention’s 1967 Protocol), that Turkey had any specific legislation on migration management other than the Settlement Law of 1934. In 1999, Turkey reached a turning point in its bid for accession to the European Union, and
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9 HUDDLESTON ET AL., supra note 8, at 210.


11 For a complete list of applicable laws, regulations, and decrees, see OKTAY DURUKAN ET AL., COUNTRY REPORT: TURKEY 11–13 (Asylum Information Database May 18, 2015), http://www.asylumineurope.org/sites/default/files/report-download/aida_turkey_final.pdf, archived at https://perma.cc/HR7C-VZCR. This report is a comprehensive study of asylum in Turkey; page 12 contains a flow chart of asylum procedures.
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thereafter it began to introduce a new policies and laws, among them the 2005 National Action Plan for Adoption of Acquis on Asylum and Migration, aimed at modernizing the country’s legal structure on migration. In April 2013, the Law on Foreigners and International Protection (LFIP), “the first inclusive and updated act about migration-related issues,” was adopted; it became effective in April 2014. The purpose of the LFIP is to regulate the principles and procedures with regard to foreigners’ entry into, stay in and exit from Turkey, and the scope and implementation of the protection to be provided for foreigners who seek protection from Turkey, and the establishment, duties, mandate and responsibilities of the Directorate General of Migration Management under the Ministry of Interior.

C. Temporary Protection Regulation

On October 22, 2014, the Temporary Protection Regulation was issued. It pertains to, among other matters,

temporary protection proceedings that may be provided to foreigners, who were forced to leave their countries and are unable to return to the countries they left and arrived at or crossed our borders in masses to seek urgent and temporary protection and whose international protection requests cannot be taken under individual assessment.

D. Law on Work Permits for Foreigners

The Law on Work Permits of Foreigners prescribes that the Ministry of Labour and Social Security is to make a final decision on a foreigner’s application for a work permit within thirty days. If the decision is negative, the applicant can appeal it within thirty days to an administrative court. To access the labor market, the asylum seeker and the prospective employer must jointly file the papers for the work permit. Restrictions may apply, however,
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for a certain period, “where the situation of the labour market and developments in the working life as well as sectoral and economic conditions necessitate,” or to certain sectors or administrative/geographic areas.\textsuperscript{22} The Ministry of Labour and Social Security decides whether or not to approve work permit applications on the basis of certain “evaluation criteria,” e.g., “for a work place to be eligible for hiring a foreign national, at least five Turkish citizens must be employed at the same work place. For every additional foreign national to be hired, the work place is obliged to demonstrate another 5 Turkish employees.”\textsuperscript{23}

E. EU/Turkey 2015 Joint Action Plan

On November 29, 2015, the European Union and Turkey signed an agreement under which the EU will give Turkey €3 billion (about US$3.25 billion) to manage the refugee crisis in the country, aimed at the 2.2 million Syrian refugees and 300,000 Iraqis, and to prevent their reaching EU countries. Under the Joint Action Plan, “Turkey will be in charge of sea patrols and enforce border restrictions to manage the flow of refugees to Europe[,] . . . combat human trafficking and passport forgeries, and return refugees to their countries of origin if they do not meet refugee requirements” thereby becoming a “‘wall of defense’ against the flood of refugees.”\textsuperscript{24}

On February 10, 2016, the European Commission published a report on Turkey’s progress in implementing the agreement.\textsuperscript{25} Among the conclusions and recommendations are that Turkey needs to “make significant progress in preventing irregular departures of migrants and refugees from its territory”; take urgent action to align their visa policy with that of the EU, “prioritising those countries that are a source of irregular migration to the EU”; align its draft law on personal data protection with European standards and swiftly adopt it to allow closer operational cooperation between Turkey and Europol, Eurojust, and law enforcement agencies of EU Member States; step up bilateral cooperation with Greece in border surveillance, anti-migrant-smuggling efforts, and implementation of bilateral readmission obligations; and strengthen

\textsuperscript{22} \textit{Id.}; LWPF art. 11.

\textsuperscript{23} DURUKAN ET AL., supra note 11, at 84; Yabancıların Çalışma İzini Hakkındaki Kanunun Uygulama Yönetmeliği [Implementation Regulation of the Law on Work Permits for Foreigners] art. 13, Aug. 29, 2003, as amended, http://mevzuat.basbakanlik.gov.tr/Metin.Aspx?MevzuatKod=7.5.6244&Mevzuatlliski=0&sourceXmlSearch=yabanc%C4%B1lar%C4%B1n%20%C3%A7al%C4%B1%C5%9Fma, archived at https://perma.cc/95XS-NR7J.
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actions against human smuggling in coastal areas. For its part, the EU, based on the agreement on the Facility for Refugees in Turkey, must begin as soon as possible to deliver assistance and address the needs of refugees under the agreement. Moreover, the Commission and Turkey should be ready to reprioritize the existing assistance programs to Turkey “to respond rapidly to newly emerging needs” in the area of migration.

III. Rules for Admission of Refugees and Handling Refugee Claims

Although Turkey is a signatory to the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol, its instrument of accession stipulates that the Turkish government will maintain a geographic limitation pursuant to the Convention’s article 1b, limiting the scope of the Convention’s application in Turkey “only to persons who have become refugees as a result of events occurring in Europe.” Therefore, as one scholar has pointed out, “Turkey can only legally accept European asylum seekers as ‘refugees’ stricto sensu,” even though “the majority of asylum seekers in Turkey originate from non-European states, notably from Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, Somalia and Sudan.” In practice, the geographic limitation is only partially implemented because

. . . Turkey allows the . . . (UNHCR) to operate and conduct refugee status determination [RSD] procedures whereby refugee status is jointly granted by the UNHCR and the Ministry of Interior with the underlying condition that accepted refugees do not locally integrate but instead resettle in a third country. Considering its geographical proximity to conflict-ridden states, Turkey’s geographical limitation disqualifies a vast number of asylum seekers and refugees seeking permanent protection from the Turkish state.
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29 See UN'TC status pages, supra note 28, under “Declarations and Reservations.”
31 Isduygu, supra note 1, at 7. According to the UNHCR, “refugee status determination” (RSD) is “the legal or administrative process by which governments or UNHCR determine whether a person seeking international protection is considered a refugee under international, regional or national law.” Refugee Status Determination,
In accordance with the LFIP, Turkey grants non-European refugees limited protection under one of several types of temporary status—“conditional refugee status, humanitarian residence permit, or temporary protection” (see also “Definition of Refugees” discussion, below)—allowing them to stay in the country until a long-term place of settlement outside Turkey is found for them.\(^{32}\)

Thus, in general, asylum-seekers apply to the Directorate General for Migration Management for protection, but “[d]ependent on their circumstances and country of origin, they may be eligible to apply to the UNHCR” to attain refugee status.\(^{33}\)

More recently, Syrians have been placed as a group under temporary protection status, while non-Syrian, non-European applicants may apply to the UNHCR for RSD procedures to be carried out. If an applicant is deemed to be a refugee according to the UNHCR’s mandate, the UNHCR will attempt to resettle the person or family in a third country; the process may take years, however, because the UNHCR is not equipped to handle the current numbers of asylum-seekers in Turkey.\(^{34}\)

### A. Definition of Refugees

A refugee is defined under the LFIP as follows:

A person who as a result of events occurring in European countries and owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his citizenship and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself or herself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it, shall be granted refugee status upon completion of the refugee status determination process.\(^{35}\)

The LFIP also provides international protection to “conditional refugees”—persons who are unable or unwilling to return to the country of their former residence based on the same grounds as refugees but as a result of events occurring outside European countries. Conditional refugee status is granted upon completion of the refugee status determination process, and those granted such status are permitted to reside in Turkey temporarily until they are resettled in a third country.\(^{36}\)

Finally, subsidiary protection is granted, upon completion of status determination procedures, to a foreigner or stateless person who cannot qualify as either a refugee or a conditional refugee, if

---
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return to the country of origin or country of former habitual residence would have certain dire consequences, such as imposition of the death penalty, torture, or a serious threat of indiscriminate violence due to armed conflict.\textsuperscript{37}

Designating an individual as being under subsidiary protection “represents a shift away from prior policy, which classified those who did not qualify for refugee status simply as guests—the designation [that] early flows of Syrians received.”\textsuperscript{38} Now, most Syrians classified as refugees by the UNHCR fall under the subsidiary protection status created in the LFIP.\textsuperscript{39} The relevant provision, article 91, states as follows:

1. Temporary protection may be provided for foreigners who have been forced to leave their country, cannot return to the country that they have left, and have arrived at or crossed the borders of Turkey in a mass influx situation seeking immediate and temporary protection.

2. The actions to be carried out for the reception of such foreigners into Turkey; their stay in Turkey and rights and obligations; their exit from Turkey; measures to be taken to prevent mass influxes; cooperation and coordination among national and international institutions and organisations; determination of the duties and mandate of the central and provincial institutions and organisations shall be stipulated in a Directive to be issued by the Council of Ministers.\textsuperscript{40}

B. Administration of the Law Related to Foreigners and Refugees

With the entry into force of the LFIP in April 2014, the Directorate General of Migration Management (DGMM) under the Ministry of Interior “has become the sole institution responsible for asylum matters. While Turkey still maintains the geographical limitation to the 1951 Convention, the law provides protection and assistance for asylum-seekers and refugees, regardless of their country of origin.”\textsuperscript{41} It was not until May 18, 2015, that the DGMM took over provincial migration management duties in all eighty-one provinces from the Turkish National Police.\textsuperscript{42} Before the adoption of the LFIP, all matters related to foreigners, including the processes for determining the status of asylum applications, were handled by these police, who are under the Department of Foreigners, Borders and Asylum under the Directorate of General

\textsuperscript{37} Id. art. 63(1).
\textsuperscript{39} Id.
\textsuperscript{40} LFIP art. 91.
\textsuperscript{41} UNHCR, supra note 4.
Security of the Ministry of Interior. Particulars of the DGMM are covered under Part Five of the LFIP.

C. Adjustments to Refugee Handling Procedure Due to Refugee Crisis

As a result of the limitation clause in Turkey’s instrument of accession to the UN Convention on Refugees, Syrian migrants in Turkey cannot register with the Turkish government as refugees, nor are they being registered and given the option to go through a UNHCR RSD process “due to the enormity of the caseload.” Before the implementation of the LFIP, protection afforded to Syrians fleeing to Turkey “was in the form of an ad hoc solution.” With the Law’s entry into force, Syrian nationals apply to the Turkish government for temporary protection and, “[b]ased on vulnerabilities and other criteria, Syrians may be referred by the government for resettlement to a third country.” The Temporary Protection Regulation was issued on October 22, 2014, in conformity with article 91 of the LFIP. It does not specifically mention refugees from Syria or Iraq; rather it pertains to, among other matters,

temporary protection proceedings that may be provided to foreigners, who were forced to leave their countries and are unable to return to the countries they left and arrived at or crossed our borders in masses to seek urgent and temporary protection and whose international protection requests cannot be taken under individual assessment . . .

IV. Border Processing of Refugees

The provisions of the LFIP apply to foreigners’ activities and actions and to (1) the international protection to be afforded them in cases of individual protection claims made at borders, designated border crossing points (“border gates”), or within Turkey; (2) “the immediate temporary protection to be provided to foreigners in cases when there is a large influx into Turkey and where they cannot return back to the country they were forced to leave”; and (3) “the structure, duties, mandate and responsibilities of the Directorate General of Migration Management.” At the same time, the Law states that it will “be implemented without prejudice to provisions of international agreements to which Turkey is party to and specific laws.”

In general, entry into and exit from Turkey is through the border gates, and foreigners must submit a valid passport or travel document to the border officials at the time of entry or exit. Border-crossing document checks can also be carried out on vehicles en route to Turkey or in
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transit areas at airports. Checks will be conducted at the time of entry to determine whether or not the foreigner falls within the scope of persons who are to be refused entry. Such persons include those who do not hold a passport, travel document, visa, or residence or work permit or whose documents or permits have been obtained deceptively or are false.

If a comprehensive check of a foreigner is required, the person may only be held for a maximum of four hours, during which time he or she may either return to his/her country at any time or wait for the completion of the admission process (which is not limited to the four-hour period). The principles and procedures governing comprehensive checks are to be set forth in a Directive. The LFIP states, however, that the abovementioned conditions “shall not be construed and implemented to prevent the international protection claim.”

V. Steps Taken to Determine Entitlement to Refugee Status/Protection

A. Filing

Applicants for international protection must file an application in person with the relevant governorate (provincial administration), which carries out the actions related to the application; if an application is lodged with law enforcement units at the border gates or within the country, it will immediately be reported to the governorate. While every foreigner or stateless person has the right to apply on his/her own behalf, an applicant may also apply on behalf of accompanying family members seeking protection on the same grounds.

In the case of international protection claims lodged by unaccompanied children, the best interest of the child will be the primary consideration in all actions related to such children, and as of the date the application is received, the provisions of Turkey’s Child Protection Law will apply.

Person with special needs are to be given priority with respect to the rights and actions set forth in the LFIP regarding international protection.
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The LFIP also states that applicants for international protection “shall not be subject to administrative detention solely for lodging an international protection claim,” and that imposition of administrative detention “is an exceptional action.”

**B. Registration and Control**

On May 18, 2015, the DGMM launched its registration database, GOC-NET, “a platform for streamlining all refugees and asylum-seekers into a national database system.” As of October 1, 2015, Turkey had registered 2,072,290 Syrian refugees.

The governorates must register all international protection applications. The applicant has the obligation to report identity information truthfully; the applicant should also submit identification and travel documents to the competent authorities at the time of registration if such documents are available. To that end, a search may be conducted of the applicant and his/her belongings. If at the time of registration there is no documentation on the applicant’s identity, the determination of identity will be made based on information obtained from the comparison of personal data and from investigation.

At the time of registration, the authorities are also to take information about applicants’ reasons for leaving their country of origin/former habitual residence; their post-departure experiences and events that led to their filing the application; and “their way, means of transportation and routes of entering Turkey.” If applicants previously applied for or are beneficiaries of international protection in another country, information and documentation regarding their application or protection status will also be taken.
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Applicants are informed at the time of registration of the time and place of their interview for determining their status.\(^69\) If an applicant has been assessed as posing a public health threat, he or she will undergo medical screening.\(^70\) Applicants are also to be given information about the application procedures that will be followed; about applicant rights and obligations and how to comply with them, and the possible consequences of failure to comply or to cooperate with the authorities; and about appeal procedures and time limits.\(^71\)

Upon registration, applicants are issued, without paying a fee, a registration document valid for thirty days that contains identity information and indicates that the holder has applied for international protection. If necessary, the document can be extended by additional thirty-day validity periods. The registration document enables the holder to stay in Turkey.\(^72\)

C. **Grounds for Exclusion from International Protection**

An applicant will be excluded from international protection if he or she is “receiving protection from organs or agencies of the United Nations” other than the UNHCR; if he or she is recognized by the former country of residence as having the rights and obligations attached to that country’s nationals; or if “there is strong evidence to believe that they are guilty of offenses” set forth in article 1F of the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees.\(^73\) Those offenses include “a crime against peace, a war crime, or a crime against humanity . . . ; a serious non-political crime outside the country of refuge prior to his admission to that country as a refugee; . . . [and] acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.”\(^74\)

D. **Inadmissible Applications and Withdrawal of Applications**

The LFIP sets forth three types of grounds on which applications for international protection may be deemed inadmissible, including if the applicant repeats the same application without providing a different reason, separately makes an application without a well-founded reason, or has arrived in Turkey from a country that was the applicant’s first country of asylum or a safe third country for the applicant.\(^75\) Upon any of these circumstances becoming known during any stage of assessment of the application, the assessment will be terminated, and the party concerned or his/her lawyer or legal representative will be notified of the decision on the inadmissibility of the application.\(^76\)

\(^{69}\) *Id.* art. 69(5).

\(^{70}\) *Id.* art. 69(6).

\(^{71}\) *Id.* art. 70(1).

\(^{72}\) *Id.* art. 69(7).

\(^{73}\) *Id.* art. 65(1)(a–c).

\(^{74}\) Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, *supra* note 28, art. 1F.

\(^{75}\) LFIP art. 72(1).

\(^{76}\) *Id.* art. 72(2) & (3).
E. Interview

Applicants are given in-person interviews “within thirty days from the date of registration, with a view to reach[ing] an effective and fair decision.”\(^{77}\) The applicant must cooperate in providing the officials with all information and documents that support the protection application.\(^ {78}\) After each interview, an interview report is to be drafted and a copy is to be given to the interviewee.\(^ {79}\)

F. Identity Document

Upon completion of the interview, the authorities issue the applicant and any accompanying family members an International Protection Applicant Identity Document. Valid for six months, it indicates the international protection application and bears the holder’s alien identification number. The period of validity of the identity documents for applicants whose application assessment could not be finalized will be extended for an additional six months.\(^ {80}\) The identity document serves as a substitute for a residence permit and is not subject to a fee.\(^ {81}\)

G. Decision

The assessment of an application is to be finalized within six months of the date of its registration by the Directorate General; the applicant will be informed if a decision cannot be reached within that period.\(^ {82}\) Decisions are made on an individual basis; however, an application lodged on behalf of a family will be evaluated as a single application, with the decision applicable to the whole family, with the proviso that exclusion of the applicant from international protection will not require the exclusion of the family members as long as none of the reasons for exclusion applies to them.\(^ {83}\)

In making the decision, the authorities take into consideration “the personal circumstances of the applicant and current general conditions in the country of origin . . . or former . . . residence.”\(^ {84}\) A decision may be made that the applicant does not need international protection if he or she can be given protection “against the threat of persecution or serious harm in a certain region of the country of citizenship or former residence, and if the applicant is in a condition to safely travel to and settle in that region of the country,”\(^ {85}\) but the emergence of such circumstances will not prevent the application from being fully assessed.\(^ {86}\)

\(^{77}\) Id. art. 75(1).
\(^{78}\) Id. art. 75(2).
\(^{79}\) Id. art. 75(6).
\(^{80}\) Id. art. 76(1).
\(^{81}\) Id. art. 76(4).
\(^{82}\) Id. art. 78(1).
\(^{83}\) Id. arts. 78(2) & 64(6).
\(^{84}\) Id. art. 78(3).
\(^{85}\) Id. art. 78(4).
\(^{86}\) Id. art. 78(5).
H. Accelerated Procedure for Possible Disqualification

The LFIP lists a number of cases in which an application will be evaluated under an accelerated procedure because the applicant has taken certain actions that may negatively affect the application—namely, where the applicant

a) has never mentioned elements that would require international protection when presenting reasons while lodging the application;

b) misled the authorities by presenting untrue or misleading information or documents or, by withholding information or documents that might negatively impact the decision;

c) has destroyed or disposed of identity or travel documents in bad faith in order to make determination of identity or citizenship difficult;

c) has been placed under administrative detention pending removal;

d) has applied solely to postpone or prevent the implementation of a decision that would lead to his/her removal from Turkey;

e) pose[sic] a public order or public security threat or, has previously been removed from Turkey on such grounds; [or]

f) repeats the application after the [initial] application is considered to have been withdrawn.\textsuperscript{87}

An applicant undergoing the evaluation of his/her application under an accelerated procedure is to be interviewed “no later than three days as of the date of application,” and the application assessment is to be completed “no later than five days after the interview."\textsuperscript{88} If a longer period is required to assess the application, it may be taken out of the accelerated procedure.\textsuperscript{89} The accelerated procedure is not used to evaluate applications lodged by unaccompanied children.\textsuperscript{90}

I. Review and Appeal

The LFIP provides for administrative review and judicial appeal of asylum decisions.\textsuperscript{91} Applicants and beneficiaries of international protection may be represented by a lawyer for activities and actions related to international protection, if they pay for such representation; if the applicant/beneficiary cannot afford the attorney fees for judicial appeals, legal assistance will be provided pursuant to Turkey’s law on lawyers.\textsuperscript{92}

\textsuperscript{87} Id. art. 79(1).

\textsuperscript{88} Id. art. 79(2).

\textsuperscript{89} Id. art. 79(3).

\textsuperscript{90} Id. art. 79(4).

\textsuperscript{91} Id. art. 80(1).

\textsuperscript{92} Id. art. 81(1) & (2).
VI. Accommodations and Assistance for Refugees

A. Basic Needs

Social assistance services and benefits are to be provided to applicants and international protection beneficiaries in need.93 As of March 2015, the Turkish Disaster and Emergency Management Authority of Turkey’s Prime Ministry, along with the Turkish Red Crescent, had established twenty-five Syrian refugee camps. These camps reportedly have markets, reliable heating, religious services, communications infrastructure, firefighting services, interpreters, psychosocial support, banking services, and cleaning services.94 Camp residents are given three meals a day and also electronic cards that provide some money for personal needs.95 An applicant for asylum who is found to be in need may also be provided an allowance.96

The relevant Turkish laws on social security and medical insurance97 apply to those applicants and international protection beneficiaries who are not covered by medical insurance and who do not have the means to afford medical services. To pay the premiums for medical insurance, funds are allocated to the DGMM budget, but those who receive coverage are asked to contribute in full or in part, in proportion to their financial means.98

The Ministry for Family and Social Policies places unaccompanied minors “in suitable accommodation facilities, in the care of their adult relatives or, a foster family, taking the opinion of the unaccompanied child into account.”99 If suitable conditions are available, minors over sixteen years of age may be placed in reception and accommodation centers.100 To the extent possible, siblings are to be placed together.101 “Victims of torture, sexual assault or, other serious psychological, physical or sexual violence” are to be given “adequate treatment... in order to eliminate the damage caused by such actions.”102

---

93 Id. art. 89(2).
94 Tülin Canbay, Public Services for Asylum Seekers in Turkey Within the Perspective of New Migratory Movements, in TURKISH MIGRATION CONFERENCE 2015 SELECTED PROCEEDINGS, supra note 12, at 2–3.
95 Id. at 3.
96 LFIP art. 89(5). Allowances are given with Ministry of Finance approval. Exceptions are applicants whose applications are deemed inadmissible or fall under the accelerated procedure (under articles 72 and 79).
98 LFIP art. 89(3)(a). The insurance is terminated for and reimbursement expected from persons found at a later date to have already had medical insurance coverage or the financial means for it or to have applied for asylum solely on the basis of obtaining it. Id. art. 89(3)(b).
99 Id. art. 66(1)(b).
100 Id. art. 66(1)(c).
101 Id. art. 66(1)(ç).
102 Id. art. 67(2).
B. Translation Services

Upon request, applicants are provided with translation and/or interpretation services at each stage of the application process.103

C. ID Cards

Persons granted refugee status are issued an identity document, valid for three years at a time, that bears their alien identification number.104 For persons granted conditional refugee or subsidiary protection status, the identity document issued has a one-year validity period.105 The identity documents of refugees and conditional refugees/subsidiary protection beneficiaries, which are issued without charge, substitute for a residence permit. The DGMM determines the format and content of these documents.106

D. Travel Documents

In conformity with the Convention on Refugees, the Turkish governorates issue refugees a travel document.107 Requests for travel documents made by conditional refugees and subsidiary protection beneficiaries are evaluated within the scope of article 18 of the Passport Law, which addresses passports bearing the stamp “Exclusively for foreigners” (yabancılara mahsus).108

E. Education

The LFIP provides that applicants and international protection beneficiaries and their family members are to have access to primary and secondary education.109 In September 2014 the Circular on Foreigners’ Access to Education (No. 2014/21) was adopted.110 The Circular and the

---

103 Id. art. 70(2).
104 Id. art. 83(1).
105 Id. art. 83(2).
106 Id. art. 83(3).
107 Id. art. 84(1); Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees art. 28. Article 28(1) of the Convention states as follows:

The Contracting States shall issue to refugees lawfully staying in their territory travel documents for the purpose of travel outside their territory, unless compelling reasons of national security or public order otherwise require, and the provisions of the Schedule to this Convention shall apply with respect to such documents. The Contracting States may issue such a travel document to any other refugee in their territory; they shall in particular give sympathetic consideration to the issue of such a travel document to refugees in their territory who are unable to obtain a travel document from the country of their lawful residence.


109 LFIP art. 89(1).
Temporary Protection Regulation make registration with the Turkish authorities a prerequisite for access to education. Syrian refugee children must also provide “a residence permit, temporary protection identification or the Foreigners’ Identification Card” to enroll in a school; without such a document, the children may enroll as “guests.”

F. Work

The LFIP provides that an applicant for asylum or a conditional refugee may apply for a work permit six months from the date of lodging a claim for international protection. Upon being granted the status of refugee or beneficiary of subsidiary protection, the individual “may work independently or be employed, without prejudice to the provisions stipulated in other legislation restricting foreigners to engage in certain jobs and professions”; the ID issued to the individual serves as his/her work permit and contains a written statement to that effect.

The applicant or subsidiary protection beneficiary may have his access to the labor market restricted for a given period, if circumstances in the labor market or sectoral and economic conditions necessitate it. Such restrictions do not apply, however, to refugees and subsidiary protection beneficiaries “who have been residing in Turkey for three years; are married to Turkish citizens; or, have children with Turkish citizenship.”

On January 16, 2015, the Regulation on Work Permits of Refugees Under Temporary Protection was published in Turkey’s Official Gazette, providing for such refugees, referred to in article 91 of the LFIP and article 7 of the Regulation on Temporary Protection, to be granted work permits under certain conditions and with certain restrictions. The Regulation disallows foreigners under temporary protection from working independently or being employed without a legally issued work permit and establishes penalties in the form of administrative fines prescribed under the Law on Work Permits for Foreigners, the law on the basis of which the Regulation was issued, for violation of this rule. Foreigners under temporary protection can apply to the Ministry of Labour and Social Security for a work permit six months from the date on which they registered as being under temporary protection status. At the workplace for which the work permit is requested, the number of temporary protection workers cannot exceed 10% of the

---

111 Öner & Genç, supra note 12, at 34. The authors point out, however, that “there are several problems in schooling of the Syrian children in Turkey. The main one is the language barrier.” Id. at 34.

112 LFIP art. 89(4)(a).

113 Id. art. 89(4)(b).

114 Id. art. 89(4)(c).


116 TURKISH LABOR LAW, supra note 115; Law on Work Permits for Foreigners art. 21.
Turkish citizens employed, but if the employer proves that there is no qualified Turkish citizen in the province who can perform the job being done by the foreign worker, the employment quota may not be applied.\textsuperscript{117} Foreigners under temporary protection cannot be paid less than the minimum wage.\textsuperscript{118}

The Ministry’s General Director of Labor, Nurcan Önder, in discussing new regulations for work permits in the country, noted that most of the refugees “do not have an identity card. When we have a look at their professions, we see that 80 percent of these people’s professions are unknown. We have therefore accepted them [as] ‘unqualified.’ Only 3 percent of Syrian refugees in Turkey are part of the ‘qualified’ labor force . . . .”\textsuperscript{119}

\textbf{VII. Path to Naturalization for Entitled Refugees}

The Turkish Citizenship Law provides that an alien “can acquire Turkish citizenship by a decision of the competent authority provided that he/she fulfils the conditions laid down in this Law. However, fulfilment of the stipulated conditions does not grant that person an absolute right in the acquisition of citizenship.”\textsuperscript{120} Acquisition of Turkish citizenship by a decision of the competent authority can be carried out by several means, including naturalization or possession of exceptional status.\textsuperscript{121} The Law includes, in the category of acquisition based on exceptional status, persons recognized as immigrants.\textsuperscript{122} All individuals who are eligible for exceptional acquisition of citizenship can be naturalized without being subject to the five-year residency requirement; their applications will be accepted upon the proposal of the Ministry of Interior and the decision of the Council of Ministers.\textsuperscript{123}

\textbf{VIII. Monitoring of Refugees}

The Turkish authorities may impose administrative obligations upon applicants for protection—for example, insist that they “reside in the designated reception and accommodation centres, a specific location or a province” and that they “report to the authorities in the form and intervals

\textsuperscript{117} TÜRKISH LABOR LAW, supra note 115; Foreign Work Permit Regulation art. 8.

\textsuperscript{118} TÜRKISH LABOR LAW, supra note 115; Foreign Work Permit Regulation art. 10.


\textsuperscript{120} Türk Vatandaşlığı Kanunu [Turkish Citizenship Law], No. 5901, May 29, 2009, \textit{as last amended} May 18, 2012, art. 10, RESMÎ GAZETE, No. 27256 (June 12, 2009), \url{http://www.nvi.gov.tr/Files/File/Mevzuat/Nufus_Mevzuati/Kanun/pdf/turk_vatandasligi_kanunu.pdf}, archived at \url{http://perma.cc/HLB7-TA9V}, English translation available at \url{http://eudo-citizenship.eu/NationalDB/docs/TUR%20Turkish%20citizenship%20law%202009%20%28English%29.pdf}, archived at \url{https://perma.cc/PPS4-BM3B}. It seems that only article 28, on rights accorded to persons who lost Turkish citizenship through renunciation of it, was affected by the 2012 amendment, although article 28 was greatly expanded, from one clause to ten.

\textsuperscript{121} Id. art. 12(1)(a).

\textsuperscript{122} Id. art. 12(1)(b)–(c).

\textsuperscript{123} Id. art. 12; ZEYNEP KADİRBEYÖĞLU, EUDO CITIZENSHIP OBSERVATORY: COUNTRY REPORT: TURKEY 13 (Nov. 2012), \url{http://eudo-citizenship.eu/docs/CountryReports/Turkey.pdf}, archived at \url{https://perma.cc/2GZH-623Y}. 
as requested.” Applicants must register with the address-based registration system, as was noted above, and report the address of their domicile to the governorate.

The DGMM, for reasons of public security and public order, may also require conditional refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection “to reside at a given province and report to authorities in accordance with determined procedures and periods,” and these persons, too, must register their address in the system and report the address to the governorate.

**IX. Termination or Cancellation of International Protection Status**

International protection status will be terminated if the beneficiaries

a) voluntarily re-avail themselves of the protection in their country of citizenship;
b) voluntarily regain the citizenship that they have been deprived of;
c) acquired a new nationality, and enjoy the protection of the country of their new nationality;
c) voluntarily returned to the country from which they have fled or stayed outside of due to fear of persecution.

In cases of voluntary return, the Turkish authorities provide material and financial support to the applicants and international protection beneficiaries, and the repatriation is carried out by the DGMM “in cooperation with international organisations, public institutions and agencies, and civil society organisations.” Subsidiary protection status is also terminated if the circumstances upon which it had been granted are no longer applicable “or have changed to an extent that the protection is no longer needed.” Termination of international protection status or subsidiary protection status may be reassessed, and the person concerned may be given the opportunity to present the reasons supporting its continuation.

International protection status may also be cancelled in cases where the beneficiaries presented false documents or used fraud, deceit, or withholding of facts to obtain the status, or where it is later determined that the beneficiaries should have been excluded on those grounds for exclusion cited above.

---

124 LFIP art. 71(1).
125 Id. art. 71(2).
126 Id. art. 82(1).
127 Id. art. 82(2).
128 Id. art. 85(1).
129 Id. art. 87.
130 Id. art. 85(3); see also art. 85(2).
131 Id. art. 85(4).
132 Id. art. 86(1).
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SUMMARY
The UK has extensive provisions in place to provide protection to persons seeking asylum while protecting the public from individuals who may exploit the asylum system. The application process for asylum seekers starts at the border. A fast-track process has been developed to help reduce the extensive caseload of asylum cases, which allows certain applications to be rejected upon receipt if the individual is from a country deemed safe by the UK. For all other applicants, a decision is made on the well-established criteria of whether the individual has a well-founded fear of persecution or other harm. A new program has been introduced in response to the Syrian crisis, which accepts selected refugees from the Syrian region.

I. Introduction

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, consisting of England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland, has recently undergone a period of devolution with the creation of a Scottish Parliament, a Welsh Assembly, and a Northern Ireland Assembly (currently suspended) that can legislate in certain areas. Citizenship and nationality are not devolved areas, however, and thus remain the responsibility of the Parliament. The Secretary of State for the Home Department (a member of the British executive branch) and his department, commonly referred to as the Home Office, has responsibility for almost all matters relating to immigration, including asylum, nationality, and border control laws.

Since 1891, the common law of the UK has provided that “no alien has any right to enter this country except by leave of the Crown.”2 The Aliens Restriction Act 1914,3 the Aliens Restriction (Amending) Act 1919,4 and the Rules and Orders made under these Acts5 gave the common law rule a statutory basis and formed the restrictions on immigration.

---

1 “Nationality” refers to the status of those individuals who are British citizens, British subjects with the right of abode in the United Kingdom and thus outside the scope of the United Kingdom’s immigration control, and citizens of British Overseas Territories. In this report, the term “citizenship” is used to include nationality. These terms are commonly interchanged. Nationality has been defined as a person’s international identity that demonstrates they belong to a state, as evidenced by a passport. Citizenship has been considered to be more “a matter of law determined by the facts of a person’s date and place of birth, those of their parents and the application of the provisions of the relevant legislation,” and is concerned with the rights, duties, and opportunities that a person has within a state, such as voting rights, military service, and access to healthcare. LAURIE FRANSMAN, FRANSMAN’S BRITISH NATIONALITY LAW 12 (2d ed. 1998).


3 Aliens Restriction Act 1914, 4 & 5 Geo. 5, c. 12.


The statutory regime governing immigration in the UK is currently contained in the Immigration Act 1971⁶ and the Immigration Rules⁷ made under it. The Immigration Rules are a fluid set of rules that change frequently. To change them, a Statement of Changes to the Immigration Rules is laid before Parliament; these changes enter into law within forty days unless Parliament objects to them.⁸ The law requires individuals who are not British or Commonwealth citizens with the right of abode in the UK or members of the European Economic Area⁹ to obtain leave to enter the UK from an immigration officer upon their arrival.¹⁰

The early 2000s saw record numbers of individuals seeking asylum in the UK, peaking at 84,132 in 2002.¹¹ These numbers led to significant public discontent, so the government introduced a number of measures that sought to limit the number of applicants entering the country, which included making it more difficult to obtain asylum and decreasing the benefits that asylum applicants could receive.¹² As a result the number of asylum seekers dropped to a low of 17,916 in 2010.¹³ In 2014, the numbers rose again to 25,033, with asylum seekers forming 4.1% of immigrants entering the UK during that year.¹⁴ In 2014, most asylum seekers were nationals of African countries (35%), Asian countries (32%), and Middle Eastern nations (20%). Ten percent of applicants were from Europe.¹⁵ As of August 2015, 9,756 applications for asylum from 2014 had been granted, amounting to approximately 50% of those with known outcomes. 8,634 applications had been refused or withdrawn, or 44.3%.¹⁶ Appeals were lodged in 74.3% of the 2014 cases in which asylum was initially refused, and of those for which the outcome was known, 30.1% of the appeals were approved.¹⁷

Due to the number of asylum seekers entering the UK over the past few years and the nature of the system for considering applications and appeals, a considerable backlog of cases has built up,

---

⁸ Immigration Act, 1971, c. 77, § 3(2).
⁹ The European Economic Area consists of the Members of the European Union plus Norway, Iceland, and Liechtenstein.
¹⁰ Immigration Act, 1971, c. 77, § 3; Immigration Rules, supra note 7, ¶ 7.
¹³ Id.
¹⁴ Id. ¶ 2.4.
¹⁵ Id. ¶ 2.2.
¹⁶ Id. table 3.
causing substantial delays.\textsuperscript{18} The number of pending asylum cases at the end of 2015 was 24,236.\textsuperscript{19}

II. Government Departments Responsible for Asylum

The Home Office is the government department with primary responsibility for almost all aspects relating to immigration, including asylum, nationality and border control laws. There are various directorates within the Home Office that handle specific items relating to these areas of responsibility.\textsuperscript{20}

UK Visas and Immigration, acting on behalf of the Home Secretary and Minister for Immigration, is responsible for processing asylum applications.\textsuperscript{21} Immigration Enforcement ensures that immigration laws are complied with, such as the prohibition on working without proper authorization. Immigration Enforcement also works to remove individuals that do not have permission to remain in the UK. The Border Force is responsible for immigration and customs controls at UK ports and airports and has recently been given the duty of conducting exit checks. HM Passport Office is responsible for processing applications for British passports, both overseas and in country.\textsuperscript{22}

III. Asylum Laws and Policy

Asylum is the term given to the protection offered to individuals who are fleeing persecution in their own country.\textsuperscript{23} As a general rule, asylum seekers may apply for asylum only after entering the UK. Asylum applicants who meet the application criteria receive refugee status. Applicants who do not receive refugee status may still be granted leave to remain in the UK for humanitarian or other reasons if there is a real risk that they would suffer serious harm after returning to their country of origin. The nature of this harm is not specified in the UN Convention and Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees.\textsuperscript{24} Refugee status and humanitarian protection provide the individual with permission to reside in the UK for an initial period of five

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{18} Id. ¶ 2.5.
\textsuperscript{19} Id.
\textsuperscript{21} House of Commons Library Briefing Paper, Asylum Statistics, supra note 11, at 4.
\textsuperscript{22} Id. at 4.
\end{footnotesize}
years, with the right to work and access welfare benefits.\textsuperscript{25} Lawful residence in the UK for a continuous period of five years generally qualifies an individual to apply for UK citizenship.\textsuperscript{26}

If a person does not qualify for refugee status or humanitarian protection but removal would breach the UK’s human rights obligations, a situation that typically arises when a person has strong private and family ties to the UK, he/she may be granted temporary permission to remain in the UK. This leave will typically be subject to conditions.\textsuperscript{27}

The UK offers very limited refugee resettlement programs whereby selected refugees are able to come and settle in the UK without having to go through the asylum process described above. Currently, there is a program for vulnerable Syrian refugees (see Part XII, below).\textsuperscript{28}

Biometric information must be provided upon entry to the UK, and since April 2015 the UK has also been applying a system of exit checks, whereby travel data is recorded from people leaving the UK and reconciled against other immigration databases. Applicants for asylum are fingerprinted and their information checked against databases to help prevent those with a known criminal background from entering the UK.\textsuperscript{29} The data are also cross-referenced against the Immigration Asylum Fingerprint system to ensure there are no duplicate applications. In addition, the fingerprints are checked against the Eurodac database to ascertain whether the applicants have an outstanding application with another member state of the European Union.\textsuperscript{30} These procedures also help identify fraudulent visa applications.\textsuperscript{31}

\textbf{A. Statutory Regime}

The policy surrounding, and law governing, immigration and asylum is highly complex. The government attempts to balance the needs of those seeking genuine protection and prevent the entrance of those wishing to come to the UK for undesirable purposes. The statutory regime governing immigration and asylum in the UK is primarily contained in the Immigration Act 1971\textsuperscript{32} and the Immigration Rules.\textsuperscript{33} The 1971 Act makes it an offense for aliens to enter the UK

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{25} House of Commons Library Briefing Paper, Constituency Casework: Asylum, Immigration and Nationality, supra note 23, at 6.  
\textsuperscript{27} House of Commons Library Briefing Paper, Constituency Casework: Asylum, Immigration and Nationality, supra note 23, at 6.  
\textsuperscript{28} Id. at 7.  
\textsuperscript{31} Id.  
\textsuperscript{32} Immigration Act 1971, c. 77.  
\textsuperscript{33} Immigration Rules, supra note 7.}
without obtaining leave to enter. Officials have authority to attach conditions to such leave, and failing to observe these conditions is also a prosecutable offense.

The UK’s national laws are subject to the European Convention on Human Rights and the UN Refugee Convention. Unlike the Human Rights Convention, the Refugee Convention has not been directly incorporated into UK domestic law, but its provisions influence the formulation of immigration rules, and practices contrary to the Convention are not permitted.

B. Process Taken to Determine Whether to Grant an Asylum Application

Decisions for asylum and humanitarian protection claims are considered on an individual, objective, and impartial basis. Immigration officers take no part in determining asylum applications but pass them on to UK Visas and Immigration, which makes a decision on behalf of the Secretary of State for the Home Department. Personnel examining applications for asylum act on behalf of the Secretary of State and must have knowledge of the “relevant standards applicable in the field of asylum and refugee law.” The Asylum Policy Instructions issued by the Secretary of State provide guidance to caseworkers making decisions as to whether to grant or deny a claim of asylum.

The determining factor for receiving asylum is whether the individual meets the criteria contained in article 1 of the Refugee Convention and Protocol. This article defines a refugee as a person who,

owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group, or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality, and is unable to or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country.

---

34 Immigration Act 1971, c. 77, § 24.
35 Id. § 24(1)(ii)(b).
37 Refugees Convention, supra note 24.
39 Immigration Rules, supra note 7, ¶ 339J.
40 FARID RAYMOND ANTHONY, QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON IMMIGRATION TO BRITAIN (2013), Q.264.
41 Immigration Rules, supra note 7, ¶ 339HA.
43 Refugees Convention, supra note 24, art. 1. E NUMBER}.
The UK further implements a number of additional criteria when determining whether to grant refugee status. The Secretary of State grants an application for asylum if he/she is satisfied that:

(i) [the asylum seeker] is in the United Kingdom or has arrived at a port of entry in the United Kingdom;
(ii) he is a refugee, as defined in regulation 2 of The Refugee or Person in Need of International Protection (Qualification) Regulations 2006;
(iii) there are no reasonable grounds for regarding him as a danger to the security of the United Kingdom;
(iv) having been convicted by a final judgment of a particularly serious crime, he does not constitute danger to the community of the United Kingdom; and
(v) refusing his application would result in him being required to go (whether immediately or after the time limited by any existing leave to enter or remain) in breach of the Geneva Convention, to a country in which his life or freedom would threatened on account of his race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership of a particular social group.44

If the individual meets the criteria, the UK will grant asylum to the applicant.45 If the application does not meet any of the above criteria it will be refused. The decision on his/her application is provided in writing and includes the reasons for the application’s rejection and details on how to challenge the decision.46 A person who has been notified that he/she has been refused asylum may be liable to removal as an illegal entrant, removal under the powers provided for in section 10 of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999, or deportation.47

An individual’s refugee status may be subsequently revoked if the Secretary of State is satisfied that the provisions of the Refugee Convention cease to apply because

(i) [the refugee] has voluntarily re-availed himself of the protection of the country of nationality;
(ii) having lost his nationality, he has voluntarily re-acquired it;
(iii) he has acquired a new nationality, and enjoys the protection of the country of his new nationality;
(iv) he has voluntarily re-established himself in the country which he left or outside which he remained owing to a fear of persecution;
(v) he can no longer, because the circumstances in connection with which he has been recognised as a refugee have ceased to exist, continue to refuse to avail himself of the protection of the country of nationality; or

44 Immigration Rules, supra note 7, ¶ 334.
45 Id. ¶ 328.
46 Id. ¶ 336.
47 Id. ¶ 338.
(vi) being a stateless person with no nationality, he is able, because the circumstances in connection with which he has been recognised a refugee have ceased to exist, to return to the country of former habitual residence.\textsuperscript{48}

C. Substantiating a Claim for Asylum

When considering any asylum, humanitarian protection, or human rights claim, all material factors to substantiate the claim, including a statement of the reason for the claim and any documentation relating to identity, nationality, and other countries the individual has resided in must be submitted to the Secretary of State.\textsuperscript{49} For asylum applications, no information can be disclosed, nor obtained, from the alleged persecutor, that would “jeopardise the physical integrity of the applicant and his dependents, or the liberty and security of his family members still living in the country of origin.”\textsuperscript{50} Caseworkers reviewing an asylum application on behalf of the Secretary of State consider a number of factors to determine whether the applicant has been, or may be, subject to persecution or serious harm, including

\begin{itemize}
  \item the facts relating to the country of origin, including its laws and regulations;
  \item statements and documents from the applicant;
  \item the applicant’s position, background, and personal circumstances;
  \item whether the applicant’s activities since leaving the country of origin were undertaken for the purposes of creating an asylum or humanitarian protection claim; and
  \item whether the applicant should have reasonably been able to obtain protection in another country or other state of citizenship.\textsuperscript{51}
\end{itemize}

In cases where the applicant’s statements are not supported by documentary or other evidence, proof of these facts will not be necessary if the person has made a genuine effort to substantiate his/her claim and a satisfactory explanation regarding the lack of materials has been made, the claimant’s statements are coherent and plausible and do not contradict information relevant the person’s case, the claim was made at the earliest possible time, and the claimant has been able to establish his/her general credibility.\textsuperscript{52}

An application for asylum is rejected if the claim has not been adequately substantiated, or if the applicant has not established him/herself as eligible for asylum or humanitarian protection. The applicant’s claim may also be rejected if he/she fails to disclose facts that are material to the case or otherwise assist the Secretary of State in establishing the facts of the case.\textsuperscript{53} Failing to report to a designated place to be fingerprinted or to complete a questionnaire, or failing to comply with a condition to report to an immigration officer for examination, are all grounds for the Secretary

\textsuperscript{48} Id. ¶¶ 339A, 339B.
\textsuperscript{49} Id. ¶ 339I.
\textsuperscript{50} Id. ¶ 339IA.
\textsuperscript{51} Id. ¶ 339J.
\textsuperscript{52} Id. ¶ 339L.
\textsuperscript{53} Home Office, Asylum Policy Instructions, supra note 24, at 39.
of State to reject an asylum application. If the applicant leaves the UK without proper authorization at any time during the application process or fails to complete any steps of the process, the application is considered as withdrawn.\textsuperscript{54}

Any individual that has a pending asylum application may not be subject to action to remove the applicant or his or her dependents from the UK.\textsuperscript{55} Decisions on asylum applications are provided for in writing\textsuperscript{56} and must be made as soon as possible. If the decision cannot be made within six months of the date of application, the Secretary of State must inform the applicant of the delay. In cases where the applicant has requested in writing information regarding when the decision should be expected, the Secretary of State must provide this information.\textsuperscript{57}

D. Humanitarian Leave

In cases where the asylum applicant is not eligible for asylum, he/she may be entitled to stay in the UK on humanitarian grounds if he/she is in the UK, or has arrived at a port of entry in the UK, and does not qualify as a refugee under regulation 2 of the Refugee or Person in Need of International Protection (Qualification) Regulations 2006.\textsuperscript{58} The key criterion to a grant of humanitarian leave is the existence of substantial grounds for believing that if the applicant returned to the country of origin he/she would face a “real risk of suffering serious harm” and the applicant is therefore unable to return to that country.”\textsuperscript{59} He/she must also not fall within a category of persons who are to be excluded from humanitarian protection.\textsuperscript{60} When a claim for humanitarian protection is presented, the Secretary of State considers the individual’s statements that detail his or her reasons for making the claim; documentation of his/her identity, nationality,

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{54} Immigration Rules, \textit{supra} note 7, ¶ 333C.
  \item \textsuperscript{55} \textit{Id.} ¶ 329.
  \item \textsuperscript{56} \textit{Id.} ¶ 333.
  \item \textsuperscript{57} \textit{Id.} ¶¶ 333, 333A.
  \item \textsuperscript{58} \textit{Id.} ¶ 339C.
  \item \textsuperscript{59} \textit{Id.} ¶¶ 339C, 339I. Serious harm in this instance is defined as: “(i) the death penalty or execution; (ii) unlawful killing; (iii) torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment of a person in the country of return; or (iv) serious and individual threat to a civilian’s life or person by reason of indiscriminate violence in situations of international or internal armed conflict.” \textit{Id.} ¶ 339C.
  \item \textsuperscript{60} \textit{Id.} ¶ 339D, which provides that a person will be excluded from humanitarian protection if the Secretary of State is satisfied that: (i) there are serious reasons for considering that he has committed a crime against peace, a war crime, a crime against humanity, or any other serious crime or instigated or otherwise participated in such crimes; (ii) there are serious reasons for considering that he is guilty of acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations or has committed, prepared or instigated such acts or encouraged or induced others to commit, prepare or instigate instigated such acts; (iii) there are serious reasons for considering that he constitutes a danger to the community or to the security of the United Kingdom; or (iv) prior to his admission to the United Kingdom the person committed a crime outside the scope of (i) and (ii) that would be punishable by imprisonment were it committed in the United Kingdom and the person left his country of origin solely in order to avoid sanctions resulting from the crime.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
countries of previous residence, travel history, etc.; and fact sheets relating to the country of origin or return that may verify the applicant’s statements.\textsuperscript{61}

E. Individuals Prohibited from Obtaining Refugee Status

As noted above, the UK must balance the needs of people in genuine need of asylum against those that wish to enter the UK for undesirable purposes. These “undesirable purposes” are rather broad and individuals may be refused entry into the UK if the Secretary of State personally directs that “the exclusion of that person from the United Kingdom is conducive to the public good”,\textsuperscript{62} or the Immigration Officer has information that it seems right to refuse leave to enter on the ground that exclusion from the United Kingdom is conducive to the public good; if, for example, in the light of the character, conduct or associations of the person seeking leave to enter it is undesirable to give him leave to enter.\textsuperscript{63}

The Secretary of State may exclude individuals from the protection of the Refugee Convention if they should be excluded in accordance with regulation 7 of the Refugee or Person in Need of International Protection (Qualification) Regulations 2006.\textsuperscript{64} The burden of proof is on the Secretary of State to show that the applicant falls within the criteria of regulation 7.

F. Restricted Leave

There are some instances where asylum applicants are not eligible for refugee, humanitarian, discretionary, or other protected status in the UK in accordance with article 1F of the Convention, but may not be returned to their home country as it would breach the UK’s obligations under the European Convention on Human Rights.\textsuperscript{65} In these instances, the individual may obtain restricted leave to remain.\textsuperscript{66} This leave is typically granted in cases where there are serious reasons to consider that the asylum seeker has committed war crimes, crimes against humanity, serious non-political crimes outside the country or refuge or acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations, or [is] a danger to national security or [is] otherwise non-conducive to the public good.\textsuperscript{67}

\textsuperscript{61} Id. ¶ 339I.
\textsuperscript{62} Id. ¶¶ 320(6), 321A(4).
\textsuperscript{63} Id. ¶ 320(19).
\textsuperscript{64} Immigration Rules, supra note 7, ¶ 339AA.
\textsuperscript{67} Asylum Instruction Exclusion, supra note 65, ¶ 2.1.
The above criteria includes those who espouse extremist views. The rationale behind restricted leave is to preserve the public interest, protect the public, and at the same time uphold the rule of law.  

Cases where restricted leave are granted are regularly reviewed with the intention of removing the individual from the UK at the earliest available opportunity. Government policy provides that only in exceptional circumstances will individuals in the UK on restricted leave become eligible for settlement or citizenship, and that it anticipates such circumstances will be rare. Typically, restricted leave is granted for a maximum period of six months, which may be less if it appears likely that the individual will be removed prior to this date, or the risk the individual poses dictates that the period should be reviewed more frequently. It is the individual’s responsibility to apply for additional leave to remain; however, the case must also be reviewed by the authorities to assess whether the individual can be lawfully removed to his or her home country. If it is determined that removal is permitted, the individual has a right of appeal and, once any appeals have been exhausted, the individual will be removed from the UK. Individuals that are subject to restricted leave are not allowed recourse to public funds unless they are destitute, and the burden of proof is on the individual to prove this fact.

There are a number of conditions that may be imposed on individuals who are in the UK on restricted leave. It is presumed that such individuals will have a condition attached to their leave that requires them to regularly report to the Secretary of State. Individuals on restricted leave may have restrictions imposed on any employment. Specifically, there could be a requirement to notify the Secretary of State of any employment or volunteer roles, a prohibition on engaging in certain occupations or professions, or a complete ban on employment. Guidance notes that a complete ban on employment should only be used in exceptional cases where the individual poses a high risk to the public and requires such cases to be referred to the local police to be handled under the regime for potentially dangerous people. Restrictions on employment are noted in the immigration status document or biometric residence permit, which will include a remark that notes the individual’s immigration status. Guidance also notes that individuals on

---

68 Home Office, Asylum Policy Instruction Restricted Leave, supra note 66, ¶ 1.3.1.
69 Id. ¶ 1.2.5.
70 Id. ¶ 4.1.2.
71 Id. ¶ 4.10.1.
72 Id. ¶ 4.10.2.
74 Id. ¶ 4.6.1.
75 Home Office, Asylum Policy Instruction Restricted Leave, supra note 66, ¶ 4.4.1.
76 Id.
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restricted leave should generally be restricted from receiving education, either online or in person.\textsuperscript{78}

Residence restrictions may also be imposed on the individual, and may subject the applicant to conditions such as not spending more than three consecutive nights away from the address without prior written consent of the Secretary of State or not spending more than ten nights away from the address in any six-month period.\textsuperscript{79} Any conditions should be specified and explained in the notice attached to the leave to enter.\textsuperscript{80}

Each case of restricted leave is considered on its facts. Issues considered in determining where to accommodate the individual include whether there is a significant community from the applicant’s country of origin, as the government does not want to cause either risk to the individual from that community or risk to the community from the individual.\textsuperscript{81} If it is suspected that the person is not complying with the conditions, the Immigration, Compliance and Engagement Team may commission an investigation.\textsuperscript{82}

All cases that involve exclusion and restricted leave are handled by the Special Cases Unit.\textsuperscript{83}

G. Revoking Refugee Status

The Secretary of State may revoke a person’s refugee status if the individual has misrepresented or omitted facts, or used false documents, which were decisive in the grant of refugee status. If information becomes available after asylum is granted that there are reasonable grounds that the individual is a danger to the security of the UK, or the community if they have been convicted of a serious crime, refugee or humanitarian protection status can be cancelled or revoked in accordance with article 1F of the Convention.\textsuperscript{84} Leave to enter or remain should typically be refused if it is undesirable to allow the person to remain in the UK due to his or her conduct, character, or associations, or because the person represents a threat to the national security of the UK.\textsuperscript{85} Individuals who are refused asylum because of the above grounds are prioritized for enforcement action and removal.\textsuperscript{86}

When the Secretary of State uses these provisions to revoke a person’s refugee status the person in question must be notified in writing that his or her qualification for refugee status is being reconsidered along with the reasons for the reconsideration. The person has the opportunity to

\textsuperscript{78} Id. \S 4.7.
\textsuperscript{79} Id. \S 4.5.5.
\textsuperscript{80} Id. \S 4.5.5.
\textsuperscript{81} Id. \S 4.5.6.
\textsuperscript{82} Id. \S 4.5.13.
\textsuperscript{83} Id. \S 4.1.1.
\textsuperscript{84} Immigration Rules, supra note 7, \S\S 339A, 339G.
\textsuperscript{85} Id. \S 322(5).
\textsuperscript{86} Home Office, Asylum Policy Instruction Restricted Leave, supra note 66, \S 3.1.2.
submit either a written statement or undergo an in-person interview stating why his or her refugee status should not be revoked.87

IV. Accommodation and Benefits for Asylum Seekers

In an attempt to remove the perception that the United Kingdom is a “soft touch” for asylum seekers and the public perception that asylum seekers are taking away money from benefits that citizens of Britain are entitled to, the early 2000s saw the government introduce a number of controversial new laws. These laws provide that asylum seekers are not permitted to work, allow for administrative detention, limit the benefits provided, and enable benefits to be withdrawn if it is believed the applicant did not make a claim for asylum within a reasonably practicable time.88 Asylum seekers from countries that are deemed “safe” and those whose claims are “clearly unfounded” are detained and can be removed from the UK while they appeal the decision to deny them asylum.89

In all cases where children are involved, section 55 of the Borders, Citizenship and Immigration Act 2009 requires the Home Office to safeguard and promote the welfare of children in the UK when it discharges its functions.90

Section 95 of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999 provides that the Home Office has a duty to provide support to asylum seekers.91 Section 116 of this Act provides that it is the responsibility of the Home Office to provide accommodation and support to asylum seekers who would otherwise be destitute.93 Registered social landlords are not required to provide housing to the Home Office; however, local authorities may be compelled by the Home Office to provide accommodation.94 Support is provided to asylum seekers through furnished accommodation including utilities, a weekly cash allowance to cover essential living needs, and free access to healthcare and schooling.95

87 Immigration Rules, supra note 7, ¶ 339BA.
89 HOME OFFICE, CONTROLLING OUR BORDERS: MAKING MIGRATION WORK IN BRITAIN, FIVE YEAR STRATEGY FOR ASYLUM AND IMMIGRATION, 2005, Cm. 6472, Annex C; Nationality, Immigration and Asylum Act, 2002, c. 41.
95 Home Office, Reforming Support for Failed Asylum Seekers and Other Illegal Migrants: Response to Consultation, Nov. 2015, ¶ 1.1,
Asylum seekers do not have a choice as to where they will be accommodated while they are waiting for a decision, and they are generally accommodated outside of London and the southeast in accordance with a “dispersal policy.” 96 Section 97 of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999 provides that caseworkers should provide accommodation to asylum seekers in areas where there is a ready supply. 97 When deciding where to accommodate asylum seekers, caseworkers are required to give regard to a number of factors, including the applicants’ ethnic group, family ties, and religion. 98 Having family in a certain area of the UK does not guarantee that the applicant will be accommodated in that area. Guidance provides that “[t]he person’s individual circumstances and the nature of the relationship with that relative or friend should always be carefully taken into account. But in the absence of exceptional circumstances, dispersal will generally be appropriate.” 99

The government has reported that as of March 2015 approximately 20,400 asylum seekers awaiting a final determination were being provided with support under section 95 of the Asylum Act. In the calendar year 2014–15 the cost of this support was estimated at £100 million (approximately US$165 million). 100 Support is also being provided to failed asylum seekers in accordance with section 94(5) of the Asylum Act, which provides that support should continue if the failed asylum seeker has dependent children with him or her. As of March 31, 2015, this provision covered 2,900 families (approximately 10,100 people), costing an estimated £45 million (approximately US$75 million) for the year 2014–15. 101

The government is able to recover payments provided to asylum seekers if it later becomes apparent that the asylum seeker receiving support has assets of any kind in the UK or overseas that are capable of being used. 102 These monies may also be recovered from deductions taken from any continued asylum support payments. 103


99 Id. ¶ 2.4.

100 Id. ¶ 1.1.

101 Id. ¶ 1.2.


103 Id. ¶ 18.
Asylum support will not be provided if the individual did not submit an application for asylum as soon as reasonably practicable after they arrived in the UK.\textsuperscript{104} Support may be suspended or stopped if an asylum seeker, or the asylum seeker’s dependent, breaches certain criteria, such as committing an offense, abandoning the address of accommodation, failing to comply with requests for information regarding the asylum claim, or failing to comply with a requirement to report or with a condition of the application.\textsuperscript{105} If support is discontinued, the asylum seeker has a right of appeal to the Tribunal Service.\textsuperscript{106}

V. Support for Failed Asylum Seekers

Failed asylum seekers who are taking all reasonable steps to leave the UK but are unable to do so for reasons beyond their control may also continue to receive support under section 4 of the Immigration Act 1999 if they will otherwise become destitute within a fourteen-day period.\textsuperscript{107} This support is known as section 4 support\textsuperscript{108} and, as of March 31, 2015, approximately 4,900 failed asylum seekers were receiving support under this section at an estimated cost of £28 million (approximately US$45 million).\textsuperscript{109}

The government has noted that the large amounts of money spent supporting failed asylum seekers “is wrong in principle and sends entirely the wrong message to those migrants who do not require our protection but who may seek to exploit the system. It also undermines public confidence in our asylum system.”\textsuperscript{110} It is seeking to reform the system of support for failed asylum seekers and has introduced an immigration bill that would repeal the requirement to provide support to failed asylum seekers, with certain exceptions.\textsuperscript{111}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{104}Nationality, Immigration and Asylum Act 2002, c. 41, § 55.
  \item \textsuperscript{105}Asylum Support Regulations 2000, supra note 102, ¶ 20.
  \item \textsuperscript{106}Immigration and Asylum Act 1999, c. 33, § 103(2).
  \item \textsuperscript{107}The test for destitution for section 4 applicants is the same as provided in section 95(3) of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999, which provides: “a person is destitute if: a. he does not have adequate accommodation or any means of obtaining it (whether or not his other essential living needs are met); or b. he has adequate accommodation or the means of obtaining it, but cannot meet his other essential living needs.” Further information on the test used to determine destitution is available at UK Visas & Immigration, Asylum Support, Section 4 Policy and Process, Version 6.0 (last updated Dec. 21, 2015), ¶1.7, https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/487381/Asylum_Support_Section_4_Policy_and_Process_PUBLIC_v6.pdf, archived at https://perma.cc/DC3T-2WLL, and Asylum Support Regulations 2000, supra note 102, ¶¶ 5–7.
  \item \textsuperscript{109}House of Commons Library Briefing Paper, ‘Asylum Support’: Accommodation and Financial Support for Asylum Seekers, supra note 96, ¶ 1.2.
  \item \textsuperscript{110}Home Office, Reforming Support for Failed Asylum Seekers and Other Illegal Migrants: Response to Consultation, supra note 95, ¶ 1.3.
  \item \textsuperscript{111}Id. ¶ 1.3.
\end{itemize}
VI. Appeals Against the Refusal to Grant Asylum

Appeals against the refusal to grant asylum are processed by Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service. The Tribunals Service (Immigration and Asylum Chambers) hears asylum and immigration appeals, operating a two-tier system, with a first-tier and then an upper tribunal. Additional appeals from this tribunal are permitted and heard by the Court of Appeal. The First-tier Tribunal’s Asylum Support Chamber is responsible for hearing appeals against decisions that refuse, terminate, or withdraw accommodation or financial support to an asylum seeker.

A. Appeals Process

A significant issue faced by the UK in processing asylum cases has been not only the sheer number of cases seen each year, but the appeals process that subsequently followed many first decisions. Asylum seekers’ rights of appeal have been significantly reduced since the early 2000s, most recently by a series of measures contained in the Immigration Act 2014. Many application categories have removed the right of appeal in cases of decisions by UK Visas and Immigration that refuse their asylum application. Instead, for some categories, the refused applicant may have the refusal “reconsidered” or subject to an administrative review, which are more limited in both scope and focus than court appeals. There are limited time frames in which any appeals or administrative reviews may be requested.

Fifty-nine percent of all applications for asylum are refused at the initial decision. Around three-quarters of those refused applicants appeal the decision, and around one-quarter of these appeals are allowed.

B. Special Immigration Appeals Commission

Cases that involve sensitive information, such as those taken on national security or public interest grounds, are heard by the Special Immigration Appeals Commission (SIAC), which was established in 1997. It is a superior court of record and currently hears appeals against decisions made by the Home Office to “deport, or exclude, someone from the UK on national security or public interest grounds.”

---
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security grounds, or for other public interest reasons,” and “appeals against decisions to deprive persons of citizenship status.” As the SIAC is not a court of law, it considers “evidence in documentary, or any other form, and evidence that would not be admissible in a court of law,” and it may rely upon witnesses that the appellant cannot cross examine and “sources of all kinds.”

One part of the procedure of the SIAC that has been criticized are the closed sessions that it conducts if the evidence before it is considered to be sensitive, such as certain types of intelligence materials where the disclosure could damage the public interest. In these cases, the appellant and his or her lawyer may not sit in the session. The government inserted a safeguard to ensure that appellants receive adequate representation during these closed hearings by having their interests represented by a Special Advocate, a lawyer with special security clearances. Nonetheless, the result of these closed hearings is that individuals can be deported if they are considered to be a risk to national security, which can be determined according to evidence heard in a closed hearing alone.

The standard of proof used by the SIAC in arriving at its decisions is the civil standard of the “balance of probabilities.” From the open judgments and evidence available, the conclusions drawn by the SIAC indicate that it relies upon the totality of evidence, and considers the cumulative effect of evidence against a person when making a decision as to whether they are a threat to the national security of the UK. Thus, it appears that it does not require a high standard of evidence of concrete acts to show that an individual presents a danger; the SIAC looks at the total evidence against the person, including, but not limited to, associations with and membership in terrorist organizations, to determine whether an individual is a threat to national security.

VII. Removal

Individuals who are not lawfully present in the UK may be removed and could be subject to a ban on re-entry for a period of up to ten years. The statutory regime for deportation from the UK is contained in the Immigration Act 1971. This Act provides that a person can be deported from the UK by a deportation order if he or she is not a British citizen, and

---
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• the Secretary of State has deemed that the person’s deportation is conducive to the public good;
• the person is the spouse, civil partner, or child under eighteen of someone ordered to be deported; or
• the court has recommended deportation in the case of a person over the age of seventeen convicted of an offense punishable with imprisonment.\textsuperscript{126}

More recent legislation has defined the phrase “conducive to the public good” to include instances where the person has been convicted of a “serious offense”\textsuperscript{127} (notably terrorist offenses), or a cumulative number of minor offenses in which the court did not recommend deportation, or where the person obtained indefinite leave to remain by deception. The deportation order is revocable by a further order from the Secretary of State, or if the person becomes a British citizen.\textsuperscript{128}

Persons awaiting deportation can be detained but have a right to bail unless there is a substantial likelihood, on the balance of probabilities, that the individual

• will commit an offense punishable with imprisonment,
• will be a serious threat to the maintenance of public order, or
• has knowingly entered the United Kingdom with others in breach of immigration law.\textsuperscript{129}

\textsuperscript{126} Immigration Act, 1971, c. 77, § 3(5); see also Immigration Rules, supra note 7, ¶ 363.

\textsuperscript{127} “Serious Crime” is defined as follows by section 72(2) of the Nationality, Immigration and Asylum Act, 2002, c. 41:

A person shall be presumed to have been convicted by a final judgment of a particularly serious crime and to constitute a danger to the community of the United Kingdom if he is – (a) convicted in the United Kingdom of an offence, and (b) sentenced to a period of imprisonment of at least two years.” Section 72(3) provides: “A person shall be presumed to have been convicted by a final judgment of a particularly serious crime and to constitute a danger to the community of the United Kingdom if – (a) he is convicted outside the United Kingdom of an offence, (b) he is sentenced to a period of imprisonment of at least two years, and (c) he could have been sentenced to a period of imprisonment of at least two years had his conviction been a conviction in the United Kingdom of a similar offence.

Section 72(4) states as follows:

A person shall be presumed to have been convicted by a final judgment of a particularly serious crime and to constitute a danger to the community of the United Kingdom if – (a) he is convicted of an offence specified by order of the Secretary of State, or (b) he is convicted outside the United Kingdom of an offence and the Secretary of State certifies that in his opinion the offence is similar to an offence specified by order under paragraph (a).

\textsuperscript{128} Immigration Act, 1971, c. 77, § 5.

\textsuperscript{129} Id. § 5 & sched. 3; see also Immigration Rules, supra note 7, ¶ 362.
An individual in the circumstances above may also be detained if

- directions are in force for his or her removal from the United Kingdom,
- it is in the interest of national security,
- it is conducive to the public good, or
- another person to whose family he or she belongs is or has been ordered to be deported.\footnote{Id. § 3(6).}

When an order for deportation is made against an individual for reasons of national security or because it is conducive to the public good, a statement of the reasons for the decision should be made.\footnote{Id. § 5, sched. 3.}

If all applications for asylum are refused and the individual has exhausted all rights of appeal the asylum seeker must leave the UK. If he or she does not do so voluntarily, the Home Office will arrange for the individual to be removed.\footnote{House of Commons Library Briefing Paper, Constituency Casework: Asylum, Immigration and Nationality, supra note 23, at 7.} The Border Force is responsible for removing individuals from the UK who are not lawfully present there.\footnote{Id. at 4.} When a decision has been made to deport a person from the United Kingdom, notice is given to that person, and the Secretary of State may authorize the person’s detention or issue an order restricting his/her residence, employment, or occupation, and may also impose additional requirements for reporting to the police.\footnote{Immigration Rules, supra note 7, pt. 13 (Deportation).}

Other than in certain limited circumstances, the government bears the costs for the removal of individuals subject to deportation orders. The person subject to the deportation order is informed of the flight details, but no reference is included in the case working instructions as to the times of the flights to which individuals may be assigned.\footnote{UK Visas and Immigration, Enforcement Instructions and Guidance, ch. 47, https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/270022/chapter47.pdf (last updated Nov. 27, 2013), archived at https://perma.cc/7YVQ-HMJQ.}

Deportees are typically sent to their country of citizenship or to a country where they are a national; in certain circumstances, however, they may be deported to a third country, provided their entrance is acceptable there.\footnote{Id. ¶ 329.}

An individual with a pending asylum application and his/her dependents are not subject to removal from the UK.\footnote{Id. § 3(6).}

---
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VIII. Deportation on National Security Grounds

As noted above, an individual can be deported from the UK for reasons of national security. The term “national security” has not been defined in legislation in the UK, and case law indicates that no judicial definition has been provided, “even in those cases where the Courts have considered the extent of their powers to review executive decisions of that kind.” Indeed, the case law shows that great deference has been given to the executive to determine what is in the interest of national security, as the judiciary considers that the executive is in a better position to assess the threat posed to the national security of the country. The British government uses this tool of deportation as part of its counterterrorism strategy. Prosecution is the UK’s preferred approach to addressing suspected terrorists, but it considers that deportation on national security grounds is another means of disrupting terrorist activity. MI5 has specified that

[w]here the person concerned is a foreign national, and is a threat to the UK, deportation will usually be an appropriate means of disrupting terrorist activity. This is important in terms of ensuring public safety, as well as sending a strong signal that foreign nationals who threaten our national security cannot expect to be allowed to remain in the UK. Those who are outside the UK will normally be excluded.

The Immigration, Asylum and Nationality Act 2006 provided a number of additional measures that made it easier for the government to deport individuals for reasons of national security. It limited the grounds of appeal in cases of national security to those solely based on human rights concerns.

IX. Path to Naturalization

Individuals lawfully present in the UK for specified periods of time, including those granted refugee status, may be eligible for naturalization if they meet additional criteria. Legislation regarding citizenship is contained primarily in the British Nationality Act 1981, as amended. Refugees may be able to obtain British citizenship through naturalization. Citizenship is not
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granted automatically to individuals who have legally resided in the United Kingdom for any period of time, nor is it granted automatically to individuals who marry British citizens or babies born in the UK. Such individuals must meet specific criteria contained within the British Nationality Act 1981 and apply for citizenship.

A. Naturalization and Residence

Citizenship through naturalization is not an entitlement or right. Certain legal requirements must be met and the Home Secretary must “see fit” to grant citizenship. These requirements include the ability to communicate in English, Welsh, or Scottish Gaelic; being of sound mind; and having a good character.

B. Family Reunification

Individuals who obtain permanent leave to remain or citizenship are entitled to bring their immediate family members, defined as their spouse and any children under the age of eighteen. Parents and grandparents of settled persons or citizens are permitted to join their children or grandchildren in the United Kingdom but only if they are over the age of sixty-five and have no other relatives to support them in their home country. Other close relatives, such as aunts, uncles, brothers, and sisters may be eligible “if living alone outside the United Kingdom in the most exceptional compassionate circumstance.” There are financial requirements that the British citizen or UK resident must meet in order to ensure their family migrant does not require recourse to public funds. These financial requirements were challenged in the courts, but were upheld by the Court of Appeal.

X. Immigration Detention

A controversial aspect of the UK’s asylum policy has been that of detaining immigrants. Home Office officials have the authority to detain asylum seekers and other migrants who enter the UK without proper authorization. This detention is for administrative purposes and generally used to establish the applicant’s identity, determine the basis of their claim, and ensure that an individual can be removed from the UK, or where there are any reasons to cause officials to believe that the individual will not comply with any conditions attached to a grant of leave to enter. There is no maximum time period for which individuals may be detained, nor is there any
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automatic judicial oversight of detention decisions. Home Office policy states that detention should not be used routinely and, when used, should be for the shortest period necessary.\textsuperscript{153}

There are ten detention centers (known as immigration removal centers) across the UK.\textsuperscript{154} There are other forms of secure accommodation that are used for families prior to their removal from the UK, as well as other residential and nonresidential short-term holding facilities.\textsuperscript{155} The rules that the detention centers operate under are provided for in the Detention Centre Rules 2001. These rules detail the admission and discharge of detained individuals, as well as basic welfare and privileges that detained individuals may have within the centers, including access to healthcare and education, access to individuals in these centers by visitors, and restrictions on the use of alcohol.\textsuperscript{156}

Detention centers are frequently used, but primarily to house male immigrants. For a one-year period from June 2014–June 2015 there were a total of 32,053 individuals detained in these centers. The total cost for asylum detention in the 2013/14 year was £164.4 million (approximately US$270 million). Inappropriate use of immigration detention has cost the government additional sums as a result of compensation to individuals that have been unlawfully detained. In the period 2013–14 these compensation payments amounted to a total of £4.8 million (approximately US$8 million).\textsuperscript{157}

\section*{XI. Oversight}

There are a number of different facets to ensure that asylum laws and policy are properly implemented. The Home Secretary and her Ministers are responsible for the work of the Home Office’s immigration directorates. The Independent Chief Inspector of Borders and Immigration keeps under review the effectiveness and efficiency of the border and immigration functions. Immigration removal centers and short-term holding facilities are overseen by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Prisons and Independent Monitoring Boards.\textsuperscript{158}

Members of Parliament may also hear complaints from constituents about poor services or other issues by the immigration directorates and either bring them before Parliament or refer them to the Parliamentary and Health Services Ombudsman for investigation. The Ombudsman will only hear complaints from Members of Parliament, and requires the individual to attempt to resolve any issues with the appropriate organization directly before it will take any action.\textsuperscript{159}

\begin{footnotesize}
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XII. Adjustments to Process Due to Syrian Refugee Crisis

The Syrian crisis has resulted in millions of refugees, most of whom have sought asylum in countries neighboring its region. The response of the UK government to the refugee crisis has been largely criticized as inadequate.160 While the UK accepted asylum applications from Syrian refugees until January 29, 2014, when the UK established the Syrian Vulnerable Person Resettlement Program, it did not participate in any resettlement programs and the policy was to provide humanitarian aid to Syria’s neighbors rather than accept recognized Syrian refugees for resettlement in the UK.161 At the end of 2015 the UK was the second largest bilateral donor, committing £1.1 billion (approximately US$1.85 billion) in aid to help refugees in Syria and the region.162

As the crisis continued to develop and worsen, the government created the Syrian Vulnerable Persons Refugee Scheme to allow selected Syrian refugees to come to the UK. Reports from December 2015 state that the Syrian Vulnerable Persons Refugee Scheme has resettled 252 Syrian nationals in the UK.163 The government aimed to resettle 1,000 Syrians under this program by the end of 2015,164 but figures are not yet available to show whether this target was met. The program targets vulnerable Syrians, prioritizing victims of sexual violence and torture, the elderly, and the disabled.165 The program was criticized for the limited number of people that it helped and on September 7, 2015, the Prime Minister announced that the program would be extended and up to 20,000 refugees would be resettled in the UK over the next five years. This program does not include refugees who are already in Europe, and the UK does not intend to participate in refugee relocation programs that are under development by the European Union. Its aim is to take the most vulnerable refugees directly from the region of Syria and the government is working on the logistics of doing so with local authorities and the voluntary sector.166 The resettled refugees will be provided with five years of humanitarian protection status and allowed to work as well as access public funds.167 The criteria under the program will be expanded to include children, particularly orphaned children if the UNHCR recommends their resettlement.168 Given the vast increase in costs, the international aid budget will fund the first year of resettlement to “ease pressure on local authorities.”169 The program selects cases from
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the UNHCR’s case of registered refugees that are living in host communities in the region. During registration with the UNHCR the refugees may indicate that they are interested in resettlement under the Syrian Vulnerable Persons Refugee Scheme (VPR). The UNHCR identifies cases that are suitable for resettlement in the UK and refers them to the Home Office. The Home Office then conducts checks on the eligibility of the individual and seeks to match them with a place with a local authority.\textsuperscript{170}

While the Syrian Vulnerable Persons Refugee Scheme has created a new method of entry for recognized Syrian refugees, Syrian nationals who arrive in the UK outside of this program may still claim asylum upon arrival.

Syrian nationals were the fourth largest group claiming asylum in the UK in 2015, with 2,204 applicants. The UK granted 5,457 Syrian nationals asylum at the first point of their applicant process between January 2012 and September 2015, and in 2015 87\% of initial asylum decisions in Syrian cases granted permission for the applicant to remain in the UK.\textsuperscript{171}

\textsuperscript{170} Id. at 10.

\textsuperscript{171} Id. at 3.
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SUMMARY  This bibliography comprises selected, English-language works on refugee and asylum law that were published in the last two years. The list is divided into a section on general works and sections focusing on Africa, the Americas, Asia and the Pacific, and Europe. Articles comparing two jurisdictions are listed on the basis of the first-mentioned jurisdiction.
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